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Human milk is uniquely tailored to meet infants’ specific nutritional requirements [1]. However,
it is more than just “milk” since it has emerged as an evolutionary strategy to promote human
well-being [2]. This dynamic and bioactive fluid allows mother–infant signalling over lactation,
guiding the infant in the developmental and physiological processes. Human milk exerts protection
and life-long biological effects, playing a crucial role in promoting healthy growth and optimal
cognitive development [3,4]. For this evidence, the promotion of breastfeeding initiation and duration
becomes paramount in all healthcare settings [5]. The latest scientific advances have provided
insight into different components of human milk and their dynamic and flexible changes over time
in response to several biological and environmental triggers. However, the complexity of human
milk composition and the synergistic mechanisms responsible for its beneficial health effects have
not yet been unravelled [4]. This special issue has brought together a variety of articles, including
original works and literature reviews, further exploring the complexity of the human milk biofluid
and the mechanisms underlying the beneficial effects associated with breastfeeding. In this issue,
the mounting amount of data regarding human milk proteome and metabolome, gathered using
advanced technological achievements such as “omics” techniques, has been reviewed, describing
the multitude of bioactive components and their relationship with infants’ cognitive development,
growth and immune functions [6,7]. Changes in human milk protein content over the first months
of lactation in mothers from different geographical and ethnic origins have been investigated [8].
The high abundance of immune active proteins reflects the well-known immunological properties
of mothers’ milk [8]. Authors enhance the importance of passive immunisation through mothers’
antibodies transfer from breast milk, which has a key role for infant immune protection in the first
months [9]. Differences in oligosaccharides content between term and preterm milk have also been
examined in view of the potential implications for preterm infants’ clinical outcomes with special
regard to their increased vulnerability to infections [10]. Given the widely known anti-inflammatory
and antimicrobial properties of human milk, authors have also explored its implementation as a
powerful therapeutic agent for skin issues, suggesting its potential use in settings with limited access
to medicine [11].

In this special edition, attention has been focused on the variability of human milk compounds
depending on individual differences among mothers and, far more significant, on mothers’ nutritional
status and anthropometric characteristics. Authors outline the importance of a healthy lifestyle
and a correct micro and macronutrient intake, before and during pregnancy and lactation, in order
to promote adequate levels of vitamins and other components in human milk [12–16]. Moreover,
author recommendations indicate the need for identifying women at risk for a deficiency, who could,
therefore, benefit from an appropriate supplementation aimed at increasing breastmilk micronutrient
content [12–16].

The more the exceptional qualities of human milk are brought up, the more the support of
breastfeeding initiation and duration becomes fundamental [5]. However, breastfeeding rates are still
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lower than recommended, especially in developed countries. Authors highlight the association among
breastfeeding difficulties in the first months of lactation and early breastfeeding cessation and advocate
the provision of continued tailored breastfeeding support also after hospital discharge [17]. Within
this context, the effectiveness of online sources including an expert instructional video in improving
maternal knowledge and confidence regarding antenatal colostrum expressing, which in turn may
promote long term breastfeeding, has been explored [18].

In this issue, authors have investigated the potential relationship between the presence of unique
components of human milk and the positive long-life beneficial effects associated with breastfeeding.
In view of the crucial role of neuronic acid in white matter development, its content in human milk
through the first month of lactation has been quantified and compared with that of formula milk
from three fat sources [19]. Human milk’s hormonal content, which seems to be involved in infants’
metabolic pathways, including appetite and energy balance, has been also examined in light of the
reduced risk of developing overweight and metabolic syndrome in human milk-fed infants [20,21].

Benefits of human milk feeding are indeed even more critical among specific populations at high
risk of developing adverse outcomes, as preterm infants [22]. This value is highlighted not only by the
positive effects that human milk has in modulating preterms’ outcomes at every level but also by the
results of studies in this issue demonstrating the higher levels of bioactive, micro and macronutrient
contents in preterm milk, compared to full-term [10,23–26]. Within this context, however, authors have
underlined the potential lack of mineral content of preterm milk that should be taken into consideration
in the approach to the fortification of milk for the preterm population [27].

Since human milk feeding is associated with several life-long important beneficial health effects,
in a dose-dependent relation, its promotion and support should be considered as a public health
issue [2]. Unfortunately, the authors underline that breastfeeding initiation and duration are even
more challenging in preterm infants [28]. Therefore, donor human milk has been studied for its role as
a fresh mother’s milk substitute. Even though donor milk has to be processed through pasteurisation
for microbiological safety reasons and supplemented with fortifiers, it has been demonstrated to be
a better feeding alternative for preterm infants, compared to formula milk, when the own mother’s
milk is not available [29]. The refrigeration, freezing, and pasteurisation of donor milk have a variable
impact on vitamin, enzymes and nutrients concentration, resulting in a diminished bioactive function
of donor milk [30]. In this issue, changes in concentrations after pasteurization of water-soluble forms
of choline, which is crucial for infants’ development, have been investigated together with the potential
for reducing the loss of donor human milk compounds by using innovative techniques including
high-pressure processing [31,32].

As the diverse articles in this special issue highlight, commitment towards filling the knowledge
gap on the complex and highly dynamic human milk composition and the strictly interrelated
mechanisms underpinning its positive long-life biological effects is crucial for a deeper understanding
of the biology of the developing infant and the optimisation of infant feeding, particularly that of the
most vulnerable infants.

Author Contributions: M.L.G., D.M. wrote the editorial, M.E.B., F.M. reviewed and revised the editorial.
All authors have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript.
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Abstract: Choline is critical for infant development and mother’s milk is the sole source of choline for
fully breastfed infants until six months of age. Human milk choline consists to 85% of water-soluble
forms of choline including free choline (FC), phosphocholine (PhosC), and glycerophosphocholine
(GPC). Donor milk requires safe handling procedures such as cold storage and pasteurization.
However, the stability of water-soluble forms of choline during these processes is not known.
The objectives of this research were to determine the effect of storage and pasteurization on milk
choline concentration, and the diurnal intra- and inter-individual variability of water-soluble choline
forms. Milk samples were collected from healthy women who were fully breastfeeding a full-term,
singleton infant <6 months. Milk total water-soluble forms of choline, PhosC, and GPC concentrations
did not change during storage at room temperature for up to 4 h. Individual and total water-soluble
forms of choline concentrations did not change after storage for 24 h in the refrigerator or for up to one
week in the household freezer. Holder pasteurization decreased PhosC and GPC, and thereby total
water-soluble choline form concentrations by <5%. We did not observe diurnal variations in PhosC
and total water-soluble forms of choline concentrations, but significant differences in FC and GPC
concentrations across five sampling time points throughout one day. In conclusion, these outcomes
contribute new knowledge for the derivation of evidence-informed guidelines for the handling and
storage of expressed human milk as well as the development of optimized milk collection and storage
protocols for research studies.

Keywords: human milk; donor milk; choline; phosphocholine; storage; pasteurization; milk banking;
pumping; breastfeeding; lactation

1. Introduction

Choline is an essential nutrient with crucial roles in brain function, neurodevelopment,
and growth [1,2]. Biological roles of choline include neurogenesis and synapse formation in the
form of acetylcholine, membrane biogenesis, cell division, lipid transports, and myelination in
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the form of choline phospholipids, and as a methyl donor in the form of its oxidation product
betaine [3–6]. Betaine contributes to the generation of S-adenosylmethionine, which is the main methyl
donor involved in creatine and phosphatidylcholine synthesis, and DNA methylation, among other
biochemical reactions [7]. Choline adequacy in early infancy and rapid stages of growth is critical to
support membrane formation, cell proliferation, and parenchymal growth [6].

Exclusive breastfeeding ad libitum is the recommended feeding practice for the first six months
of life, with continued breastfeeding up to two years of age [8]. Human milk contains various forms
of the essential nutrient choline. The three water-soluble forms of choline, i.e., free choline (FC),
phosphocholine (PhosC), and glycerophosphocholine (GPC), contribute to approximately 85% of total
choline in human milk; the lipid-soluble phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin account for the
remaining 15% [9–13].

The practice of human milk pumping and storage for later use is on the rise both at home and
in clinical settings to accommodate various situations when feeding human milk at the breast is
not possible, e.g., mothers returning to work; insufficient volume of mother’s own milk, and need
for donor milk [14,15]. Current guidelines for the safe handling of expressed human milk focus
largely on microbiological safety, whereby Holder pasteurization (at 62.5 ◦C for 30 min) of donor
milk is mandatory in all North American hospitals [16]. Additionally, it is recommended that milk be
stored in the refrigerator at ≤4 ◦C for no more than eight days, and in the freezer at −17 ◦C for up to
12 months [17]. Whilst evidence suggests that refrigeration, freezing and pasteurization impact human
milk concentration of folate, vitamin B6, vitamin C, and other nutrients to various degrees [18–21],
the effect of pasteurization and short- and long-term storage at different temperatures on water-soluble
forms of choline in expressed human milk is not known.

Water-soluble forms of choline concentrations in human milk may vary within and between
women. Higher maternal dietary choline intake increases milk concentrations of water-soluble,
yet not fat-soluble, forms of choline, as shown in a 12-week dose-response feeding study and a
supplementation trial from 18 gestational weeks to 90 days postpartum [11,13]. No consistent changes
in total concentration of water-soluble forms of choline in human milk were observed in six women
over a time period of 72 h [22]. The diurnal changes and variability of individual water-soluble choline
forms among women have not been studied to date. Understanding these variabilities has important
implications for designing study protocols (e.g., sampling techniques) that focus on identifying the
determinants of choline in human milk and infant outcomes due to milk choline consumption.

The objectives of this research were to determine the effect of cold storage and pasteurization on
the concentrations of water-soluble forms of choline in human milk, and to determine the intra- and
inter-individual variability of water-soluble forms of choline concentrations in human milk within
a day. Water-soluble forms of choline seem stable during short-term cold storage and most forms
remained unchanged after four hours of storage at room temperature and six months of storage at
ultra-low freezing temperatures, as employed in research settings. Holder pasteurization significantly
impacted milk concentrations of water-soluble forms of choline, but to a small extent that is outweighed
by the microbiological safety benefits of pasteurization. We observed intra-individual variability
of individual but not total water-soluble forms of choline throughout one day, and recommend
standardized sampling protocols for research studies.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants and Study Design

The research consisted of two cross-sectional studies, i.e., the stability and variability study, as
well as the secondary analysis of bio-banked milk samples for the pasteurization study. For all studies,
healthy women who were exclusively breastfeeding a healthy, full-term and singleton infant <6 months
of age were eligible to participate. Exclusion criteria included: suffering from diabetes mellitus Type 1
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or 2, or any chronic disease involving fat metabolism, taking routine medications known to influence
fat metabolism, or consumption of more than 1 alcoholic drink per day.

2.1.1. Stability Study

A convenience sample of 6 mothers of 2- to 6- month old infants was included in this study.
Women were recruited through active and passive recruitment methods in the Greater Vancouver area
in 2014. Signed informed consent was obtained prior to enrolment. Information on maternal and
infant age, sociodemographic status, supplement use, and general infant health, was collected using a
self-administered questionnaire. Ethical approval was granted by the University of British Columbia
and the British Columbia Children’s and Women’s (C&W) Hospital Research Ethics Board (H12-03191).

Women provided a fresh complete milk expression collected in the morning (between
9:00–10:00 a.m.) using a commercial pump (Medela); samples were immediately transferred on
ice to the lab to be aliquoted and analyzed. One milk aliquot was analyzed immediately, with the
rest of the samples being stored at different temperatures for different durations (see Supplemental
Table S1), prior to analysis.

2.1.2. Pasteurization Study

Mid-feed human milk samples (milk collected after breastfeeding or pumping milk for
approximately 3 min) from mothers of 1-month old infants were used in the pasteurization study;
these bio-banked samples were derived from a completed, randomized controlled trial studying the
effect of DHA supplementation during pregnancy on the cognitive and visual outcomes on infants [23].
The study was approved by C&W REB (H03-70242). A subset of milk samples was randomly selected
from the bio-banked samples that had been stored for 5–9 years at −80 ◦C. In the original study, milk
samples were immediately frozen at home for a maximum time of 3 days, and transferred on ice to
the lab where they were frozen at −80 ◦C until analysis. Original milk samples obtained from the
participants were thawed on ice, homogenized by gentle mixing, and divided in two aliquots. The first
aliquot was stored at −20 ◦C for 1–2 h, and the second aliquot underwent Holder pasteurization in
a water bath. Water-soluble forms of choline were quantified before and after pasteurization on the
same day.

2.1.3. Variability Study

Twenty women were enrolled in this cross-sectional study. Recruitment and enrolment procedures
were similar to those described for the stability study. Sociodemographic, health and supplement use
data were collected using the same self-administered questionnaire as in the stability study. Ethical
approval was granted by the University of British Columbia and the British Columbia Children’s and
Women’s Hospital Research Ethics Board (H12-03191).

Each participant provided 5 mid-feed milk samples at different times throughout one day.
For feasibility purposes, the five different time points were flexible as follows: before breakfast, before
lunch, 45–60 min after lunch, 45–60 min after dinner, and before bedtime. Participants were instructed
to place the vials in their home freezers immediately after pumping. Frozen samples were transferred
to the lab on ice the day after collection and stored at −80 ◦C for 2 weeks, when choline analysis
was completed.

2.2. Human Milk Choline Quantitation

Concentrations of water-soluble forms of choline in milk were determined using isotope dilution
liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry as previously described [24]. In brief, aliquots
of 20 μL of human milk were transferred to Eppendorf tubes containing 10 μL of deuterium-labeled
internal standards (choline-d9, PhosC-d9, GPC-d9) and vortexed. Protein was precipitated with 30 μL
of methanol with 0.1% formic acid. The supernatant was recovered after centrifugation at 18,000 × g at
4 ◦C for 10 min, transferred to an autosampler vial and mixed with acetonitrile with 0.1% formic acid in
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dilutions of 1:5. The inter-assay and intra-assay coefficient of variation (CV) based on 5 replicates were
as follows: For FC, 5.5% and 4.1%; for PhosC, 6.4% and 5.2%; and for GPC 9.5% and 2.3%; respectively.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Participant characteristics are presented using descriptive statistics. Normality of data distribution
was assessed using Shapiro–Wilk test. Differences in milk concentrations of water-soluble forms
of choline under different storage conditions were determined using the related-samples Friedman
test, followed by Wilcoxon signed-ranks test as post-hoc analysis and adjusted using the Bonferroni
correction. Differences in water-soluble forms of choline concentrations after pasteurization were
determined using the Wilcoxon signed-ranks test. Intra-individual variability in water-soluble forms of
choline concentrations was determined using the related-samples Friedman test, followed by Wilcoxon
signed-ranks test as post-hoc analysis and adjusted using the Bonferroni correction. Analyses were
performed using the IBM SPSS statistics software (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 25.0. SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Level of significance was set at p values < 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Participant Characteristics

The characteristics of women included in each study are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Participant characteristics of each study.

Characteristics Total Sample Size
Stability Study

(n = 6)
Pasteurization Study

(n = 33)
Variability Study

(n = 20)

Age, y 35 ± 2 1 34 ± 4 32 ± 4
Postpartum, mo 4.0 (3.0) 2 1 4.5 (3.0)

First-time breastfeeding, n (%) 6 (100) 20 (61) 10 (50)
Ethnic background, n (%)

European 2 (33) 26 (79) 11 (55)
Latin American 2 (33) 2 (6) 4 (20)
Middle Eastern 0 3 (9) 3 (15)

First Nation 1 (17) 0 1 (5)
Chinese Asian 1 (17) 2 (6) 1 (5)

1 Mean ± SD; 2 median (IQR).

3.2. Stability of Water-Soluble Choline Forms at Different Storage Conditions

The concentration of total water-soluble forms of choline, PhosC, and GPC did not significantly
change during storage at room temperature for up to 4 h (Figure 1, Supplemental Table S2). Compared
to fresh milk samples, i.e., baseline values, only FC concentration significantly increased after 3 h and
4 h of storage at room temperature.

We observed no changes in total water-soluble forms of choline and PhosC concentrations
independent of condition and duration of cold storage, including in the refrigerator at 4 ◦C for 24 h,
in the freezer at −20 ◦C for up to 1 week, and in the ultra-low freezer at −80 ◦C for up to 6 months
(Figure 1, Supplemental Table S2). The concentration of FC and GPC did not change after storage at
4 ◦C for 24 h or at −20 ◦C for up to 1 week, but significantly increased between baseline and 6 months
of storage at −80 ◦C.
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Figure 1. Changes in water-soluble forms of choline concentrations in human milk at (A) room
temperature (n = 6) and (B) under different cold storage conditions (n = 5). Data presented as mean
± SD.

3.3. Stability of Water-Soluble Choline Forms during Pasteurization

Total water-soluble forms of choline concentrations significantly decreased by approximately 5%
after Holder pasteurization in 33 milk samples (Table 2). This decrease seems to be largely driven
by the decrease in the main water-soluble forms of choline in human milk, i.e., GPC and PhosC.
The concentrations of GPC and PhosC showed a mean decrease of 4%–5%. Median FC concentration
remained constant and did not seem to be impacted by exposure to pasteurization.
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Table 2. Water-soluble forms of choline concentrations in human milk before and after Holder
pasteurization 1.

Choline Form Before, μmol/L After, μmol/L Difference, μmol/L Difference, % p-Value 2

Free choline
Mean ± SD 124 ± 60 124 ± 58 0.6 ± 14 1.3 ± 10 0.893

Median (min; max) 117 (47.9; 293) 120 (44.6; 275) −1 (−29; 46) −0.5 (−18; 33.0)
Phosphocholine

Mean ± SD 675 ± 220 632 ± 189 −43 ± 73 −4.7 ± 10 0.003
Median (min; max) 676 (230; 1131) 621 (261; 960) −41 (−238; 111) −6.5 (−21; 25)

Glycerophosphocholine
Mean ± SD 442 ± 181 425 ± 181 −17 ± 43 −3.6 ± 10 0.015

Median (min; max) 381 (243; 904) 387 (211; 994) -20 (-122; 97) -5.6 (-21; 26)
Total water-soluble choline

Mean ± SD 1241 ± 249 1186 ± 201 −56 ± 124 −3.4 ± 10 0.017
Median (min; max) 1229 (789; 1794) 1136 (792; 1566) −63 (358; 231) −4.8 (−20; 27)

1 n = 33 samples; 2 Wilcoxon signed-rank test to test for differences between before and after Holder pasteurization.

3.4. Intra- and Inter-Individual Variability of Water-Soluble Forms of Choline Concentrations

Total water-soluble forms of choline and PhosC concentrations did not vary significantly within
a woman during the day based on analysis of five milk samples per mother (Table 3). However,
significant changes in FC and GPC were found. Posthoc analysis showed a 22.7% increase in FC from
T1 to T4 (p = 0.027) and a 12.2% decrease in GPC from T1 to T3 (p = 0.027).

Additionally, as shown in Figure 2, intra-individual variability in FC and GPC concentrations
varied between women, whereby milk FC and GPC concentrations showed a large variability in some,
i.e., 2 or 3 mothers, with milk samples of most other mothers reflecting minimal variability.

Table 3. Concentrations of water-soluble forms of choline in mid-feed milk samples collected at five
different time points within one day 1.

Choline Form T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 p 2

Free choline
Median (IQR) 119 (73.5) 125 (63.7) 131 (75.4) 146 (119) 132 (81.1) 0.029

Range 51.9–156 60.4–253 69.2–474 59.9–453 505–332
Phosphocholine
Median (IQR) 490 (328) 488 (270) 441 (359) 457 (330) 482 (335) 0.545

Range 138–906 82.1–1113 115–1120 78.9–1188 88.9–958
Glycerophosphocholine

Median (IQR) 625 (194) 559 (280) 549 (320) 533 (275) 682 (408) 0.008
Range 187–1363 107–1115 104–1188 99.1–1268 155–1445

Total water-soluble choline
Median (IQR) 1727 (366) 1219 (410) 1200 (308) 1289 (404) 1230 (344) 0.224

Range 955–2117 768–1817 809–1894 752–1896 652–2729
1 n = 20 mothers exclusively breastfeeding 2–6 months old infants. T1, milk collected before breakfast; T2, before
lunch; T3, 45–60 min after lunch; T4, 45–60 min after dinner; T5, before bedtime. 2 p values for repeated-measures
Friedman test for difference across time points within a woman.
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Figure 2. Intra-individual variability of human milk concentration of (A) free choline,
(B) phosphocholine, (C) glycerophosphocholine, and (D) total water-soluble forms of choline. Boxes
represent median and 25th–75th percentile; whiskers represent minimum and maximum values. Data
for each participant (n = 20, represented on the x-axis) includes five mid-feed milk samples collected at
separate feeds on a single day.

4. Discussion

In this study, we report three findings on the stability of water-soluble forms of choline in expressed
human milk: First, storing human milk for 3 or 4 h at room temperature significantly increases milk FC
concentration. Second, thawing human milk after 6 months of freezing at −80 ◦C significantly increases
FC and GPC concentrations. Third, Holder pasteurization decreases PhosC and GPC concentrations,
and thereby lowers total concentration of water-soluble forms of choline. Additionally, we report
that total concentration of water-soluble forms of choline does not underlie diurnal variations within
a woman; however, significant diurnal variations in FC and GPC concentrations may occur among
some, but not all, women. These findings contribute to the literature being harnessed to develop
evidence-informed guidelines for the handling and storage of expressed human milk as well as the
development of optimized milk collection and storage protocols for research studies.

Milk expression for in-home use or human milk banking have become increasingly recognized as
a first best alternative to direct breastfeeding. While ensuring microbiological safety of expressed milk
remains a top priority, maintaining milk’s bioactive and nutritional quality is an important weighing
factor in developing milk handling and storage guidelines. The impact of storage and pasteurization on
the immunological properties, digestive enzymes, antioxidant capacity, and macro- and micronutrient
composition in human milk has been recently reviewed [19,25–29], with limited data on water-soluble
forms of choline. In an older study, Zeisel et al. [22] compared fresh milk to either samples incubated
for 15 min at 37 ◦C or to samples frozen for 72 h at −10 ◦C followed by incubation at 37 ◦C for 15 min.
Using radioisotope labeled choline compounds, the authors showed that neither of the two milk
handling and storage conditions resulted in significant changes in FC concentration. These findings
combined with ours suggest that following current recommendation of keeping freshly expressed milk
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up to 4 h at room temperature should not significantly alter the composition of water-soluble forms of
choline, except for minor possible increases in FC. The possible mechanism(s) underlying the increase
in FC concentration cannot be determined in our study as designed.

The increase in FC concentration may be explained by the enzymatic breakdown of the lipid-soluble
choline compounds phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin. The presence of these phospholipids
within the milk fat globule membrane, a complex tri-layer of proteins and lipids, poses an analytical
challenge for their accurate quantification [30]. In addition to identifying factors influencing the
variability of choline forms in human milk in future studies, it is critical to also investigate whether
changes in the composition of choline forms in milk, not total choline concentration per se, have
functional implications for infant health and development. Choline has a wide array of functions
that support infant growth and development. As an essential component of phosphatidylcholine
and sphingomyelin, choline is involved in the maintenance of cell membrane structural integrity and
signaling pathways, as well as in parenchymal growth, cell proliferation, and membrane formation [3–6].
Choline, via its oxidized form betaine, also functions as a methyl group donor in the generation
of S-adenosylmethionine [7]. Additionally, choline is crucial for brain function as precursor of the
neurotransmitter acetylcholine [4]. To date, the contribution of different choline forms in human
milk to the variety in choline functions in the developing infant is largely unknown and merits
further investigation.

The cold storage conditions we tested are relevant to home and clinical use (refrigeration
temperature typically around 4 ◦C and freezing at −20 ◦C) and to storage conditions in research settings
(ultra-low freeze storage at −80 ◦C). Our findings suggest that short-term storage of milk aliquots
in the refrigerator (at 4 ◦C) for 1 day and in the home freezer (at −20 ◦C) for up to one week and
long-term storage at −80 ◦C for up to 6 months does not alter the total concentration of water-soluble
forms of choline in expressed human milk samples. However, milk FC and GPC concentrations
increased in samples that were thawed after six months of ultra-low freeze storage (i.e., at −80 ◦C).
The increase in FC and GPC concentrations after prolonged freezer storage may be explained by
the breakdown of lipid-soluble forms of choline, similar to the increase in FC concentration in milk
stored at room temperature for 4 h. Similar changes were observed in serum samples that were
inappropriately processed and stored, with increasing concentration of total water-soluble choline
concentration [31]. We were limited to six participants for the stability study as it was logistically
challenging to recruit participants willing to commute to our research site, provide a fresh milk sample,
and provide the sample as a complete milk expression. We however compensated in our statistical
analysis for this limitation (i.e., possible high variability across samples due to small sample size)
by using related-samples analyses rather than independent comparisons across conditions. Future
research is warranted to enhance the stability data by testing more milk samples as well as more
frequent and longer duration intervals to identify whether and when water-soluble forms of choline
concentration or composition may change in different cold storage conditions.

To our knowledge, this study is the first to test the effect of pasteurization on water-soluble forms
of choline concentrations in human milk. We showed that Holder pasteurization lowered milk PhosC
and GPC concentrations by about 5%, and thereby total water-soluble forms of choline concentration
by 3%. Limitation of our study was the use of previously frozen milk samples, for 5–9 years at −80 ◦C,
which is not consistent with clinical practice of pooling human milk and it undergoing pasteurization.
We used biobanked milk samples because of low milk volumes collected in the stability and variability
study, as well as to reduce participant burden. Additionally, for this preliminary study, we were
mainly focusing on the comparison of choline concentrations between before and after pasteurization.
We acknowledge that the long-term storage at −80 ◦C may have affected the milk concentrations
of the water-soluble forms of choline; however, the total water-soluble choline concentration in the
pre-pasteurized samples was similar to that of the fresh milk samples in the stability study (1241 μmol/L
versus 1231 μmol/L, respectively), as well as compared to those reported in the literature [11,24,32].
This seems to reflect that the total water-soluble choline concentration was not affected by the long-term
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storage at −80 ◦C and that our findings may contribute to the literature of how human milk is altered
by pasteurization.

Considering the crucial benefits of pasteurization for microbiological safety, we evaluate the
<5% decrease in milk concentration of water-soluble forms of choline as minor yet recommend the
confirmation of our findings in a second and larger study. The impact of pasteurization on lipid-soluble
choline compounds should also be investigated in future studies. If confirmed, our finding of a 5%
decrease should reassure clinicians that the benefits of providing pasteurized human milk continue
to outweigh the risk of nutrient losses. Indeed, despite previous reports of a decrease in several
nutrients, including folate, vitamin C and B6, due to pasteurization [18,25,26], the use of pasteurization
techniques continues to ensure the biologically-safe provision of human milk at hospital settings
around the globe.

In regards to the variability of water-soluble forms of choline concentration in expressed human
milk, we observed diurnal changes in milk FC and GPC concentrations, but not in PhosC and total
water-soluble choline forms. The total concentration of water-soluble forms of choline in expressed
human milk we found was similar to the concentrations previously reported by our team for Canadian
lactating women [24,32] and by Fischer et al. for US women [11]. Because no substantial diurnal changes
were observed and the total concentration of water-soluble forms of choline in human milk seems
stable, we conclude that the time point of milk sample collection in studies on water-soluble forms
of choline may not influence the study outcomes. However, because of the diverse intra-individual
variability of FC and GPC concentration within a day, we recommend to standardize the time of milk
sample collection across study participants. The influencing factors of the intra-individual variability
for some of the water-soluble choline forms, when present, are not fully elucidated but may be
related to dietary intake of choline and/or genetic variants related to choline absorption, distribution,
and metabolism [11]. The effect of acute versus long-term dietary choline intake on milk composition
of water-soluble forms of choline merits further investigation.

In conclusion, we provide new information on the stability of water-soluble forms of choline
concentration that will help in the development of evidence-based guidelines for the safe handling and
storage of expressed milk samples. Because breast milk is the recommended sole source of nutrients,
including that of choline, for infants under the age of 6 months, the handling of expressed milk needs
to address microbiological safety as well as nutrient-protective needs. Further research is warranted
on the effect of acute versus long-term dietary choline intake on the composition of choline forms in
human milk as well as the metabolic and functional significance of individual choline forms on infant
growth and development.
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under different storage conditions.
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Abstract: Although breast milk is the normative feeding for infants, breastfeeding rates are lower
than recommended. We investigated breastfeeding difficulties experienced by mothers in the first
months after delivery and their association with early breastfeeding discontinuation. We conducted a
prospective observational study. Mothers breastfeeding singleton healthy term newborns at hospital
discharge were enrolled and, at three months post-delivery, were administered a questionnaire on
their breastfeeding experience. Association among neonatal/maternal characteristics, breastfeeding
difficulties and support after hospital discharge, and type of feeding at three months was assessed
using multivariate binary logistic regression analysis. We enrolled 792 mothers, 552 completed the
study. Around 70.3% of mothers experienced breastfeeding difficulties, reporting cracked nipples,
perception of insufficient amount of milk, pain, and fatigue. Difficulties occurred mostly within the
first month. Half of mothers with breastfeeding issues felt well-supported by health professionals.
Maternal perception of not having a sufficient amount of milk, infant’s failure to thrive, mastitis,
and the return to work were associated with a higher risk of non-exclusive breastfeeding at three
months whereas vaginal delivery and breastfeeding support after hospital discharge were associated
with a decreased risk. These results underline the importance of continued, tailored professional
breastfeeding support.

Keywords: breastfeeding difficulties; early breastfeeding cessation; term infants;
breastfeeding support

1. Introduction

Breastfeeding is associated with improvement of infants’ survival and significant health benefits
both for infants and mothers in a dose-response manner [1–3]. Consequently, promotion and support
of breastfeeding initiation, duration, and exclusivity is a public health issue. However, the worldwide
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rates of breastfeeding are lower than international recommendations, especially in high-income
countries [4]. Therefore, there is a need for increasing the health care professionals’ awareness of the
intrinsic factors associated with early breastfeeding cessation and for gaining further insight into the
related modifiable risk factors [5]. Several determinants of breastfeeding have been described within a
complex framework, including structural settings and individual factors that are involved at multiple
levels [6]. Among the individual factors, the experience of breastfeeding difficulties greatly contributes
to early breastfeeding cessation and causes mothers to be less likely to breastfeed a future child [7].
However, “breastfeeding difficulties” includes a wide range of different biological, psychological,
and social factors [8]. Unpacking this issue to gain further insight into the modifiable barriers mothers
experience during breastfeeding may help health professionals in overcoming them and in refining
community support [5].

The aim of the present study was to investigate the breastfeeding difficulties experienced by
mothers of healthy, singleton term-born infants in the first months after delivery and their association
with early breastfeeding discontinuation.

2. Materials and Methods

We conducted a prospective, observational study in the nursery of Fondazione IRCCS Ca’ Granda
Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico in Milan, Lombardy, Italy. The hospital is a Level III center for neonatal
care that covers around 6000 deliveries per year, admitting pregnant women prevalently resident in
Lombardy but also those resident in other Italian regions.

All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was
approved by the Ethics Committee of Milano (Comitato Etico Milano Area 2, n. 0120, atti n. 1580/2018).

Mothers with a low risk for early breastfeeding cessation, that is having delivered singleton, healthy,
term (gestational age ≥37 weeks) newborns with the birthweight ≥10th percentile for gestational
age, according to the Bertino’s neonatal growth chart [9], and breastfeeding were enrolled at hospital
discharge, which occurred within the completion of the first 72 h after delivery. Exclusion criteria
included exclusive formula feeding, multiple pregnancy, non-Italian speaking mothers due to fact
that the language barrier could have interfered with the accuracy of the answers, and mothers whose
newborns were admitted to Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and/or were affected by any condition that
could interfere with breastfeeding, such as congenital diseases, chromosomal abnormalities, lung
disease, brain disease, metabolic disease, cardiac disease, or gastrointestinal diseases. Breastfeeding
was promoted and supported in all mother-infant pairs throughout the hospital stay, following the
Ten Steps to Successful Breastfeeding [10]. Socio-demographic maternal variables (age, marital status,
education, mode of delivery, parity), basic infants’ characteristics (gestational age, birth weight, length,
head circumference, Apgar score), and the infants’ mode of feeding at hospital discharge were collected.
At discharge, mothers were instructed to record in a diary their infant’s mode of feeding at seven
days, one month, and three months after delivery. The mode of feeding was categorized according to
the World Health Organization definition [11] as exclusive breastfeeding (infants are fed only breast
milk and no other food or drink; not even water; oral rehydration solutions, drops and syrups such
as vitamins, minerals and medicines are permitted); predominant breastfeeding (breast milk is the
infant’s predominant source of nourishment but liquids such as water and water-based drinks are
permitted); complementary feeding (infants are mainly breastfed but also consume formula milk and
other liquid or non-dairy foods); and exclusive formula feeding.

At three months post-delivery, mothers were contacted by phone in order to collect the recorded
infant feeding data, and were reminded to access and complete the online questionnaire investigating
their breastfeeding experience following hospital discharge within the subsequent 48 h. Specifically,
mothers were asked whether they had encountered any difficulty with regard to breastfeeding. If the
mothers answered yes, they had to report which difficulties they had encountered during their
breastfeeding experience, when the encountered difficulties had arisen (discharge–1st month after
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delivery, 1st month–2nd month after delivery, 2nd month–3rd month after delivery) and how they
had been solved. Mothers were also required to rate the breastfeeding support they had received by
health care professionals after hospital discharge (excellent, very good, satisfactory, poor, very poor,
or unacceptable).

Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as mean (SD) or number of observations (%). For analysis, maternal age was
divided into two categories based on the median value; maternal educational age was categorized
as ≤13 years or >13 years, while breastfeeding support after discharge was considered positive if
mothers rated it either as excellent, very good, or satisfactory and negative if the mothers rated it
either as poor, very poor or unacceptable. Mode of feeding was categorized as exclusive breastfeeding
vs. non-exclusive breastfeeding. The latter category included complementary feeding and exclusive
formula feeding. Association between socio-demographic characteristics, the mode of delivery, parity,
the occurrence of breastfeeding difficulties at any time point of the study, having been supported after
hospital discharge and the mode of infant’s feeding at three months (reference group: non-exclusive
breastfeeding) were first assessed using univariate binary logistic regression analysis. A multivariate
binary logistic regression analysis was then conducted in order to identify which breastfeeding
difficulties arisen through the study period were independently associated with the type of feeding at
three months. When adjusting the model, we included the items that showed a significant association
with type of feeding at univariate analysis. Statistical significance was set at the α = 0.05 level.
The statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (version 12, SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

3. Results

Of the 1843 mothers who delivered during the study period, 868 were eligible for the study.
A total of 76 mothers refused to participate and 792 mother-infant pairs were enrolled. Among these,
552 (70%) completed the study and the online questionnaire whereas the remaining 240 mothers did
not complete either the study or the online questionnaire since it was not possible to reach them by
telephone after hospital discharge.

Basic characteristics of mother-infant pairs which completed the study are summarized in Table 1.
Mother-infant pairs that have not completed the study did not significantly differ from the ones
completing the study.

Table 1. Basic characteristics of the mother-infant pairs that completed (n = 552) and that not completed
(240) the study.

Mothers that Completed the Study (n = 552)
Mothers Who did not Complete the Study

(n = 240)

Maternal age, years (mean ± SD) 35.5 ± 4.6 34.9 ± 4.6
Marital status, n (%)

Married or cohabitant 540 (98) 237 (99)
Single or divorced 12 (2) 3 (1)

Maternal education level, n (%)
≤13 years 150 (27) 75 (31)
>13 years 402 (73) 165 (69)

Vaginal delivery, n (%) 369 (66.8) 157 (65.4)
Primiparous, n (%) 290 (52.5) 138 (57.5)
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Table 1. Cont.

Mothers that Completed the Study (n = 552)
Mothers Who did not Complete the Study

(n = 240)

Infants Born to Mothers that had Completed the Study (n = 552)
Infants Born to Mothers Who did not Complete

the Study (n = 240)

Gestational age, weeks (mean ± SD) 39.2 ± 1.0 39.3 ± 0.9
Birth weight, g (mean ± SD) 3368 ± 350 3390 ± 332

Length, cm (mean ± SD) 50.1 ± 1.6 50.3 ± 1.5
Head circumference, cm (mean ± SD) 34.5 ± 1.4 34.3 ± 1.3

The mode of feeding at each time point of the study is reported in Table 2. At enrollment, 95% of
the mothers practiced exclusive breastfeeding, whereas 5% of the mothers practiced complementary
feeding. At one and three months, exclusive breastfeeding rates declined to 73% and 68%, respectively,
whereas complementary feeding rates were 20% and 15%, respectively. Percentage of infants receiving
exclusive formula feeding was 7% at one month, increasing up to 17% at three months.

Table 2. Mode of feeding at each time point of the study.

Enrollment Seven Days One Month Three Months

Exclusive breastfeeding 524 (95%) 447 (81%) 402 (73%) 375 (68%)
Predominant
breastfeeding 0% 5 (1%) 5 (1%) 5 (1%)

Complementary feeding 28 (5%) 99 (18%) 105 (19%) 77 (14%)
Exclusive formula feeding 0% 0% 39 (7%) 94 (17%)

A total of 388 (70.3%) mothers experienced difficulties during breastfeeding. The difficulties most
frequently reported by the mothers were cracked nipples, the perception of insufficient amount of
milk, pain, and fatigue (Table 3).

Table 3. Breastfeeding difficulties arisen at any time point of the study according to mothers’ experience.

Breastfeeding Difficulties N (%)

Cracked nipples 159 (41.0)
Perception of an insufficient amount of milk 139 (35.8)

Pain not associated with cracked nipples 121 (31.2)
Fatigue 117 (30.2)

Breast engorgement 102 (26.3)
Infant’s failure to thrive 79 (20.4)

Incorrect latching 74 (19.1)
Perception of own’s milk limited nutritional value 68 (17.5)

Mastitis 27 (7.0)
Return to work 17 (4.4)

Prescription drugs 8 (2.1)

Most of the mothers (63%) reported the occurrence of difficulties within the first month after
delivery whereas, in the second and third month after delivery, difficulties were experienced only by
9% and 10% of the enrolled mothers, respectively. A total of 189 (48.7%) mothers among those that
have encountered difficulties in breastfeeding reported they were successfully supported by health
professionals, whereas 78 (20.1%) mothers solved the difficulties by themselves and 45 (11.6%) mothers
with the support of friends or relatives. Difficulties were not solved in 19.6% of cases; however, 7% of
these latter mothers kept on breastfeeding.

After hospital discharge, the breastfeeding support received by health professionals was rated as
either excellent, very good, or satisfactory in most cases (86.1%) whereas only in the 13.9% of cases the
breastfeeding support was reported as either poor, very poor, or unacceptable. The mothers who rated
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the breastfeeding support after hospital discharge as negative were at higher risk of non-exclusive
breastfeeding at three months than the mothers that rated the support after hospital discharge as
positive (OR = 1.367, 95%CI 1.09–1.70, p = 0.005).

Univariate analysis showed that the absence of breastfeeding difficulties and having been
supported in case of difficulties were significantly associated with a lower risk of non-exclusive
breastfeeding at three months (OR = 0.051; 95% CI 0.022; 0.117, p < 0.0001; OR = 0.39; 95% CI
0.202–0.756, p = 0.005, respectively). When taking into account the type of breastfeeding difficulties,
the perception of not having enough milk, pain perception, infant’s failure to thrive, the perception of
milk’s limited nutritional value, the occurrence of mastitis, and the return to work were associated with
a higher risk of non-exclusive breastfeeding at three months (Table 4). Primiparity and an incorrect
latching tended to be associated with a higher risk of non-exclusive breastfeeding at three months
whereas vaginal delivery resulted in being associated with a lower risk (Table 4). No significant
association was found between maternal education level and age, breast engorgement, cracked nipples,
fatigue, prescription drugs, and the infant’s mode of feeding (Table 4).

Table 4. Association among maternal age and education, the mode of delivery, parity, and types of
breastfeeding difficulties and the mode of infant’s feeding at three months (univariate binary logistic
regression analysis).

Reference Group: Non-Exclusive Breastfeeding

OR 95%; CI p

Maternal age (≤35 vs. >35 years) 1.02 0.711; 1.465 0.913
Maternal education
(≤13 vs. >13 years) 0.67 0.237; 1.93 0.465

Mode of delivery
(spontaneous vs. caesarean delivery) 0.60 0.415; 0.881 0.009

Parity
(primiparous vs. multiparous) 1.42 0.988; 2.051 0.058

Cracked nipples (yes vs. no) 1.38 0.933; 2.042 0.107
Perception of not having enough milk (yes

vs. no) 9.23 5.961; 14.301 <0.0001

Pain not associated with cracked nipples
(yes vs. no) 1.62 1.066; 2.487 0.024

Fatigue (yes vs. no) 1.22 0.790; 1.903 0.363
Breast engorgement (yes vs. no) 0.87 0.545; 1,412 0.590

Infant’s failure to thrive (yes vs. no) 5.136 3.094; 8.525 <0.0001
Incorrect latching (yes vs. no) 1.58 0.949; 2.635 0.078

Perception of milk’s limited nutritional
value (yes vs. no) 3.44 2.015; 5.898 <0.0001

Mastitis (yes vs. no) 2.49 1.144; 5.420 0.022
Return to work (yes vs. no) 7.65 2.457; 23.830 <0.0001

Prescription drugs (yes vs. no) 2.29 0.266; 19.761 0.452

Multivariate binary logistic regression showed that the maternal perception of not having a
sufficient amount of milk, infant’s failure to thrive, mastitis, and the return to work were associated
with a higher risk of non-exclusive breastfeeding at three months whereas vaginal delivery and
breastfeeding support after hospital discharge were associated with a decreased risk (Table 5).
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Table 5. Association among the mode of delivery, having been supported after discharge, the types of
breastfeeding difficulties and the mode of infant’s feeding at three months (multivariate binary logistic
regression analysis).

Reference Group: Non-Exclusive Breastfeeding

B OR 95%; CI p

Mode of delivery
(spontaneous vs. caesarean delivery) −0.57 0.56 0.329; 0.961 0.035

Having been supported after hospital
discharge

(yes vs. no)
−1.28 0.27 0.130; 0.594 0.001

Perception of not having enough milk
(yes vs. no) 1.96 7.15 4.096; 12.499 <0.0001

Pain not associated with cracked nipples
(yes vs. no) 0.25 1.29 0.737; 2.265 0.37

Infant’s failure to thrive (yes vs. no) 1.00 2.73 1.441; 5.180 0.002
Perception of milk’s limited nutritional value

(yes vs. no) 0.59 1.81 0.912; 3.607 0.089

Mastitis (yes vs. no) 1.07 2.92 1.166; 7.314 0.022
Return to work (yes vs. no) 1.63 5.136 1.046; 25.204 0.044

4. Discussion

Increasing awareness of the modifiable barriers experienced by mothers during breastfeeding
may help health professionals in the detection of mothers at risk for early cessation of breastfeeding
and the implementation of targeted breastfeeding support [12,13].

Our findings contribute to the understanding of the specific breastfeeding difficulties experienced
by mothers with a low risk for early breastfeeding cessation, which appear to be related to several major
areas, including lactational, nutritional, psychosocial, lifestyle, and medical factors, towards which
breastfeeding promotion and support at the community level should be directed. Indeed, although
in our study, the mother–infant dyads were enrolled in only one hospital, the present results reflect
the primary care provided by the national “family pediatrics” network at the community level since,
according to the Italian Public Health Care System, all patients aged 0–16 years must have an identified
primary care provider among those available in the different regional health districts [14].

The perception of not having enough milk, the infant’s failure to thrive, and mastitis are well-known
factors acting negatively on breastfeeding [15–19], according to our results. Moreover, in this study,
the return to work was associated with early exclusive breastfeeding failure. As previously described,
balancing work and exclusive breastfeeding is challenging and requires a strong support in the short
and long term [20,21]. In this scenario, employers could play a critical role in providing encouragement
for working mothers to continue breastfeeding after returning to work and workplaces should establish
dedicated breastfeeding rooms [22–26].

The perception of milk’s limited nutritional value and pain during lactation was associated with a
higher risk of exclusive breastfeeding discontinuation only in univariate analysis. It can be speculated
that these factors might be closely related to the perception of reduced milk supply and often mentioned
together. Incorrect latching showed a tendency even though it did not reach statistical significance,
possibly reflecting the provision of adequate education and support both during the hospital stay and
after hospital discharge with regard to the improvement of mothers’ breastfeeding technique.

The findings of the present study are consistent with previous studies in the literature. Poor
breastfeeding technique has been reported among the individual factors associated with unsuccessful
breastfeeding [6,15,24,27], indicating that adequate breastfeeding support, including evaluation of
latching, position, and feeding at the breast, could prevent nipple cracks and thus mastitis. Accordingly,
the impact on breastfeeding cessation of acute pain, fever, and other typical mastitis symptoms
presented by 8–10% of breastfeeding mothers has been broadly described in literature [28–30]. Mosca
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et al. [31] found that lactational and nutritional factors were the most cited by mothers as determinants
for breastfeeding discontinuation, particularly during the first three months after delivery. Remarkably,
the authors reported that the evaluation by a health care professional was rated as important only in
29% to 51% of cases whereas the maternal perception of inadequate milk or insufficient milk supply
was cited as important by 40% up to 99% of mothers through the six months’ study duration.

The present findings highlight the importance of educating mothers on the criteria that have to be
taken into account when considering the adequateness of breast milk supply. Moreover, in this study,
our results confirm the association between infant’s failure to thrive and discontinuation of exclusive
breastfeeding at three months. Accordingly, it has also been described how infant’s failure to thrive,
objectively evaluated by a healthcare professional, was one of the reasons of exclusive breastfeeding
discontinuation, reported throughout the first 6 months of lactation [31]. Interestingly, a study by
Flaherman et al. [32] has reported how early and limited administration of small quantities of formula
milk during hospital stay could improve breastfeeding rates at three months. The authors speculated
that limiting infants’ weight loss during the first days of life may reduce maternal milk supply concern,
which has been associated with breastfeeding discontinuation. It is then crucial to enhance maternal
confidence in her own abilities, enabling mothers to get further insight into the lactation process and
the peculiar characteristics of infant growth that often take place in spurts [16]. Within this context,
it has to be underlined that a previous negative breastfeeding experience and difficulty negatively
affect the likelihood of subsequent breastfeeding success, leading to a potential fear of breastfeeding
secondary to prior breastfeeding trauma [7].

In agreement with previous data [15,27,31], in the present study, mothers reported psychosocial
factors, in terms of pain and fatigue as breastfeeding difficulties in a relatively high number of cases.
The occurrence of physical difficulty during breastfeeding has been associated with a greater risk for
developing depressive symptoms in the postnatal period. Hence, it is crucial to provide mothers with
early adequate breastfeeding support, including emotional [8].

Accordingly, antenatal and postnatal support including mothers’ counseling and education
positively affects breastfeeding success [6,12]. Consistently, in the present study, the availability of
adequate support at the community level was associated with exclusive breastfeeding at three months
post-delivery. Moreover, our results confirm that the mode of delivery modulates breastfeeding
success [33], although it must be considered that caesarean section does not seem to negatively impact
breastfeeding outcomes at six months, once adequate breastfeeding support is provided [34].

On the contrary, no mention about lifestyle factors, previously reported by other authors,
regarding body image, such as wish to lose weight or dislike of breast appearance and breastfeeding
convenience [8,15], have been reported, suggesting a positive breastfeeding attitude within the
enrolled mothers.

Remarkably, most of the reported breastfeeding difficulties occurred within the first month
after delivery, highlighting the importance of offering continuity of care after hospital discharge as
underlined in the third guiding principle of the Ten Steps to Successful Breastfeeding [10]. Moreover,
the largest decrease in exclusive breastfeeding in the present study was registered between enrollment
and seven days after birth.

Literature shows how global breastfeeding rates are far below the international targets, particularly
for high-income countries [4], although Italy has one of the highest rates of early initiation of
breastfeeding. Moreover, according to the Italian National Statistics Institute [35], in Italy, 48.7% of
infants are being exclusively breastfed in the first month, with a drop to 43.9% within the first three
months. A survey conducted in 2012 in Lombardy [36] reported a progressive reduction of exclusive
breastfeeding rates from 67.3% at hospital discharge to 47.3% and 27% within 120 and 180 days,
respectively. Our rates are higher and reflect a particular local context of a high-income country where
the breastfeeding benefits are well known and mothers are also supported at the community level.
It must be acknowledged that this study focused on mothers with a low risk for breastfeeding cessation
and did not include non-Italian speaking mothers due to the potential language barrier that could
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have interfered with the accuracy of the results, even though they could actually represent a subgroup
particularly in need of breastfeeding support structures.

The strength of the present study is that it enrolled a relatively large sample of breastfeeding
mother-infant pairs even though the duration of follow up was relatively limited and the dropout rate
was 30%, thus partially limiting the generalizability of the present findings. However, it has to be taken
into account that, with regard to cohort studies, although the maximum follow-up rate possible should
be achieved, dropout rates ranging from 20% up to 50% have been suggested as acceptable [37].

5. Conclusions

Our findings provide further insight into breastfeeding difficulties experienced by mothers
through the first three months after delivery in a high-income country with a positive breastfeeding
culture and attitude. We underline the importance of providing continued tailored professional support
in the community in the attempt to overcome maternal breastfeeding difficulties after discharge from
the hospital.
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Abstract: Human milk composition is variable. The identification of influencing factors and
interdependencies of components may help to understand the physiology of lactation. In this study,
we analyzed linear trends in human milk composition over time, the variation across different
European countries and the influence of maternal celiac disease. Within a multicenter European
study exploring potential prevention of celiac disease in a high-risk population (PreventCD), 569
human milk samples were donated by women from five European countries between 16 and 163 days
postpartum. Some 202 mothers provided two samples at different time points. Protein, carbohydrates,
fat and fatty acids, insulin, adiponectin, and insulin-like growth factor II (IGF-II) were analyzed. Milk
protein and n-6 long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids decreased during the first three months of
lactation. Fatty acid composition was significantly influenced by the country of residence. IGF-II and
adiponectin concentrations correlated with protein content (r = 0.24 and r = 0.35), and IGF-II also
correlated with fat content (r= 0.36), suggesting a possible regulatory role of IGF in milk macronutrient
synthesis. Regarding the impact of celiac disease, only the level in palmitic acid was influenced by
this disease, suggesting that breastfeeding by celiac disease mothers should not be discouraged.

Keywords: human milk; celiac disease; hormones; fatty acids; duration of lactation; country;
carbohydrate; fat

1. Introduction

Breastfeeding supports physiological infant growth and development [1]. The importance of early
life nutrition has been stimulated in studies investigating human milk composition and influencing
factors [2–5]. A recent meta-analysis found that the average energy content in human milk of mothers
with term born babies hardly changes from lactation week 2 to weeks 10–12 [6]. However, at both time
points, the energy content shows large inter-individual variation. This primarily reflects a high variation of
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milk fat content, but also protein and to a lesser extent lactose are variable [7]. Colostrum and transitional
milk are clearly different from mature milk. After the second week of lactation, changes associated with
the duration of lactation, like the decrease in protein content, only partially explain the variation in milk
composition and other influencing factors, for example, maternal diet, have to be considered [7].

The fatty acid (FA) composition of human milk fat is dependent on maternal diet. This has
been demonstrated for essential FA and their long chain polyunsaturated derivatives (LC-PUFA) [8],
as well as for medium chain FA (MCFA, C8.0 to C14.0) contents in milk, which are influenced by
the ratio of dietary carbohydrates to fat [9]. Milk protein is composed of casein and whey, which is
mainly comprised by α-lactalbumin and lactoferrin, but also includes a variety of lower concentrated
proteins and peptides [10]. Insulin, insulin-like growth factors, and adipokines are metabolic regulators
that might modulate infantile metabolism after milk feeding [11,12]. The hormones in milk may be
derived from the maternal circulation, as suggested for insulin [13], or they could be synthesized in
the mammary gland [11]; and their concentrations may be related to other human milk components.
Co-variation of peptide hormone and macronutrient concentrations in human milk might complicate
the identification of growth promoting or growth attenuating effects to individual compounds. This
could also in part explain why studies observing the relationship between human milk composition
and infant growth often yield ambiguous results [14–17].

Celiac disease (CD) is an intolerance of gluten, a protein present in various cereals. The disease
is associated with atrophy of the intestinal villi, inflammation of the jejunal mucosa, and intestinal
malabsorption [18]. A lifelong gluten free diet (GFD) is required to improve the histopathology and
symptoms of CD, such as steatorrhea, diarrhea, and abdominal distension [18]. However, there is a risk
that adherence to a GFD induces nutritional deficiencies, as GFDs have been found to be low in iron,
calcium, B-vitamins, and some fatty acids [19]. There are ambiguous findings in relation to the effect of
a GFD on fatty acid status biomarkers [20,21]. It is currently not known whether human milk fatty
acid composition is affected by maternal CD. So far, it has only been shown that CD affects cytokines
in milk [22]. Significant effects of CD or GFD on macronutrient contents or fatty acid composition
could be of importance for the nutrition of breast fed infants of CD mothers and might require specific
dietary recommendations.

In this study, we determined protein, fat, carbohydrate, individual FA, insulin, adiponectin,
and insulin-like growth factor II (IGF-II) in milk samples collected in the large European PreventCD
prospective cohort study. We aimed to compare milk composition between mothers with CD and
healthy mothers, to investigate any effects by country of residence and duration of lactation on milk
composition and to analyze the variation and interdependencies of the measured milk components.

2. Materials and Methods

Human milk samples were collected from 2007 to 2010 within the PreventCD study [23]. Details
on the study population are reported in Vriezinga et al. [24]. Briefly, healthy newborns were enrolled if
they had at least one first-degree family member with biopsy-confirmed celiac disease and were tested
positive for the risk alleles HLA-DQ2 and/or HLA-DQ8. Infants born preterm or with any congenital
disorder were excluded. Infants were randomized to the introduction of either small amounts of gluten
or to placebo at the age of 16 weeks.

The PreventCD study was approved by the medical ethics committee of each participating center
and complied with Good Clinical Practice guidelines (ICH-GCP) regulations. The study was conducted
according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The PreventCD Current Controlled Trials number is ICTRP
CTRP NTR890.

Milk samples for this study were donated by mothers in five European countries between 16
days and 163 days postpartum. The included milk samples were collected in the Netherlands (Leiden,
n = 116), Italy (Naples, n = 68), Spain (Madrid, Valencia, and Barcelona, n = 138), Hungary (Budapest,
n = 120), and Germany (Munich, n = 127).
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Mothers were asked to express milk manually or by pump once a month during the first six
months after birth without further specification for fore- or hind-milk sampling and time of day. Milk
samples were first frozen at −20 ◦C in home freezers, transferred to the hospital on ice, and then
stored at −80 ◦C. Samples for the reported analyses were aliquoted (1–2 mL) and randomly selected,
aiming for two samples from each mother, with one sample collected until 3 months postpartum (early
samples), and one sample collected during months 4 or 5 (late samples).

2.1. Measurements

Analytical procedures were previously described in a publication observing the association
between milk components and the infant metabolome [25]. Measurement of total fat and total
carbohydrates was performed via mid-infrared spectroscopy with a Human Milk Analyzer (MIRIS AB,
Uppsala, Sweden) [26]. Owing to limited available sample volumes, the samples were diluted 1:3 with
water. Samples were sonicated and heated to 40 ◦C prior to analysis. Tests with a diluted reference
milk sample revealed intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation (CVs) (7 and 13 determinations) for
fat (5.3% and 6.6%) and carbohydrates (4.8% and 4.5%), comparable to the inter-assay CVs of undiluted
milk samples (fat: 5.6% and carbohydrates: 4.3%). The calibration curve of eight different diluted
samples versus the same eight undiluted samples showed high correlations with R2 of 0.99 for fat and
0.90 for carbohydrates, respectively.

As the protein measurement by infrared spectroscopy (MIRIS) led to unsatisfactory CVs, the
protein content was measured with an adapted Bradford method [27]. The intra batch—and inter
batch—assay CVs of 4 and 16 determinations were calculated with 4.3% and 9.7%, respectively, using
samples with 1.3 g/dL protein. Spiking recovery was determined to be 99.1% ± 27.6% in eight low
(+0.27 g/dL) and 105.8% ± 16.5% in eight high (+0.44 g/dL) spiked samples.

Analysis of the FA composition of milk lipids was performed as previously described using 20 μL
of milk [28]. The lipid bound FAs were converted in situ with acidic catalysis into FA methyl esters,
which were subsequently extracted into hexane and analyzed by gas chromatography. The method
enabled quantification of FA with 8 to 24 carbon atoms, including the major LC-PUFA. The weight
percentages of 35 FA were determined with a mean CV of 4.9%, as estimated from 31 analyses of
control milk aliquots measured along with study samples.

For the analysis of hormones, milk aliquots were thawed overnight at 4 ◦C and skimmed by
centrifugation at 4000× g and 4 ◦C for 30 min. Total adiponectin concentration was measured with
a commercially available ELISA kit (Biovendor RD191023100 High Sensitivity Adiponectin, Brno,
Czech Republic) in 50 μL skimmed milk with a 1:3 dilution following the protocol of the manufacturer.
The intra-batch and inter-batch CVs of 4 and 8 determinations were 4.5% and 4.8%, respectively.
Spiking recovery was found to be 105.1% ± 14.0% in eight low (+2 ng/mL) and 91.6% ± 4.0% in eight
high (+10 ng/mL) spiked determinations.

Insulin was measured with the Mercodia Insulin ELISA kit 10-1113-01 (Mercodia, Uppsala,
Sweden) from 25 μL of undiluted, skimmed human milk, according to the protocol of the manufacturer.
The intra-batch and inter-batch CVs of 4 and 8 determinations were 3.4% and 11.0%, respectively.
Spiking recovery was determined to be 92.3% ± 14.8% in seven low (+21 mU/L) and 85.9% ± 7.2% in
seven high (+42 mU/L) spiked samples.

IGF-II was determined with a radioimmunoassay from 30 μL of full fat milk by Mediagnost
(Reutlingen, Germany) using the R-30 IGF-II RIA kit, according to the protocol of the manufacturer.
The kit had already successfully been applied for the analysis of IGF-II in human milk [29].

2.2. Data Analysis

In order to evaluate the effects of duration of lactation and country of residence, data were divided
into subsets of early (day 16–100) and late (day 101–163) lactation. Statistical analyses were performed
independently on both subsets, that is, separately on the early and late samples. We identified outliers
by calculating the numeric distance to its nearest neighbor. If this distance (gap) was bigger than one
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standard deviation of the corresponding parameter, the observations more distant from the mean were
excluded from further analyses.

Using univariate linear regression, we tested for effects of individual factors (mode of delivery, maternal
age at delivery, duration of gestation, infants’ gender, birth weight, maternal pre-pregnancy weight, maternal
pre-pregnancy body mass index (BMI), maternal CD status, day of lactation, or country of residence) on
measured milk analytes. As potentially significant predictors for the multiple regression analysis, we
selected the variates that showed Bonferroni corrected p-values below 0.2 in both data sets [30].

Potentially significant factors were included in the multiple linear regression analysis to test for
effects of these factors on the standardized analyte concentrations. Standardization, the transformation
of the analytes to have a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1, was done in order to obtain comparable
model estimates. We used weighted effects coding for the categorical variable “country of residence”
(each variable is coded such that the estimated effects for each category are to be interpreted as deviations
from the weighted mean of the whole data set) to test whether milk components from individual
countries differed significantly from the global mean. Subsequently, we utilized analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to test for significant differences in the means of the measured analytes across countries.

For the determination of the relationships among selected analytes, correlation coefficients
according to Pearson were calculated for the early and late dataset, respectively.

For the exploration of intra-individual stability of concentrations and percentages, we related data
points in the early data set to the corresponding data points in the late data set for the 202 mothers
who donated two samples. Intra-individual comparisons were done with paired t-tests and correlation
coefficients were calculated according to Pearson.

All statistical analyses were performed with the software R (version 3.0.2., the R foundation for
statistical computing). We adjusted the confidence intervals and p-values that we report here for
multiple testing (41 milk compounds) using Bonferroni’s method.

3. Results

A total of 569 samples from 367 mothers were available. After outlier removal, the early dataset
(lactation days 16 to 100) contained results from 319 milk samples with a minimum of 307 values for
each analyte. The late dataset (lactation days 101 to 163) with 250 milk samples provided a minimum of
233 values for individual analytes. Early samples were collected on lactation days 42 ± 21 (mean ± SD)
and late samples were collected 120 ± 8 days postpartum. A total of 202 of the late samples had an
earlier sampled counterpart in the first subset from the same mother. The characteristics of the mothers
and their children are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of participating mothers and their infants.

Variable M SD N *

Age mother, years 33.4 ±3.9 357
Gestational age, weeks 39.3 ±1.4 366
Pre-pregnancy BMI
mother, kg/m2 22.4 ±3.4 175

Birth weight, g 3373 ±455 364

n % N *

Mothers with celiac
disease 184 50.1 367

Exclusive breastfeeding
at 4 months 264 77.9 339

Infant gender female 182 49.6 367

* N corresponds to the number of participants with available information, BMI, body mass index.

Day of lactation, country of residence, and CD status were identified as potentially relevant
variables for milk composition. Pre-pregnancy BMI showed a positive correlation with human milk
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insulin (Figure 1), but was not considered in other analyses as we have this information only from a
small subset of mothers.

Figure 1. Milk insulin levels in early milk samples versus maternal pre-pregnancy body mass index
(BMI) (r = 0.24, p = 0.002, n = 175).

3.1. Influence of Maternal CD Status, Day of Lactation, and Country of Residence

About half of the participating mothers were CD patients (Table 1). Five out of 184 mothers with
CD did not follow a GFD. The early and late dataset showed that the milk of CD negative and positive
women was not significantly different regarding the hormone and macronutrient concentrations.
Among the FA percentages, only palmitic acid (C16:0) showed significantly decreased percentages
in milk of mothers with CD compared with non-CD mothers. Taking all available data into account,
palmitic acid contributed 22.3% ± 3.1% to total milk fatty acids in the healthy mothers and 22.0% ± 2.8%
in mothers with CD.

Within the first three months of lactation, levels of protein, n-6 LC-PUFA percentages, n-3
eicosatrienoic acid (20:3n-3), capric acid (10:0), lauric acid (12:0), and the monounsaturated fatty acids
(MUFA) C20:1n-9 and C24:1n-9 decreased significantly over time (Table 2). Day of lactation did not
show significant effects on milk FA composition during months 4 and 5 postpartum (Table 3). During
the first three months of lactation, most FA percentages differed significantly across the tested countries
(Table 4, docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) in Figure 2A), and long-chain FA also differed by country in late
samples (Table 5, DHA in Figure 2A). Comparisons of the individual FA between countries identified a
huge number of differences, which were mostly similar in the early and the late data set (Tables 4 and 5).
In the case of DHA, the mean value found in the early samples from Hungary was significantly lower
than in the sample from all other countries, and in the late samples, values for Italy and Hungary were
similarly low. This is also reflected in 57% and 73%, respectively, of Hungarian samples with DHA
below 0.2%, while in the whole sample set, only 29% of the early and 51% of the late samples were
below 0.2%. The highest DHA percentages were found in the samples from Spain and the Netherlands,
where only 15% and 23%, respectively, of the early samples and 37% and 36%, respectively, of the late
samples were below 0.2% DHA.
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Table 2. Mean analyte concentrations (±SD) of early samples collected until day 100 of lactation.

Mean ± SD
CD Mother Day of Lactation

Country p
β (CI: 0.06%; 99.94%) β (CI: 0.06%; 99.94%)

Hormones
IGF-II, ng/mL 17.41 ± 6.09 −0.048 (−0.423; 0.326) −0.005 (−0.014; 0.003) <0.001

Insulin, mU/L 12.46 ± 8.19 −0.090 (−0.480; 0.300) 0.003 (−0.006; 0.012) 1
Adiponectin, ng/mL 19.28 ± 6.63 0.134 (−0.267; 0.534) −0.005 (−0.014; 0.004) 1
macronutrients, g/dL

Fat 2.2 ± 1.2 −0.202 (−0.600; 0.196) −0.002 (−0.011; 0.007) 0.031

Carbohydrates 6.5 ± 0.4 −0.102 (−0.482; 0.278) −0.002 (−0.010; 0.007) 0.701
Protein 1.16 ± 0.22 0.081 (−0.276; 0.439) −0.015 (−0.023; −0.007) 0.049

Fatty Acids, wt %
SFA
C8:0 0.26 ± 0.10 0.129 (−0.258; 0.516) −0.007 (−0.016; 0.001) 0.002

C10:0 1.36 ± 0.32 0.224 (−0.161; 0.609) −0.013 (−0.022; −0.004) 0.122
C12:0 5.37 ± 1.69 0.244 (−0.150; 0.639) −0.01 (−0.019; −0.001) 1
C13:0 0.04 ± 0.01 0.134 (−0.258; 0.526) −0.002 (−0.011; 0.007) 0.005

C14:0 5.76 ± 1.62 0.131 (−0.268; 0.530) −0.006 (−0.015; 0.003) 0.031

C15:0 0.32 ± 0.12 −0.068 (−0.404; 0.269) 0.001 (−0.007; 0.008) <0.001

C16:0 22.16 ± 2.92 −0.446 (−0.770; −0.122) 0.002 (−0.005; 0.009) <0.001

C17:0 0.31 ± 0.06 0.020 (−0.342; 0.382) 0.005 (−0.003; 0.013) <0.001

C18:0 7.37 ± 1.33 −0.108 (−0.500; 0.284) 0.007 (−0.002; 0.015) <0.001

C20:0 0.27 ± 0.10 −0.006 (−0.421; 0.409) 0.003 (−0.006; 0.013) 0.821
C22:0 0.10 ± 0.03 0.143 (−0.239; 0.525) 0.004 (−0.004; 0.013) <0.001

C24:0 0.09 ± 0.04 0.181 (−0.184; 0.545) −0.004 (−0.012; 0.004) <0.001

MUFA
C14:1 0.23 ± 0.11 −0.102 (−0.442; 0.237) −0.004 (−0.011; 0.004) <0.001

C15:1 0.07 ± 0.03 0.005 (−0.338; 0.348) 0.001 (−0.007; 0.008) <0.001

C16:1 n-7 2.23 ± 0.69 −0.103 (−0.480; 0.274) −0.006 (−0.015; 0.002) <0.001

C18:1 n-9 35.33 ± 4.35 0.216 (−0.119; 0.550) 0.005 (−0.003; 0.012) <0.001

C18:1 n-7 1.62 ± 0.25 0.185 (−0.223; 0.593) −0.007 (−0.016; 0.002) 1
C20:1 n-9 0.46 ± 0.08 0.235 (−0.140; 0.610) −0.011 (−0.019; −0.003) 0.272
C24:1 n-9 0.07 ± 0.02 0.306 (−0.042; 0.653) −0.015 (−0.022; −0.007) <0.001

PUFA
n6

C18:2 n-6 13.27 ± 4.16 −0.028 (−0.380; 0.323) 0.002 (−0.005; 0.010) <0.001

C18:3 n-6 0.16 ± 0.05 −0.205 (−0.603; 0.193) 0.000 (−0.009; 0.009) 0.619
C20:2 n-6 0.30 ± 0.09 0.098 (−0.239; 0.435) −0.014 (−0.022; −0.007) <0.001

C20:3 n-6 0.44 ± 0.11 −0.010 (−0.374; 0.354) −0.019 (−0.027; −0.011) <0.001

C20:4 n-6 0.49 ± 0.11 0.066 (−0.294; 0.426) −0.013 (−0.021; −0.005) <0.001

C22:4 n-6 0.11 ± 0.03 0.137 (−0.191; 0.466) −0.014 (−0.021; −0.007) <0.001

C22:5 n-6 0.05 ± 0.02 0.167 (−0.171; 0.506) −0.013 (−0.021; −0.006) <0.001

n3
C18:3 n-3 0.77 ± 0.39 −0.065 (−0.429; 0.298) −0.001 (−0.009; 0.007) <0.001

C20:3 n-3 0.05 ± 0.02 0.106 (−0.245; 0.458) −0.010 (−0.018; −0.002) <0.001

C20:5 n-3 0.07 ± 0.05 0.012 (−0.383; 0.408) −0.005 (−0.014; 0.004) <0.001

C22:5 n-3 0.15 ± 0.05 0.016 (−0.363; 0.396) −0.007 (−0.016; 0.001) <0.001

C22:6 n-3 0.29 ± 0.16 0.117 (−0.274; 0.508) −0.009 (−0.017; 0.000) <0.001

n9
C20:3 n-9 0.02 ± 0.01 0.021 (−0.380; 0.423) −0.003 (−0.012; 0.006) 0.018

Trans FA
C16:1 trans 0.06 ± 0.02 −0.049 (−0.412; 0.314) 0.005 (−0.003; 0.013) <0.001

C18:1 trans 0.31 ± 0.20 −0.296 (−0.672; 0.080) 0.004 (−0.005; 0.012) 0.001

C18:2 trans 0.10 ± 0.04 −0.010 (−0.359; 0.339) 0.002 (−0.005; 0.010) <0.001

Influence of maternal celiac disease (CD) status and day of lactation are indicated by β estimates, and influence of
country is indicated by the p-values from analysis of variance (ANOVA). Weighted effects coding was used to code
the country. p-values and 95% confidence intervals were Bonferroni corrected (n = 41), resulting in an adjusted
99.88% confidence interval. Significant p-values and β estimates are printed in bold. SFA, saturated fatty acids,
MUFA, monounsaturated fatty acids; PUFA, polyunsaturated fatty acid; IGF, insulin-like growth factor.
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Table 3. Mean analyte concentrations (±SD) of late samples collected between days 101 to 163
of lactation.

Global Mean ± SD
CD Mother Day of Lactation

Country p
β (CI: 0.06%; 99.94%) β (CI: 0.06%; 99.94%)

Hormones
IGF-II, ng/mL 12.61 ± 3.25 0.055 (−0.393; 0.502) −0.007 (−0.034; 0.021) 1
Insulin, mU/L 13.67 ± 9.15 −0.207 (−0.600; 0.186) 0.003 (−0.021; 0.027) 1

Adiponectin, ng/mL 17.56 ± 6.26 0.268 (−0.154; 0.689) −0.008 (−0.034; 0.018) 1
macronutrients, g/dL

Fat 2.4 ± 1.5 −0.035 (−0.482; 0.413) 0.000 (−0.027; 0.028) 1
Carbohydrates 6.6 ± 0.4 0.123 (−0.258; 0.504) 0.001 (−0.023; 0.024) 1

Protein 0.84 ± 0.18 0.094 (−0.339; 0.527) −0.014 (−0.041; 0.012) 0.753
Fatty Acids, wt %

SFA
C8:0 0.21 ± 0.06 0.142 (−0.297; 0.580) −0.004 (−0.031; 0.024) 1

C10:0 1.42 ± 0.33 0.317 (−0.119; 0.752) −0.012 (−0.038; 0.015) 1
C12:0 5.76 ± 1.66 0.181 (−0.261; 0.623) −0.007 (−0.034; 0.020) 1
C13:0 0.04 ± 0.01 0.031 (−0.386; 0.449) 0.004 (−0.022; 0.030) <0.001

C14:0 6.24 ± 1.71 0.196 (−0.264; 0.656) 0.003 (−0.026; 0.031) 1
C15:0 0.33 ± 0.12 −0.097 (−0.469; 0.276) 0.010 (−0.013; 0.033) <0.001

C16:0 22.33 ± 2.66 −0.404 (−0.795; −0.012) −0.005 (−0.030; 0.019) <0.001

C17:0 0.32 ± 0.06 −0.146 (−0.562; 0.270) 0.005 (−0.021; 0.031) <0.001

C18:0 7.66 ± 1.34 −0.328 (−0.756; 0.100) −0.002 (−0.029; 0.025) <0.001

C20:0 0.24 ± 0.06 −0.197 (−0.637; 0.243) −0.005 (−0.032; 0.022) 0.012

C22:0 0.09 ± 0.03 0.139 (−0.310; 0.588) −0.002 (−0.030; 0.026) 0.004

C24:0 0.07 ± 0.03 0.212 (−0.240; 0.664) −0.003 (−0.031; 0.025) 0.024

MUFA
C14:1 0.23 ± 0.11 −0.114 (−0.487; 0.260) 0.005 (−0.018; 0.028) <0.001

C15:1 0.08 ± 0.03 −0.010 (−0.391; 0.370) 0.009 (−0.015; 0.033) <0.001

C16:1 n-7 2.14 ± 0.68 −0.033 (−0.465; 0.398) 0.003 (−0.024; 0.030) <0.001

C18:1 n-9 34.87 ± 4.50 0.271 (−0.114; 0.656) 0.001 (−0.023; 0.025) <0.001

C18:1 n-7 1.54 ± 0.25 0.089 (−0.365; 0.542) −0.003 (−0.031; 0.025) 1
C20:1 n-9 0.42 ± 0.09 0.259 (−0.188; 0.706) −0.008 (−0.036; 0.019) 1

C24:1 0.05 ± 0.02 0.304 (−0.147; 0.755) −0.006 (−0.034; 0.022) 0.223
PUFA

n6
C18:2 n-6 12.93 ± 3.72 −0.106 (−0.497; 0.284) 0.005 (−0.019; 0.029) <0.001

C18:3 n-6 0.15 ± 0.04 −0.243 (−0.685; 0.198) −0.015 (−0.042; 0.012) 0.073
C20:2 n-6 0.25 ± 0.07 −0.068 (−0.456; 0.319) −0.008 (−0.032; 0.016) <0.001

C20:3 n-6 0.34 ± 0.07 −0.116 (−0.540; 0.308) −0.025 (−0.052; 0.001) <0.001

C20:4 n-6 0.43 ± 0.09 0.042 (−0.381; 0.466) −0.016 (−0.043; 0.010) <0.001

C22:4 n-6 0.09 ± 0.03 −0.015 (−0.397; 0.367) −0.013 (−0.037; 0.011) <0.001

C22:5 n-6 0.04 ± 0.02 0.064 (−0.316; 0.444) −0.002 (−0.026; 0.022) <0.001

n3
C18:3 n-3 0.75 ± 0.39 −0.109 (−0.509; 0.291) 0.012 (−0.013; 0.037) <0.001

C20:3 n-3 0.04 ± 0.01 −0.124 (−0.565; 0.317) 0.004 (−0.024; 0.031) 0.111
C20:5 n-3 0.06 ± 0.05 0.089 (−0.368; 0.546) 0.002 (−0.026; 0.031) 0.027

C22:5 n-3 0.14 ± 0.05 0.067 (−0.368; 0.502) −0.001 (−0.028; 0.026) <0.001

C22:6 n-3 0.24 ± 0.15 0.197 (−0.248; 0.641) 0.001 (−0.027; 0.029) <0.001

n9
C20:3 n-9 0.02 ± 0.01 −0.068 (−0.513; 0.378) −0.012 (−0.039; 0.016) 0.018

Trans FA
C16:1 trans 0.06 ± 0.02 −0.037 (−0.451; 0.378) 0.013 (−0.013; 0.038) <0.001

C18:1 trans 0.30 ± 0.13 −0.229 (−0.672; 0.215) −0.002 (−0.029; 0.026) 0.004

C18:2 trans 0.11 ± 0.04 −0.044 (−0.435; 0.348) 0.01 (−0.014; 0.035) <0.001

Influence of maternal CD status and day of lactation are indicated by β estimates, and influence of country is
indicated by the p-values from ANOVA. Weighted effects coding was used to code the country. p-values and
95% confidence intervals were Bonferroni corrected (n = 41), resulting in an adjusted 99.88% confidence interval.
Significant p-values and β estimates are printed in bold.
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Table 4. Human milk fatty acid composition found in the early samples according to the country of
residence of the mothers.

NL It ESP HU GER

SFA
C8:0 0.29 ± 0.12 ab 0.22 ± 0.07 a 0.26 ± 0.09 c 0.25 ± 0.12 0.21 ± 0.06 bc

C10:0 1.38 ± 0.35 1.50 ± 0.34 1.37 ± 0.29 1.27 ± 0.33 1.31 ± 0.32
C12:0 5.46 ± 1.84 6.03 ± 1.73 5.23 ± 1.52 5.46 ± 1.96 5.05 ± 1.46
C13:0 0.04 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.02 a 0.04 ± 0.01 b 0.04 ± 0.01 ab

C14:0 6.06 ± 1.92 a 6.44 ± 1.76 b 5.03 ± 1.42 abc 5.74 ± 1.73 6.33 ± 1.55 c

C15:0 0.31 ± 0.08 ab 0.35 ± 0.09 cd 0.25 ± 0.09 a cef 0.30 ± 0.11 eg 0.45 ± 0.12 bdfg

C16:0 21.54 ± 2.50 abc 24.09 ± 2.37 abd 19.79 ± 2.32 def 22.64 ± 2.50 eg 24.25 ± 2.38 cfg

C17:0 0.29 ± 0.05 a 0.33 ± 0.05 0.30 ± 0.10 b 0.30 ± 0.05 c 0.36 ± 0.06 abc

C18:0 7.38 ± 1.59 a 7.03 ± 1.03 b 6.97 ± 1.15 c 7.40 ± 1.15 d 8.13 ± 1.31 abcd

C20:0 0.30 ± 0.12 a 0.23 ± 0.04 a 0.29 ± 0.13 0.27 ± 0.12 0.27 ± 0.08
C22:0 0.12 ± 0.04 abc 0.08 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.08 a 0.09 ± 0.03 b 0.09 ± 0.03 c

C24:0 0.12 ± 0.05 abc 0.07 ± 0.02 a 0.09 ± 0.08 0.08 ± 0.03 b 0.07 ± 0.03 c

MUF A
C14:1 0.25 ± 0.09 abc 0.24 ± 0.07 de 0.15 ± 0.07 adfg 0.20 ± 0.08 bfh 0.33 ± 0.12 cegh

C15:1 0.07 ± 0.02 a 0.09 ± 0.03 bc 0.06 ± 0.04 bd 0.07 ± 0.03 ce 0.10 ± 0.03 ade

C16:1n-7 2.44 ± 0.78 a 2.20 ± 0.42 b 1.77 ± 0.42 abcc 2.17 ± 0.55 ce 2.58 ± 0.82 ce

C18:1n-9 35.18 ± 3.54 ab 35.58 ± 3.83 cd 38.91 ± 4.33 acef 31.54 ± 3.07
bdeg 34.44 ± 3.35 fg

C18:1n-7 1.64 ± 0.27 1.56 ± 0.19 1.64 ± 0.21 1.59 ± 0.27 1.63 ± 0.28
C20:1n-9 0.47 ± 0.07 0.43 ± 0.06 0.47 ± 0.10 0.43 ± 0.07 0.48 ± 0.12

C24:1 0.08 ± 0.03 abc 0.06 ± 0.02 a 0.07 ± 0.04 d 0.06 ± 0.02 b 0.06 ± 0.02 cd

n-6 PUF A
C18:2n-6 12.81 ± 3.21 abc 10.46 ± 2.71 ade 13.95 ± 3.94 dfg 16.50 ± 4.27 befh 10.51 ± 2.71 cgh

C18:3n-6 0.15 ± 0.06 0.16 ± 0.05 0.17 ± 0.09 0.17 ± 0.06 0.15 ± 0.04
C20:2n-6 0.29 ± 0.07 a 0.24 ± 0.07 bc 0.33 ± 0.10 bd 0.37 ± 0.08 a ce 0.25 ± 0.06 de

C20:3n-6 0.45 ± 0.09 a 0.44 ± 0.13 0.44 ± 0.12 b 0.47 ± 0.14 c 0.38 ± 0.10 abc

C20:4n-6 0.51 ± 0.12 a 0.45 ± 0.09 b 0.47 ± 0.10 c 0.56 ± 0.12 bcd 0.43 ± 0.09 ad

C22:4n-6 0.11 ± 0.03 a 0.10 ± 0.02 b 0.11 ± 0.08 c 0.14 ± 0.04 abcd 0.09 ± 0.02 d

C22:5n-6 0.05 ± 0.02 a 0.05 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.05 b 0.07 ± 0.02 abc 0.04 ± 0.01 c

n-3 PUF A
C18:3n-3 1.11 ± 0.43 abcd 0.56 ± 0.28 ae 0.60 ± 0.28 bf 0.76 ± 0.34 c 0.80 ± 0.35 def

C20:3n-3 0.06 ± 0.02 a 0.03 ± 0.01 a 0.05 ± 0.06 0.05 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.02
C20:5n-3 0.09 ± 0.05 ab 0.05 ± 0.03 a 0.08 ± 0.09 c 0.05 ± 0.04 bcd 0.08 ± 0.05 d

C22:5n-3 0.18 ± 0.05 abc 0.11 ± 0.04 ad 0.14 ± 0.07 b 0.13 ± 0.04 ce 0.16 ± 0.06 de

C22:6n-3 0.31 ± 0.17 a 0.23 ± 0.10 b 0.35 ± 0.20 bc 0.21 ± 0.10 a cd 0.30 ± 0.19 d

n-9 PUF A
C20:3n-9 0.03 ± 0.01 a 0.03 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 ab 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 b

Tr a ns F A
C16:1t 0.06 ± 0.02 a 0.06 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.07 b 0.06 ± 0.02 c 0.08 ± 0.03 abc

C18:1t 0.25 ± 0.12 a 0.34 ± 0.36 0.29 ± 0.21 b 0.46 ± 0.43 abc 0.31 ± 0.15 c

C18:2tt 0.10 ± 0.03 a 0.10 ± 0.04 b 0.09 ± 0.10 c 0.09 ± 0.04 d 0.15 ± 0.05 abcd

a–h pairs with common superscripts indicate significant country differences (p < 0.05 after Bonferroni adjustment.

Country effects were less pronounced for hormones (e.g., adiponectin, Figure 2B) and
carbohydrates. IGF-II, protein, and total fat concentrations varied by country during the first
three months, but not in the later samples (data not shown in detail).
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Figure 2. Mean values (+SD) of docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) weight% (A) and adiponectin
concentration (B) per country in early and late milk samples; significant differences from the global
means for DHA (months 1–3: 0.29%, months 4–5: 0.24%) and adiponectin (months 1–3: 19.3 ng/mL,
months 4–5: 17.6 ng/mL) are indicated as ** for p < 0.01 and *** for p < 0.001.

Table 5. Human milk fatty acid composition found in the late samples according to the country of
residence of the mothers.

NL It ESP HU GER

SFA
C8:0 0.21 ± 0.08 0.27 ± 0.17 0.21 ± 0.06 0.22 ± 0.07 0.21 ± 0.06

C10:0 1.34 ± 0.33 1.56 ± 0.34 1.40 ± 0.36 1.40 ± 0.33 1.44 ± 0.38
C12:0 5.46 ± 1.92 6.20 ± 1.77 5.79 ± 1.91 6.00 ± 1.70 5.44 ± 1.54
C13:0 0.04 ± 0.01 ab 0.05 ± 0.02 ac 0.03 ± 0.01 cd 0.04 ± 0.01 e 0.05 ± 0.01 bde

C14:0 6.17 ± 2.23 6.49 ± 1.50 5.77 ± 2.02 5.98 ± 1.78 6.74 ± 1.53
C15:0 0.31 ± 0.08 ab 0.35 ± 0.09 cd 0.25 ± 0.09 ace 0.29 ± 0.11 f 0.45 ± 0.12 bdef

C16:0 21.62 ± 2.39 ab 23.55 ± 2.51 c 19.79 ± 3.58 acde 22.33 ± 2.52 df 24.10 ± 2.19 bef

C17:0 0.31 ± 0.05 a 0.33 ± 0.06 b 0.28 ± 0.07 bc 0.31 ± 0.05 d 0.36 ± 0.06 acd

C18:0 7.63 ± 1.26 7.26 ± 0.97 a 6.87 ± 1.37 bc 7.72 ± 1.25 b 8.35 ± 1.46 ac

C20:0 0.29 ± 0.15 ab 0.33 ± 0.29 cde 0.22 ± 0.06 ac 0.22 ± 0.05 bd 0.24 ± 0.06 e

C22:0 0.11 ± 0.06 abc 0.09 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.03 a 0.08 ± 0.03 b 0.09 ± 0.03 c

C24:0 0.09 ± 0.06 abc 0.08 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.03 a 0.06 ± 0.02 b 0.06 ± 0.03 c

MUFA
C14:1 0.24 ± 0.07 ab 0.22 ± 0.08 0.15 ± 0.07 ac 0.20 ± 0.09 d 0.33 ± 0.11 bcd

C15:1 0.07 ± 0.02 a 0.08 ± 0.03 b 0.05 ± 0.02 bc 0.07 ± 0.03 d 0.11 ± 0.03 acd

C16:1n-7 2.25 ± 0.72 a 1.87 ± 0.59 b 1.75 ± 0.51 ac 2.10 ± 0.53 d 2.49 ± 0.75 bcd

C18:1n-9 35.59 ± 3.57 ab 34.92 ± 4.21 c 39.58 ± 9.48 acde 31.31 ± 3.41 bdf 34.07 ± 3.19 ef

C18:1n-7 1.58 ± 0.26 1.45 ± 0.22 1.61 ± 0.45 1.59 ± 0.28 1.50 ± 0.25
C20:1n-9 0.48 ± 0.23 0.38 ± 0.07 0.41 ± 0.10 0.40 ± 0.09 0.44 ± 0.12

C24:1 0.06 ± 0.03 0.06 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.02
n-6 PUFA
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Table 5. Cont.

NL It ESP HU GER

C18:2n-6 12.72 ± 2.66 ab 11.75 ± 3.54 c 12.82 ± 3.51 de 16.42 ± 4.38 acdf 10.35 ± 2.64 bef

C18:3n-6 0.15 ± 0.04 0.16 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.05 0.14 ± 0.03
C20:2n-6 0.24 ± 0.05 ab 0.24 ± 0.05 c 0.26 ± 0.07 de 0.31 ± 0.07 acdf 0.20 ± 0.05 bef

C20:3n-6 0.33 ± 0.07 0.36 ± 0.05 a 0.34 ± 0.09 0.37 ± 0.10 b 0.30 ± 0.05 ab

C20:4n-6 0.42 ± 0.07 a 0.44 ± 0.08 b 0.40 ± 0.10 c 0.50 ± 0.11 abcd 0.40 ± 0.08 d

C22:4n-6 0.09 ± 0.03 a 0.10 ± 0.02 b 0.08 ± 0.03 c 0.12 ± 0.03 abcd 0.08 ± 0.02 d

C22:5n-6 0.04 ± 0.02 a 0.04 ± 0.01 b 0.04 ± 0.02 c 0.06 ± 0.02 abcd 0.04 ± 0.01 d

n-3 PUFA
C18:3n-3 1.09 ± 0.43 abc 0.50 ± 0.28 ad 0.55 ± 0.23 be 0.72 ± 0.28 c 0.90 ± 0.48 de

C20:3n-3 0.05 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.02
C20:5n-3 0.09 ± 0.11 a 0.05 ± 0.02 0.07 ± 0.05 0.04 ± 0.04 ab 0.08 ± 0.05 b

C22:5n-3 0.18 ± 0.09 abc 0.11 ± 0.03 ad 0.13 ± 0.06 b 0.12 ± 0.03 ce 0.16 ± 0.05 de

C22:6n-3 0.29 ± 0.35 0.19 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.20 a 0.18 ± 0.12 a 0.24 ± 0.14
n-9 PUFA
C20:3n-9 0.02 ± 0.01 a 0.02 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 ab 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 b

Trans FA
C16:1t 0.06 ± 0.02 a 0.07 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.02 b 0.06 ± 0.02 c 0.08 ± 0.02 abc

C18:1t 0.27 ± 0.12 a 0.28 ± 0.11 b 0.26 ± 0.13 c 0.42 ± 0.29 abcd 0.32 ± 0.12 d

C18:2tt 0.12 ± 0.04 abc 0.10 ± 0.04 d 0.08 ± 0.04 ae 0.09 ± 0.03 bf 0.14 ± 0.04 cdef

a–h pairs with common superscripts indicate significant country differences (p < 0.05 after Bonferroni adjustment).

3.2. Correlations among Human Milk Components

We focused on correlations that were consistently significant in both the early and late datasets
(Table 6). Protein in milk was positively correlated with adiponectin and IGF-II levels. Milk fat content
was not significantly related to adiponectin or insulin, but correlated positively with IGF-II and protein.

Table 6. Pearson correlations between the concentrations of macronutrients, hormones, and FA groups
(weight%) stratified according to sample collection period.

Collection during the First Three Months of Lactation (n = 319)

IGF-II Insulin Adip Fat CH Protein MUFA PUFA
Insulin 0.02
Adip 0.15 −0.05
Fat 0.36 *** 0.09 0.06
CH −0.14 −0.06 −0.12 −0.16

Protein 0.24 *** −0.03 0.35 *** 0.23 ** −0.01
MUFA −0.12 −0.20 * −0.1 −0.12 0.12 0.04
PUFA 0.15 −0.04 0.02 −0.13 0.05 −0.05 −0.33 ***

SFA −0.03 0.21 * 0.06 0.21 ** −0.15 0 −0.56 *** −0.59 ***

Collection during Months 4 and 5 of Lactation (n = 250)

IGF-II Insulin Adip Fat CH Protein MUFA PUFA
Insulin 0.21 *

Adip 0.30 *** 0.02
Fat 0.51 *** 0.17 0.12
CH −0.11 0 −0.05 −0.13

Protein 0.38 *** 0.07 0.30 *** 0.23 * 0.03
MUFA −0.1 −0.2 −0.05 −0.09 −0.04 0.02
PUFA 0.05 −0.07 −0.05 0.12 −0.04 −0.1 −0.34 **

SFA 0.06 0.25 0.09 0 0.07 0.06 −0.68 *** −0.46 ***

Note: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 after Bonferroni correction. Significant results are given in bold.
Adip = Adiponectin, CH = carbohydrates.

3.3. Intrainividual Relationships between Early and Late Milk Samples

The relationships of the milk components in early and late samples from mothers who donated
two samples are summarized in Table 7. The mean difference between the days of collection was 76
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days (range 11 to 109 days). Most analytes showed significant correlations (p < 0.05, Table 7) with the
exception of carbohydrates, protein, as well as caprylic (8:0), arachidic (20:0), and nervonic acid (24:1n9).
Adiponectin and IGF-II concentrations showed closer relationships between both time points than insulin.
LC-PUFA and odd-chain FA showed the strongest correlations between the two sampling points (e.g.,
arachidonic acid (AA) and DHA in Figure 3). Significantly lower values in the 4–5 months period than in
the early period for protein and most FA agree with the decreases indicated by multiple linear regression
analyses during the first three months (Table 7, t-test). The exception is capric acid, which decreased
during the early period, but was found to be higher in the later period (Table 7). Additionally, DHA
showed a significant decrease from the early sample compared with the later sample.

Table 7. Comparison of the concentrations measured in the early (from lactation day 16–100) and late
samples (from lactation day 101–163) from the mothers who donated two samples (n = 202).

Early
(M ± SD)

Late
(M ± SD)

t-Test
p

Correlation
r (p)

Hormones and macronutrients
IGF-II, ng/mL 17.16 ± 5.42 12.62 ± 3.30 <0.001 0.303 (0.001)

Insulin, mU/L 12.28 ± 8.06 13.72 ± 8.74 0.531 0.480 (<0.001)

Adiponectin, ng/mL 19.19 ± 6.06 17.61 ± 6.45 0.013 0.466 (<0.001)

Fat, g/dL 2.22 ± 1.20 2.54 ± 1.53 0.205 0.346 (<0.001)
Carbohydrates, g/dL 6.54 ± 0.43 6.63 ± 0.38 0.259 0.175 (0.543)
Protein, g/dL 1.15 ± 0.22 0.85 ± 0.18 <0.001 0.209 (0.128)
Fatty Acids, wt %
C8:0 0.25 ± 0.10 0.21 ± 0.06 <0.001 0.208 (0.123)
C10:0 1.35 ± 0.32 1.42 ± 0.34 0.305 0.508 (<0.001)

C12:0 5.37 ± 1.67 5.74 ± 1.66 0.032 0.471 (<0.001)

C13:0 0.04 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.01 1 0.460 (<0.001)

C14:0 5.87 ± 1.66 6.23 ± 1.78 0.013 0.596 (<0.001)

C15:0 0.34 ± 0.12 0.33 ± 0.12 1 0.676 (<0.001)

C16:0 22.34 ± 2.85 22.24 ± 2.72 1 0.591 (<0.001)

C17:0 0.32 ± 0.06 0.32 ± 0.06 1 0.504 (<0.001)

C18:0 7.35 ± 1.33 7.63 ± 1.35 0.97 0.410 (<0.001)

C20:0 0.27 ± 0.09 0.23 ± 0.06 <0.001 0.167 (0.995)
C22:0 0.10 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.03 0.002 0.356 (<0.001)

C24:0 0.09 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.03 <0.001 0.355 (<0.001)

C14:1 0.24 ± 0.10 0.23 ± 0.11 1 0.651 (<0.001)

C15:1 0.08 ± 0.03 0.08 ± 0.03 1 0.651 (<0.001)

C16:1 n-7 2.25 ± 0.69 2.15 ± 0.70 1 0.594 (<0.001)

C18:1 n-9 35.25 ± 4.53 35.23 ± 4.54 1 0.605 (<0.001)

C18:1 n-7 1.62 ± 0.26 1.54 ± 0.25 0.004 0.488 (<0.001)

C20:1 n-9 0.46 ± 0.07 0.42 ± 0.09 <0.001 0.353 (<0.001)

C24:1 0.06 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.01 <0.001 0.217 (0.129)
C18:2 n-6 13.02 ± 4.19 12.76 ± 3.69 1 0.628 (<0.001)

C18:3 n-6 0.16 ± 0.05 0.15 ± 0.04 0.393 0.660 (<0.001)

C20:2 n-6 0.30 ± 0.09 0.24 ± 0.06 <0.001 0.569 (<0.001)

C20:3 n-6 0.44 ± 0.11 0.33 ± 0.07 <0.001 0.448 (<0.001)

C20:4 n-6 0.49 ± 0.11 0.43 ± 0.08 <0.001 0.575 (<0.001)

C22:4 n-6 0.11 ± 0.03 0.09 ± 0.03 <0.001 0.557 (<0.001)

C22:5 n-6 0.05 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.02 <0.001 0.525 (<0.001)

C18:3 n-3 0.77 ± 0.38 0.75 ± 0.40 1 0.514 (<0.001)

C20:3 n-3 0.05 ± 0.02 0.04 ± 0.01 <0.001 0.388 (<0.001)

C20:5 n-3 0.07 ± 0.05 0.06 ± 0.04 1 0.553 (<0.001)

C22:5 n-3 0.15 ± 0.05 0.13 ± 0.05 0.48 0.591 (<0.001)

C22:6 n-3 0.28 ± 0.16 0.23 ± 0.15 <0.001 0.632 (<0.001)

C20:3 n-9 0.02 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 1 0.534 (<0.001)

C16:1 trans 0.07 ± 0.03 0.06 ± 0.02 1 0.417 (<0.001)

C18:1 trans 0.31 ± 0.20 0.30 ± 0.13 1 0.386 (<0.001)

C18:2 trans 0.11 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.04 1 0.610 (<0.001)

Note: Means between the two samples were compared by paired t-test. Correlations between the concentrations of
early and late samples were calculated according to Pearson. Significant p-values (<0.05 after Bonferroni correction)
are given in bold.
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Figure 3. Weight percentages of arachidonic acid (AA) ((A), r = 0.58, p < 0.001) and docosahexaenoic
acid (DHA) (B), r = 0.63, p < 0.001) measured in both early and late milk samples. Percentages were
calculated for 202 mothers, who had provided samples during the first three months or during the
fourth or fifth month of lactation, respectively.

4. Discussion

We observed a significant decrease of both milk protein and n-6 LC-PUFA during the first three
months of lactation. Variations in the milk FA composition among the different countries were detected.
Among the studied compounds, maternal CD only significantly influenced palmitic acid percentage,
leading to lower values in the milk of mothers with CD.

In agreement with previous observations [31], milk carbohydrate contents remained stable over
time. Human milk protein levels were higher in earlier lactation and continued to decrease beyond
month 3 of lactation, similar to previous observations [7,32,33]. IGF-II and adiponectin showed a
trend to decrease with time, which concurs with the assumption that IGFs and protein share common
determinants or are directly associated [34]. Percentages of most saturated fatty acids SFA and
MUFA (except C20:1n-9 and C24:1n-9) did not change with the duration of lactation. In contrast,
LC-PUFA levels decreased. Maternal LC-PUFA stores are depleted due to the high requirements
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during pregnancy [35] and are further consumed during lactation, which leads to delayed recovery
of DHA status after birth in breastfeeding women as compared with non-lactating women [36,37].
Diet and endogenous LC-PUFA synthesis from essential FA did not seem to compensate for the
high demands. In our study population, milk fat content did not significantly increase with the
day of lactation. Therefore, our results do not support the conclusion of Marangoni et al. [38], that
lower LC-PUFA percentages with advancing lactation are compensated by an increase of total fat.
The discrepant findings could be linked to the heterogeneity in the collection of our milk samples,
while Marangoni et al. applied a defined sample collection procedure only allowing hind milk [38].

Correlations between early and late samples were low for macronutrients and only significant
for milk fat, which may partially be the result of variation in conditions of sample collection.
The considerable inter-individual differences of the time span between sample collections may
have masked a significant intra individual correlation of protein levels. High PUFA and LC-PUFA
correlation coefficients indicate a constancy of dietary habits, which define the individual PUFA and
LC-PUFA levels, although levels generally decrease with time. For linoleic acid in human milk, it
has been shown that about 30% is directly derived from diet and 70% is contributed by fat storage
pools [39]. This also seems to apply to DHA [40] and could explain the high correlation coefficient
observed for DHA. Nevertheless, single fish meals can markedly increase DHA in subsequent human
milk feeds [3], although day-to-day variation is buffered by the contribution of FA from adipose tissue
to milk fat [41,42]. Such single fish meals might have caused some of the observed high DHA-% and
this could explain that the correlation between early and late DHA-% was not significant, as only
those concentration pairs with at least one value above 0.45% were considered. A corresponding
phenomenon was not seen for AA, which is assumed to be mainly contributed by endogenous synthesis
from linoleic acid [43].

Our study showed that maternal CD and adherence to a GFD did not have any appreciable effect
on milk macronutrients, hormones, and FA, with the exception of a lower palmitic acid percentage
in the milk of CD mothers. Endogenous palmitic acid synthesis is stimulated by carbohydrate
intake [44]. It is tempting to speculate that avoidance of gluten-containing grain-based foods could
lead to a lower contribution of carbohydrates to energy intake, and hence lower palmitic acid synthesis.
Comparisons of the diet of CD patients and healthy controls report lower carbohydrate or higher fat
intake, respectively, with a GFD than in control groups in some studies, but not in all [45–47]. Previous
studies have also reported lower n-6 LC-PUFA and higher or lower n-3 LC-PUFA in adult CD patients
than in controls [20,21,48]. In this study population from five different countries, we could not find
such differences in human milk. Patients with active CD showed higher plasma adiponectin values
than healthy controls [49], but this seems not to apply for milk of mothers in remission with CD
following a GFD. Olivares et al. had reported lower concentrations of protective immune mediators in
milk of women with CD compared with milk from women without CD [22], but we did not identify
further nutritionally important effects of CD on human milk. Therefore, breastfeeding can and should
be encouraged also in women with CD and a GFD.

Total fat content was only different in the early samples between countries, whereas differences in
FA composition were consistently found in both data sets. Potential differences in the lactation day at
sample collection were considered in this analysis and do not explain country differences. Total lipid
content in human milk is higher in hind-milk than in fore-milk [50]. As fore- or hind-milk collection
was not specified in our study, differences of fat content could well be related to differences in sample
collection and not reflect different dietary habits. The mode of sample collection does not affect FA
composition (weight%), which remains stable during one feeding [51]. The significant variations
across countries confirm previous studies that revealed that average human milk FA composition
depends on the country and corresponding dietary habits [7,52,53]. While DHA levels were low in
milk from Hungarian mothers, Spanish mothers showed the highest DHA levels, which corresponds
with previous reports [54,55]. A contribution of at least 0.2% by DHA to total fatty acids in human
milk and infant formulas has been considered important for the infant development [56,57], and even
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0.3% has been recommended [58]. About 30% of the early samples and 51% of the late samples did
not reach the 0.2% level, indicating that sea fish consumption or n-3 LC-PUFA supplement intake
should be further encouraged in all included countries, but specifically in Hungary, increased efforts
seem required.

Brenna et al. included 65 studies in their meta-analysis of human milk DHA and AA contents and
found, on average, 0.32% ± 0.22% for DHA and 0.47% ± 0.13% for ARA [43]. In our study, DHA values
were found to be somewhat lower (early samples 0.29% ± 0.16%, late samples 0.24% ± 015%), but AA
values were very close to the reported worldwide average (0.49% ± 0.11%, 0.43% ± 0.09%, respectively).
In the whole study population, and stratified according to country, the observed variation was smaller
for AA than for DHA, which agrees with the findings in the meta-analysis [43] and the concept that
DHA levels in milk depend mainly on dietary intake, while AA is mostly endogenously produced
from linoleic acid and levels are related to the desaturase genotype [40]. Although linoleic acid status is
usually not found to limit the endogenous AA synthesis [59], the finding that Hungarian samples were
highest in linoleic acid and AA could suggest that a very high availability of linoleic acid supports high
AA. Comparing α-linolenic and DHA percentages between the countries did not indicate associations
between levels, confirming the importance of dietary DHA for appropriate milk levels.

The odd chain tridecanoic and pentadecanoic acids differed between countries and could indicate
differences in dairy fat intake, as previously shown for plasma FA [60] or differences in fiber intake [61].
Protein and carbohydrate content did not show consistent differences between countries in the early
and late data set. Observational studies in affluent populations and in developing countries have failed
to identify dietary factors that influence milk protein or carbohydrates [62–65].

There was a significant positive correlation between human milk fat and protein. This correlation
has been previously described for milk from mothers of very low birth weight infants [66] and in
African mothers [67]. A joint regulation of milk protein and milk fat synthesis has been suggested
based on in vitro studies [34,68]. The positive correlation of IGF-II with both protein and fat could be
of interest, although regulatory effects of IGF-II in the mammary gland were proposed to be much
smaller than IGF-I effects [69]. Adiponectin is significantly related to protein, but not to fat content,
but models of the actions of adiponectin in the mammary gland have not been developed so far. We
found no correlations between insulin and macronutrients in milk. Human milk insulin levels are
related to plasma insulin levels and show comparable diurnal variations [13]. Maternal insulin levels
were not available, but pre-pregnancy BMI is positively associated with human milk insulin in the
present study, comparable to the results of other studies [70–72].

Strengths and Limitations

The combined analysis of macronutrients, FA, and selected hormones in our study enabled the
parallel examination of day of lactation, country of residence, and CD status, which have not been
studied before in large numbers of human milk samples. Some of the results have to be interpreted
with caution as spot milk samples without full standardization of sampling have been studied, while
24 h collections of human milk and volume determinations would be more representative, enabling a
meaningful consideration of potential effects of mixed feeding. Furthermore, interpretation is limited
by partially missing information on maternal anthropometry and the ethnicity of the mothers.
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5. Conclusions

Milk FA patterns depend on country of residence, which suggests significant dietary influences.
In contrast, protein, fat, IGF-II, and adiponectin seem to depend on the individual metabolism.
The observed relationships between protein, fat, and IGF-II could agree with an IGF involvement in the
regulation of milk synthesis. As no major effects of CD on the studied human milk components were
found, breastfeeding should be encouraged in women with CD and a GFD as in the general population.
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Abstract: Our aims were to investigate vitamin A and E status during lactation and the determinants
of breast milk content for the appropriate nutrition of the infant in a study with nursing Brazilian
women. We hypothesized that both inadequate intake and the lipoprotein distribution of vitamin A
and E during lactation could have an impact on their breast milk levels from early- to mid-lactation.
Nineteen adult lactating women participated in this longitudinal observational study, in which dietary
records, blood and mature breast milk samples were collected for the analysis of vitamin A and E, and
carotenoids in early- (2nd to 4th week) and mid-lactation (12th to 14th week). Nutrient intake was
balanced by the Multiple Source Method (MSM), and the intake of vitamin A and E was inadequate
in 74 and 100% of the women, respectively. However, these results were not reflected in low serum
concentrations of retinol and only 37% of the volunteers were vitamin E deficient according to the
blood biomarker. As lactation progressed, vitamin A and E status worsened, and this was clearly
observed by the decrease in their content in breast milk. The reduced content of vitamin A and E in
the breast milk was not related to their distribution in lipoproteins. Taken together, the contents of
vitamin A and E in breast milk seemed to be more sensitive markers of maternal nutrition status than
respective blood concentrations, and dietary assessment by the MSM in early lactation was sensitive
to indicate later risks of deficiency and should support maternal dietary guidance to improve the
infant’s nutrition.

Keywords: retinol; α-tocopherol; inadequate intake; nutritional status; breast milk; undernourishment;
dietary assessment; multiple source method

1. Introduction

Vitamin A and E are essential to newborns, and their transfer to breast milk is key for the nutrition
of infants. Vitamin A is crucial for newborn development, epithelial function and protection against
infections. Vitamin A deficiency affects millions of preschool-age children, especially in developing
countries, and it increases the susceptibility to infection and infant mortality rate, especially before
the age of 2 [1]. Vitamin A nutritional requirements are met by the intake of retinoids, such as retinyl
esters, and provitamin A carotenoids, especially β-carotene and less prominently by α-carotene and
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β-cryptoxanthin. In addition to serving as retinoid precursors, these carotenoids are transferred to
breast milk and, together with lycopene and lutein, might contribute to breastfed infant health, as they
present potential bioactivity. The primary function of vitamin E is related to its activity as a potent
free radical scavenger and, although overt signs of deficiency are rare, pre-term infants might be more
susceptible to associated illnesses [2].

Essential nutrients, such as vitamins, are provided to the breastfed infant via transfer from the
maternal circulation into the milk by the mammary gland. The contents of retinol and α-tocopherol
in the breast milk are mainly determined by maternal diet and nutritional status [3,4]. However,
to what extent changes in the maternal nutritional status throughout lactation might affect the transfer
of vitamin A and E to the breast milk is not entirely known. Interactions between vitamin A and E
seem to influence their contents in breast milk as it has been shown that postpartum retinyl-ester
supplementation decreased vitamin E content in the colostrum [5]. On the other hand, the mechanisms
underlying this biochemical interaction are not known and are possibly related to serum transport in
lipoproteins and uptake by the mammary gland [3]. Vitamin A and E distribution in major lipoprotein
fractions might fluctuate throughout lactation, which would impact their transfer to breast milk.

Our aim was to investigate vitamin A and E status, and carotenoids during lactation, and the
determinants of breast milk levels for the appropriate nutrition of breastfed infants. We hypothesized
that both inadequate intake and the lipoprotein distribution of vitamin A and E during lactation could
have an impact on their breast milk levels from early- to mid-lactation. By taking advantage of a
longitudinal study with adult nursing women in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, we used multiple regression
models to explain the impact of maternal diet and serum concentration of vitamin A and E on their
breast milk content during early- and mid-lactation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Design and Recruitment of Volunteers

This is a longitudinal observational study, approved by the Research Ethics Committee of
the Pedro Ernesto University Hospital, Rio de Janeiro State University (CEP/HUPE-UERJ:3043/
2011–CAAE:0186.0.228.228-11). Data and sample collection were conducted after signing written
informed consent. The volunteers were recruited at Policlínica Américo Piquet Carneiro (UERJ) and
at health facilities in the city of Rio de Janeiro. Recruitment occurred in the last month of gestation,
when the first visit of the study was scheduled according to the probable delivery date. Of the 22
recruited women, three refused to participate during mid-lactation and their data were excluded.
Thus, 19 pregnant women (age 20–40 years) participated in the study, exclusively or predominantly
breastfeeding. They did not have any chronic or acute diseases, were not using prescribed medicines
or dietary supplements, and were non-smokers and non-alcoholic who had completed single and
full-term gestations. In the present study, mature breast milk was collected, because in full lactation,
when mature milk is produced, tight junctions between mammary epithelial cells are fully functional,
and, therefore, paracellular transport (between cells) is virtually absent. Therefore, one can expect that
there are no major changes in the mammary epithelial cells transport systems during the time span
assessed in this study.

2.2. Data Collection and Qualification of Lactation Practices

Demographics and medical history were obtained in early lactation (2nd to 4th week postpartum;
mean 24.7 days). In mid-lactation (12th to 14th week postpartum; mean 94 days), volunteers answered
a questionnaire concerning lactation practices. All women reported adopting practices consistent with
exclusive or predominant breastfeeding. Total body mass (kg) and height (meters) were obtained in an
anthropometric scale (Filizola, Brazil) to calculate body mass index (BMI, in kg/m2) [6].
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2.3. Assessment of Dietary Intake

Dietary intake throughout lactation was estimated using the Multiple Source Method (MSM).
The MSM is a statistical method to estimate usual food intake and uses at least two different dietary
inputs (e.g., dietary recalls and/or food frequency questionnaires) [7] and it has been shown to be
adequate to estimate usual intake during pregnancy [8]. Using this method, 24-h dietary recalls
(24hRs) were applied in early- and mid-lactation (one in each period) to evaluate possible changes
in eating habits and to estimate recent intake of energy and nutrients. The nutrient composition of
the 24hRs was analyzed with the NutriSurvey® software v. 2007 (Dr. Juergen Erhardt; Germany;
available at www.nutrisurvey.de/nutrisurvey2007.exe) using the food composition database from the
US Department of Agriculture release 22 [9] adapted for common fat sources in the Brazilian diet [10].
A semi-quantitative food frequency questionnaire (SQ-FFQ) was applied in the first lactation period to
assess food sources of the nutrients of interest in the present investigation and to confirm the feasibility
of the 24hR to evaluate usual dietary intake.

The prevalence of inadequate nutrient intake was estimated using Estimated Average Requirements
(EARs), as set by the Institute of Medicine [11–14] as cut-off points. The prevalence of the inadequate
intake of each nutrient was estimated by the proportion of individuals with intake below the EAR
value. Since the EAR cut-off point method is not suitable for assessing energy adequacy, the proportion
of the group with BMIs below, within, and above the desirable range was used to classify inadequate,
adequate, and excessive energy intakes [11].

2.4. Collection and Processing of Biological Samples

Blood and milk samples were collected in the morning after fasting overnight, were immediately
processed for the separation of plasma, serum and erythrocytes, and frozen at −80 ◦C until analysis.
Whole blood aliquots were used for the immediate determination of hematocrit and hemoglobin
concentrations. Milk samples (10 mL) were manually expressed in the morning from the breast which
the baby last suckled and transferred into sterile plastic bottles. An aliquot was taken for analysis of
the crematocrit. For the analysis of lactose and protein, aliquots were stored at −20 ◦C and for retinol,
carotenoids and tocopherols analyses, at −80 ◦C and tubes were protected with aluminum foil.

2.5. Determination of Hematocrit and Hemoglobin, and Triglycerides and Cholesterol in Blood

Hematocrit was determined in a microhematocrit centrifuge (Hemospin, Incibrás; São Paulo,
Brazil) and hemoglobin concentration was determined by the cyanmethemoglobin method by a
commercial kit (BioClin; Belo Horizonte, Brazil). Triglyceride, total cholesterol and HDL-c (total
serum and HDL-c fraction after LDL-c+VLDL-c precipitation) were determined by the enzymatic
colorimetric method using commercial kits (BioClin, Brazil), using sodium phosphotungstate and
Mg2+ for precipitation of LDL and VLDL particles, as described [15]. The clear supernatant, containing
the HDL fraction, was used for the analysis of HDL-c (and vitamins by HPLC, described in Section 2.7),
and the concentration of LDL-c+VLDL-c was determined by the difference between the concentration
of HDL-c and total cholesterol. All analyses were performed in duplicate and the automatic reading
was performed in triplicate.

2.6. Breast Milk Macronutrient Composition

Total fat was determined by the crematocrit method, in a microhematocrit centrifuge (Hemospin,
Incibrás) [16]. Lactose was determined by a colorimetric assay [17] adapted by [18], based on
the reaction with picric acid. Total protein content was determined by the Lowry method [19],
after eliminating interference of fat and lactose, by precipitating the proteins with 20% trichloroacetic
acid and 2.5% sodium deoxycholate, and centrifugation. The supernatant with interfering substances
was discarded and precipitated milk proteins were suspended in Folin–Ciocalteu’s reagent and
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analyzed [20]. The standard curve was prepared with casein in concentrations ranging from 20.0 to
100.0 μg/mL. All these analyses, as well as standard curves, were performed in triplicates.

2.7. Determination of Retinol, Carotenoids and Tocopherols by HPLC in Breast Milk, Whole Blood Serum,
and Lipoprotein Fractions

Serum samples were prepared and extracted as described by [21], adapted from [22]. Retinol,
tocopherols, and carotenoids were analyzed by HPLC in serum and in the HDL fraction, in duplicate.
The concentration of these vitamins in the LDL+VLDL fraction was calculated by the difference between
contents in whole serum and in the HDL fraction. Milk samples were prepared as described [21],
adapted from [23], and care was taken to avoid direct light to avoid vitamin losses during sample
extraction and analysis.

HPLC analysis was performed in a Shimadzu chromatographic system (Shimadzu, Kyoto,
Japan), composed of a LC-20AT pump, a Shimadzu SPD-M20AV UV-Vis detector, and a CBM-20A
system controller. A total of 20 μL of sample extracts and standards solutions were injected through
a Rheodyne injection valve with a volumetric loop, onto a C18 reversed-phase column (Kromasil;
150 × 4.6 mm), and compounds were eluted isocratically with a ternary solvent composed of acetonitrile,
tetrahydrofuran, and 15 mM methanolic ammonium acetate (65:25:10, v/v/v), at 0.9 mL/min. Each
sample extract was injected twice, one run monitored at λ (nm) 450, for the analysis of carotenoids,
and the other run monitored at 325 and 292 for the analysis of retinol and tocopherols, respectively. All
analyses were performed in duplicate.

Identities of chromatographic peaks corresponding to the fat-soluble vitamins in samples
chromatograms were determined based on standards retention times, and by exact co-elution with
standards spiking in representative samples. Vitamin concentrations in samples were determined by
external calibration, with linear calibration curves and direct extrapolation. Commercial standards of
retinol, α-tocopherol and γ-tocopherol were from Sigma-Aldrich (São Paulo, Brazil), and carotenoid
standards (purity > 95%) were isolated from foods naturally rich in these pigments, as previously
described [24], by the open column method [25]. Representative chromatograms from HPLC standards
are shown in Supplementary Figure S1.

2.8. Statistical Analyses

Paired t-tests were used to investigate differences between early- and mid-lactation on the variables
studied. Variable frequency distribution was assessed by standardized coefficients of skewness and
kurtosis, and those with values < −2.0 or > +2.0 were characterized as having a non-normal distribution,
which were presented as median and minimum and maximum levels, in contrast to normally distributed
variables that were presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Non-normally distributed variables
were log-transformed before running Pearson’s correlation analysis, which was used to investigate
associations between continuous variables. Stepwise multiple regression analyses (backward) were used
to investigate the effect of independent factors on the composition of vitamins in serum and in breast
milk. The criteria for the inclusion of independent variables in the multiple regression models were based
on results from Pearson correlations and on data from the literature. In the final model, only significant
variables that improved the model were kept (p-to-remove ≥ 0.05; p-to-persist < 0.05). The multiple
regression models were further assessed by analysis of residual plots that were checked to determine
if they were randomly distributed. Data analyses were performed with the Multiple Source Method
(MSM) software for dietary data analysis, GraphPad Prism 7.0 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA,
USA) and Statgraphics Centurion 18 (Statgraphics Technologies, Inc.; The Plains, VA, USA) for statistics.
Values of p < 0.05 were considered significant.
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3. Results

3.1. General Characteristics of Lactating Women

The nursing women who participated in the present study were adults (31.9 ± 5.9 years of age),
primiparous and had term pregnancies (gestational age of 39.8 ± 1.1 weeks), from which 58% had
vaginal delivery (Table 1). According to the BMI, 58% of women were overweight (25–30 kg/m2 [6])
in early lactation (2nd to 4th lactation week). In mid-lactation (12th to 14th lactation week), 42% of
the lactating mothers were overweight. Most of the volunteers (63%) were anemic at the beginning
of the study and after 10 weeks, there was a significant 11% increase in the mean blood hemoglobin
concentration and a decrease in anemia frequency to 26% in mid-lactation (Table 1).

Table 1. General characteristics of adult Brazilian lactating women in early- (2nd to 4th week) and
mid-lactation (12th to 14th week) (n = 19).

Characteristics
Lactation Period p Recommended

Value or Range 1
Early Lactation
2nd–4th Week

Mid-Lactation
12th–14th Week

Body mass index (kg/m2) 25.9 ± 4.0 25.3 ± 4.2 0.068 * 18–24.9 [6]
Hemoglobin (g/dL) 11.6 ± 1.7 12.5± 1.6 0.029 * ≥12.0 [26]

Hematocrit (%) 39.2 ± 3.5 37.8 ± 3.5 0.131 ≥36 [26]
Triglycerides (mg/dL) 74.7 ± 21.4 57.0 ± 21.2 0.007 * <150 [27]

Total cholesterol (mg/dL) 190.2 ± 41.9 182.2 ± 41.0 0.219 <200 [27]
LDL-c (mg/dL) 156.0 ± 44.1 146.6 ± 35.9 0.164 100–129 [27]
HDL-c (mg/dL) 34.2 ± 6.2 35.6 ± 9.4 0.601 >60 [27]

Data presented as the mean ± standard deviation; * Significant differences between lactation periods, paired t-test.
1 Shown in the same respective units as the first column.

Serum triglyceride concentration was adequate in all volunteers and reduced significantly by
24% from early- to mid-lactation. Serum HDL concentrations, on the other hand, were below the
minimum value in all volunteers and 74% of the nursing women presented LDL concentrations
above the desirable range, irrespective of the lactation period [27]. Regarding total cholesterol in the
serum, 47 and 31% of the volunteers presented concentrations above the desirable value, in early- and
mid-lactation, respectively.

3.2. Dietary Intake of Vitamin A and E Were Inadequate throughout Lactation

Dietary data assessment indicated that nutrient intake did not vary significantly between the two
lactation periods, considering both recent and usual dietary consumption. Therefore, these data were
presented combined, as estimated by the MSM, which assesses habitual intake considering data from
two or more 24hRs and one FFQ (Table 2). The frequency of volunteers with sub-adequate nutrient
intake was estimated as proposed [12,13] using EAR whenever available (Table 2). The very high
prevalence of inadequate intake of vitamin A and E (Table 2) may set these lactating mothers and
their offspring’s health at increased risk. Although the median intake of β-carotene (Table 2) was
within the range considered prudent, 47% of the volunteers presented β-carotene intake below this
range. In contrast, the average intake of lycopene was lower than the level established as prudent [12],
and intake was sub-adequate in 89% of the volunteers.
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Table 2. Intake of energy and nutrients by Brazilian nursing women from the 2nd to the 14th week
of lactation.

Energy and Nutrients
Intake

(24hR-MSM)
Inadequacy (%) 3 Nutrient Intake Adequacy

Reference Value
(Daily Intake) 4 Method [Ref.]

Energy (kcal) 1577 ± 164 1 53 — BMI distribution [14]
Carbohydrate (en%) 51.2 ± 7.7 1 21 160 g 5 EAR cut-off [14]

Protein (en%) 17.7 ± 3.1 1 47 1.05 g/kg 5 EAR cut-off [14]
Total lipids (en%) 31.1 ± 0.52 1 26 20 to 35 AMDR [14]
Vitamin A (μg RE) 824.7 ± 21.8 1 74 900 EAR cut-off [13]
β-Carotene (μg) 3249 (1408–6707) 2 — 3000–6000 [12] —
α-Carotene (μg) 1053 (56–3712) 2 — — —
Lycopene (μg) 1854 (302–6472) 2 — ≥5000 [12] —

Lutein + zeaxanthin (μg) 2446 (872–4873) 2 — — —
Vitamin E (mg) 4.4 ± 0.9 1 100 16 EAR cut-off [12]

1 Data expressed as the mean ± standard deviation; 2 Median (minimum–maximum); 3 Estimated frequency of
volunteers with inadequate intake; 4 based on estimated average requirement values whenever available, and are in
the same units as the first column, except stated otherwise; in the case of carotenoids (β-carotene and lycopene),
the reference value was taken as the daily intake level considered prudent for maintaining health; 5 EAR is used
to assess adequacy of carbohydrate and protein intake, but usual intake expressed as en% are, respectively 45–65
and 5–10 [14]. AMDR: acceptable macronutrient distribution ranges; en%: macronutrient intake as a percentage of
energy intake; 24hR-MSM: two 24-h recalls were used, and data were assessed by the Multiple Source Method; BMI:
body mass index; EAR: Estimated Average Requirement.

3.3. Serum Vitamin A and E Were Not Associated with Their Changes in Breast Milk Concentration
throughout Lactation

Serum vitamin A was adequate in all volunteers in early- and mid-lactation (Table 3). In contrast,
68 and 84% of the volunteers were at risk of developing vitamin E deficiency in early- and mid-lactation,
respectively. Although serum retinol concentration did not vary throughout lactation, retinol in breast
milk showed a significant 13% decrease from early- to mid-lactation (Table 3). In early lactation,
retinol concentration in the milk of all volunteers was above the limit considered adequate [1,3] for the
formation of infant liver reserves. After 10 weeks of lactation, however, milk retinol concentration
became inadequate in 21% of the nursing women [1]. A similar trend was observed with breast milk
contents of β-carotene, lutein+zeaxanthin and α-tocopherol, which significantly decreased from early-
to mid-lactation, irrespective of the serum concentrations (Table 3).

Table 3. Concentrations of fat-soluble vitamins (μmol/L) in the serum and breast milk of adult Brazilian
nursing women (n = 19), in early- (2nd to 4th week) and mid- (12th to 14th week) lactation, and
respective cut-off values for inadequacy 1.

Vitamin

Serum Breast Milk

Lactation Period
Undernutrition
Cut-Off Value

Lactation Period Inadequacy
Cut-Off
Value

2nd–4th
Week

12th–14th
Week

p 2nd–4th
Week

12th–14th
Week

p

Retinol 1.50 ± 0.30 1.48 ± 0.31 0.913 0.7 [28] 2.3 ± 0.78 2.0 ± 0.72 0.013 * 1.05 [1,28]
β-Carotene 0.61 ± 0.07 0.59 ± 0.05 0.628 — 0.17 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.3 0.001 * —
α-Carotene 0.43 ± 0.09 0.44 ± 0.08 0.720 — 0.04 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 0.304 —
Lycopene 0.20 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.04 0.530 — 0.04 ± 0.01 0.04 ± 0.00 1.000 —
Lutein +

zeaxanthin 0.24 ± 0.04 0.23 ± 0.07 0.633 — 0.07 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.01 0.026 * —

α-Tocopherol 11.1 ± 1.11 10.1 ± 1.23 0.089 11.6 [12] 1.29 ± 0.25 1.07 ± 0.13 0.001 * 7.4 [28]
γ-Tocopherol 0.76 ± 0.15 0.75 ± 0.13 0.896 — 0.38 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.04 0.436 —

1 Data expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. * Significant differences between lactation periods, paired t-test.

3.4. Breast Milk Concentration of Fat-Soluble Vitamins from Early- to Mid-Lactation Is Associated with Dietary
Vitamin A, Serum β-Carotene and Tocopherols

Multiple regression analysis was used to investigate the determinants of vitamin A and E and
carotenoid concentration in breast milk (Table 4). Retinol concentration in breast milk was determined
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by the dietary intake of vitamin A, and this association was stable from early- to mid-lactation (Table 4;
models 1 and 4). In contrast, the determinants of milk β-carotene changed from early- to mid-lactation
(Table 4; models 2 and 5). Regarding vitamin E, serum concentration was the sole determinant of its
contents in breast milk (Table 4; models 3 and 6).

Table 4. Multiple regression models of the concentrations of vitamin A and E (μmol/L) in the milk of
Brazilian nursing women (n = 19), to assess its associations with the intake 1 and serum contents of
these vitamins.

Model N
Dependent

Variable
Breast Milk 2

Independent
Variables Serum

A and Diet B

Coefficients Weight in
the Model 3 Adj. R 2 Error (%) 4 p 5

Value p

Early-Lactation: 2nd–4th Week

1 Retinol Vitamin A B 5.33 × 10−3 <0.0001 100% 94.9 9% <0.0001

2 β-Carotene β-Carotene A 2.25 × 10−1 0.0045 63%
87.7 14% <0.0001

β-Carotene B 2.52 × 10−5 0.0430 37%
3 α-Tocopherol α-Tocopherol A 1.24 <0.0001 100% 96.2 18% <0.0001

Mid-Lactation: 12th–14th Week

4 Retinol Vitamin A B 4.79 × 10−3 <0.0001 100% 94.7 14% <0.0001
5 β-Carotene β-Carotene A 2.34 × 10−1 <0.0001 100% 78.4 17% <0.0001
6 α-Tocopherol α-Tocopherol A 1.03 <0.0001 100% 97.9 12% <0.0001

1 Data from the average of two 24-h recalls corrected by the Multiple Source Method (Vitamin A, μg RE/day;
β-Carotene, μg/day); 2 Concentrations of fat-soluble vitamins in milk; 3 Weight in the model = independent
variable coefficient × variable average content in samples; 4 Relative error of estimate = (estimated absolute error
× 100%)/average value of the dependent variable; 5 Model significance. Superscript letters indicate whether
the vitamins included as independent variables in the model were serum concentration (A) or dietary intake (B).
Variables included in the starting analysis matrices before running the backward stepwise regression analysis
(p-to-remove ≥ 0.05): model 1, vitamin A intake (RE), serum retinol and fat intake; model 2, β-carotene intake and
serum β-carotene; model 3, vitamin E intake and serum α-tocopherol; model 4, vitamin A intake (RE), serum retinol
and fat intake; model 5, β-carotene intake and serum β-carotene; model 6, vitamin E intake and serum α-tocopherol.
Adj. R2: adjusted coefficient of determination for the fitted model.

3.5. Vitamin A and E and Carotenoids Distributed Differently in Lipoprotein Fractions during Lactation

There were no significant changes from early- to mid-lactation in the relative distribution of vitamin
A and E and carotenoids in serum lipoprotein fractions (Figure 1). Retinol and γ-tocopherol were
distributed equally between HDL+serum binding proteins and LDL+VLDL fractions, in both lactation
periods. β-Carotene and α-carotene, lycopene and α-tocopherol were enriched in the LDL+VLDL
fraction. In contrast, approximately 70% of lutein+zeaxanthin was concentrated in the HDL+binding
proteins fraction, in both lactation periods.
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Figure 1. Distribution of fat-soluble vitamins in blood serum lipoprotein fractions in early- and
mid-lactation. * Significantly different from the contents (%) in the HDL fraction (paired t-test; p < 0.05).
Error bars represent standard deviations.

4. Discussion

Adequate breast milk contents of vitamins and minerals are crucial for infant development. In the
present work, the maternal nutritional status of vitamin A and E was evaluated, and the factors
associated with their content in breast milk in adult Brazilian nursing mothers. The most striking result
was the fact that despite constant serum levels, the content of vitamin A and E in breast milk decreased
throughout lactation, which we hypothesize as a consequence of the sustained inadequate dietary
intake from early- to mid-lactation. This sub-adequate intake was insufficient to affect biochemical
markers of vitamin status in serum, but negatively affected breast milk, being potentially detrimental
to the lactating infant. Therefore, vitamin A and E in breast milk seem to be more sensitive markers of
maternal nutrition status than their respective blood concentrations. Since the distribution of vitamin
A and E in fasting serum lipoproteins did not change from early- to mid-lactation, this factor is unlikely
to be related to the decrease in the transfer of fat-soluble vitamins into milk during lactation.

4.1. Dietary Intake, Nutritional Status and Milk Transfer of Vitamin A and E, and Carotenoids

Vitamin A intake was sub-adequate in 74% of the subjects [13] and was insufficient to maintain
adequate breast milk levels throughout lactation. Maternal vitamin A requirement increases during
lactation to fulfill the increased demand imposed by the mammary gland, and vitamin A in breast milk
is essential to build up the infant’s liver stores, contributing to the prevention of vitamin A deficiency
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when lactation ends [4,29]. A high intake of β-carotene could compensate the low intake of retinol,
but the former nutrient was in the range considered prudent (3000–6000 μg/day [12]) in only 53% of
the volunteers, thus it is likely that the breastfed infants were at risk of vitamin A deficiency [4,30].
Despite that, all subjects showed serum retinol levels above the cutoff value for inadequacy risk
(>0.7 μmol/L [1]) throughout lactation [3].

Retinol in breast milk is also seen as a reliable marker of vitamin A nutritional status on a
population basis. According to the World Health Organization, when retinol concentration in milk is
below 1.1 μmol/L, the infant’s body stores may be below the estimated critical amounts to supply for the
increased requirements in the second half of childhood [1]. In all subjects in the present study, the breast
milk concentration of retinol in early lactation was above this cutoff value. However, in mid-lactation,
21% of the nursing women were below the adequacy cutoff. Possibly, these results indicate that these
nursing women presented subclinical vitamin A deficiency, which worsened throughout lactation,
and that their lactating newborns were at risk of vitamin A deficiency to build up liver stores [4,29].
However, concentrations of fat-soluble vitamins are usually higher at the beginning of lactation,
suffering a progressive fall as lactation progresses [3], but levels should be above the safe cut-off value
throughout lactation.

The retinol concentration in breast milk in the two lactation periods evaluated was near the average
values previously reported for Brazilian nursing women [5,21,30] and for Korean nursing women
(2.0 to 3.0 μmol/L) [31]. As these previous works did not assess dietary intake, further discussion
regarding the factors involved in the regulation of the concentration of vitamins in breast milk was
not possible. Retinol content in breast milk is associated with maternal dietary fat intake, stressing
the importance of dietary lipids to retinol transport and absorption [31]. It is suggested that during
lactation, a large proportion of retinol from the maternal diet is transported directly into the mammary
gland via blood lipoproteins, bypassing the liver [3]. Breast milk vitamin A might be more strongly
affected by dietary fat intake than by serum retinol concentration, especially in groups with a low
dietary intake of vitamin A and inadequate nutritional status of this vitamin [31]. Consistently, in the
present study, fat intake was correlated with breast milk retinol, both in early (r = 0.47; p = 0.042) and
in mid-lactation (r = 0.46; p = 0.046) and vitamin A intake was a determinant of breast milk retinol
concentration in both lactation periods investigated (Table 4).

The intake of vitamin E was also sub-adequate in all volunteers [12]. Vitamin E intake might have
been underestimated in the present study, because its principal dietary source was vegetable oil, and it
is inherently difficult to assess cooking oil intake [32]. In Brazil, soybean oil is by far the most consumed
oil and the main source of vitamin E in the subjects’ diets. In contrast, it should also be considered that
the possibility that vitamin E EAR (16 mg/day [12]) is overestimated, which could contribute to the
high frequency of inadequacy in the present study [32]. In this sense, the recommended daily intake of
vitamin E for Brazilian nursing women [32] is nearly half that recommended in North America by the
Institute of Medicine [4,12]. The vitamin E status biomarker (serum α-tocopherol/cholesterol ratio;
μmol/mmol) indicates that the prevalence of vitamin E deficiency (<2.25 μmol/mmol) [2,4] increased
from 37 to 63% of the volunteers from early- to mid-lactation.

β-Carotene was the major carotenoid present in the serum and breast milk throughout lactation,
consistent with maternal usual diets, representing over 50% of total carotenoids in milk [21,33].
Serum and breast milk β-carotene were strongly associated, as expected [34,35] and, in early-lactation,
breast milk β-carotene was also associated with maternal intake, highlighting the importance of both
dietary intake and blood concentration to β-carotene in breast milk [34,35]. It is noteworthy that the
concentration of β-carotene and lutein+zeaxanthin in breast milk was, respectively, approximately 8-
and 6-fold higher than observed in a previous study with Brazilian nursing women [21]. Compared to
the values of a recent study that addressed the effect of prematurity on the content of carotenoids in the
colostrum, the results of the present study were sensibly lower, particularly for lutein+zeaxanthin and
lycopene concentrations, which were approximately 10-fold lower [36]. These differences might be
related to the stage of lactation and also to potential differences in the habitual diets of the volunteers
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of both studies. The concentration of α-tocopherol in breast milk was determined by its concentration
in the serum. It is important to highlight that the intake of α-tocopherol was entered as an independent
variable in the multiple regression analysis matrix. However, the model did not adjust, and significance
was reached only after dietary data were excluded from the analysis matrix.

4.2. Vitamin A and E, and Carotenoids Distribution among Serum Lipoprotein Fractions Was Stable from Early-
to Mid-Lactation

Highly nonpolar carotenes partition more easily into lipoprotein particles that are richer in neutral
lipids (VLDL+LDL), and the more polar xanthophylls partition into HDL particles [37]. Indeed,
our results showed that approximately 68% of serum lutein+zeaxanthin was in the HDL fraction
in both early- and mid-lactation and serum carotenes were predominant in the serum fraction of
LDL+VLDL. An important quality control of the protocol used for the differential precipitation of serum
lipoproteins was the analysis of HDL-c in whole serum and in the HDL fraction, after precipitation of
LDL+VLDL. There was no significant difference between HDL-c concentration in whole serum and
in this lipoprotein fraction, indicating that there was no co-precipitation of HDL with LDL+VLDL.
Retinol was evenly distributed between HDL and non-HDL serum fractions and was unchanged from
early- to mid-lactation, consistently with previous reports [3]. However, the protocol used herein to
precipitate LDL+VLDL does not allow the discrimination between free retinol, transported bound to
retinol binding protein (RBP), and the HDL fraction. It is worth investigating in the future whether
RBP-mediated retinol transport varies during lactation. γ-Tocopherol was evenly distributed in the
serum fractions of HDL and LDL+VLDL. In contrast, α-tocopherol was more concentrated in the
LDL+VLDL fraction, possibly because vitamin E is transferred to HDL, and then promptly transfers
into all other circulating lipoproteins [5], which possibly favors its uptake by the mammary glands and
transfer into breast milk.

In summary, the distribution of fat-soluble vitamins among plasma lipoprotein fractions, HDL and
LDL+VLDL, in lactating women was similar to that of non-pregnant non-lactating women [37], despite
the high adipose tissue turnover that is common to exclusive lactation. In addition, this distribution
pattern was stable from early- to mid-lactation in the present study. From data in Figure 1, we estimated
the sample size required to assess potential differences between early- and mid-lactation in the distribution
of vitamin A and E, and carotenoids among HDL and LDL+VLDL fractions (Supplementary Table S1).
Accordingly, it may be speculated that for the carotenes (α- and β-carotene and lycopene) and for retinol,
it is unlikely that variations in their distribution between the lipoprotein fractions would be reasonably
detectable—or that if detectable, they would have a biological role. Therefore, in the case of retinol and
β-carotene, it is very unlikely that the decrease in the concentrations in breast milk, until mid-lactation,
is related to their distribution between HDL and LDL+VLDL serum fractions. However, changes in
the distribution of the xantophylls (Lut + Zea) and tocopherols (α and γ) in serum fractions might be
detected between early- and mid-lactation with sample sizes of approximately 100 and 500 depending
on the nutrient (Supplementary Table S1) and, in the case of α-tocopherol and the xantophylls, this
metabolic distribution among serum lipoproteins might have a role in the decreasing transfer to breast
milk from early- to mid-lactation, if confirmed in future studies. The major limitation of this work is the
limited number of subjects, that limited reaching a significance level in some analyses and the capacity to
extrapolate the results found to larger population groups. However, our results indicate new potentially
interesting points to be investigated in the future, which might improve nutrition guidance for lactating
women, especially if at high risk of sub-adequate intake of vitamin E.

5. Conclusions

Despite constant serum levels, the content of vitamin A and E in breast milk decreased throughout
lactation, imposing risks of deficiency to the breastfed infants. Subclinical vitamin A deficiency in the
lactating mothers was undetectable by serum retinol concentration in early- or mid-lactation. On the
other hand, dietary assessment by the MSM was fairly sensitive to detect vitamin A inadequacy and
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might be used in the future to identify population groups at risk and guide maternal dietary advice
on food choices or eventually supplementation in order to prevent sub-adequate nutritional status in
breastfed newborns. A similar trend was observed for vitamin E, because breast the milk concentration
of α-tocopherol seemed largely more sensitive than its serum concentration to the sub-adequate intake
of the vitamin. Future prospective clinical trials providing nutritional advice to lactating mothers with
sub-adequate vitamin A and E intake and the assessment of breast milk levels and infant nutritional
status of these vitamins would contribute to widen the impact of this research.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-6643/11/9/2025/s1,
Figure S1: Representative chromatograms by HPLC-UV-Vis of the analysis of: (A) retinol (325 nm) and tocopherols
(292 nm) standards; (B) carotenoid standards (450 nm). Refer to materials and methods for detailed methods
description. Table S1: Calculated sample size necessary to disclose differences between early- and mid-lactating
women in the distribution of vitamin A and E, and carotenoids in HDL and LDL+VLDL serum fractions.
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Abstract: Human milk fat plays an essential role as the source of energy and cell function regulator;
therefore, the preservation of unique human milk donors’ lipid composition is of fundamental
importance. To compare the effects of high pressure processing (HPP) and holder pasteurization on
lipidome, human milk was processed at 62.5 ◦C for 30 min and at five variants of HPP from 450 MPa
to 600 MPa, respectively. Lipase activity was estimated with QuantiChrom™ assay. Fatty acid
composition was determined with the gas chromatographic technique, and free fatty acids content by
titration with 0.1 M KOH. The positional distribution of fatty acid in triacylglycerols was performed.
The oxidative induction time was obtained from the pressure differential scanning calorimetry.
Carotenoids in human milk were measured by liquid chromatography. Bile salt stimulated lipase
was completely eliminated by holder pasteurization, decreased at 600 MPa, and remained intact at
200 + 400 MPa; 450 MPa. The fatty acid composition and structure of human milk fat triacylglycerols
were unchanged. The lipids of human milk after holder pasteurization had the lowest content of free
fatty acids and the shortest induction time compared with samples after HPP. HPP slightly changed
the β-carotene and lycopene levels, whereas the lutein level was decreased by 40.0% up to 60.2%,
compared with 15.8% after the holder pasteurization.

Keywords: donor human milk; high pressure processing; carotenoids; antioxidant capacity; lipids;
bile salt stimulated lipase; preterm

1. Introduction

Lipids in human milk are not only the main source of energy, but also of bioactive components and
regulatory factors, such as vitamins and polyunsaturated fatty acids. Lipids exhibit several functions
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in the range of biological effects connected with neurodevelopment, immunity, digestion, metabolism
regulation, cell membranes communication, and signal transduction [1]. Carotenoids, which are
lipid-soluble provitamins, contribute to the anti-oxidative properties of human milk, protecting
preterm infants against toxic free radicals [2]. Human milk contains a high bile salt stimulated
lipase (BSSL) concentration, which enables the easy digestion of mother’s milk lipids even in the
absence of the enzyme in premature newborns. Human milk lipids are valuable, nourishing food
with high bioavailability for newborns [3]. Therefore, expressed human milk, including donor
milk, should be handled with care to minimize the loss of the unique lipid composition and lipase
activity [4]. Administration of donor milk within the hospital setting often requires several preparatory
stages, such as pumping, freezing, thawing, and pasteurization by heat treatment (usually holder
pasteurization, HoP). The potential losses in human milk lipid content could accumulate when milk
passes through all these stages from donor to recipients [5]. Earlier research indicates that heat
treatment does not decrease lipid content and does not alter the fat soluble vitamins A, D, and E [6].
However, it was recently shown, using mid-infrared spectroscopy, that lipids are one of the most
affected components in pooled pasteurized milk compared with raw milk donated to a milk bank [7].
It was reported earlier that the total availability of lipids in donor milk is affected by the decrease of
BSSL and high adhesion to containers surface [8]. In addition, human milk processing may decrease
the antioxidant properties of milk, which could have nutritional and clinical implications owing to the
particular susceptibility of polyunsaturated fats to peroxidation.

One of promising preservation methods that allows the unique properties of human milk to be
maintained unchanged is high pressure processing (HPP). It is a non-thermal technology that is being
increasingly applied in food industries worldwide. This method consists of applying hydrostatic high
pressure in short-term treatment to inactivate pathogenic microorganisms and provide nutritionally
intact and sensory high-quality products [9].

The aim of our study was to evaluate high pressure processing as a promising technique for the
preservation the lipid profile, antioxidant properties, and lipase enzymes activity in donor milk.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethical Approval

The Bioethics Committee of Warsaw Medical University has accepted the information about
conducting this non-interventional study without reservations (admission number AKBE/59/15).

2.2. Milk Sampling

Milk samples were obtained from donors between the second and sixth week of lactation from
Regional Human Milk Bank in Warsaw at Holy Family Hospital. Women were given standard
instructions about the best practices for expressing breast milk. Milk samples of approximately
50 mL were collected at home or in the hospital ward using an electric or manual pump, stored
in the refrigerator at the temperature of 4 ◦C, and delivered to the human milk bank within 24 h,
while maintaining refrigerated conditions.

To carry out the study, 6 pooled samples from 3–4 donors were used. Experiments were performed
in duplicate and repeated three times with similar results in the following variants:

- raw milk—control
- temperature processed milk/holder pasteurization (HoP)—comparator
- high pressure processed (HPP)—experimental

The processing influence on lipase activity and the change in human milk lipids were evaluated
according to these experimental designs.

Milk samples for all analyses, except for lipase activity, were centrifuged at 4400 rpm for 15 min at
4 ◦C (Centrifuge 5702R, Eppendorf, Darmstadt, Germany) he lipid monolayer was carefully separated,
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and both supernatants and lipid monolayer were frozen for later analysis. Lipase activity assay was
performed on whole milk samples.

2.3. Human Milk Processing

2.3.1. High Pressure Processing (HPP)

High pressure processing was applied to human milk samples using U 4000/65 apparatus designed
and produced by Unipress Equipment at the Institute of High Pressure Physics, Polish Academy of
Sciences. The maximum pressure available in the apparatus was 600 MPa and the treatment chamber
had a distilled water and polypropylene glycol mixture (1:1), used as pressure-transmitting fluid.
The manufacturer designed the working temperature ranges of the apparatus between −10 ◦C and
+80 ◦C. In our experiments, the test condition temperature was between 19 and 21 ◦C. Pressure was
applied in the following variants: (1) 600 MPa, 10 min; (2) 100 MPa, 10 min, interval 10 min, 600 MPa,
10 min; (3) 200 MPa, 10 min, interval 10 min, 400 MPa, 10 min; (4) 200 MPa, 10 min, interval 10 min,
600 MPa, 10 min; (5) 450 MPa, 15 min. The pressure generation time was 15–25 s and the decompression
time was 1–4 s.

2.3.2. Holder Pasteurization (HoP)

Human milk samples were pasteurized according to the routine procedure performed in
Regional Human Milk Bank in Warsaw at Holy Family Hospital, using Sterifeed S90 ECO Pasteurise
(Medicare Colgate Ltd., Devon, UK, at 62.5 ◦C for 30 min.

2.4. Lipase Activity

Lipase activity was determined using the lipase assay kit (QuantiChrom Lipase Assay Kit, Bioassay
Systems, Hayward, CA, USA) according to the kit instructions. Whole fat human milk samples were
brought to room temperature and diluted with distilled water (1:250, v/v). The optical density was
measured by a Biotek multiple reader at room temperature.

2.5. Lipidome Profile

2.5.1. Fat Extraction

The Folch method [10] with further improvement by Boselli [11] was applied to extract fat from
the studied samples.

2.5.2. The Oxidative Induction Time

Induction time (IT) was determined by the use of PDSC (pressure differential scanning calorimetry)
to evaluate the samples’ oxidative stability. A differential scanning calorimeter (DSC Q20 TA
Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) coupled with a high-pressure cell was used. Fat samples
of 3–4 mg were weighed into an aluminium open pan and placed in the sample chamber under oxygen
atmosphere with an initial pressure of 1400 kPa. The isothermal temperature for each sample was
120 ◦C. Obtained diagrams were analyzed using TA Universal Analysis 2000 software (TA Instruments,
New Castle, DE, USA). For each sample, the output was automatically recalculated and presented as
the amount of energy per one gram. The maximum oxidation induction time was determined based
on the maximum rate of heat flow.

2.5.3. Acid Values and Free Fatty Acids Content

The acid value was determined by titration of fat samples with 0.1 M ethanolic potassium
hydroxide solution. Free fatty acids (FFA) concentration was calculated based on acid values and the
oleic acid molar mass value. Acid values were determined according to ISO method 660:2000.
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2.5.4. Fatty Acid Composition

The determination of fatty acid composition was carried out by gas chromatographic (GC) analysis
of fatty acid methyl esters. Methyl esters of fatty acids were prepared through transesterification
with sodium methoxide according to ISO 5509:2001. A YL6100 GC chromatograph equipped with a
flame ionization detector and BPX-70 capillary column of 0.25 mm i.d. x 60 m length and 0.25 μm film
thickness was used. The oven temperature was programmed as follows: 60 ◦C for 5 min; then it was
increased by 10 ◦C/min to 180 ◦C; from 180 ◦C to 230 ◦C, it was increased by 3 ◦C/min; and then it was
kept at 230 ◦C for 15 min. The temperature of the injector was 225 ◦C, with a split ratio of 1:50 and the
detector temperature of 250 ◦C. Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas. The results were expressed as
relative percentages of each fatty acid, calculated by external normalization of the chromatographic
peak area. Fatty acids were identified by comparing the relative retention times of fatty acid methyl
ester (FAME) peaks with FAME chemical standard.

2.5.5. Positional Distribution of Fatty Acid in Tag

Positional distribution of fatty acid in sn-2 and sn-1,3 positions in triacylglycerols (TAG) was based
on the pancreatic lipase ability to selectively hydrolyze ester bonds in sn-1,3 positions. Briefly, 20 mg
of purified pancreatic lipase (porcine pancreatic lipase, crude type II), 1 mL of Tris buffer (pH 8.0),
0.25 mL of bile salts (0.05%), and 0.1 mL of calcium chloride (2.2%) were added to 50 mL centrifuge
tubes and vortexed with 0.1 g of fat sample. The mixture was incubated at 40 ◦C in a water bath for 5
min, after which 1 mL of 6 mol/L HCl and 1 mL of diethyl ether were added, and then the mixture
was centrifuged. Diethyl ether layer was collected in test tubes and evaporated under nitrogen gas to
obtain 200 uL volume. A 200 uL aliquot was loaded onto a silica gel thin layer chromatography (TLC)
plate with fluorescent indicator 254 nm and developed with hexane: diethyl ether acetic acid (50:50:1,
v:v:v). 2-monoacylglycerol (2-MAG) band was visualised under UV light. 2-MAG band was scraped
off into a screw capped test tube, extracted twice with 1 mL of diethyl ether, and centrifuged. The ether
layer was collected and entirely evaporated under nitrogen, and then the sample was dissolved in
n-hexane and methylated as described above.

2.6. Carotenoids Analysis

Breastmilk carotenoids’ (β-carotene, lycopene, and lutein + zeaxanthin) concentration in milk
samples was assessed using high-performance liquid chromatography system (HPLC). Milk samples
for the analysis were prepared on the basis of the modified method published earlier [12,13]. Analysis of
the studied carotenoids was carried out at a wavelength of 471 nm for lycopene, 450 nm for β-carotene,
and 445 nm for lutein + zeaxanthin using the HPLC system (Japan: 2 LC-20AD pumps, CMB-20A
controller system, SIL-20AC autosampler, UV/VIS SPD-20AV detector, CTD-20AC controller, Shimadzu,
Kioto, Japan) using C18 Synergi Fusion-RP 80i columns (250 × 4.60 mm, Phenomenex, CA, USA).
The concentration of individual carotenoids was compared to standard curves prepared with Sigma
Aldrich standards (catalogue numbers: β-carotene C4582, lutein + zeaxanthin X6250, lycopene L9879).
The concentration of the studied carotenoids was expressed in nmol/L. Lutein and zeaxanthin could not
be completely resolved and they were summed; therefore, all references to milk lutein concentration
refer to lutein + zeaxanthin.

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Relative standard deviation for the lipase, lipidome, and lipolytic antioxidant factors results
was calculated, where appropriate, for all collected data, using Microsoft Excel 2012 Software
(Microsoft, Redmond, Washington, DC, USA). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed
using the Statgraphics Plus, version 5.1 (Statgraphics Technologies, Inc., The Plains, VA, USA). Differences
were considered to be significant at a p-value ≤ 0.05, according to Tukey’s multiple range test.
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3. Results

3.1. Lipase Activity

Because of the variability of lipase activity in human milk, the results from several experiments
treating different milk samples were presented as a percent of activity in different samples with respect
to raw milk considered 100%. As shown in Figure 1, the enzyme activity was nearly completely
eliminated by HoP (2.1% residual activity). Higher lipase activity was detected in the HPP treated
samples (16.5%—600 MPa, 11%—100 + 600 MPa, 13.6%—200 + 600 MPa). Almost entire lipase activity
retention was observed in pressure 200 + 400 MPa, 10 min, interval 10 min; and 450 MPa, 15 min
(82.2%—200 + 400 MPa, 87.3%—450 MPa).

Figure 1. Lipase enzymatic activity in milk samples after holder pasteurization and variants of high
pressure processing (HPP) compared with raw milk. Results are shown as a % value of raw milk
with error bars representing SD. Different letters indicate that the samples are significantly different at
p-value < 0.05.

3.2. FFA Content

Any type of donor milk treatment was associated with a reduction in the FFA content compared
with raw milk taken as 100% (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Decrease in free fatty acids (FFA) content compared with raw milk in fats from samples of
milk after HPP and holder pasteurization. Results are shown as a % value of raw milk with error bars
representing SD. Different letters indicate that the samples are significantly different at p < 0.05.
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Holder pasteurization decreased FFA content by 50.2%. High pressure processing, depending on
the variants, lowered FFA milk content by 19.5% for 100 + 600 MPa, 14.6% for 600 MPa, 12.8% for
200 + 400 MPa, 8.4% for 450 MPa, and 5.1% for 200 + 600 MPa (Figure 2).

3.3. Oxidative Stability

The PDSC measurements results of oxidative stability of sample expressed as the oxidation
induction time (IT) are shown in Figure 3. Longer IT is connected with better stability. Significant
differences in IT were observed especially between fat from raw and HoP milk—after heat treatment,
IT was over 12 minutes shorter. The fat from samples after high pressure processing was also
characterized by changed oxidative stability in comparison with the fat from raw human milk.
The changes were slightly detectable in the case of 600 MPa and 200 + 600 MPa; more noticeable in
450 MPa, 15 min condition (3 minutes shorter); and about 7 min shorter induction time was observed
in 200 + 400 MPa and 100 + 600 MPa (pressure 10 min, interval 10 min, pressure 10 min).

Figure 3. Oxidative stability of raw milk, in the samples after HPP and holder pasteurization. Results are
shown as a % value of raw milk with error bars representing SD. Different letters indicate that the
samples are significantly different at p < 0.05. IT, induction time.

3.4. Fatty Acid Composition

The fatty acids profile of fats from studied samples are presented in Figure 4 and Table 1. The fats
from analyzed human milk contained from 10.7% to 12.2% of the polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA)
and from 37.7% to 43.1% of the monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA). Over 40% of all fatty acids
in these fats were saturated fatty acids (SFA), of which the main representative was palmitic acid
(from 23.8% to 25.1%). The main monounsaturated fatty acid present in analyzed samples of fats
was oleic acid (from 34.0% to 39.4%). Polyunsaturated fatty acids found in studied samples were
primarily linoleic acid (from 8.2% to 9.4%) and α-linolenic acid (1.3–1.4%). The major LCPUFA from
n-6 family found in analyzed samples of fats was arachidonic acid (about 0.3–0.4%). Fats from studied
human milk also contained omega-3 long chains polyunsaturated fatty acids like eicosapentaenoic
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acid (about 0.1%) and docosahexaenoic acid (about 0.3%). No statistically significant differences for
samples after processing compared with raw milk fat were observed.

Figure 4. Content of fatty acid (SFA, saturated fatty acids; MUFA, monounsaturated fatty acids;
PUFA, polyunsaturated fatty acids; TRANS, trans fatty acids) in the samples after HPP and holder
pasteurization. The different lower case letters (for SFA, MUFA, and PUFA separately) indicate
significantly different values (p < 0.05).

Table 1. Changes in fatty acid composition during high pressure processing (HPP) and holder
pasteurization (mean ± SD).

Human Milk Fatty
Acid Composition (%)

Raw Milk Holder 600 MPa
200 + 400

MPa
100 + 600

MPa
200 + 600

MPa
450 MPa

Saturated fatty acids
(SFA)

48.53 ± 0.94 49.77 ± 3.39 47.94 ± 0.83 47.70 ± 0.25 47.32 ± 0.08 47.72 ± 0.18 43.17 ± 0.62

C8:0 0.06 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.04 0.04 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.01 0.05 ± 0.00
C10:0 0.89 ± 0.09 1.07 ± 0.23 0.83 ± 0.10 0.77 ± 0.01 0.88 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.09
C12:0 5.77 ± 0.14 6.58 ± 1.26 5.72 ± 0.36 5.28 ± 0.05 5.76 ± 0.11 5.63 ± 0.08 3.96 ± 0.51
C14:0 8.47 ± 0.40 8.89 ± 1.48 8.27 ± 0.35 8.08 ± 0.13 8.10 ± 0.07 8.15 ± 0.08 6.11 ± 0.39
C15:0 0.36 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.05 0.35 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.00 0.36 ± 0.01
C16:0 24.59 ± 0.49 25.13 ± 1.30 24.22 ± 0.08 24.45 ± 0.23 23.80 ± 0.01 24.14 ± 0.02 23.93 ± 0.16
C17:0 0.36 ± 0.03 0.33 ± 0.00 0.33 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.00 0.34 ± 0.01
C18:0 7.57 ± 0.03 6.94 ± 0.83 7.73 ± 0.05 7.95 ± 0.14 7.64 ± 0.09 7.81 ± 0.01 7.26 ± 0.20
C20:0 0.47 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.11 0.43 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.01

Polyunsaturated fatty
acids (PUFA)

39.07 ± 0.15 37.715 ± 2.34 39.04 ± 0.70 39.24 ± 0.42 39.46 ± 0.15 39.25 ± 0.08 43.13 ± 0.45

C20:1 0.52 ± 0.01 0.43 ± 0.13 0.52 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.04 0.50 ± 0.01 0.52 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.01
C14:1 0.25 ± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.00 0.27 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.01
C15:1 0.10 ± 001 0.11 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.00 0.10 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.01 0.09 ± 0.00 0.08 ± 0.00
C16:1 2.63 ± 0.35 2.69 ± 0.25 2.44 ± 0.04 2.45 ± 0.11 2.46 ± 0.01 2.46 ± 0.01 2.49 ± 0.02
C17:1 0.20 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.03 0.21 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.01 0.23 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.20 ± 0.00
C18:1 35.39 ± 0.46 33.97 ± 2.50 35.49 ± 0.74 35.68 ± 0.25 35.91 ± 0.13 35.69 ± 0.09 39.41 ± 0.47

Polyunsaturated fatty
acids (PUFA)

10.73 ± 1.00 11.04 ± 1.05 11.4 ± 0.12 11.53 ± 0.08 11.67 ± 0.07 11.57 ± 0.00 12.24 ± 0.30

C18:2 n-6 8.17 ± 1.15 8.75 ± 0.64 8.90 ± 0.06 8.99 ± 0.01 9.08 ± 0.04 9.05 ± 0.01 9.40 ± 0.18
C18:3 n-3 1.36 ± 0.12 1.28 ± 0.12 1.27 ± 0.01 1.30 ± 0.03 1.36 ± 0.05 1.30 ± 0.00 1.33 ± 0.06
C20:2 n-6 0.20 ± 0.01 0.18 ± 0.04 0.22 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.00 0.32 ± 0.00
C20:3 n-6 0.20 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.07 0.27 ± 0.03 0.25 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.00 0.25 ± 0.00 0.35 ± 0.01
C20:4 n-6 0.38 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.08 0.38 ± 0.01 0.39 ± 0.00 0.39 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.00 0.44 ± 0.01
C20:5 n-3 0.14 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.00 0.09 ± 0.03
C22:6 n-3 0.31 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.08 0.28 ± 001 0.27 ± 0.03 0.29 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.00
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3.5. Fatty Acid Distribution

The results regarding the percentage of fatty acids esterified at sn-2 position of TAG from fats
are presented in Figure 5 and Table 2. Palmitic acid was located at sn-2 position in 64.7% TAG from
raw milk fats, 66.5% fats from milk after HoP. High pressure processing causes a slight increase in
the palmitic acid in sn-2 position of TAGs—to about 70% (73.6% in 600 MPa, 72.6% in 200 + 400 MPa,
70.4% 200 + 600 MPa, and 72.8% for 450 MPa). The difference was not statistically significant. Oleic
acid at sn-2 was detected in 15% of TAG extracted from raw and holder pasteurized milk samples.
After HPP, the percentage of oleic acid at sn-2 position of TAG diminished to 12% for 600 MPa, as well
as 200 + 400 MPa and 100 + 600 MPa. In the case of 200 + 600 MPa 10 min, interval 10 min, 10 min,
the percentage of the fatty acids esterified at sn-2 position of TAG was 14.1%, and almost the same for
450 MPa, 15 min. (13%).

Figure 5. Fatty acid distribution in the sn-2 position of TAG from raw milk and in the samples after
HPP and holder pasteurization. The different lower case letters for each fatty acid separately indicate
significantly different values (p < 0.05). The line indicates the statistical (even) distribution of fatty acids
between three TAG positions (33%).

Table 2. Changes in the fatty acid composition of sn-2 monoacylglycerols during HPP and holder
pasteurization (mean ± SD; only selected fatty acids are presented).

Fatty Acid (%) in sn-2
Position of TAG

Raw Milk Holder 600 MPa
200 + 400

MPa
100 + 600

MPa
200 + 600

MPa
450 MPa

C14:0
(myristic acid)

14.00 ± 0.71 12.50 ± 0.50 14.40 ± 0.47 14.90 ± 1.12 14.52 ± 0.62 13.90 ± 0.63 9.50 ± 0.54

C16:0
(palmitic acid)

47.70 ± 0.81 50.10 ± 1.34 53.50 ± 1.85 53.20 ± 0.59 51.50 ± 0.45 51.00 ± 1.22 52.20 ± 0.02

C18:1
(oleic acid)

16.40 ± 0.35 16.00 ± 0.18 13.40 ± 0.04 13.10 ± 1.07 13.20 ± 0.07 15.10 ± 1.65 15.40 ± 0.25

C18:2
(linoleic acid)

6.50 ± 0.28 6.20 ± 0.10 5.70 ± 0.11 5.40 ± 0.57 5.67 ± 0.28 5.90 ± 0.28 5.40 ± 0.28
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3.6. Carotenoids

The studied carotenoids’ concentration in raw milk was about 32.8 nmol/L for β-carotene,
85.9 nmol/L for lycopene, and 45.9 nmol/L for lutein + zeaxanthin. The content of carotenoids after
processing compared with raw milk is presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Content of carotenoids (β-carotene, lycopene, and lutein + zeaxanthin) in milk samples
after HPP and holder pasteurization. Results are shown as a % value of raw milk with error bars
representing SD. Different letters indicate that the samples are significantly different at p < 0.05.

β-carotene was intact after processing; therefore, the level was comparable in all milk samples.
Statistically significant changes (p ≤ 0.05) were observed in the case of lutein and zeaxanthin, as well as
lycopene concentration in milk samples after processing. Pasteurization diminished the content of
lutein+ zeaxanthin compared with raw milk to about 84.1%, whereas HPP was so destructive as to leave
39.7% after 600 MPa, 52.9% after 200 + 400 MPa, 42.5% after 200 + 600 MPa, 60% after 100 + 600 MPa,
and 42.4% after 450 MPa. In the case of lycopene, a slight content increase was observed after processing
compared with raw milk—8.8% in case of pasteurization; 5.7% after 450 MPa; and 111.8% to 113.6%
after other variants of high pressure processing, 200 + 400 MPa and 200 + 600 MPa, respectively.

4. Discussion

The main practical advantages of putting the baby to the breast for feeding are overall integrity of
given nutrients, optimal temperature, microbiological safety, and intact bioactivity of mother’s milk.
Every other way of feeding involves some losses in human milk properties. Human milk is a complex
body fluid with thousands of components in dynamic interplay [14–16]. For example, human milk
fat breakdown by endogenous lipase is rather not noticeable when the baby is fed directly from the
breast. In contrast, expressing human milk with a high lipase activity is associated with free fatty
acids release from TAG, even if milk is frozen immediately. The increase of FFA levels causes pH
changes that affect enzyme activity and other inherent human milk components [17–19]. In addition,
unbound FFA may cause cytotoxicity in the intestinal lumen [20]. However, endogenous lipases are
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the prime effector of milk fats’ digestion, facilitating human milk consumption in the early period of
life. Therefore, it is crucial to retain enzymatic properties of human milk, especially when human milk
is banked for preterms. As several previous studies proved, the activity of BSSL in donor human milk
is mostly suppressed by holder pasteurization [21–23]. In contrast, high pressure processing seems
to be a favorable technique for human milk preservation for this purpose [24]. Our current results
concerning the residual enzymatic activity of lipase after HPP are consistent with the discovery of
Demazou and co-workers, as well as the work of Pitino et al. [25,26]. All studies showed slightly
diminished functional activity of this enzyme in milk after processing it in selected pressure conditions
to about 80%, compared with 100% in raw milk [26]. In fact, the difference between detected enzyme
activity in raw milk and milk treated in pressure of 450 MPa for 15 min and 200 + 400 MPa for 10 min
with a 10 min interval was not statistically significant (Figure 1).

As human milk enzymes such as BSSL modulate the digestion to favor absorption of triglycerides
hydrolysis and vitamins, human milk processing may negatively affect infants’ ability to digest lipids
because of the total inactivation of endogenous human milk lipases [27].

Human milk FFA content seems to be a good indicator of BSSL bioavailability in processed milk,
because in the case of human milk, the FFA concentration should depend mostly on this enzyme’s
activity. However, available data concerning the effect of HoP on FFA concentration were inconsistent.
Lepri et al. reported an 83% increase in FFA content after heat treatment [28], in contrast to several
studies where no change was detected [29–32]. Only Williamson et al. report a 21% decrease in FFA
concentration [33]. As shown in this study, all applied preservation techniques reduced the content of
free fatty acids in fat extracted from human milk with a statistically significant difference (Figure 2).
In the case of pasteurized milk, a reduction as large as 50% in the content of FFA compared with raw
milk was noticed. FFA content decrease in fat from high pressure processed human milk was from 5%
to 19% compared with fat from raw human milk, which is consistent with previous studies [30].

Analyzing the results, it can be observed that the differences in FFA fat content are especially
significant in milk pasteurized by HoP, while after high pressure processing, the decrease in FFA
content is minor. So when the enzyme was completely destroyed by heat treatment in the HoP
samples, the FFA content was the lowest. This rule does not apply to high pressure samples. Among
HPP variants, the largest reduction in FFA content was noticed in milk subjected to 100 + 600 MPa
pressure, and lipase activity in this variant is significantly diminished. In contrast to this finding,
at 200 + 600 MPa, the FFA content is almost intact while enzyme activity is severely lowered (Figure 1,
Figure 2). In fact, our results of FFA and lipase activity in human milk after processing are ambiguous.
The reason for this discrepancy could be a very low level of FFA in untreated human milk taken as
100%—as a result, any changes given as a percentage lead to large proportional differences [34].

Nevertheless, based on our research, we concluded that the best option seems to be 450 MPa for
15 min as the most favorable conditions for preservation of FFA concentration and lipase activity.

Oxidative stability is one of the most important factors determining the quality of foods, especially
those containing high levels of unsaturated fats, including human milk. Within the fatty acid family,
polyunsaturated fatty acids are highly labile molecules susceptible to oxidation, giving rise to free
radicals, hydroperoxides and polymers, which might lead to loss of quality, both technological and
related to their health benefits [35]. A number of methods for the assessment of oxidative stability
have been developed, among which differential scanning calorimetry is one of the most frequently
used. This method is very fast and convenient [36–38]. Generally, samples with longer induction times
(IT) are more stable than those with a shorter induction time at the same temperature [37,39].

In our study, IT changes compared with raw milk value ranged from 5% for samples from fat after
HPP in 600 MPa to 46% for HPP variant with 200–400 MPa. It appears that any kind of preservation
causes changes to human milk oxidative status, but less so in selected pressure variants than in HoP
(Figure 3).

Although original causes and consequences of oxidative and hydrolytic degradation processes
are quite different, they seem to interact with each other and contribute to the reduction in stability of
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fats. Research suggests that fat FFA presence may induce oxidation as a result of a catalytic effect of
carboxylic groups of FFA on the formation of free radicals. In general, the higher the level of fatty acids
content, monoacylglycerols, and diacylglycerols in the fat with respect to the level of TAG, the more
the oxidative stability is reduced. Pro-oxidant FFA action is thus connected with carboxylic molecular
group, which accelerates the rate of hydroperoxides decomposition [35,40,41].

Analyzing the results obtained in this work, it can be concluded that the reduction in FFA content
did not affect the improvement of oxidative fat stability (Figure 2, Figure 3). Pasteurized milk, despite the
low content of FFA, is characterized by the shortest induction time, and thus the worst oxidative stability.
Deterioration of oxidative stability in the case of pasteurized human milk could have been influenced by
other factors, such as temperature, that could affect the content of antioxidants in the samples.

Human milk contains 3–5% of lipids and approximately 99% of them are TAG. The major fatty
acids of TAG are palmitic acid (16:0), oleic acid (18:1), and linoleic acid (18:2 n-6), which constitute 25%,
30%, and 15%, respectively, of all fatty acids [42,43]. Therefore, fatty acid composition of human milk
fat is unique, because the fat is characterized by a high content of saturated palmitic acid and also
contains polyunsaturated fatty acids, which are not present in other milk fats [44–46].

Polyunsaturated fatty acid components of human milk are complex, including both C18
precursors, linoleic acid (18:2 n-6) and α-linolenic acid (18:3 n-3), as well as bioactive, very long
chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LCPUFA) of both n-6 and n-3 families [46,47].

Most of the studies on the effect of human milk processing, including the current study, have
claimed that fatty acid composition was intact after holder pasteurization [21,30,47]. In addition,
the results from our study proved no change in fatty acid profile in human milk after HPP, which is
consistent with discoveries from other research studies on the effect of HPP on human milk [21,30]. It can
be concluded that high pressure processing and holder pasteurization do not affect the composition of
fatty acid (Figure 4, Table 1).

Moreover, the structure of human milk TAG is also unique, as 60–70% of palmitic acid is located
at sn-2 position, and sn-1 and sn-3 positions are taken by 18:0, 18:1, and 18:2 fatty acids. This unique
intramolecular structure is one of the key factors controlling the products formed by the gastric lipase
in the stomach and by pancreatic or bile salt-stimulated lipases in the small intestinal absorption;
therefore, it improves the efficiency of calcium absorption [48].

Considering the composition of fatty acid in sn-2 position of monoacylglycerols from the studied
fats (Table 2), it can be seen that saturated fatty acids that occur mainly in this position are palmitic and
myristic acid and unsaturated fatty acids—oleic and linoleic acids.

Analyzing the results regarding the percentage of fatty acids esterified at sn-2 position of TAG
from the studied fats, it can be concluded that differences in the distribution of fatty acid in TAG were
really small (Figure 5). There are no statistically significant differences between raw milk and HoP
in the distribution of fatty acid in triacylglycerol molecules. These results are confirmed by many
research studies [5,29–31,47,49]. According to scientists, no difference was found in the bioaccessibility
of different fatty acids released from raw human milk and pasteurized human milk. If pasteurization
affected the structure of triacylglycerols (TAG), the bioavailability of fatty acids found in these TAG
would also change.

The percentage of palmitic acid and myristic acid at sn-2 of TAG in fats from all processed samples
of human milk exceeded 33% (ranged from 64.7% to 73.6% for palmitic acid and from 46.7% to 61.4%
for myristic acid), which means that these saturated fatty acids are located mainly in the internal
position of TAG (Figure 5). This location increases the efficiency of calcium absorption in infants.
Taking into account the percentage of unsaturated fatty acids in sn-2 position of TAG in studied fats,
it can be stated that they are located mostly in external positions of TAG. The percentage of oleic acid
at sn-2 of TAG in analyzed fats ranged from 12.2% to 15.7% and linoleic acids—from 19.2% to 26.3%,
which confirms that they are located mainly in sn-1,3 positions of TAG (external position of TAG).

Carotenoids are principal non-enzymatic, lipophilic antioxidants that act as free radical
scavengers. There is a substantial and growing body of research evidence showing an important
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role of carotenoids, especially lutein, in human development, related to their antioxidant and
anti-inflammatory properties [50,51]. This is crucial for preterm infants, for whom carotenoid
(mainly lutein) administration may decrease the risk of several prematurity disorders, including
necrotizing enterocolitis, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, and retinopathy of prematurity related to
elevated oxidative stress [52–54]. Carotenoids are one of the bioactive factors in human milk, and their
amount is determined by maternal dietary intake; infant formulas are not fortified enough [51,55].
In our study, we found that all variants of HPP slightly changed the β-carotene and lycopene content
(it is increased), whereas lutein + zeaxanthin content is decreased by 40.0% (at 600 MPa, 200 + 600 MPa,
450 MPa) up to 60.2% (at 100 + 600 MPa) compared with a 15.8% decrease in the holder pasteurized
samples. It is the first time that the effect of high pressure on human milk with regard to β-carotene
content has been evaluated. The only existing study comparing maternal breastmilk with donor milk
has revealed the 18–53% lower amount of carotenoids after heat treatment, which is still higher than
in infant formulas [55]. The increase in lycopene concentration after high pressure treatment was
observed before in tomato products [56]. Human milk preservation and storage are not the only
processes that affect carotenoid content. A study conducted by Tacken et al. also found that lutein is
more sensitive to processing than other carotenoids [57]. In this case, tube feeding was related to the
decreased concentration of lutein by 35% (even 42.6% with the phototherapy exposure), β-carotene
by 26%. This relatively high decrease in lutein content may be caused by its high susceptibility to
oxidation damage.

5. Conclusions

Human milk lipids are essential nutrition components for the growth and development of an
infant. Commonly used holder pasteurization affects some of the nutritional and biological components
of human milk and its lipid fractions [21,34]. Moreover, structural disintegration of lipid fraction of
human milk by thermal pasteurization has been proven [7,27]. However, in the pilot clinical trial,
the significance of those changes has not been proven with regards to important nutritional outcomes
such as effectiveness of gastric emptying in the group of preterm infants [58,59]. Other studies revealed
a decrease of fat absorption in preterms fed with donor milk [60]. We determined that high pressure
processing, especially at 450 MPa for 15 min., minimizes changes in the lipidome and lipid related
components such as lipase of donor human milk, with the exception of the destructive effect on lutein
+ zeaxanthin. As was previously shown, preterms’ growth rate during their hospital stay depends on
overall quality of lipidome [61]. Therefore, any methods of improving human milk lipids preservation,
including high pressure processing of donor milk, could be beneficial in managing optimal infant
weight gain and growth.
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Abstract: Nervonic acid (24:1 n-9, NA) plays a crucial role in the development of white matter, and it
occurs naturally in human milk. This study aims to quantify NA in human milk at different lactation
stages and compare it with the NA measured in infant formulae. With this information, optimal
nutritional interventions for infants, especially newborns, can be determined. In this study, an absolute
detection method that uses experimentally derived standard curves and methyl tricosanoate as
the internal standard was developed to quantitively analyze NA concentration. The method was
applied to the analysis of 224 human milk samples, which were collected over a period of 3–30 days
postpartum from eight healthy Chinese mothers. The results show that the NA concentration was
highest in colostrum (0.76 ± 0.23 mg/g fat) and significantly decreased (p < 0.001) in mature milk
(0.20 ± 0.03 mg/g fat). During the first 10 days of lactation, the change in NA concentration was
the most pronounced, decreasing by about 65%. Next, the NA contents in 181 commercial infant
formulae from the Chinese market were compared. The NA content in most formulae was <16% of
that found in colostrum and less than that found in mature human milk (p < 0.05). No significant
difference (p > 0.05) was observed among NA content in formulae with different fat sources. Special
attention was given to the variety of n-9 fatty acids in human milk during lactation, and the results
indicated that interindividual variation in NA content may be primarily due to endogenous factors,
with less influence from the maternal diet.

Keywords: n-9 fatty acid; nervonic acid; human milk fat; infant formula; lactational stage

1. Introduction

Human milk is generally regarded as the best source of nutrition for infants during their first six
months of life [1]. Human milk contains 3%–5% fats, of which 98%–99% are triacylglycerols (TAGs),
0.26%–0.80% are phospholipids (PLs), and 0.25%–0.34% are sterols, as well as trace amounts of minor
components, including monoacylglycerols (MAGs), diacylglycerols (DAGs), non-esterified fatty acids,
and other substances [2]. Human milk fat is one of the most complex natural lipids with a unique fatty
acids (FAs) composition. Nervonic acid (24:1 n-9, NA) is a very-long-chain monounsaturated fatty acid
(>C20) that naturally occurs in human milk (less than 2%) [3], but it has been rarely studied in the field
of human nutrition.

NA is an essential constituent of the neuronal membrane [4] and plays a crucial role in problems
such as early myelination [5], peroxisomal disorders [6,7], and undernourishment [8]. NA rapidly
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accumulates in the fetal brain at 32–37 weeks’ gestation [9]. After birth, infants continue to obtain
NA from human milk. Several publications have indicated that the NA concentration in human milk
markedly decreases as lactation stages progress [10–12]. NA concentrations in colostrum (≤1 week
postpartum) have been found to range from two- to six-fold higher than those in mature milk (>2 weeks
and ≤16 weeks) [13,14]. The results suggested that the human brain heavily accumulates NA in
the early days of life. Previous research identified that NA is an important fatty acid in the white
matter and its deficiency in early development may damage the white matter [15]. The cause of the
majority of preterm infants with cerebral palsy is mainly attributed to white matter diseases, such as
periventricular leukomalacia [16,17].

The NA concentration in human milk is not routinely reported because NA quantitation is
obscured by more abundant very-long-chain fatty acids when expressed percentage by weight of total
fatty acids in gas chromatography (GC) analyses [18]. However, previous studies report that NA is
detectable in human milk from different countries of the world, and a significantly higher NA content
is present in colostrum compared to mature milk [11–13,19–21]. Very few data are available on the
quantification of nervonic acid in human milk especially the amount in each lactation day.

The NA content in common vegetable oils is low, therefore infant formulae have much lower
NA content compared with human milk [3], especially colostrum. However, relatively little attention
has been paid to NA in infant formulae [22]. NA, together with docosahexaenoic acid (22:6 n-3,
DHA) and arachidonic acid (20:4 n-6, AA), has a positive effect on the neural development of the
neonate [23]. Nonetheless, the importance of DHA and AA in infant formulae have attracted researchers’
attention [9,24,25], whereas few studies focus on the effect of NA in human milk and the comparison
with infant formula which is potentially important.

This study aimed to develop an effective method for the quantification of NA concentration in
human milk and systematically compare the NA concentration in human milk on different lactation
days. The NA contents in infant formulae from three fat sources (cows’ milk fat, goats’ milk fat,
and plant oil) were also studied. Special attention was given to the variation of three other n-9 FAs,
including oleic acid (18:1 n-9, OA), eicosenoic acid (20:1 n-9, EiA) and erucic acid (22:1 n-9, EA),
in human milk throughout lactation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Standards and Chemicals

A standard mixture of 37 kinds of fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs, from C4 to C24) was bought
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The standards methyl cis-15-tetracosenoate (24:1 n-9 FAME)
and methyl tricosanoate (23:0 FAME), methanol, and n-hexane (HPLC grade) were obtained from J
and K Scientific (Beijing, China). Other reagents were analytical grade and purchased from Sinopharm
Reagent Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China).

2.2. Human Milk Samples and Infant Formulae

Human milk samples were collected from eight healthy mothers of term infants in Wuxi, China.
The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the School of Food Science and Technology in
Jiangnan University (JN No. 21212030120), and written consent was obtained from all subjects included
in this study. During the lactation period from 3 to 30 days postpartum, 224 human milk samples were
collected. The sample-set included colostrum (3–6 postpartum days, n = 32), transitional milk (7–14
postpartum days, n = 64), and mature milk (>15 postpartum days, n = 128). All participating mothers
were non-smokers, non-medicated, and healthy. The mean age of the mothers was 28.38 ± 3.16 years,
mean BMI was 21.78 ± 2.75 kg/m2, and mean infant weight at birth was 3.35 ± 0.23 kg. The samples
(5–10 mL) were collected after full expression from one breast with a breast pump between 9 and 11 am.
The samples were stored at −20 ◦C for less than 2 h and transferred to the lab at Jiangnan University
for lipid extraction.
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The fatty acid composition of infant formulae is reported in a previous study [3]. A total of
181 formulae from 27 brands were collected; the tested formulae account for 75% of the Chinese
infant formulae market. Three stages (infant, follow-on, and growing-up) of formulae were included.
The formulae were divided into cows’ milk, goats’ milk, and plant oil, depending on the main fat source.

2.3. Fatty Acid Methyl Esters Preparation

Total lipids in human milk were extracted by classic Röse–Gottlieb method [26] with some
modifications. Briefly, 1 mL ammonia water was added into 4 mL human milk, and then mixed in
a water shaking bath at 65 ◦C ± 5 ◦C for 20 min. Then, 5 mL absolute ethanol, 10 mL absolute ether
and 10 mL petroleum ether were added to extract the lipids. The samples were mixed thoroughly and
stood for 2 h, and then the supernatants were collected. The lipids in the lower phase were extracted
using half of the solvents as above. The solvents were removed by nitrogen and the lipids were stored
in a −80 ◦C freezer until analysis.

The 24:1 n-9 FAME standard was prepared at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL dissolved in n-hexane.
The internal standard solution was prepared by weighing 10 mg of 23:0 FAME into 10 mL of n-hexane.
Milk fat (40 mg) was suspended in 200 μL of the internal standard solution, 800 μL n-hexane, and 500 μL
of KOH–CH3OH (2 mol/L). After mixing for 2 min, the water in the solution was removed by adding
the appropriate amount of anhydrous sodium sulfate. Then, the mixture was mixed thoroughly and
left standing for half an hour. The supernatant was filtered by a 0.22 μm filter and analyzed by gas
chromatography (GC).

2.4. GC Analysis

The samples were analyzed by an Agilent 7820A gas chromatograph (Agilent Technologies,
Santa Clara, CA, USA) with a hydrogen flame ionization detector, and they were separated by
a TRACETM-FAME capillary column (60 m × 0.25 mm × 0.25 μm, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA, USA) using nitrogen carrier gas [27]. The injection and detector temperature were set at 250 ◦C,
and the injection volume was 2 μL. The temperature of the column was set at 60 ◦C for 3 min to start
and then increased to 175 ◦C at a rate of 5 ◦C/min. The temperature was maintained at 175 ◦C for 15 min
and then raised (at a rate of 2 ◦C/min) to 220 ◦C, which was maintained for 10 min. FAs were identified
by comparing the retention times of the sample peaks with those of the FAME standards. The NA
concentration was measured by the absolute detection method, with 23:0 FAME as an internal standard.

2.5. Quantitation of Nervonic Acid

In the first step, a series of standard solutions that contained varying concentrations of 24:1 n-9
FAME and an identical amount of 23:0 FAME were injected. The calibration line was constructed using
Equation (1):

y = ax + b (1)

where y is the ratio of the peak area of 24:1 n-9 FAME to that of 23:0 FAME, a is the slope of the
calibration curve, x is the ratio of the weight of 24:1 n-9 FAME to that of 23:0 FAME and b is the intercept
of the calibration curve.

The NA concentration in human milk fat was calculated using Equation (2), with 23:0 FAME as
the internal standard.

C = (
A1

A0
− b) ×m0 × 1

a
× 1

W
× Ft (2)

where C is the concentration of NA in human milk fat (mg/g fat), A1 is the peak area of 24:1 n-9 FAME,
A0 is the peak area of 23:0 FAME, m0 is the weight of the internal standard/mg, W is the weight of
human milk fat in the test sample/g, and Ft is the transformation coefficient of 24:1 n-9 FAME to NA.
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2.6. Validation of the Method

The following parameters (precision, recovery rate, and limits of detection and quantification)
were used to validate this method based on the guidance of the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) [28].
For the precision test of the method, the same homogeneous sample was analyzed three times in
one day to obtain the intra-day precision and in three different days to obtain the inter-day precision.
The precision was described as peak area and retention time relative standard deviations (RSDs) [29].
The recovery of the methods was measured using three levels of concentration of standard solution
that were added into three identical human milk samples, and no standard was added into the fourth
sample. The rate was calculated by the detected concentration of NA standard divided by the actually
added concentration. The limits of detection and quantitation were defined as three times and ten
times of signal to noise ratio, respectively [30].

2.7. Statistical Analysis

All analyses of human milk were performed in duplicate. The results were expressed as means
(%) ± standard deviations (SD) and were calculated using the SPSS 19.0 (SPSS, USA). Differences in
NA concentration were tested by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for continuous variables.
Two-way ANOVA was used to evaluate the effect of fat sources and stages on the n-9 FA composition
of infant formulae. Differences among all results were compared by use of Ducan’s test at p < 0.05.
Pearson’s correlation test was used to determine the correlation coefficient between NA concentration
and lactation days. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to determine the differences in NA
content in three lactation stages of human milk and three stages of infant formulae using SIMCA-P
software version 13.5 (Demo Umetrics, Umea, Sweden).

3. Results

3.1. Nervonic Acid Concentration in Human Milk

In this study, to accurately quantify the NA concentration in human milk, a long GC program
with an analysis time of 70 min was applied, and a FAME with a similar molecular structure (23:0) was
added to the sample as an internal standard [31]. The gas chromatograms of NA in human milk are
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Gas chromatography (GC) of total fatty acids (a) and very-long-chain fatty acids (b) in one
colostrum human milk. 1, tricosanoicacid (23:0); 2, docosatetraenoic acid (22:4 n-7); 3, docosapentaenoic
acid (22:5 n-6); 4, nervonic acid (24:1 n-9, NA); 5, docosapentaenoic acid (22:5 n-3); 6, docosahexaenoic
acid (22:6 n-3).
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The calibration line of this method was defined by y = 0.733x + 0.7417 (R2 = 0.9944) showing
a good linearity [32]. The calibration lines of 24:1 n-9 and 23:0 were y = 9.47 × 106x (R2 = 0.9938) and
y = 9.59 × 106x (R2 = 0.9965), respectively. The precision measured the dispersion degree between
the tested results of the same sample under the same condition [29]. Both the intra-day and inter-day
RSD% on the retention times were lower than 0.01%, and the intra-day and inter-day RSD% on the
peak areas were lower than 0.02% and 0.18%, respectively. The recovery rate of the method ranged
from 95% to 103%, which met the advisable international level of 80% to 115% [33]. The detection
limits ranged from 1.34 μg/mL for NA to 3.25 μg/mL for 23:0 FAME and the quantitation limits ranged
from 3.11 μg/mL to 5.36 μg/mL for NA and 23:0 FAME, respectively.

The NA concentrations in human milk are presented in Table S1. The NA concentration in all
human milk samples decreased significantly (r = −0.822, p < 0.001) during the first month of lactation.
The average NA concentration on day three of lactation was about five times higher than that on day
30 (p < 0.001), with values of 1.00 ± 0.24 mg/g and 0.18 ± 0.03 mg/g fat, respectively. No significant
difference was observed in the NA concentration in human milk obtained after 15 days of lactation.
The concentration of NA was highest in colostrum (0.76 ± 0.23 mg/g fat) and lowest in mature milk
(0.20 ± 0.03 mg/g fat), decreasing by 82% in the first month of lactation. Figure 2 illustrates the changing
trend of the mean values of NA concentration in human milk in the first month of lactation.

Figure 2. Nervonic acid concentrations in human milk throughout the first month of lactation.

Besides changes between lactation stages, there were significant interindividual differences in NA
concentration. The differences were more pronounced from three to 15 days and marginally significant
(p > 0.05) after day 15 of lactation. At three days postpartum, there was a two-fold variation in NA
in the milk from the eight mothers, with values ranging from 0.72 to 1.44 mg/g fat. The differences
between individuals decreased over time during the study period. During days 26–30 of lactation,
the NA concentration varied from 0.15 mg/g fat to 0.22 mg/g fat, with a 0.07 mg/g fat difference.

3.2. Composition of n-9 Fatty Acids in Human Milk

In this study, four kinds of n-9 FAs (OA, EiA, EA, and NA) were detected in human milk samples.
Changes in n-9 FA composition in human milk during the first month of lactation are shown in
Figure 3. OA, whose percentage ranged from 30.23% to 33.86% of total FAs, was the predominant FA
in human milk. During lactation, no significant difference was observed in OA content in human milk
(Figure 3A). Contrary to the observed consistency of OA, there were significant changes (p < 0.05) in
the percentage of EiA (from 0.17% to 0.06%) and NA (from 0.21% to 0.04%) as the milk progressed from
colostrum to transitional milk and from transitional milk to mature milk (Figure 3b,d). Particularly,
the NA percentage varied in the range of 0.18%–0.21% in colostrum and decreased to 0.12%–0.17% in
transitional milk and 0.04%–0.10% in mature milk. The EA content decreased from 0.19% to 0.11% of
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the total FA content from the first to third lactation stage, but the discrepancies were less significant
between transitional milk and mature milk (Figure 3c).

Figure 3. Changes in n-9 fatty acids including 18:1 n-9 (a), 20:1 n-9 (b), 22:1 n-9 (c), and 24:1 n-9 (d) in
human milk during the first month of lactation. Significantly different from colostrum, transitional
milk, and mature milk: *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01. No labeling indicates no significant differences.

3.3. Composition of n-9 Fatty Acids in Infant Formulae

A total of 181 infant formulae were analyzed, and 97 (53.59%) were found to contain NA. The n-9
FA composition of 97 infant formulae are presented in Table 1. The infant formulae were divided into
three stages (infant formula, follow-on formula, and growing-up formula) and three sources (cows’
milk formula, goats’ milk formula, and plant-oil formula). There was a significant difference in fat
sources of OA (p < 0.001), EiA (p < 0.001), and EA (p < 0.01) among different formulae. There were no
significant differences in sources of NA (p > 0.05). The n-9 FA composition was not affected by the
formulae stages or the interaction between fat sources and stages (p > 0.05). It is recommended that
EA content in infant formulae be below 1% of the total fat content [34]. It is noteworthy that infant
formulae have much lower concentrations of NA compared with human milk. The NA content of
most formulae (0.02% ± 0.02%) was about <16% of that in colostrum (0.20% ± 0.04%) and less than
from that found in mature milk (0.08% ± 0.04%).
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Table 1. n-9 Fatty acid composition (wt%) of infant formulae.

Fatty Acids
CMF GMF POF p-Value

(n = 30) (n = 16) (n = 51) F S F × S

18:1 n-9 IF 32.15 ± 5.06 a 34.81 ± 5.66 a,b 40.74 ± 8.32 b *** NS NS
FF 30.65 ± 5.95 a 30.15 ± 5.28 a 41.61 ± 6.11 b

GF 31.76 ± 5.09 a 29.66 ± 6.50 a 40.89 ± 7.31 b

20:1 n-9 IF 0.23 ± 0.09 0.29 ± 0.09 0.31 ± 0.10 *** NS NS
FF 0.17 ± 0.10 a 0.24 ± 0.09 a,b 0.33 ± 0.09 b

GF 0.13 ± 0.04 a 0.21 ± 0.07 a 0.30 ± 0.09 b

22:1 n-9 IF 0.04 ± 0.04 0.06 ± 0.04 0.04 ± 0.03 ** NS NS
FF 0.03 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.03 0.05 ± 0.03
GF 0.01 ± 0.01 a 0.04 ± 0.03 a,b 0.05 ± 0.04 b

24:1 n-9 IF 0.03 ± 0.13 0.03 ± 0.02 0.03 ± 0.02 NS NS NS
FF 0.02 ± 0.00 a 0.02 ± 0.01 a 0.03 ± 0.01 b

GF 0.02 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01

CMF, cows’ milk formula; GMF, goats’ milk formula; POF, plant-oil formula; IF, infant formula; FF, follow-on
formula; GF, growing-up formula. F, fat source; S, stage. Different superscript lowercase letters indicate significant
differences (p < 0.05) with a row. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01. NS, p > 0.05.

4. Discussion

NA occurs naturally in human milk; however, it has not been routinely reported in the global
FA profile of human milk [18]. The main reason for its frequent omission is that the concentration
of NA in human milk is low, and its retention time is similar to several polyunsaturated fatty acids
(PUFAs). These factors make the quantitation of NA very difficult. In this study, 23:0 FAME was used
as an internal standard to quantify NA concentration in human milk fat. In general, the validation of
the method for the quantification of NA in human milk indicated that the method parameters’ were
well within internationally accepted limits.

The NA concentration significantly decreased (p < 0.05) with the progression of lactation days.
Furthermore, the NA level decreased markedly during the first 10 days then decreased slowly after
15 days. The fat contents of human milk increased during lactation (Table S2). As shown in Table 2,
the NA contents in human milk from mothers in different geographical regions and at different lactation
stages were summarized. Most of the studies show a significantly higher NA content in colostrum
compared to mature milk [11–13,19,20]. This study indicates the concentration of NA in colostrum was
three times higher than that in mature milk, which is similar to Hua et al. [19] and Rueda et al. [20].
The results of the NA concentration in human milk during the three stages (colostrum, transitional
milk, and mature milk), were similar to those found by Xiang [35]. Other publications show ten times
higher NA content in colostrum compared to mature milk [11,12]. However, there are also a few
publications that report the NA concentrations decrease from 0.35 to 0.27 mg/g of human milk, with no
significant difference between colostrum and mature milk [36].

There are some discrepancies between studies, as shown in Table 2. The percentage of NA in
human milk from individuals in Wuxi ranged from 0.06% to 0.20%. This result is marginally different
from the values from several previous studies, which have reported values ranging from 0.19% to
0.99%. The difference could be due to analytical methods, as well as individuals from different locations
and the lactation day. Further studies on the absolute detection of NA concentration from different
countries and the correlation with maternal diet are needed.
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Table 2. Mean value of nervonic acid (wt%) in human milk from individuals in different regions.

Regions Colostrum Transitional Milk Mature Milk References

Wuxi, China 0.20 (3–6 d) 0.15 (7–14 d) 0.06 (15–30 d) This study
Taiwan, China 0.99 (1–6 d) - 0.28 (2 m) Hua et al. [19]

Switzerland 0.39 (1 week) 0.13 (2 weeks) 0.07 (3–8 weeks) Thakkar et al. [13]
Beijing, China 0.54 (4 d) - 0.25 (30 d) Zhao et al. [14]

Thailand - - 0.06 Golfetto et al. [37]
Korean - 0.27 -

Bangladeshi - - 0.20 Yakes et al. [38]
Northern Sudanese 0.19 0.15 0.02 Nyuar et al. [11]

Wenzhou, China 0.45 - - Peng et al. [39]
Changzhou, China 0.25 - -

Shanghai, China - 0.08 0.05

Jing et al. [40]
Guangzhou, China - 0.06 0.06
Nanchang, China - 0.12 0.11

Harbin, China - 0.06 0.04
Hohhot, China - 0.21 0.19
Granada, Spain 0.28 0.08 0.07 Sala-Vila A et al. [21]

Congolese - - 0.04 Rocquelin et al. [41]
Panama 0.32 0.16 0.10 Rueda et al. [20]

Spain 0.24 0.17 0.10
Dominica - - 0.05 Beusekoma et al. [42]

Saint Lucia 0.41 0.11 0.04 Boersma et al. [12]
Belize - - 0.06 Cheristien et al. [43]

Dominica - - 0.02

Dietary habits differ among regions and can cause internal physiological differences [44]. Jing and
co-workers determined the NA content of transitional milk and mature milk from five regions
(Shanghai, Guangzhou, Nanchang, Harbin, and Hohhot) of China, and the content in Hohhot was
highest, regardless of whether the sample was transitional milk or mature milk [40]. Diets containing
NA were fed to lactating rats, and the NA in the diet influenced the NA concentration in the animal’s
milk [45]. Although it is rare for NA to be provided by a typical diet, earlier studies have reported
that dietary OA and EA influence the nervonic acid content in humans [46]. Lactating women are
able to synthesize NA by carbon chain elongation with enzyme catalysts [47]. The large variation in
NA concentration in the milk of human mothers from different regions may reflect differences in the
mothers’ diets [48].

There are differences in the diets of lactating mothers around the world that can account for the
NA concentration differences between individuals. Additionally, the individual variation may also be
related to maternal age [49], and Body Mass Index (BMI) [50]. However, in this study and previous
studies, the NA concentration in all samples had a downward trend throughout the entire lactation
period. This consistency, despite regional differences, indicates that the decline in NA content in
human milk is more likely to be influenced by an endogenous factor [51] than a dietary habit.

The amounts of DHA and AA in human milk, similarly to NA, had a decreasing trend over the
lactation period (Table S3). This has been attributed to the genes that encode delta (5)- and delta
(6)-desaturases and their effect on the proportions of these FAs in human milk [52]. The DHA and
AA precursors linolenic acid (18:3 n-3, ALA) and linoleic acid (18:2 n-6, LA) increase in parallel [53].
The hypothetical pathways of n-9 FAs metabolism are shown in Figure 4. NA is synthesized from OA
by elongation. The OA content measured in this study (30.23%–33.86%) was in accordance with Qi’s
results (30.66%–32.71%) [27], but inconsistent with Weiss’s study (43.96%–48.21%) [53]. OA content
was stable in this study, which was contrary to the study by Lopez-Lopez et al., who claimed that
OA content decreased as lactation progressed [54]. Additionally, the percentage of EiA, EA, and NA
decreased with the progression of lactation, which agreed with the results obtained by Nyuar et al. [11].
In general, the amount of OA was stable over time, and the other precursors, EiA and EA, decreased
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during the same period, which differs from the precursors of DHA or AA. The mechanism by which
genes regulate the metabolism of n-9 FAs remains unclear and needs further study. In human milk,
OA is the richest FA and serves as a structural component. It can be assumed that the OA content
might be sufficient to synthesize NA and other n-9 FAs.

Figure 4. Hypothetical pathway for the synthesis of nervonic acid in infants.

It has been demonstrated that infants have the capacity to convert ALA and LA to DHA and
AA, respectively, and that elongases and desaturases have activity in the first week after birth [55].
However, the ability of infants to synthesis FAs is weak, and the amount of DHA formed from ALA
is inadequate to support brain development [56]. For the optimal development of an infant’s brain,
a sufficient amount of NA, DHA, and AA is necessary for newborns.

Human milk is a rich source of NA compared with commercial infant formulae. In the 118
collected infant formulae samples, only 53.59% contained NA. The PCA revealed differences of NA
content between human milk (including colostrum, transitional milk, and mature milk) and infant
formulae (Figure 5). A significant distinction of NA content was observed between human milk and
infant formula (p < 0.05). NA content in the three-stages (colostrum, transitional milk, and mature milk)
of human milk differs obviously (p < 0.05). However, there is no significant difference of NA content in
the three types (infant, follow-on, growing-up) of infant formula. Most NA-containing formulae had
NA concentrations that were <16% of that measured in colostrum. NA content in formulae needs to be
enhanced urgently for term newborns and especially for preterm newborns. It has been reported that
the NA concentration in preterm milk is seven-fold higher compared to that in milk from mothers with
full-term babies at a similar stage of lactation [9].

Figure 5. Principal component analysis of stage difference in the NA content in human milk (1, colostrum;
2, transitional milk; 3, mature milk) and infant formulae (1, infant formula; 2, follow-on formula;
3, growing-up formula).
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The NA level is considered to reflect brain maturation, and its accumulation in the brain is a sign
of the onset of myelinogenesis [57]. Newborns who cannot be breastfed fail to get sufficient levels
of NA from infant formulae. Long-term NA deficiency will hamper the development of the nervous
system and cause visual impairment [58]. Supplying dietary lipids to stimulate the synthesis of n-9
FAs has been advised to support myelination in newborns [23]. Thus, infant formulae need to enhance
their NA content to match the NA content in human milk. This applies to formulae for full-term
infants, and it is especially the case for preterm infants.

NA content in formulae was not related to fat sources or stages. However, the differences observed
between other n-9 FAs in infant formulae were particularly influenced by fat sources. The current
formula fat sources (generally used cow milk fat, goat milk fat, and vegetable oils) contain no or trace
amount of NA. NA has been found in some plant species [59] for example Malania oleifera [60] and
Lunaria annua [61]. However, oils of these plants are rarely developed and used in infant formulae
because of their high EA content. It has been demonstrated that the heart may be damaged by EA,
and EA is undesirable for human consumption [62]. It is necessary to explore the effect of NA as well
as different forms (FA, TAG or PLs) for the optimal brain development of infants.

5. Conclusions

The NA concentration was at its highest at the onset of lactation, with an overall decrease of 82%
throughout the 3–30 days postpartum study period. The concentration dropped at a faster rate in the
first 10 days and then flattened out. Thus, it is crucial for infants, especially preterm infants, to get
enough NA within the first ten days of lactation. The NA concentration differs between breastfeeding
mothers, in part because of the regions in which they live. Further studies are needed to clarify the
NA biosynthetic system in infants. Most of the 97 infant formulae in which NA was detected had less
than 16% of the NA content in colostrum. There were significant differences between the fat sources
of OA, EiA, and EA in the formulae, but this was not the case for NA. The effect of the stages or the
interaction between sources and stages on infant formulae FA composition was not obvious. Because
of the low level of NA found in infant formulae, it is suggested that the NA content in infant formulae
for newborns be increased. Further work is also warranted to identify the best form of NA for infants.
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(%, wt) in human milk during the lactation days.
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Abstract: An adequate mineral supply to preterm infants is essential for normal growth and
development. This study aimed to compare the mineral contents of human milk (HM) from healthy
mothers of preterm (28–32 weeks) and full term (>37 weeks) infants. Samples were collected weekly
for eight weeks for the term group (n = 34) and, biweekly up to 16 weeks for the preterm group (n = 27).
Iron, zinc, selenium, copper, iodine, calcium, magnesium, phosphorus, potassium, and sodium were
quantitatively analyzed by Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry. The mineral contents
of both HM showed parallel compositional changes over the period of lactation, with occasional
significant differences when compared at the same postpartum age. However, when the comparisons
were performed at an equivalent postmenstrual age, preterm HM contained less zinc and copper
from week 39 to 48 (p < 0.002) and less selenium from week 39 to 44 (p < 0.002) than term HM.
This translates into ranges of differences (min–max) of 53% to 78%, 30% to 72%, and 11% to 33%
lower for zinc, copper, and selenium, respectively. These data provide comprehensive information on
the temporal changes of ten minerals in preterm HM and may help to increase the accuracy of the
mineral fortification of milk for preterm consumption.

Keywords: human milk; term; preterm; calcium; phosphorus; magnesium; zinc; iron; copper; iodine;
selenium; potassium; sodium

1. Introduction

An estimated 15 million babies are born preterm (i.e., born before 37 weeks of gestation) worldwide
every year, with the incidence ranging from 5% to 18% of births according to the area [1]. Very preterm
infants (i.e., born before 32 weeks of gestation) represent a highly vulnerable population with
complications that can lead to growth failure, lifetime disability including learning difficulties, visual
and hearing impairments, or even death. This population requires a high level of medical care,
including nutritional support, to offset the risk of nutritional deficiencies and associated adverse health
outcomes. Indeed, term infants are generally born with adequate stores of minerals, the accrual of
which occurs during the third trimester of pregnancy. A consequence of being born before term is a
high risk of mineral shortfalls due to the limited stores, but also to the rapid postnatal growth, immature
gastrointestinal tracts, high endogenous losses, and variable intakes [2]. Due to their essentiality,
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minerals need to be provided at a level to meet the in utero accretion rates to favor catch-up growth
and to not compromise long-term neuronal and cognitive development [3]. The essential minerals
or trace elements include iron, zinc, copper, iodine, selenium, calcium, phosphorus, and magnesium,
but also potassium and sodium (non-exhaustive list). Among other physiological roles in humans,
iron, zinc, copper, and iodine are essential for optimal brain development [4]; calcium, phosphorus,
and magnesium are required for adequate bone health [5]; selenium, zinc, and iodine play a crucial
role in thyroid hormone metabolism [2]; and potassium and sodium are key electrolytes involved in
water fluxes and enzymatic functions [6]. Breastfeeding is the gold standard source of nutrition for
term infants and is also highly recommended for preterm infants, as it is protective against several
complications of preterm birth [7,8]. However, because of the risk of inadequate nutrient intakes,
the fortification of mothers’ own milk or donor human milk (HM) is generally prescribed for very
preterm infants to enhance the protein, energy, and micronutrients intake [7–9]. Fortification is
often recommended to be continued until a postconceptional age of 40 weeks, but possibly until
about 52 weeks if infants are discharged with a suboptimal weight for a postconceptional age [3].
Nevertheless, there is no consensus on nutrition after discharge from the neonatal intensive care
unit (NICU) [10]. However, it may be assumed that to support adequate growth and development,
breastfed preterm infants should have, at the minimum, a similar mineral intake to breastfed term
infants of an equivalent developmental stage [11].

Optimal HM mineral fortification during an NICU stay and, potentially, after discharge, requires a
precise understanding of HM mineral content and its potential sources of variability. Although decades
of research have been allocated to HM mineral concentrations, most of the research has been performed
on HM of mothers delivering at term, and for some elements, there are a limited number of reports on
preterm HM. When available, comparisons between term HM and preterm HM have been performed
at an equivalent postpartum age (i.e., lactation stage), but, to our knowledge, there is no evaluation
of differences at the same postmenstrual age (i.e., infant developmental stage). As concentrations of
several minerals and trace elements in milk change over lactation [12], the assumption was that the
comparison by postmenstrual age could reveal unexplored differences between both groups of HM in
the period that surrounds preterm infant discharge from NICU. Therefore, the objectives of the present
study were (i) to precisely describe the concentration of zinc, copper, iodine, selenium, iron, calcium,
phosphorus, magnesium, potassium, and sodium in HM from mothers of preterm (28–32 weeks of
gestation) infants over a period of 16 weeks; (ii) to compare preterm HM mineral content with that of
milk from mothers of full term (>37 weeks of gestation) infants at equivalent infant postpartum and
postmenstrual ages.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects

The aim of the study was to characterize the nutritional composition of preterm and term
HM. The study design (monocentric, prospective cohort) and characteristics of the subjects were
already reported elsewhere [13], with the results on longitudinal changes for other nutrients (i.e.,
macronutrients [14], proteins [13], lipids [15], and human milk oligosaccharide [16]). In brief, the study
was conducted at the University Hospital in Lausanne (CHUV), Switzerland, between October 2013
and July 2014. The study included women older than 18 years of age and intending to breastfeed their
infants for a minimum of 4 months. The preterm group included infants with a gestational age from 28
0/7 to 32 6/7 weeks and the full-term group referred to infants with a gestational age of 37 0/7 to 41 6/7
weeks. The exclusion criteria included any counter-indication to breastfeeding, the mother having
been diagnosed with diabetes (type I or II) before pregnancy, alcohol or drugs consumption during
pregnancy, and/or mothers having insufficient French language skills to follow the study guidelines.

Mothers who participated in the study were followed until postpartum week 16 for the preterm
group, and week 8 for the term group, or until lactation discontinuation (whatever came first), by a
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dedicated research nurse who was qualified as a lactation consultant (International Board of Lactation
Consultant, IBCLC).

The study protocol was established following the Declaration of Helsinki’s guidelines and was
approved by the local Ethical Committee (Commission cantonale d’éthique de la recherche sur l’être
humain du Canton de Vaud, Switzerland; Protocol 69/13, clinical study 11.39.NRC) on April 9, 2013.
All the subjects participating in the study signed an inform consent before the enrollment. Registration
of this trial was completed at ClinicalTrials.gov under NCT02052245.

2.2. Data Collection

Neonatal demographic and delivery data were prospectively collected and recorded in electronic
case report forms. The following infant characteristics were collected: single or multiple gestation,
mode of delivery, sex, weight, length, head circumference, and gestational age at birth. Birth weight
was monitored with an electronic scale accurate to the nearest 5 g, crown-heel length with a height
gauge, and head circumference with a tape. An electronic scale was used to measure the maternal
weight at delivery, whereas the maternal age, height, and weight before pregnancy were self-reported
and completed during face-to-face interviews between mothers and the research nurse, and were
verified by one of the two referent pediatricians (LB, CJFF).

2.3. Human Milk Sampling and Processing

A schematic representation of the HM sampling and processing has already been published
previously [16]. Preterm HM samples were collected every 7 days ± 1 day during the first 8 weeks and
then every 14 days ± 1 day during the following 8 weeks, which yielded a total of 12 samples during
the 16 weeks. For term HM, a total of 8 samples were collected every 7 days ± 1 day for 8 weeks.

Full HM expression from a single breast was performed between 6 am and noon (i.e., corresponding
to first morning expression) using an electric breast pump (Symphony®, Medela, 6340 Baar, Switzerland).
After full milk collection, the milk was homogenized. A maximum volume of 10 mL milk was reserved
for analysis. Lower volumes were collected for the two first time points in the preterm group (i.e.,
max 5 mL). The remaining HM volumes were provided to the infant for feeding. Samples of HM for
analysis were transferred by the mothers into 15 mL polypropylene tubes (FalconTM, Fisher Scientific,
Reinach, Switzerland), previously labelled with the subject number and collection information,
and stored at −18 ◦C in the home freezer until being transferred to the hospital. Samples were
temporarily kept at −80 ◦C at the hospital before shipment to the Nestlé Research Centre (Lausanne,
Switzerland). To avoid multiple thawing/freezing cycles, HM samples were thawed once for splitting
into 15 aliquots before storage at −80 ◦C until analysis.

2.4. Mineral Quantification

Quantification of minerals was realized using Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry
(ICP-MS, Nexion 300-D, PerkinElmer, SCIEX, Norwalk, CT, USA). For sodium, magnesium,
phosphorous, potassium, calcium, iron, copper, zinc, and selenium, 0.7 mL of human breast milk
was transferred into perfluoroalkoxy alkane vessels and mineralized in a MARS XPress microwave
digestion system (CEM® Corp., Matthews, NC, USA) using HNO3/H2O2. Mineralized samples were
transferred to PE tubes, diluted with Milli Q water and germanium and tellurium were added as
internal standards. Quantification was realized by ICP-MS using helium or CH4 as a collision or
reaction gas. For iodine, 1 mL of human breast milk was treated with 1 mL tetramethylammonium
hydroxide (25%) and 4.5 mL of Milli Q water in a drying oven at 90 ◦C for 3 h. Sample solutions were
diluted to 15 mL and centrifuged at 1730 g for 15 min. Quantification was realized using ICP-MS in
normal mode using germanium as the internal standard. Certified Reference Materials (CRM) were
added to all analytical series to control the quality of the quantification.
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2.5. Statistics

Statistical analyses were done using SAS (version 9.3, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA, 2013) and
R (version 3.2.1, R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria). The longitudinal changes of
mineral contents were compared in preterm HM and term HM at equivalent infant (1) postpartum
ages and (2) postmenstrual ages. Mixed linear models were used for both comparisons to estimate
the differences between the groups. The models used age (either postpartum or postmenstrual),
term/preterm status, interaction between age and term/preterm status, sex of infant, and mode of
delivery as fixed effects as follows: concentration = visit × term_status + child_sex + delivery +
twin_type. There was only one case of mixed sex twins out of six “sets”. Since the milk samples
analyses were conducted according to the mothers and not the infants, the statistical models used the
mother as an individual and the sex of the infant was chosen as the sex of the first child (for twins).
This entails that one mother is represented as having a male infant where indeed she has both (because
of twins). Within-subject variability was accounted for by declaring the subject ID as a random effect.
Contrast estimates of the model were calculated by comparing preterm and term HM groups at each
time point. No imputation method was applied for missing data (both in between visits and loss to
follow up) as the method used is adapted to handle incomplete data. A conventional two-sided test
with a 5% error rate was used without adjusting for multiplicity. Mixed linear models were produced
using the package nlme and contrast estimates were made with contrast package. R graphs were
created using the package ggplot2.

3. Results

3.1. General Characteristics of the Subjects

The subjects’ characteristics were reported elsewhere [13,16] and are summarized in Table 1.
In brief, 27 mothers having delivered 33 preterm infants and 34 mothers having delivered 34 term
infants were included. In the respective groups, two (7.4% for preterm) and six (17.4% for term) mothers
dropped out the study. In total, 473 HM samples, 257 from preterm and 216 from full-term infant
mothers, were available for mineral analyses. Except for the rate of Caesarean delivery being higher
in the preterm mothers than in the term ones, none of the baseline characteristics were significantly
different between the two groups of mothers. Regarding the infants’ characteristics, thirty-six percent
of the preterm births were twins. As expected, the weight, height, and head circumference were
statistically significantly lower in the preterm group than in the term group, but not the sex distribution.

Table 1. General characteristics of the two groups of mothers and infants.

Study Population Preterm Term p-Value *

Mothers (drop outs) N = 27 (2) N = 34 (2)

Age (years) 32.4 ± 5.6 31.2 ± 4.2 0.3173

BMI before pregnancy (Kg/m2) 22.8 ± 3.3 23.2 ± 4.9 0.6990

BMI at child birth (Kg/m2) 25.8 ± 3.7 26.9 ± 4.7 0.3141

Delivery type: caesarean (%) 63 23.5 0.0019

Infants N = 33 N = 34

Gestational age at birth (weeks) 30.8 ± 1.4 39.5 ± 1.0 <0.0001

Males (%) 54.5 52.9 0.8952

Twins (%) 36.4 0.0 0.0001

Height (cm) 40.4 ± 3.2 49.4 ± 1.7 <0.0001

Weight (g) 1421.4 ± 372.8 3277.6 ± 353.6 <0.0001

Head circumference (cm) 27.8 ± 2.1 34.4 ± 1.5 <0.0001

* t-test and Fisher test of proportions were used for the comparison of continuous and discrete variables, respectively.
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3.2. Mineral Concentration and Longitudinal Change in Preterm and Term Human Milk at the Same
Postpartum Age

A summary of the results i.e., mean ± SD and median (min-max) for each mineral, is provided in
Table 2 along with the range of values reported in the literature. The most concentrated element in both
HMs was found to be potassium, followed by, in order of decreasing concentrations, calcium, sodium,
phosphorus, magnesium, zinc, iron, copper, iodine, and selenium. The longitudinal concentrations
(mean± SD) of minerals in preterm and term HM per visit at equivalent postpartum ages are reported in
Supplementary Table S1. As depicted in Figure 1, in preterm and term HM, the changes in concentration
over the 4-month period of sample collection converge into three main patterns. First, the mineral
concentrations were observed to increase during the first week postpartum and then to decline during
the lactation, like for phosphorus and copper. Secondly, the concentrations were highest in the first
week and then either decreased quickly (i.e., zinc, potassium), or gradually (i.e., calcium, selenium,
sodium) over the lactation, or remained stable in mature milk (i.e., iodine, iron). Finally, for magnesium,
the concentrations remained fairly stable during the course of lactation.

Table 2. Summary of mineral concentrations (i.e., mean ± SD and median (min-max)) in preterm (from
sample collection from postpartum week 1 to 16) and term human milk (as collected over 8 weeks
postpartum). Retrieved published ranges of mineral concentration in human milk * are also provided
for comparison.

Minerals Statistic Preterm Milk Term Milk Literature Range

(mg/L)

Potassium
Mean 578 ± 107 575 ± 92 515$ [17], 688$ [18]

Median 569 (209–907) 562 (308–908) -

Calcium
Mean 281 ± 51 286 ± 47 -

Median 282 (145–459) 287 (136–433) 252 (84–462)# [19]

Sodium
Mean 205 ± 177 235 ± 237 135–371# [20]

Median 160 (54–1577) 170 (84–1969) -

Phosphorus Mean 145 ± 32 148 ± 30 -

Median 145 (48–225) 146 (45–257) 143 (17–278)# [19]

Magnesium Mean 37 ± 9 32 ± 7 -

Median 36 (12–70) 33 (17–53) 31 (15–64)# [21]

Zinc
Mean 2.4 ± 1.7 3.2 ± 1.9 2.2–2.5; 2.9–3.9; 1.7–5.3# [22]

Median 2.1 (0.2–15.5) 2.7 (0.4–11.9) -

Iron
Mean 0.36 ± 0.23 0.44 ± 0.26 -

Median 0.32 (0.13–2.78) 0.36 (0.13–1.8) 0.47 (0.04–1.92)# [23]

Copper Mean 0.36 ± 0.16 0.44 ± 0.15 -

Median 0.35 (0.06–1.1) 0.42 (0.13–1.0) 0.33 (0.03–2.19)# [23]

(μg/L)

Iodine
Mean 92 ± 67 87 ± 41 15–150# [20]

Median 76 (2–422) 76 (18–228) 62 (5.4–2170)# [24]

Selenium
Mean 14.3 ± 4.7 15.0 ± 4.2 11$ [25]–28$ [26]

Median 13 (4–45) 14 (6–34) -

* Published median (min-max) value where preferred for reporting. # indicates that values were calculated from
term human milk (HM); $ corresponds to data calculated from preterm HM.

No statistical difference was found in mineral concentrations between preterm and term HM at
the same postpartum age, except at a few time points. The phosphorus concentration was higher in
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preterm HM than in term HM at week 1 (p = 0.024). The same direction of difference was observed for
magnesium at week 4 (p = 0.027), week 6 (p = 0.0357), and week 7 (p = 0.047). Inversely, the sodium and
copper concentrations were lower in preterm HM than in term HM at week 2 (p = 0.032 and p = 0.024,
respectively). The calcium to phosphorus mass ratios were found to range between 1.57 and 2.32 in
preterm HM, and between 1.84 and 2.22 in term HM, with a statistically significant difference between
groups found at week 1 (p = 0.042; preterm HM < term HM) and at week 2 (p = 0.018, preterm HM <
term HM). The zinc to copper molar ratio ranged between 20.6 (at week 1) and 5.2 in preterm HM,
and between 29.8 (at week 1) and 5.6 in term HM, with no significant difference between the two HMs.

Figure 1. Longitudinal changes of mineral concentration (means) in term (dark grey) and preterm
(light grey) human milk (HM) at an equivalent postpartum age. The letter (a) indicates if differences
between term and preterm are significant p < 0.05. Box plots represent medians with 25th and 75th
percentile, min-max range and outliers.

No significant differences were found when comparing mineral concentrations by sex, mode of
delivery, or twin/single delivery.
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3.3. Longitudinal Changes of Mineral Concentration in Term and Preterm Human Milk at an Equivalent
Postmenstrual Age

When the HM from mothers of preterm and full term infants was compared at an equivalent
postmenstrual age, the main significant differences were observed for zinc, copper, selenium,
and magnesium. As depicted in Figure 2, zinc and copper concentrations in term HM were significantly
higher than in preterm HM from week 39 to 48 of postmenstrual age (p < 0.002). Similar observations
were made for selenium, with significant differences being found at week 39 to 44 (p < 0.002).
In comparison to term HM, preterm HM contained 53% to 78% (average 62%), 30% to 72% (average
44%), and 11% to 33% (average 24%) less zinc, copper, and selenium, respectively.

Figure 2. Longitudinal changes of mineral concentration (means) in term (dark grey) and preterm
(light grey) human milk (HM) at an equivalent postmenstrual age. The letter (a) indicates if differences
between term and preterm are significant p < 0.05. Box plots represent medians with 25th and 75th

percentile, min-max range and outliers.
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Magnesium is the only element for which the concentration in preterm HM was found to
be statistically significantly higher than in term HM from weeks 42 to 44 and week 46 (p < 0.05).
The differences between preterm HM and term HM per postmenstrual age ranged from minus 17% to
plus 39% (average + 12%).

Statistically significant differences were also found for sodium, potassium, phosphorus, iron,
iodine, and calcium at scattered postmenstrual weeks, with higher values in favor of term HM.
The sodium concentration in preterm HM was significantly lower at weeks 39, 40, and 42, and weeks
44 to 45 (p < 0.01). The potassium concentration was significantly lower at week 39 to 41 (p < 0.006);
for phosphorus, at week 41, 43, 45, and 47 (p < 0.05); for iodine, at week 41, 43, 45, and 46; for iron,
at week 40 and 41 (p < 0.002); and for calcium, at week 45 and 47 (p < 0.05). The longitudinal
concentrations (mean ± SD) of minerals in preterm and term HM per visit at equivalent postmenstrual
ages are reported in Supplementary Table S2.

4. Discussion

We have reported a comprehensive longitudinal overview of the content of 10 minerals in 500 HM
samples from women delivering before term or at term. The study design enabled the comparison of
preterm and term HM mineral contents at the same postpartum weeks (i.e., same lactation stages) and
at equivalent postmenstrual weeks (i.e., equivalent infant developmental stages).

4.1. Mineral Concentration and Longitudinal Change in Preterm and Term Human Milk at the Same
Postpartum Age

To our knowledge, the results of our study represent the first set of mineral analyses from
breast milk in apparently healthy Swiss mothers of preterm and term infants. As illustrated in
Table 2, the mean and median concentration determined for each individual element in preterm HM
over the period of sample collection was found to be in the range of retrieved published values for
HM [17–28]. These ranges can be wide and this variability is mainly due to the stage of lactation
and to the intra and intersubject variability, including the circadian rhythm [12,29]. The presented
result is in line with previous research performed in HM from a well-nourished population which
showed, for several minerals, that their diet, status, or supplementation have a limited or no impact
on their milk concentration. That is, for instance, the case for iron, copper, zinc, and magnesium [12],
and to some extent, for phosphorus, potassium, and sodium [30–32]. Inversely, the calcium, iodine,
and selenium concentration in HM can be impacted by the diet of the mother, and therefore, except
for calcium, by the use of dietary supplements [12]. In the present study, the dietary intakes of the
mother were not recorded, and no recent survey on either dietary intakes or mineral status in Swiss
pregnant or lactating women was retrieved for these three elements. Nevertheless, data on iodine
intake in the general Swiss population was classified as sufficient by the Iodine Global Network
(http://www.ign.org/scorecard.htm). In our study, this is reflected by an iodine median concentration
in milk above the published median value of 62 μg/L [24]. A similar observation is made for calcium,
despite the results of a Swiss cross-sectional study showing that in 28% of subjects following an
omnivore diet, calcium intake does not reach the corresponding nutritional recommendation [33].
No recent data on the prevalence of intake inadequacy or deficiency was retrieved for selenium, but the
rather low levels in milk observed in our study may indicate a need for a higher selenium intake in
Swiss lactating women, as underlined in a review published earlier for the Swiss population [34].
This may help to increase the selenium milk content. In any case, even if dietary intakes of the mother
do not influence their milk mineral concentration, they should give particular attention to the mineral
density of their diet to match their own increased requirements if adaptation of the mechanism of
absorption is not enough to avoid putting themselves at risk of mineral deficiencies.

The comparison of concentration at the same postpartum age shows no statistically significant
difference between preterm HM and term HM for six minerals, i.e., potassium, zinc, iodine,
selenium, iron, and calcium. These data are in agreement with previous published results for
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potassium [17,18,28,35,36], zinc [22,37,38], iodine [24,39], and selenium [26,40]. Few papers have
reported higher levels of iron in preterm HM during the early lactation period [28,41,42], but some
others [43,44] and a more recent one [45], failed to observe any differences. In HM, 2% to 9% of iron is
linked to lactoferrin [45] and our iron content results correlate with the results of lactoferrin analyzed
from the same set of samples [13]. Only minor and scattered differences between preterm HM and
term HM have previously been reported for calcium. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis
performed with 11 studies showed no differences from day 1 to week 12 postpartum, except at week 7
to 9, where a statistically significant difference of 15% was reported (preterm HM > term HM) [46].
Calcium along with phosphorus are the two main minerals required for the multifaceted mechanisms
of bone metabolism [47]. Therefore, the meta-analysis was also performed for phosphorus from
eight independent studies, and showed that the phosphorus concentration in preterm HM was not
statistically different than in term HM, except between week 3 and 4 and week 5 to 6, with reported
differences of 14% and 16%, respectively (preterm HM < term HM) [46]. In our study, a significant
difference was only found at week 1 for this mineral in the opposite direction (preterm HM > term
HM). We also found a higher concentration in preterm HM than in term HM for magnesium and only
at three time points during the transitional phase (i.e., week 1 to 4). These differences were below 20%.
In the literature, only one study out of 16 reported a similar difference [21,48]. In addition, we found
lower concentrations of copper and sodium in preterm HM than in term HM, but only at postpartum
week 2. Like for iron, inconsistent results were retrieved for copper in the literature [23]. Preterm
HM copper concentrations were reported to be significantly lower [42,44], higher [41], or no different
from the concentrations of term HM [44,49,50]. Except for one study [17], the sodium concentration in
preterm HM is consistently reported as higher in preterm HM than in term HM, at the very early stage
of lactation [18,51]. Our result goes in an opposite direction, but only at week 2. These discrepancies
are most probably due to the difference in the timing of sample collection and comparison that, in most
studies, started at day 1 postpartum versus day 7 in the present report. Other analytical reasons may
be the differences in the number of samples, the collection method (e.g., foremilk vs. hindmilk as
compared to full-breast expression in our study), and the storage procedures [45]. Beside this reading,
although it is well-established that the levels of minerals in preterm HM are not sufficient to meet
the needs of the preterm infant, it is not unusual to read that when higher concentrations are found
in preterm HM than in term HM, it could be due to a physiological adaption to meet the increased
requirement of the preterm infants [28,41,42,51]. This explanation goes along with the hypothesis of a
reduced blood flow to the mammary gland and thus milk volume, and the immaturity of the gland (i.e.,
incomplete differentiation of epithelial cells, and the absence of tight junctions between the cells) [52].
However, some authors reported no difference in milk volumes produced by both preterm and term
mothers, stressing that understanding of the physiological processes responsible for the micronutrient
composition in human milk still requires investigation [17]. Some authors also report that it is likely
that these discrepancies are due to differences in hormonal balance and metabolic regulation due to the
shorter gestational period [17,53,54].

Overall, in agreement with previous reports, the present results show parallel compositional
changes in the mineral content of milk from mothers of preterm and term infants throughout the 8
postpartum weeks of common sample collection. While breastfeeding is the gold standard for term
and preterm feeding, for the latter, it is prescribed that human milk should be fortified with nutrients
in short supply [7–9]. Despite the punctual differences described above, when comparing the median
of values for each individual element to the recommendations by the ESPGHAN [9], it appeared that,
except for iodine and potassium, none of the concentrations reached the minimum recommended
level [9] (results presented in Supplementary Figure S1). This emphasizes the need for fortifying with
only those minerals whose content in HM is lower than the recommended levels, in order to avoid
overloads of those minerals that are present in HM at sufficient levels.
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4.2. Longitudinal Changes of Mineral Concentration in Term and Preterm Human Milk at an Equivalent
Postmenstrual Age

Fortification of human milk is recommended up to preterm infant discharge from the neonatal care
unit, to address the mismatch between its content and the nutritional recommendations for optimal
growth and development. However, there is a lack of consensus about the need to fortify human milk
after discharge (usually occurring at around term corrected age) [10]. Considering that the references
for an optimal growth of preterm infants after they reach the term corrected age are calibrated against
the standards of infants born at term, we assumed that the preterm infant nutritional requirements
during this period would be at least the same as those of their term counterparts. Therefore, the
mineral contents of preterm HM were compared to those of term HM at the same postmenstrual ages
(i.e., from postmenstrual weeks 39 to 48). This comparison showed highly significant differences for
zinc, copper, and selenium, with a lower concentration in preterm HM than in term HM. Zinc and
copper contribute to many cellular and molecular processes and therefore are essential for growth,
the immune response, and cognitive function [4]. The serum zinc concentration in term and preterm
infants is reported to be high at birth and then to progressively decrease, which was correlated
with normal growth [55]. Selenium is an important factor for optimal function of the antioxidant
systems and its serum concentration has been showed to increase in healthy term breastfed infants
after birth [56]. Therefore, the observed differences of concentrations of these three trace elements in
preterm HM and term HM at the same postmenstrual age may be physiologically relevant and require
further investigation.

4.3. Strengths and Limitations of the Study

This study has some limitations. First, the samples were collected at only one time of the day.
As the fluctuation of mineral concentration in milk has been previously observed over the day [29],
one may argue that the data are not representative of the whole day concentration. Nevertheless,
the sampling time was standardized and it allowed us to perform a comparison of the HM of the two
infant populations at a postpartum and postmenstrual age. Finally, the number of subjects was limited
in both groups, reducing the power of the study and limiting the number of association analyses.

5. Conclusions

This study represents the first set of simultaneous analyses of ten minerals in human term and
preterm milk comprehensively covering the period of 2 months postpartum. It confirms previous
observations of concentrations and temporal changes, as well as the global similarity in the composition
of term and preterm milk when compared at the same lactation stage. Interestingly, zinc, copper,
and selenium contents were found to be consistently lower in preterm milk than in term milk when
compared at an equivalent infant developmental stage. The relevance of the observed differences to
the health, growth, and development of preterm infants, as well as the impact on fortification practices,
remain to be further investigated.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-6643/11/8/1855/s1:
Table S1: Concentration of human milk minerals and trace elements in term or preterm milk at different weeks
postpartum; Table S2: Concentration of human milk minerals and trace elements in term or preterm milk at
equivalent postmenstrual ages; Figure S1: Longitudinal changes of mineral concentration (means) in term
(dark grey) and preterm (light grey) human milk (HM) at an equivalent postmenstrual age, with dotted lines
representing the range of recommended intakes (converted in mg/L, using measured energy density of preterm
HM), as provided by ESPGHAN [3].
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Abstract: Breast milk is characterized by a dynamic and complex composition which includes
hormones and other bioactive components that could influence infant growth, development,
and optimize health. Among the several beneficial effects associated with prolonged breastfeeding,
a 13% decrease in the risk of overweight and obesity has been reported. Recent research has focused
on breast milk hormones contributing to the appetite and energy balance regulation and adiposity.
Accordingly, we conducted a literature systematic review with the aim to provide an update on the
effect of leptin, ghrelin, Insulin Growth Factor 1, adiponectin, and insulin on infants’ and children’s
growth and body composition. The revised literature reveals contrasting findings concerning the
potential role of all these hormones on modeling growth and fat mass apposition and health outcomes
later in life. Further studies are needed to gain further insight into the specific role of these bioactive
components in metabolic pathways related to body composition. This could help gain a further
insight on infants’ growth, both in physiological and pathological settings.

Keywords: hormones; adipokines; breast milk; growth; body composition; term infant

1. Introduction

Breast milk (BM) is the only species-specific human food tailored to meet infants’ needs through
the adaptation of its micro and macronutrient content and bioactive components, depending upon the
mother–infant dyad characteristics (i.e., gestational age at birth, birth weight, etc.) [1,2].

Furthermore, the dynamic composition of BM also allows mother–infant signaling over
lactation [3,4]. As a result, the infant is guided in the developmental and physiological processes through
breastfeeding, whose crucial role in promoting healthy growth and optimal cognitive development is
widely acknowledged [2,5]. Breastfeeding is beneficial through an epigenetic effect that is demonstrated
to be dose-dependent [6]. However, although our understanding of the bioactive, non-nutritional
compounds of BM and their dynamic changes over time has improved, the complexity of BM
composition and the synergistic mechanisms responsible for its life-long biological effects have not yet
been unraveled [7]. Among the several beneficial health effects associated with prolonged breastfeeding,
a 13% decrease in the risk of overweight and obesity development has been reported [8]. In light of the
well-known different growth trajectory and body composition development that characterize breastfed
infants in comparison to formula-fed ones [9,10], gaining further insight into the factors that contribute
to infants’ appetite regulation and metabolic programming in the long run is, therefore, crucial for
developing adequate strategies aimed at obesity prevention [11,12]. Accordingly, recent research has
focused on BM hormones involved in the regulation of appetite and energy balance and adiposity,
with the aim of identifying the factors that modulate their concentration throughout lactation and
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elucidating their potential biological relevance within this context [13,14]. We conducted a literature
review with the aim of providing an update on the effects of BM leptin, ghrelin, Insulin Growth
Factor 1 (IGF-1), adiponectin, and insulin found within BM on infants’ and children’s growth and
body composition.

2. Methods

We performed a review using PUBMED, searching for all trails published in English from 2009 up
to July 2019. The following key words were used: “Leptin” OR “Ghrelin” OR “IGF-1” OR “Adiponectin”
OR “Insulin” OR “Adipokines” AND “BM” OR “donor milk” OR “banked milk” AND “weight gain”
OR “body composition” OR “obesity” OR “adiposity” OR “growth” AND “infant” OR “children”.
In this review, observational studies examining the effects of these BM hormones on infants’ and
children’s anthropometry and growth were selected. A total of 344 articles were initially identified and,
among them, 30 studies were retrieved and evaluated for inclusion as relevant studies for the analysis
by reviewing the abstract, and, when necessary, the full text. A manual bibliographic cross-referencing
was also performed. We also reviewed the reference lists of relevant studies in order to detect other
relevant primary sources.

 
Figure 1. PRISMA diagram of search strategy.

Articles were considered as relevant and included in the analysis if (a) they reported the effect of
milk hormones on infant growth; (b) included weight gain, body composition, obesity, adiposity as
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outcome measures; and (c) enrolled human participants. The selection procedure used for identifying
and including the studies is summarized in Figure 1. Finally, we included 15 observational studies for
the review. Three researchers independently searched, screened, and identified studies and abstracted
and tabulated data. Discrepancies were addressed and sorted out by discussion.

3. Results

Young et al. [15] performed a prospective study of 41 healthy, term, breastfed infants, with the aim
of assessing components in BM that are related with infant growth and may affect fat-free mass (FFM)
or fat mass (FM) deposition thorughout the first four months of life. A significant association between
the trajectory of weight for length Z-scores (WLZ) and BM insulin was detected. However, the effect
differed by maternal body mass index (BMI), being the association negative among infants of normal
weight mothers. In the multivariable model, mean BM insulin quintiles were significantly associated
with infant fat gain rate, suggesting the role of this hormone in regulating fat-mass accretion. On the
contrary, an inverse association among BM adiponectin content and rate of fat gain was found.

Kon et al. [16] assessed 103 mother–infant pairs during the first three months of lactation and
reported higher BM concentration of IGF-1 in the mothers of infants with high weight gain than in the
mothers of those with low and normal weight gain at all study points. BM leptin and ghrelin content
tended to show a similar behavior at two and three months of lactation and at one and two months of
lactation, respectively. These results suggest that both leptin and ghrelin contribute to infants’ weight
gain. On the contrary, in another prospective study, Yis et al. [17] found that neither BM ghrelin nor
BM leptin was correlated with anthropometric data in breastfed infants. They only observed positive
correlations when they analyzed hormones sampled in infants’ serum, in particular between ghrelin
and triceps skinfold thickness (TSF), and leptin and weight, TSF and weight gain at three months of age.
Gridneva and colleagues [18] showed a different effect of BM leptin and adiponectin content on infant
FFM and FM deposition through the first 12 months of life: Specifically, they saw an inverse association
between the daily intake of adiponectin and the infant fat-free mass but a positive relationship with
infant fat mass. At one year, higher intake of BM leptin was associated with higher fat mass deposition.
Interestingly, contrasting data were found in this study by Fields et al. [19], where authors observed that
milk leptin concentration reduces through lactation and it was higher in obese mothers; furthermore,
this hormone shows a negative association with infant length, FM percentage, total FM, and trunk
fat at six months of age. In a previous pilot study on 19 exclusively breastfeeding mother–infant
dyads [20], Fields observed that greater BM leptin was associated with lower BMI-for-age z-score
(BMIZ), and higher content of BM insulin was associated with lower infant weight, BMIZ, and FFM.
All these results concerning leptin suggest that this hormone may have a role both with regard to FM
and FFM deposition. The relationship between BM adiponectin, leptin, and insulin with infant body
composition was assessed in 430 mother–infant dyads taking part into the Canadian Healthy Infant
Longitudinal Development (CHILD) Study [21]. Data showed an inverse correlation between BM leptin
and insulin content and infant WLZ and BMIZ at four months of age, whereas no significant association
was found between BM adiponectin concentrations and infant body composition. Meyer et al. [22]
longitudinally investigated the correlation among BM leptin and adiponectin with body composition
in children aged three to five years. The authors previously reported a positive association between BM
adiponectin concentration and FM and weight gain in infants in the first two years of age. However,
the findings of this analysis failed to demonstrate a significant relationship of BM leptin and adiponectin
levels, assessed at six weeks and four months after delivery, with later body composition characteristics.
Brunner and colleagues [23] investigated the association of leptin and adiponectin in BM with infant
weight gain and body composition using skinfold thickness assessment in the first 24 months of life.
Although BM leptin assessed at four months was negatively associated with concurrent infant weight,
BMI, and FFM, no relationship with infant growth and body composition at later ages was reported.
On the contrary, there was a tendency for BM adiponectin to be negatively associated with infant growth
parameters in the first four months of age, but afterwards, it was positively associated with infant
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weight gain and FM up to the first 24 months of life. Mohamad et al. [24], assessed the relationship of
maternal serum and BM adipokines with infant adiposity development. A higher BM adiponectin
concentration at two months after delivery was associated with reduced infant body weight, BMIZ,
and abdominal circumference at two months of age. After adjusting for confounders, BM adiponectin
at two months postpartum was the only factor that remained independently associated with infant
adiposity at two months of age. This result indicates that BM adiponectin may be protective on infant
adiposity development in the early postnatal period. Cesur et al. [25] investigated the relationship
between ghrelin and adiponectin content in BM and serum samples of 25 mother–infant pairs with the
anthropometry of newborn infants at one and four months of life. BM ghrelin content was significantly
higher than the infant and maternal serum ghrelin at both study points. Moreover, the level of the
fourth month BM ghrelin level positively correlated with infants’ weight gain throughout the study.
Larsson et al. [26] aimed to identify the determinants of early growth by comparing two groups of
exclusively breastfed infants, one with excessive weight gain and the second one with a normal growth
pattern during the first five months. The lack of difference in the BM intake at the age of five months
between the groups suggests that the high weight gain could be driven by factors related to milk
composition. Accordingly, the leptin content was significantly decreased in the BM of the group
characterized by high weight gain, thus stimulating appetite and milk intake in this group of infants.
Anyhow, it has to be considered that, in this study, measurement of BM was carried out only at five
months of age and not earlier, when growth velocity was considerably higher. Ucar and colleagues [27]
investigated whether leptin may exert an effect on satiety by comparing the formilk and hindmilk
leptin concentrations in 18 lactating women. However, no differences were found between the leptin
levels of BM samples assessed during the two different phases of feeding at breast. Additionally,
no association between leptin concentrations in both BM and maternal plasma and infants’ body
weight, BMI, TSF, and left upper arm circumference measurements was found. Concerning the role of
adiponectin in BM, a longitudinal observational study of two cohorts of 45 mother–infant pairs was
carried out to determine an association between milk adiponectin and infant growth. No significant
difference was detected among the two cohorts at the beginning of the study. However, higher BM
adiponectin was associated, through the first six months, with lower infant adiposity—in particular,
with weight-for-age z-score (WAZ) and WLZ, but not length for age z-score (LAZ), after adjusting for
confounders and irrespective of the cohort [28]. Similarly, a negative association between adiponectin
and infant growth (i.e., weight-for-height z-score (WHZ) and head circumference) in two cohorts of
infants from 48 healthy mothers and from 48 mothers with gestational diabetes mellitus was found [12].
No associations between BM insulin, leptin, and ghrelin concentrations and infant WHZ and head
circumference resulted [12]. In Table 1 the main findings of the studies meeting the inclusion criteria
are shown.
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4. Discussion

In this systematic review, we explored updated evidences on five hormones (leptin, ghrelin, IGF-1,
adiponectin, insulin) described in BM that are also related with hunger, fat deposition, and adipose
tissue metabolism in all stages of life. Leptin is an hormone synthetized by adipose cells and
mucosal cells in the small intestine; it regulates energy homeostasis by interacting with its receptors
in the hypothalamus, inhibiting hunger [29]. As a result, fat storage in adipocytes is decreased [30].
In newborns, Chaoimh et al. [31] found a negative relationship between cord leptin content and weight
gain, demonstrating that a low weight gain is accompanied by a reduced fat mass deposition in the
early postnatal period. Accordingly, BM leptin has been reported to be inversely associated with
infant global adiposity and trunk fat at six months of age [19]. Moreover, a higher content of BM
leptin was associated with lower WLZ and BMIZ in infants [20,21]. However, this effect appears
to be temporary, as indicated by the lack of effect of leptin levels in BM on body composition in
the first years of age [22,23]. Interestingly, despite this well-known anti-adiposity effect, BM leptin
content has also been positively correlated with higher weight gain in infants in the early postnatal
period, and increased adiposity as far as 12 months of lactation [16,18]. Consistently with these results,
a possible relationship of BM leptin with body fat stores and infant adiposity has been suggested by
Savino and colleagues, who determined leptin values in serum and in the mothers’ BM. The authors
found positive correlations between BM leptin and infant serum leptin, and between infant serum
leptin and both infants’ BMI and weight [32]. Yis et al. also found a positive correlation with leptin
serum level in infants, but failed to demonstrate a significant correlation with BM leptin levels [17].
These inconstistent results may pose a doubt on BM leptin’s hormonal role during lactation, which
could differ from what is known to be its primary role in human body, as hypothesized by Ucar
and colleagues who failed to demonstrate a role played by leptin BM levels as a satiety factor, and
also showed no correlation with infants’ weight and adiposity [27]. Opposite to leptin, ghrelin is
considered to be the “hunger hormone”. It is a neuropetide secreted by specific gastrointestinal cells
when the stomach is empty, that acts on the hypothalamus to stimulate appetite, increase gastric
acid secretion, and improve gastrointestinal motility [33]. A different relationship between the serum
content of hormones involved in satiety and appetite regulation, including ghrelin, has been found by
Vásquez-Garibay et al. [34]. Specifically, the authors demonstrated a more significant association in
breastfeeding mother–infant pairs than in formula-fed ones. Moreover, Cesur et al. found that ghrelin
in BM is significantly higher than serum ghrelin, both in the infants’ and the mothers’ samples through
first months of lactation [25]. However, although there is agreement regarding the role of breastfeeding
in modulating the mechanisms underlying satiety and appetite regulation, studies available in the
literature on BM ghrelin and infants’ weight gain have shown inconsistent results. While Kon and
colleagues [16] reported a positive correlation between BM ghrelin in the first two months of lactation
with higher weight gain in infants, the results were not confirmed by Yis et al., despite again finding a
positive correlation with infants’ serum ghrelin levels and TSF [17]. Equally to ghrelin, adiponectin is a
peptide with hormonal functions that stimulate hunger, acting on the hypothalamus. It is produced
specifically by the adipose tissue, and its serum levels are inversely correlated with the FM percentage
of the body in the adult population [35]. Its levels in BM and association with infants’ FM and
growth have been explored by many studies included in this review, with inconsistent results. Young
et al. inversely correlated BM adiponectin levels with FM gain in healthy term infants, consistent
with its hormonal function [12], whereas Gridneva and colleagues found a correlation with a higher
adiposity in the first year of life [18]. Similar results, both with a positive or negative correlation,
were obtained in all other studies explored, whereas the largest cohort CHILD study failed to find
any association between adiponectin BM levels and infants’ body composition [21]. IGF-1 is part
of countless metabolic pathways of cells’ signaling with their environment, often referred as IGF
“axis” that plays a primary role in cell proliferation and inhibition of cell death (apoptosis) in both
physiological and pathological states [36]. IGF-1 expression is also required for achieving maximal
growth in developing organisms [37]. In this review, we found only one study that explored IGF-1 BM
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levels and infants’ growth. Kon et al. reported a higher BM level of IGF-1 in those mothers whose
infants showed a higher weight gain [16]. Insulin is a peptide that acts as a hormone, produced by
specific endocrine cells located in the pancreatic tissue. It is considered to be the most important
anabolic hormone and promotes cellular intake glucose in muscle and adipose tissue [38]. According
to these functions, its levels in BM have been demonstrated to positively correlate with infant WLZ
trajectory in the first months of life [12]. However, similarly to other hormones listed above, these
findings were not confirmed by other studies considered in this review. However, limitations should
be noted when interpreting the results. First of all, more longitudinal investigations are needed,
especially during the early lactation period, to clarify the effects of breast milk hormones on growth
and regulation of nutrition in infancy and childhood. The use of different outcomes to measure the
child’s growth was a further limitation of the review. The duration of the studies was until different
ages and in some studies, it was not possible to arrange clinical visits before the age of five to six
months. Finally, infant growth was evaluated using anthropometric measurements: More accurate
measurements of body composition will help accurately evaluate the mediation effect of hormones
in BM.

5. Conclusions

The inconsistent findings of the studies considered in this review could be explained with the
concomitant action of countless factors interfering with infants’ body composition during the first years
of life. While some of these, including basic subject characteristics, could be identified and controlled,
other factors such as synergetic or antagonist functions of many other bioactive components of BM,
that could play a role in modeling growth and FM apposition, are difficult—if not impossible—to take
into account. Although further studies are needed to determine the specific role of hormones and
adipokines in BM, undoubtedly, these bioactive components participate in metabolic pathways related
to body composition. The understanding of these pathways could help gain further insight on infants’
growth, both in physiological and pathological settings.
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Abstract: Human-milk-targeted metabolomics analysis offers novel insights into milk composition
and relationships with maternal and infant phenotypes and nutritional status. The Biocrates
AbsoluteIDQ® p180 kit, targeting 40 acylcarnitines, 42 amino acids/biogenic amines, 91 phospholipids,
15 sphingolipids, and sum of hexoses, was evaluated for human milk using the AB Sciex 5500
QTRAP mass-spectrometer in liquid chromatography-tandem mass-spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) and
flow-injection analysis (FIA) mode. Milk (<6 months lactation) from (A) Bangladeshi apparently
healthy mothers (body mass index (BMI) > 18.5; n = 12) and (B) Bangladeshi mothers of stunted
infants (height-for-age Z (HAZ)-score <−2; n = 13) was analyzed. Overall, 123 of the possible
188 metabolites were detected in milk. New internal standards and adjusted calibrator levels were
used for improved precision and concentration ranges for milk metabolites. Recoveries ranged
between 43% and 120% (coefficient of variation (CV): 2.4%–24.1%, 6 replicates). Milk consumed
by stunted infants vs. that from mothers with BMI > 18.5 was lower in 6 amino acids/biogenic
amines but higher in isovalerylcarnitine, two phospholipids, and one sphingomyelin (p < 0.05 for all).
Associations between milk metabolites differed between groups. The AbsoluteIDQ® p180 kit is a rapid
analysis tool suitable for human milk analysis and reduces analytical bias by allowing the same
technique for different specimens. More research is needed to examine milk metabolite relationships
with maternal and infant phenotypes.

Keywords: human milk; targeted metabolomics; amino acids; lipid metabolites; LC-MS; flow
injection analysis

1. Introduction

The postnatal period is a critical stage for infant’s physiology, accompanied by rapid changes in
brain development, and in metabolic, immunologic, intestinal, and physiological systems [1]. Human
milk undergoes dynamic changes in composition during lactation to provide all nutrients and other
bioactive substrates for optimal infant growth and development, and exclusive breastfeeding (EBF)
is recommended during the first 6 months of life [2]. Even beyond the EBF period, it remains a vital
dietary source of nutrients; however, the mechanisms behind its ability to drive and affect infant
metabolism, health, development, and long-term outcomes are not fully understood. The recent
resurgent interest in human milk composition triggered the development of state-of-the-art methods
for analyzing micronutrients [3–10], peptides and oligosaccharides (HMOs) [11,12], the human milk
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microbiome [13,14], and milk lipids [15,16]. Within this scope, metabolomics provides novel insight
into the complexity of the milk metabolome and its influence on infant metabolism and physiology via
intestinal enzymes [17,18].

The effects of human milk bioactives on early infant physiology and development are diverse;
effects may reach the insulin signaling cascade, the hepatic mitochondrial system, and possibly
the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathway, vital to cell growth, protein and
lipid synthesis, or lipid and adiposity accumulation and adipogenesis [1,19–22]. On the other hand,
associations of human milk metabolites were also found with maternal phenotype and diet [22,23].
The observed relationships of milk metabolites and maternal and infant status and phenotypes demand
further investigation and analyzing the human milk metabolome as the interface between mother and
infant can provide key information for maternal and infant health. Moreover, milk metabolites are
not only derived from maternal blood but also from de novo synthesis in the mammary gland [23,24].
Consequently, obtaining the metabolic profile of the mothers as well as their milk may offer important
insights into the contributions of the maternal metabolic state to the milk metabolome compared to
the mammary-gland-derived compounds. Using the same analytical technique on different matrices
reduces method bias and produces more robust results.

The AbsoluteIDQ® p180 kit (https://www.biocrates.com/images/p180_Folder_HP_v01-2018.pdf)
from Biocrates Life Science AG covers multiple compound classes (acylcarnitines, amino acids, biogenic
amines, sphingolipids, phospholipids, and sum of hexoses) which are involved in various central
metabolic processes, such as immune regulation, fatty acid oxidation, membrane composition, cell cycle
control, insulin resistance, or nutritional status. While this assay has been validated for various species
and matrices, the human milk matrix has not yet been evaluated. Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to assess application of this kit for the analysis of human milk metabolites. The validated assay
was then used in a feasibility plate to analyze milk samples from (A) apparently healthy Bangladeshi
mothers (“BMI > 18.5 mothers” (BMI—body mass index), < 6 months lactation) and (B) mothers of
stunted infants (“stunted infants”, height-for-age Z (HAZ)-score <−2) as proof of concept.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Materials

All reagents, internal and calibration standards, quality controls, test mix, and a patented 96-well
filter plate required for the AbsoluteIDQ®p180 analysis were included in the kit or provided by
Biocrates Life Science AG (Innsbruck, Austria).

2.2. AbsoluteIDQ® p180 Assay and Sample Preparation

The AbsoluteIDQ® p180 kit is a fully automated assay based on phenylisothiocyanate (PITC)
derivatization of the target analytes in bodily fluids (e.g., plasma, serum, urine) using internal standards
for quantitation. Amino acids and biogenic amines are determined in LC-MS mode, acylcarnitines,
phospholipids (lyso-phosphatidylcholines with acyl residue at CXX:X, phosphatidylcholine with diacyl
residue sum CXX:X (PC aa), and phosphatidylcholine with acyl-alkyl residue sum CXX:X (PC ae)),
sphingomyelins, and the sum of hexoses are analyzed in flow injection analysis (FIA). Human milk
sample preparation was carried out according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly, 2 to 10 μL of
human milk was transferred to the upper 96-well plate and dried under a nitrogen stream. Thereafter,
50 μL of a 5% PITC solution was added to derivatize amino acids and biogenic amines. After incubation,
the filter spots were dried again before the metabolites were extracted using 5 mM ammonium acetate
in methanol (300 μL) into the lower 96-well plate for analysis after further dilution using the MS
running solvent A. Quantification was carried out using internal standards and a calibration curve
(Cal 1 to Cal 7). The experimental metabolomics measurement technique is described in detail by
patents EP1897014B1 and EP1875401B1 [25,26]. See Supplementary Materials (Table S1) for the full list
of metabolites and their abbreviations.
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2.3. LC-MS

The LC-MS/MS system was comprised of an ACQUITY UPLC-system (Waters, Milford, MA, USA)
coupled to a QTRAP 5500 mass spectrometer (AB Sciex, Redwood City, CA, USA) in electrospray
ionization (ESI) mode. Amino acids and biogenic amines were analyzed via LC-MS in positive mode.
Two microliters of the sample extract were injected onto an ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18 column,
2.1 × 7.5 mm, 1.7 μm protected by an ACQUITY BEH C18, 1.7 μm VanGuard pre-column (Waters,
Milford, MA, USA) at 50 ◦C using a 7.3 min solvent gradient employing 0.2% formic acid in water
(solvent A) and 0.2% formic acid in acetonitrile (solvent B).

Twenty microliters of the sample extract were used in the flow injection analysis (FIA) in
positive mode to capture acylcarnitines, glycerophospholipids, and sphingolipids, while hexoses
were monitored in a subsequent run in negative mode. All FIA injections were carried out using the
Biocrates MS Running Solvent. Additional LC and MS settings for LC-MS and FIA mode are described
in Table 1. All metabolites were identified and quantified using isotopically-labeled internal standards
and multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) as optimized and provided by Biocrates Life Sciences AG
(Innsbruck, Austria).

Table 1. LC and MS parameters 1.

Instrument Parameter LC-MS FIA (MS Only)

5500 QTRAP MS

CUR 45 20
IS 5500 5500

TEM 500 200
GS1 60 40
GS2 70 50
CAD 9 9

EP 10 10
CXP 15 15

ACQUITY UPLC Time [min] Flow rate [mL/min] Solvent A [%]

LC-MS

0 0.8 100
0.45 0.8 100
3.3 0.8 85
5.9 0.8 30

6.05 0.8 0
6.2 0.9 0

6.42 0.9 0
6.52 0.8 0
6.7 0.8 100
7.3 0.8 100

FIA

0 0.03

Biocrates Solvent I MS running buffer in isocratic mode1.6 0.03
2.4 0.2
2.8 0.2
3.0 0.03

1 CUR—curtain gas; IS—ion spray voltage (V);—temperature (◦C); GS1/GS2—ion source gas 1 and 2 (psi); CAD—CAD
gas (psi); EP—entrance potential (V); CXP—collision cell exit potential (V); LC-MS—liquid chromatography—mass
spectrometry; FIA—flow injection analysis.

2.4. Method Validation

Pooled milk was used to evaluate matrix effects and metabolite recovery. The samples were
diluted in phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS) 1:2 and 1:5 to assess ion suppression due to the
matrix. A 3-level analyte recovery was carried out using Cal 2, 3, and 5 in half, normal, and double
concentrations, covering up to 230-fold of the endogenous milk concentrations. All experiments
were conducted in replicates of six. Individual milk samples (n = 25) from Bangladeshi women were
prepared according to the manufacturer’s protocol and analyzed at 3 different sample volumes (2, 5,
and 10 μL).
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Analyte recovery was calculated using the following equation:

Recovery [%] = (Cmeasured—Cendogenous) × 100/Cadded (1)

where Cmeasured is the measured concentrations of the spiked sample, Cendogenous the measured
concentration of the non-spiked sample, and Cadded the theoretically added concentration by spiking.

Relative recovery in the diluted samples was calculated as follows:

Relative recovery [%] = CX/dF × dF × 100/CX (2)

where CX/dF is the concentration measured in the diluted sample, dF the dilution factor (2 or 5), and CX

the concentrations measured in the non-diluted milk samples.

2.5. Human Milk Samples

To determine recovery rates and evaluate matrix effects, a human milk pool, obtained from
milk samples provided by apparently healthy women in the Vancouver, BC, Canada area, was used.
Individual milk samples, available in the laboratory but not collected for the purpose of this validation,
were analyzed in the feasibility plate. These convenient samples were collected during the first 6
months of lactation from apparently healthy Bangladeshi lactating women (“BMI > 18.5 mothers”,
body mass index (BMI) > 18.5, n = 12) whose infants’ anthropometry was unknown, and Bangladeshi
mothers with stunted infants (“stunted infants”, HAZ-score < −2, n = 13), to try to obtain a wide
range of metabolite concentrations in the milk. All milk samples were shipped from the United States
Department of Agriculture – Agricultural Research Service (USDA/ARS) Western Human Nutrition
Research Center in Davis, CA, USA on dry ice to Biocrates Life Science AG in Innsbruck, Austria for
testing. Upon arrival, samples were stored at −80 ◦C until analysis.

2.6. Statistical Analysis

Raw data was computed in MetIDQTM version Carbon (Biocrates Life Science AG, Innsbruck,
Austria). Mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation (CV) for the validation were calculated
in Excel 2016 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). R statistical software (3.5.2, R Foundation
for Statistical Computing) was used for statistical analysis and visualization of the results for the
feasibility study. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was used to explore differences in analyte concentrations
based on group assignment (BMI > 18.5 mothers vs. stunted infants), and metabolite associations were
assessed using Spearman’s rank correlation. p-values < 0.05 were considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Validation Using Pooled Human Milk

3.1.1. LC-MS (Amino Acids and Biogenic Amines)

Since the development of the assay, new internal standards became available for lysine,
acetyl-ornithine, alpha-aminoadipic acid, cis-4-OH-proline, histamine, kynurenine, nitro-tyrosine,
phenylethylamine (PEA), symmetric dimethylarginine (SDMA), and trans-4-OH-proline. Using these
new internal standards, mean CVs (range) were reduced from 11.3% (3.6%–26.6%) to 6.6% (2.3%–11.5%;
p = 0.017, Student’s paired t-test). The quantification of glutamate and taurine required additional
calibrators (Cal 8 and 9), which was also true for putrescine (Cal 8). Saturation effects were observed for
proline, tryptophan, and valine at Cal 5 and Cal 6 levels. The sensitivity of the 5500 QTRAP MS-system
allowed the extension to calibrators (Cal 0.5 and 0.25) for most of the metabolites and was needed for
asparagine, methionine, ornithine, tryptophan, asymmetric dimethylarginine (ADMA), kynurenine,
methionine-sulfoxide, sarcosine, and SDMA. However, alanine, spermidine, spermine, and ADMA
could not be accurately measured at the Cal 0.25 level.
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All 21 amino acids and 12 biogenic amines were detectable in the pooled human milk sample.
Overall recovery across three spiking levels ranged between 79%–106% (CV: 4.5%–19.2%) for
amino acids, and 81%–108% (CV: 2.4%–11.0%) for biogenic amines, as shown in Figure 1a and
Supplementary Table S2. Compared to the non-diluted milk samples, the diluted pooled milk
revealed a relative concentration range for amino acids of (1:2/1:5 dilution) 70%–100%/67%–104%
(CV: 2.4%–15.7%/2.7%–11.0%) and 87%–119%/80%–102% (CV: 0.8%–13.5%/10.8%–14.6%) for biogenic
amines, as shown in Figure 1b and Supplementary Table S3. Ornithine relative concentration was in
good agreement with the non-diluted milk samples for the 1:2 dilutions (96.7%) but revealed a higher
variation of CV = 25.3%. However, some of the amino acids and biogenic amines, including ornithine,
were only observed in very low concentrations in the non-diluted pooled milk samples.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. (a) Violin plots of mean milk metabolite recovery and coefficients of variation (CVs)
determined by 3-level spiking experiments (n = 6); (b) relative milk metabolite recovery and
CVs of the diluted milk samples. AA—amino acids; BA—biogenic amines; AC—acylcarnitines;
PL—phospholipids; SM—sphingomyelins.

3.1.2. FIA (Acylcarnitines, Phospholipids, Sphingomyelins, Hexoses)

Sample extracts were diluted 1:20 for analysis using the 5500 QTRAP mass spectrometer.
A relatively low recovery (CV) for PC aa C32:1 (42.6% (41.3%)) and to a lesser extent for PC aa C42:1
(44.4% (15.0%)) were observed. Overall, 89 (11 acylcarnitines, 63 phospholipids, 15 sphingomyelins)
out of 146 FIA-analytes were quantifiable, with five additional metabolites detectable above (LOD)
with no measurable carry-over effects. Overall recovery across the three spiking levels ranged between
70%–97% (CV: 5.8%–9.6%; acylcarnitines), 70%–92% (CV: 6.4%–8.6%; sphingomyelins), and 91.4%
(CV: 7.1%) for the sum of hexoses. Excluding the above mentioned phospholipids, the recovery ranges
between 64%–120% (CV: 3.9%–15.9%). PC ae C30:1 showed a good recovery of 85.7% but high variation
(CV: 24.1%), as shown in Figure 1a and Supplementary Table S4.

Compared to the concentrations measured in the non-diluted pooled milk samples,
acylcarnitines revealed relative concentration ranges (1:2/1:5 dilution) of 70%–134%/60%–164%
(CV: 3.0%–7.0%/6.7%–10.7%), sphingomyelins ranged between 110%–167%/135%–228%
(CV: 4.1%–13.0%/6.1%–20.5%), and hexoses 111%/143% (CV: 6.0%/10.5%). Phospholipids relative
concentrations spanned between 97%–158%/95%–173% (CV: 1.8%–19.3%/2.3%–28.5%). Only five of
the metabolites had a CV > 20% at the higher dilution. PC aa C32:1 and PC ae C30:1 experienced
higher variations (CVs: 27% to 36.3%). PC aa C 38:1 was not detectable at a higher dilution and
showed extreme variations at the lower dilution level with a mean relative concentration of 157% and
CV = 55.7%, as shown in Figure 1b and Supplementary Table S5.
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3.2. Feasibility Plate

Across all analyzed milk samples (BMI > 18.5 mothers and stunted infants), all 21 amino acids,
15 sphingomyelins, and the sum of hexoses were quantifiable. In addition, 10 biogenic amines,
11 acylcarnitines, and 54 phospholipids were observed, as shown in Supplementary Table S6.

Milk from BMI > 18.5 mothers had significantly higher concentrations of the amino acids and
biogenic amines citrulline, glutamate, glycine, phenylalanine, serine, and the biogenic amine sarcosine
(all p < 0.045), and lower concentrations of isovalerylcarnitine, phosphatidylcholine with diacyl residue
sum C36:6 (PC aa), phosphatidylcholine with acyl-alkyl residue sum C30:2 (PC ae), and sphingomyelin
with acyl residue sum C22:3 (all p < 0.048), as shown in Table 2, when compared to milk fed to
stunted infants.

Table 2. Median concentrations and interquartile range (IQR) for milk metabolites affected by group
(BMI > 18.5 mothers vs. stunted infants).

Metabolite 1 BMI > 18.5 Mothers Stunted Infants p-Value 2

[μmol/L]

C 5 0.13 (0.12, 0.14) 0.19 (0.17, 0.37) 0.011
PC aa C36:6 0.028 (0.025, 0.028) 0.031 (0.028, 0.035) 0.044
PC ae C30:2 0.011 (0.01, 0.011) 0.012 (0.012, 0.013) 0.047

SM C22:3 0.017 (0.014, 0.019) 0.022 (0.018, 0.037) 0.014
Citrulline 18.5 (12.2, 22.3) 10.6 (8.7, 16.3) 0.021
Glutamate 1825 (1477, 1977) 1181 (976, 1472) 0.002

Glycine 116 (103, 147) 96.0 (79.5, 104) 0.017
Phenylalanine 12.5 (11.7, 16.1) 11.2 (10.3, 12.0) 0.012

Serine 142 (94.2, 184) 85.0 (79.4, 108) 0.026
Sarcosine 0.61 (0.52, 0.72) 0.46 (0.38, 0.51) 0.044

1 C 5—isovalerylcarnitine/2-methylbutyrylcarnitine/valerylcarnitine; PC aa C36:6—phosphatidylcholine with diacyl
residue sum C36:6; PC ae C30:2—phosphatidylcholine with acyl-alkyl residue sum C30:2; SM C22:3—sphingomyelin
with acyl residue sum C22:3. 2 p-values by Wilcoxon rank sum test.

While milk metabolites were significantly associated (p < 0.05) in both groups, the correlation
profile differed considerably. These significant relationships were found not only among metabolites
that were significantly different in concentration between the two groups but also among metabolites
that had similar concentrations in all milk samples across groups, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Spearman rank correlation map of milk metabolites in (a) BMI > 18.5 mothers and (b) stunted
infants groups. Only significant correlations are shown (p < 0.05).
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4. Discussion

4.1. Validation Using Pooled Human Milk

LC-MS: The new internal standards for amino acids and biogenic amines, and the extension of the
calibrator curve allowed a more accurate analysis of the milk metabolites. While proline, tryptophan,
and valine revealed saturation effects at mid calibrator levels, the measured milk concentrations of
these amino acids, however, were well within the linear calibrator curve and the high level calibrators
were not needed. While the low range of the calibrator curve was also extended to Cal 0.5 and 0.25,
alanine, spermidine, spermine, and ADMA were not quantifiable at the lowest calibrator. Given that
these metabolites were present in milk above Cal 0.5, the low accuracy at Cal 0.25 concentrations was
not problematic. Some of the amino acids and biogenic amines, including ornithine, were found already
in very low concentrations in the non-diluted pooled milk sample; consequently, their concentrations
in the diluted samples were around or below the limit of detection (LOD) and reliable data could
not be obtained. For metabolites within the calibrator curve, the diluted samples were mostly within
80%–120%, indicating some but not serious effects for quantification due to the matrix. The lower
ion spray voltage (IS) intensity found for milk samples when compared to plasma further confirmed
effects due to the milk matrix. To reduce matrix interferences due to early eluting matrix components
(e.g., lactose), results for creatinine, the first eluting metabolite in LC-MS mode could be sacrificed to
maintain MS-integrity and accuracy over time.

FIA: Phospholipids showed the greatest variation in metabolite recovery, and also represented
the largest compound class of metabolites analyzed. Some of the variation could be explained by
low abundance of metabolites at the edges of the calibrator range, or standard additions possibly
to levels of saturation and therefore loss of linearity and accuracy. However, selectivity issues by
milk-specific interferences cannot be excluded. No extended calibrator curve was necessary in FIA
mode. The relative concentration of the analytes in the diluted samples compared to the non-diluted
samples of generally above 100%, and often above 150% at higher dilutions, suggested some ion
suppression due to the matrix which can be overcome by sample dilution. However, no metabolite was
affected by the matrix to a degree that would not allow quantitation. However, given the abundance of
lactose in the sample (~7%), a greater dilution would be preferable to reduce contamination of the MS
by matrix constituents in FIA mode.

We found all detectable amino acids, sphingomyelins, and the sum of hexoses in human milk,
but only 25% of the acylcarnitines, 50% of the biogenic amines, and 68% of the phospholipids. A recent
study on plasma metabolites of healthy men and women (18–80 years) using the AbsoluteIDQ® p180
kit reported fewer of the amino acids, biogenic amines, acylcarnitines, and sphingomyelins in plasma,
but more phospholipids [27], illustrating the variations in metabolite profile depending on specimen
analyzed. Moreover, that study reported that the metabolic profile of plasma and urine can predict
sex with >90% accuracy, as well as age (based on gender), and within females the menopausal status
could be predicted with >80% accuracy. Other studies showed that differences in plasma metabolite
profiles could be a useful diagnostic tool for Alzheimer’s disease and cognitive impairment, or type
2 diabetes [28,29], further indicating the importance and relevance of the information than can be
derived from the milk metabolome to the phenotype and status [27].

4.2. Feasibility Plate

Differences by Group Assignment

Overall, the metabolites detected in the feasibility plate using milk from Bangladeshi women
were similar to those in the pooled human milk sample. The observed higher concentrations in milk
from BMI > 18.5 mothers for selected amino amides and biogenic amines and lower concentrations of
phospholipids, acylcarnitines, and sphingomyelins are consistent with alterations found in the serum
metabolome of stunted compared to non-stunted children (1 to 5 years of age) in Malawi by Semba et al.,
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using the same AbsoluteIDQ® p180 kit [30]. Stunting can be caused by intrauterine growth retardation,
inadequate nutrition for optimal infant growth and development, or repeated infections early in
life, and usually originates in utero [31]. Thus, the reported low circulating amino acids and other
metabolome alterations in the blood of stunted children in Malawi may stem from challenges in utero
and early infancy, including possible effects derived from the lower supply of amino acids in human
milk as reported here. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that human growth is regulated by
the mechanistic target of rapamycin complex C1 (mTORC1), a major growth regulating pathway,
which suppresses protein and lipid synthesis and cellular growth when intake of specific amino acids
is insufficient [30,32]. However, since we do not have the full information about maternal and infant
characteristics, including exact stage of lactation for each sample, we cannot exclude that additional
maternal or infant factors possibly affect the milk metabolome. Nonetheless, correlation patterns
changed in milk fed to stunted infants, indicating alterations of the milk metabolome and its pattern
could be related to the infant phenotype. Since the alterations in the metabolome correlation profile were
not limited to metabolites showing significant differences in concentrations, these relationships may be
also affected by maternal or infant status. However, our sample size was very small, the anthropometric
status of infants in the group of BMI > 18.5 mothers was unknown, and further research is needed to
confirm and explore the results found in this feasibility study.

5. Conclusions

This is the first study to validate the commercially available AbsoluteIDQ® p180 assay for targeted
metabolomics in the human milk matrix. A greater range of calibrators is needed to accommodate the
wide range of milk metabolite concentrations; new available internal standards improved accuracy of
the results. While the primary purpose of this study was the validation of the AbsoluteIDQ® p180 assay
for the human milk matrix, and it was not our intention to draw conclusions about group differences
in metabolites from the feasibility plate, the observed differences in concentrations and metabolome
profiles in the two groups warrant further investigation of the mother–infant relationship and the
importance of milk metabolome for infant optimal growth and development, which is now possible
using identical targeted metabolomics assays for blood and milk samples.
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Abstract: In view of continuing reports of high prevalence of severe vitamin D deficiency and low rate
of infant vitamin D supplementation, an alternative strategy for prevention of vitamin D deficiency
in infants warrants further study. The aim of this randomized controlled trial among 95 exclusively
breastfeeding mother–infant pairs with high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency was to compare the
effect of six-month post-partum vitamin D3 maternal supplementation of 6000 IU/day alone with
maternal supplementation of 600 IU/day plus infant supplementation of 400 IU/day on the vitamin
D status of breastfeeding infants in Doha, Qatar. Serum calcium, parathyroid hormone, maternal
urine calcium/creatinine ratio and breast milk vitamin D content were measured. At baseline, the
mean serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D) of mothers on 6000 IU and 600 IU (35.1 vs. 35.7 nmol/L)
and in their infants (31.9 vs. 29.6) respectively were low but similar. At the end of the six month
supplementation, mothers on 6000 IU achieved higher serum 25(OH)D mean ± SD of 98 ± 35 nmol/L
than 52 ± 20 nmol/L in mothers on 600 IU (p < 0.0001). Of mothers on 6000 IU, 96% achieved
adequate serum 25(OH)D (≥50 nmol/L) compared with 52%in mothers on 600 IU (p < 0.0001). Infants
of mothers on 600 IU and also supplemented with 400 IU vitamin D3 had slightly higher serum
25(OH)D than infants of mothers on 6000 IU alone (109 vs. 92 nmol/L, p = 0.03); however, similar
percentage of infants in both groups achieved adequate serum 25(OH)D ≥50 nmol/L (91% vs. 89%,
p = 0.75). Mothers on 6000 IU vitamin D3/day also had higher human milk vitamin D content.
Safety measurements, including serum calcium and urine calcium/creatinine ratios in the mother
and serum calcium levels in the infants were similar in both groups. Maternal 6000 IU/day vitamin
D3 supplementation alone safely optimizes maternal vitamin D status, improves milk vitamin D
to maintain adequate infant serum 25(OH)D. It thus provides an alternative option to prevent the
burden of vitamin D deficiency in exclusively breastfeeding infants in high-risk populations and
warrants further study of the effective dose.
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1. Introduction

Chronic vitamin D deficiency resulting in rickets remains a serious childhood public health
problem worldwide, particularly in breastfeeding infants who lack sun exposure and vitamin D
supplementation in Asia, parts of Africa and the Middle East, including Qatar, and among the
immigrant population from the above countries to Europe, Australia and New Zealand [1,2]. Although
vitamin D is effective in preventing vitamin D deficiency, recent reports confirmed that nutritional
rickets due to vitamin D deficiency is common and the prevalence is significantly higher in Middle
Eastern countries [3], some parts of Asia [4] and among children of immigrant and minority populations
than the Western population in prospective and cross-section studies [5]. Of 540 Qatari children of
less than five years of age attending a primary health care clinic, 24% were found to have nutritional
rickets [3]. A national survey of vitamin D deficiency in Mongolian children <5 years found that
42% of the children had serum 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D] < 23 nmol/L and 50% of those with
serum 25(OH)D < 23 nmol/L had clinical rickets [4]. Despite reports of high prevalence of nutritional
rickets, especially in high risk populations worldwide [1–5], and the different recommendations from
professional bodies and expert advisory groups on preventive measures [1,6], the prevalence of vitamin
D deficiency associated with increased risk of rickets continues to be a significant public health problem,
especially in breastfed infants [2,7–9] due to low vitamin D intake from the breast milk, low vitamin D
supplementation and lack of sunlight exposure. The prevalence and magnitude of vitamin D deficiency
depends on the definition used in the reported studies. The Institute of Medicine defines vitamin D
deficiency as serum 25(OH)D < 30 nmol/L [9] while the Endocrine Society defines serum 25(OH)D <
50 nmol/L as vitamin D deficiency [10]. Some studies report the prevalence of 25(OH)D < 25 nmol/L as
cutoff for vitamin D deficiency in unsupplemented breastfed infants with 43% in New Delhi, India [11],
and 58% in a cohort of Arab breastfed infants in Doha, Qatar [12]. Furthermore, the prevalence of
serum 25(OH)D < 30 nmol/L associated with increased risk of nutritional rickets [1] range from 13% in
Cincinnati, Ohio [13], and 22% in Mexico City [13]. In a review of global vitamin D status based on
articles published in PubMed/Medline, the prevalence of vitamin D deficiency as defined in the present
study (serum 25(OH)D < 50 nmol/L) [10] in infants range from 24%, 40%, 46% to as high as 93%, 96%
and 99% in Argentina, Australia, Black American (US), in Iran, Kuwait and India respectively [14].

Besides rickets, vitamin D deficiency or suboptimal vitamin D intake in infancy has also been
shown to be associated with increased risk of lower respiratory tract infections in infancy and
childhood [15,16] and vitamin D deficiency should, therefore, be regarded as a significant public health
problem in children and prevention, particularly in the breastfed infants, requires heightened attention.
The natural sources of vitamin D after birth in breastfeeding infants are previous transplacental transfer,
human milk and sunlight exposure. The infant vitamin D stores at birth are dependent on maternal
vitamin D status during pregnancy [17]. There are many documented reports of high prevalence of
vitamin D deficiency during pregnancy worldwide associated with lack of sunlight exposure and
inadequate vitamin D corrective supplements [8] that will predispose their infants to low vitamin D
stores at birth [17]. The few studies that have also reported vitamin D status of breastfeeding mothers,
indicate high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency (serum 25(OH)D < 50 nmol/L) ranging from 15%
in Cincinnati [13], 51% in Shanghai [13], and 62% in Mexico City [13] which would theoretically be
associated with low milk vitamin D intake for the nursing infant.

Since human milk contains low vitamin D (20–70 IU/L), it would be insufficient to meet the
recommended daily intake of 400 IU of vitamin D for infants [6,9] when infant sun exposure is limited
and the mothers are vitamin D deficient. Therefore, the current recommendation from professional
body in the U.S. [6], and experts’ opinion [1,9,10] is that all infants receive direct oral supplementation
of 400 IU vitamin D/day to maintain adequate vitamin D status to prevent vitamin D deficiency.
Compliance with vitamin D supplementation in breastfeeding infants has been reported to be very
low and recent studies from the US found vitamin D supplementation rate of 5%–19% in fully
breastfed infants during the first six months of life [18,19]. In addition, vitamin D supplementation of
breastfeeding infants does not address the concomitant high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in
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their mothers. Therefore, ensuring maternal vitamin D sufficiency has been suggested as part of the
strategy to prevent vitamin D deficiency in breastfed infants and their mothers [8,20]. This led to a
pilot study of high-dose maternal vitamin D supplementation alone to prevent vitamin D deficiency in
breastfeeding mother and her nursing infant.

Because of increasing reports of rickets [21] and the high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency
in breastfeeding infants [6,8,21] and the new data in adults on the safety of up to 10,000 IU/day of
vitamin D supplementation [22], a larger study from Charleston, South Carolina in the US, compared
the effect of daily high-dose maternal vitamin D supplementation alone of 6400 IU with maternal
supplementation of 400 IU/day and direct infant supplementation of 300 IU/day for six months on
vitamin D status of breastfeeding infants [23]. The authors found significantly increased maternal serum
25(OH)D and breast milk vitamin D content in the maternal high-dose group [23]. The mean serum
25(OH)D in the nursing infants following high-dose maternal supplementation alone were similar to
those in infants following maternal plus infant supplementation. There were no safety concerns related
to vitamin D supplementation in mothers and infants as measured by serum calcium levels and urine
calcium–creatinine ratio [23]. In a more recent large National Institute of Health-funded randomized
controlled trial the same group from Charleston, South Carolina, compared the effectiveness of maternal
vitamin D3 supplementation of 6400 IU/day alone with maternal plus infant supplementation with
400 IU/day in 334 exclusively breastfeeding mother–infant pairs. The authors confirmed that maternal
supplementation alone with 6400 IU/day significantly increased maternal vitamin D status to meet
the requirement of the nursing infant without safety issues [24]. The vitamin D content of the breast
milk was not measured in this later study to assesses the contribution of milk vitamin D. In view of
the reported high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in Arab mother–infant breastfeeding dyads [8],
reported low rate of infant vitamin D supplementation, and the possible effect of baseline vitamin
D status on the response to supplementation dose [25,26], the present randomized controlled trial
was conducted to compare the effect of high-dose maternal vitamin D supplementation alone with
combined maternal and direct infant vitamin D supplementation on vitamin D status of breastfeeding
infant in this high-risk population. To our knowledge, this was the first study to further examine and
compare with previous landmark US studies the effect of daily maternal vitamin D supplementation
alone on maternal and breast milk vitamin D status as part of a strategy to reduce the burden of vitamin
D deficiency in breastfeeding mother–infant pairs in a population with endemic vitamin D deficiency.

1.1. Primary Aim

The effect of 6000 IU/day maternal vitamin D3 supplementation alone was compared with maternal
supplementation of 600 IU/day plus direct infant supplementation of 400 IU/day vitamin D3 on the
serum 25(OH)D levels of breastfeeding mothers and their infants including the percentage of mothers
and infants that achieved a priori criteria of adequate serum 25(OH)D levels of ≥50 nmol/L [9].

1.2. Secondary Aim

The effect of maternal high-dose (6000 IU/day) vitamin D3 and 600 IU/day maternal vitamin D3

supplementation on human milk vitamin D content was also evaluated.
The hypothesis was that 6000 IU/day maternal vitamin D3 supplementation alone would optimize

vitamin D status of exclusively breastfeeding mother and maintain vitamin D status of the nursing
infant at equivalent level to that of an infant on direct oral vitamin D3 supplementation of 400 IU/day
plus maternal 600 IU/day vitamin D3 supplementation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Trial Design, Setting and Participants

This was a randomized, controlled, double-blind trial of the effect of 6000 IU/day maternal vitamin
D3 supplementation alone versus maternal vitamin D3 supplementation of 600 IU/day plus direct
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infant vitamin D3 supplementation of 400 IU/day on the vitamin D status of breastfeeding infants
in a sunny environment of Doha, Qatar. Arab breastfeeding mothers in Doha and Al-Wakra, Qatar,
who delivered at term (37–42 weeks) at Al-Wakra Hospital, Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) and
planned to fully breastfeed their babies for the first 4–6 months postpartum were eligible for the study
and were enrolled within four weeks of delivery and followed up for six months (during the period of
August 2013–May 2016).

The study was approved by Hamad Medical Corporation and Weill Cornell Medical College Qatar
Joint Institutional Review Board (JIRB No. 13-00036), and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical
Center Institutional Review Board (IRB) (study No. 2013–4909). Subjects were included in the study
if they met the following criteria: (1) Arab women who delivered at term and presented for routine
follow-up within 4 weeks after delivery, (2) were self-reported to be in good health, (3) agreed to blood
and milk collection at enrollment and follow up to blood draw from the infant for study investigations,
(4) planned to fully breastfeed for at least 4–6 months and (5) would be available for follow up visits.
Exclusion criteria were mothers with pre-existing calcium disorders, active thyroid disease, Type 1
diabetes or liver diseases, which are likely to affect vitamin D status of the mothers and those of the
infants. Mothers of infants with major or multiple congenital anomalies were also excluded.

2.2. Initial Visit and Baseline Data

Each mother completed questionnaires on socio-demographic and health status. These included
maternal age, nationality, and educational level and occupation of herself and the father of the
infant. Pregnancy and delivery information, and infant dietary and neonatal history including growth
parameters were recorded. Maternal and infant sunlight exposure behaviors was based on usual
outdoor clothing and included body surface area (BSA) exposed to sunlight, duration of sun exposure
outdoor (h/week) and sun index score (%BSA x h/week of sun exposure), which correlate with serum
vitamin D status in adults and infants [18,27]. The season in which the blood samples were drawn were
defined as “hot season” (April–September) and “cool season” (October–March). Baseline biochemical
parameters including serum vitamin D status and calcium homeostasis were assessed as a function of
season and sunlight exposure characteristics at first visit. The data provided information with which to
compare the results derived from different supplementation groups and at other different time points.

Maternal weight and height were recorded to determine the body mass index (BMI), (weight
(kg)/height (meter squared)). BMI was not included as criterion for exclusion because of the high
prevalence of overweight and obesity in the Arab population. It was taken into account in the analysis
as possible confounding variable.

2.3. Interventions

Vitamin D Supplementation, Randomization, Blinding

The mother’s vitamin D tablets of 6000 IU or 600 IU were of similar color and taste and were
manufactured and supplied by Tischon Corp (Salisbury, Maryland) as in our previous randomized
controlled trial (RCT) [25] and each mother received a 100-day supply for three months visit and was
repeated at the fourth visit. Biotics Research Corporation (Rosenberg, Texas, USA) manufactured and
supplied infant vitamin D3 drops and the placebo administered daily to each infant. The medication
met FDA guidelines and has been used in breastfeeding infants in the USA [24]. The vitamin D drops
contained 0 IU (placebo) and 400 IU that were similar in taste, appearance and smell. Mothers were
instructed to administer one drop daily to their nursing infants. The investigators, patients, and health
care providers were blinded to treatment.

The onsite physician-investigators, assisted by research nurse coordinators, enrolled eligible
patients after obtaining informed consent. The consented mother–infant pairs were randomly
assigned to compare two treatment regimens of vitamin D3 supplementations: (a) high-dose maternal
supplementation with 6000 IU/day of vitamin D3 and the infant received placebo and (b) maternal
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supplementation with 600 IU/day of vitamin D3 plus the infant receiving 400 IU/day of vitamin D3

orally. The literature suggests that 1000 IU vitamin D supplementation would increase milk vitamin D
by 80 IU/L [23,28]; therefore, high-dose 6000 IU vitamin D3 maternal supplementation was chosen to
improve maternal vitamin D status and increase milk vitamin D to a level that could meet the current
need of the nursing infant. The current recommended lactating mother vitamin D intake of 600 IU and
400 IU infant intake [9] were chosen as control. The sampling procedure was designed by a statistician
to achieve a seasonally balanced study population so that equal number of each group were enrolled
during each of the two major seasons. A random assignment conducted as a stratified block design
was computer generated to ensure equal number of mothers were randomly assigned to each of the
two treatment groups monthly. Mothers on 6000 IU/day were provided with infant vitamin D drops
with 0 IU vitamin D3, and mothers on 600 IU/day were provided with infant vitamin D drops with 400
IU vitamin D3. A secretary not involved in the project kept a list of randomization code.

2.4. Follow Up of Subjects

Research nurses assisted in the screening, enrollment, data collection and the follow up of mothers
and the infants. The research coordinators completed the questionnaires and schedule appointments
for blood draw for vitamin D and calcium homeostatic parameters, anthropometric measurement,
pill count, as well as urine and breast milk collection. A computer generated calendar served as a
reminder to contact the patients prior to their appointment. Each month, the study data manager and
the research nurses generated electronic report on patient recruitment and retention, and every effort
was made to reschedule patient for missed appointment.

2.5. Measurement of Outcome Variables

Maternal serum 25(OH)D, parathyroid hormone (PTH) and calcium were monitored at visit
1(enrollment) within 4 weeks postpartum, visit 4 (4 months postpartum after 3 months of vitamin
D supplementation), and visit seven (seven months postpartum after six months of vitamin D
supplementation). Infant serum 25(OH)D, PTH, and Ca, were also monitored at visits 1, 4 and 7.
Serum calcium and maternal urine Ca/Cr ratio detects any possible episodes of hypercalcemia and
hypercalciuria. The PTH versus vitamin D status relationship was included to compare response to
vitamin D supplementation. Maternal urine pregnancy tests were performed monthly. If the mother
was found to be pregnant, she would be informed and exit the study because of the uncertainty of the
effect of giving high-dose maternal medication to the mother during the first trimester of pregnancy.

2.6. Laboratory Methods

Maternal and infant serum 25(OH)D and intact PTH. Total serum 25(OH)D levels were measured
in HMC chemical laboratory by direct competitive chemiluminescence immunoassay on DiaSorin
liaison platform (DiaSorin Liaison, Saluggia, VC, Italy). Serum intact PTH levels were measured also
by chemiluminescence immunoassay (Unicel DxL 600, Beckman Coulter, Inc, CA, USA) as previously
reported [12]. Vitamin D deficiency was defined a priori as serum 25(OH)D levels < 50 nmol/L [10]
and vitamin D adequacy as serum 25(OH)D 50 nmol/L or greater [9] for this study.

Maternal and infant calcium measurement. The serum concentrations of calcium and urinary
calcium and creatinine were measured in HMC Clinical Laboratory using standard analytic methods.

Breast milk vitamin D content. A 25 ml aliquot of full breast milk expression was collected at
visits 1, 4 and 7 and frozen. The milk vitamin D content was measured by the use of LC-MS/MS Mass
spectrometry techniques. Solvents were removed under a vacuum and samples were purified with the
use of 2 chemically different HPLC systems. The final quantitation of the vitamin D and 25(OH)D was
achieved by LC_MS/MS. The day-to-day inter-assay and intra-assay CVs for quantification were ≤
12% [29]. The milk vitamin D contents were converted to antirachitic activity (ARA) using accepted
conversion methods [29,30].
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2.7. Safety Outcome

Each mother was monitored monthly for hypercalciuria. Vitamin D metabolites, serum calcium
and urinary calcium/creatinine (Ca/Cr) ratio were monitored closely, and the results checked to detect
any values in cautionary or higher than the predetermined parameters. Vitamin D3 supplementation
was stopped if maternal serum calcium was >2.75 mmol/L and urine Ca/Cr ratio > 1 mmol/mmol [31].
Serum 25(OH)D > 95 ng/ml was defined as upper limit of serum 25(OH)D [10]. In recent studies
with high-dose vitamin D supplementation of lactating women there were no evidence of toxicity as
shown by either hypercalcemia or hypercalciuria [23,24]. Nonetheless, to ensure safety, Data Safety
Monitoring Board (including chemical pathologist, endocrinologist, and a pediatrician) monitored
reports of adverse events and compliance.

2.8. Sample Size Calculation

The primary outcome was infant serum 25(OH)D concentration at the seventh month postpartum
and the secondary outcome was percentage of infants that achieved adequate vitamin D status defined
a priori as serum 25(OH)D 50 nmol/L or greater. Based upon the data from published study [23], we
calculated a percentage of infants in each group with serum 25(OH)D levels of at least 50 nmol/L
(20 ng/ml) as successful outcome. Using these percentages as probability of a successful outcome, we
estimated that the sample size of 160 mother–infant pairs will provide 90% power to show statistical
non-inferiority (defined as <5% difference in success rate) in infants whose mothers alone were
supplemented with vitamin D compared with infants whose mothers were supplemented with 600 IU
and the infants also received oral supplementation and allowing for unexpected attrition rate which
resulted in a total of 190 mother–infant pairs with 95 mother–infant pairs per group. This sample size
also allowed us to compare maternal serum and milk vitamin D levels in between the groups over
time using appropriate statistical analysis including linear mixed model.

2.9. Statistical Analysis

All patient demographic and outcome data were entered into a Red Cap database. The primary
variables collected were maternal and infant serum 25(OH)D concentrations at visits 1, 4 and 7.
Univariate statistics were generated to examine their distribution as well as missing values and
potential outliers. We investigated the distribution of measured variables across groups to observe
if there were any differential distribution problems. Kolmogorov Smirnov test, histogram, Q-Q plot,
and box plot were used to control for normality. If variables were not normally distributed, they
were presented as medians and differences examined by non-parametric tests. Student-t test was
used to ascertain the significance of differences between mean values of two continuous variables and
confirmed by non-parametric Mann–Whitney test. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used to
evaluate the strength of concordance between variables. A series of simple linear regressions were
conducted to examine the contribution of each of the potential confounder or covariate variables on
the outcome. Variables found to be significant in this analysis were included in the final model. The
model was a general linear mixed model that incorporates the repeated nature of the data as well
as potential confounder variables. Specifically, we used PROC and GENMOD with an identity link
function and generalized estimating equation approach to model the relationship between vitamin
D and the dose group while accounting for the potential confounding variables. We compared as
secondary outcome the percentage of breastfeeding infants in the two groups that achieved serum
25(OH)D levels 50 nmol/L or greater at each time point in the study using Chi-squared test.

As secondary aim, analysis of variance was conducted to test the difference in terms of milk
vitamin D content between the two maternal supplementation dose groups at the different time points.
This was followed up with pairwise tests of the groups using Tukey’s post hoc tests to adjust for the
potential multiple testing and control for other factors that may be associated with changes in vitamin
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D levels. Statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc., Carry, NC, USA). The
level p < 0.05 was considered as the cut-off value for significance.

3. Results

Of the 420 mothers that were assessed for eligibility, 190 consented to participate and were
randomized with IRB acceptance to two treatment groups: maternal 6000 IU/day group plus infant
placebo (0 IU/day vitamin D) versus maternal 600 IU/day group plus direct infant supplementation
with 400 IU/day vitamin D3. Sixty-two (32%) of the mothers did not continue participation after
randomization without any specific explanation but their baseline data were included in the analysis.
One hundred twenty-eight mothers (67%) continued active participation through visit 4 while 104
(55%) completed the study to visit 7 for analysis (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Flow chart of the participants throughout the study. *EBF—Exclusive Breastfeeding.

The mean age of the mothers was 29.6 years, weight was 76 kg, and BMI 29.3. There were no
significant differences in all the baseline characteristics including vitamin D status of the mothers and
infants between the two groups and breast milk vitamin D content (Tables 1 and 2). Of the mothers
and infants with available data, 83% of the mothers were vitamin D deficient (serum 25(OH)D <
50 nmol/L) and 21% had serum 25(OH)D < 25 nmol/L, which is below serum 25(OH)D considered to
be associated with osteomalacia [9]. Similarly, 82% of the infants were vitamin D deficient and 47%
had serum 25(OH)D < 25 nmol/L, values which are associated with rickets [9]. The mean percentage
of maternal body surface area (BSA) exposure outdoors of 13% with 0.32 hr/wk of sun exposure and
mean sun index score of 6.6 were low. Although the infants BSA exposure outdoors (26%) was higher
than in the mothers, the duration of sun exposure, 0.13 hr/wk, was lower. All the results indicated low
maternal and infant sunlight exposure. On univariate analysis, maternal 25(OH)D correlated with BSA
(rs = 0.2, p = 0.005) and infant 25(OH)D correlated with maternal BSA (rs = 0.19, p = 0.009) (Spearman’s
correlation).
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Table 1. Baseline (Visit 1) characteristics and vitamin D status of exclusively breastfeeding mothers by
maternal supplementation group.

Variables N++
6000 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

N++
600 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

p-value

Age (years) 95 29.7 ± 5.0 95 29.5 ± 4.6 0.87
Weight (Kg) 95 77.4 ± 16.4 95 75.4 ± 16.4 0.40
Body Mass Index 95 29.4 ± 5.6 95 29.1 ± 6.0 0.33
Education 95 95
• None/elementary 4 3 0.76
• High school 17 14
• College/University 74 78

Subjective health score 95 7.6 7.6 0.95
Season at enrollment (hot) % 95 50.5 95 51.6 0.88
Sun exposure behavior 95 95
• % BSA exposure outdoors 11.7 ± 7.2 13.6 ± 12.1 0.19
• Sun exposure (h/week) 0.27 ± 0.88 0.38 ± 1.55 0.56
• Sun index score (% BSA x sun

exposure h/week) 4.5 ± 15.9 8.7 ± 34.9 0.29

Serum Ca (mmol/L) 95 2.36 ± 0.08 94 2.34 ± 0.07 0.11
Urine CA/Cr ratio (mmol/mmol) 90 0.17 ± 0.15 90 0.14 ± 0.12 0.24
Serum 25(OH)D (nmol/L) 94 35.1 ± 16.3 94 35.7 ± 13.6 0.76
Serum PTH (pg/ml) 94 46.4 ± 25.7 93 50.4 ± 25.2 0.29
Breast milk vitamin D (IU/L) 92 25.5 ± 72.0 90 17.4 ± 42.4 0.36

++ N = number of observations. No significant differences between the two groups. PTH = parathyroid hormone.

Table 2. Baseline (visit 1) characteristics and vitamin D status of exclusively breastfeeding infants by
maternal supplementation group.

Variables N++
6000 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

N++
600 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

p-value

Weight (g) 95 3404 ± 509 95 3338 ± 448 0.34
Length (cm) 95 50.8 ± 2.9 95 50.8 ± 2.1 0.86
Head circumference (cm) 95 34.8 ± 2.2 95 34.7 ± 1.4 0.58
Sun exposure behavior
• % BSA exposure outdoors 95 25.6 ± 13.2 95 26.3 ± 16.8 0.75
• Sun exposure (h/week) 95 0.15 ± 0.5 95 0.11 ± 0.39 0.55
• Sun index score (% BSA x sun

exposure h/week) 95 5.1 ± 18.1 95 3.95 ± 14.7 0.63

Serum Ca (mmol/L) 95 2.70 ± 0.08 94 2.69 ± 0.09 0.79
Serum 25(OH)D (nmol/L) 93 31.9 ± 21.7 94 29.6 ± 16.1 0.41
Serum PTH (pg/ml) 91 30.4 ± 21.4 91 31.1 ± 21.8 0.84

++ N = number of observations. No significant differences were observed between the two groups.

3.1. Follow Up

3.1.1. Primary Outcome

The primary outcomes of the study were the serum 25(OH)D concentrations in both the mothers
and the infants. Following intervention, maternal and infant serum 25(OH)D increased in both groups
from baseline. The mean 25(OH)D concentrations were higher at visit 4 (88 nmol/L vs. 51 nmol/L, p
< 0.0001) and at visit 7 (98 nmol/L vs. 51 nmol/L, p < 0.0001) in mothers on 6000 IU/day than those
on 600 IU/day (Table 3). There was a higher serum 25(OH)D level in infants on direct vitamin D
supplementation of 400 IU/day plus maternal supplementation of 600 IU/day than in infants of mothers
on 6000 IU/day alone without infant supplementation (p < 0.001) at visit 4. At visit 7, serum 25(OH)D
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was slightly higher in infants on direct 400 IU/day vitamin D plus maternal 600 IU/day vitamin D
supplementation compared with infants whose mothers alone were supplemented with 6000 IU/day
vitamin D3 (p < 0.03) (Table 3).

Table 3. Comparison of serum 25(OH)D concentrations in exclusively breastfeeding mothers and
infants by group and visit.

Variables Visit N++
6000 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

N++
600 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

p-value

Maternal Serum
25(OH)D nmol/L

1 94 35.1 ± 16.3 94 35.7 ± 13.6 0.76
4 68 88.3 ± 32.2 60 51.4 ± 15.7 <0.0001 *
7 56 98.2 ± 36.5 48 51.7 ± 19.8 <0.0001 *

Infant Serum
25(OH)D nmol/L

1 93 31.9 ± 21.7 94 29.6 ± 16.1 0.41
4 67 81.4 ± 26.5 60 105.5 ± 50.4 0.001 *
7 55 92.2 ± 35.5 47 109.1 ± 43.3 0.03 *

++ N = number of observations. * Maternal serum 25(OH)D (nmol/l) and infant serum 25(OH)D (nmol/L) were
significantly different between the two groups at visit 4 and visit 7 (Two-sided T-tests).

3.1.2. Secondary Outcome

The percentage of mothers and infants that achieved serum 25(OH)D ≥ 50 nmol/L, considered
adequate by the Institute of Medicine based on the needs of 97.5% of the healthy population for bone
health [9], were similar in the two groups at baseline; 18% in the 6000 IU group vs. 16% in the 600 IU
group (p = 0.70). However, by visit 7, there was a significantly higher percentage of mothers in 6000 IU
group with adequate vitamin D status than mothers in 600 IU group (96% vs. 52%, p < 0.0001) (Table 4).

Table 4. Categories of maternal and infant serum 25(OH)D status by visit and group.

Variables Visit 6000 IU Group [n/N (%)] 600 IU Group [n/N (%)] p-value

Maternal Serum
25(OH)D ≥ 50 nmol/L

1 17/94 (18%) 15/94 (16%) 0.70

4 64/68 (94%) 30/60 (50%) <0.0001 *

7 54/56 (96%) 25/48 (52%) <0.0001 *

Infant Serum
25(OH)D ≥ 50 nmol/L

1 18/93 (19%) 15/94 (16%) 0.54

4 59/67 (88%) 53/60 (88%) 0.96

7 49/55 (89%) 43/47 (91%) 0.75

n = number of observations with serum 25(OH)D value ≥ 50 nmol/L within the group and N is number of
observations in each group. (%) is the percentage of serum 25(OH)D ≥ 50 nmol/L within each group. * Significant
difference between the two groups of mothers at visits 4 and 7 (Chi-squared test).

For the infants, the percentage of infants with adequate vitamin D status (serum 25(OH)D ≥ 50
nmol/L) in the two groups were similar at all the visits and at visit 7, the end of study, (91% in infants
on direct plus maternal supplementation vs. 89% in infants whose mothers alone were supplemented,
p = 0.75) (Table 4).

3.1.3. Serum PTH Findings

Serum PTH were evaluated to assess the PTH and vitamin D response to vitamin D
supplementation during the intervention. At visit 7, the higher PTH in mothers in 600 IU group was
associated with significantly lower serum 25(OH)D than those of mothers in 6000 IU group (51.3 vs.
39.7 pg/mL) (p < 0.003) (Table 5). There were no differences in the serum PTH levels of infants in the
two groups at any of the visit times (Table 5).
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Table 5. Comparison of maternal and infant serum calcium, PTH and maternal urine Ca/Cr ratio and
infant serum calcium and PTH by group and visit.

Variables Visit N++
6000 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

N++
600 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

p-value

Maternal

Serum Ca (mmol/L)
1 95 3.36 ± 0.08 94 2.33 ± 0.07 0.11
4 68 2.35 ± 0.08 60 2.33 ± 0.08 0.26
7 58 2.34 ± 0.08 47 2.34 ± 0.09 0.86

Serum PTH (pg/ml)
1 94 46.4 ± 25.7 93 50.4 ± 25.1 0.29
4 68 40.1 ± 22.3 61 47.0 ± 20.1 0.06
7 58 39.7 ± 18.1 48 51.3 ± 25.6 0.003 *

Urine Ca/Cr ratio
(mmol/mmol)

1 90 0.16 ± 0.15 90 0.14 ± 12.0 0.24
4 66 0.24 ± 0.27 60 0.20 ± 0.15 0.24
7 56 0.24 ± 0.20 49 0.19 ± 0.13 0.13

Infant

Serum Ca (mmol/L)
1 95 2.69 ± 0.08 94 2.69 ± 0.09 0.31
4 67 2.62 ± 0.09 60 2.64 ± 0.09 0.31
7 57 2.57 ± 0.09 48 2.54 ± 0.09 0.15

Serum PTH (pg/ml)
1 91 30.4 ± 21.4 91 31.1 ± 21.8 0.84
4 64 20.7 ± 12.0 59 21.3 ± 13.0 0.78
7 57 26.7 ± 28.0 47 26.7 ± 13.2 0.98

++ N = number of observations. * The maternal serum PTH significantly different between the two groups
(Two-sided T-tests).

3.1.4. Breast Milk Vitamin D Content

The breast milk vitamin D content in mothers in the two groups was evaluated to compare the
effect of maternal vitamin D3 supplementation of 6000 IU/day and 600 IU/day on milk vitamin D supply
to their nursing infants. There was a very significant interaction between the milk vitamin D during the
intervention (Figure 2). The mean vitamin D content at baseline were low in both groups of mothers
(25 IU/L in 6000 IU group vs. 17.4 IU/L in 600 IU group, p = 0.36) (Table 1) and 57% of 182 lactating
mothers had values below detection of the assay. After six months of vitamin D supplementation
(visit 7), the mothers in 6000 IU group achieved higher mean vitamin D milk content of 202 ± 190
compared with 26.2 ± 38 in mothers in 600 IU group (p < 0.0001). The median values of milk vitamin D
are compared in Table 6 using nonparametric tests since the data was not normally distributed.
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Figure 2. Breast milk vitamin D showed significant interactions between the groups. Mothers in 6000
IU group had substantial higher mean vD milk content of 202 IU/L compared with 26 IU/L in mothers
in the 600 IU group at visit 7 (p < 0.0001).

Table 6. Comparison of breast milk vitamin D between groups at Visit 1, Visit 4, Visit 7.

Variables Visit N++
6000 IU Group

(n = 95)
Median (Range)

N++
600 IU Group

(n = 95)
Median (Range)

p-value

Breast Milk
Vitamin D (IU/L)

1 92 8.1 (8.1, 532.0) 90 8.1 (8.1, 379.9) 0.7657
4 68 185.9 (8.1, 644.0) 60 12.1 (8.1, 70.8) <0.0001 *
7 54 143.7 (8.1, 852.5) 41 14.3 (8.1, 203.1) <0.0001 *

++ N = number of observations. * The median milk vitamin D content were significantly different between the two
groups at visits 4 and 7 (Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney Test).

3.1.5. Safety Assessment

Total serum calcium levels were similar at baseline and at visits 4 and 7 in both groups of mothers.
Similarly, the mean urine maternal calcium/creatinine ratios were similar at visits 1, 4 and 7 (Table 5)
and there were no safety concerns. Serum calcium levels in the two groups of infants were also similar
at visits 1, 4 and 7 (Table 5). The Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) monitored the progress of the
study and did not identify serious adverse events that warranted stopping the study.

3.1.6. Health Outcomes

A. The mothers on 6000 IU (group 1) had a self-reported health status that was not significantly
different than those on 600 IU (group 2) at visit 4 (p = 0.95) and at visit 7 (p = 0.83).

B. The health status reported for infants of mother in group 1 was not significantly different than
those of mothers in group 2 at visit 4 (Fisher’s Exact test p = 0.83) and at visit 7 (p = 1.0).

C. Infant growth parameters, weight, length and head circumference, were also similar at baseline
and on follow up between the two groups at visits 4 and 7 (Table 7).
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Table 7. Comparison of Infant Birth Weight (g), Length (cm), and Head Circumference (cm) by Visit
and Group.

Variables Visit N++
6000 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

N++
600 IU Group

(n = 95)
Mean ± SD

p-value

Weight (g)
1

95 3404.7 ± 509.3 95 3338.6 ± 448.4 0.34
Length (cm) 95 50.8 ± 2.9 95 50.9 ± 2.1 0.86

Head circumference (cm) 95 34.8 ± 2.2 95 34.7 ± 1.4 0.58

Weight (g)
4

68 7250.9 ± 849.3 62 7021.2 ± 783 0.11
Length (cm) 68 64.3 ± 2.5 62 64.1 ± 2.4 0.72

Head circumference (cm) 68 41.9 ± 1.5 62 41.6 ± 1.1 0.20

Weight (g)
7

58 8917.0 ± 1085.7 49 8789.0 ± 915.3 0.50
Length (cm) 58 70.7 ± 2.8 49 70.8 ± 3.1 0.84

Head circumference (cm) 58 44.8 ± 1.5 49 44.6 ± 1.0 0.32

++ N = number of observations. There were no significant differences between the two groups.

4. Discussion

The high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in the present study as early as one month postpartum
justifies the need for a modified strategy for prevention of vitamin D deficiency in mother–infant
dyads in Arab breastfeeding population possibly starting from pregnancy. The severity of vitamin D
deficiency suggests that vitamin D deficiency in mothers and infants is an unrecognized public health
problem [12] which is detrimental to mothers and their infants.

Based on the definition of vitamin D deficiency, four out of five breastfed infants in this study
had vitamin D deficiency at the first month of life, 47% had very low serum 25(OH)D level of <25
nmol/L, and over half (57%) had serum 25(OH)D lower than 30 nmol/L which is consistent with
increased risk of rickets and lower respiratory infection without vitamin D supplementation or sunlight
exposure [9,15,16]. The findings support the current reports that vitamin D deficiency in infants
continues to be a significant global public health problem in low and middle resource countries
worldwide [2,7] and warrants heightened attention. The explanations for the high prevalence of
vitamin D deficiency in the exclusively breastfeeding infants in this study include lack of sunlight
exposure shown by low mean sun index score of 4.52 compared with a mean sun index score of 68 in a
cohort of breastfeeding infants in Cincinnati in summer [18], lack of vitamin D supplementation soon
after birth due to “delay policy” of the Health Ministry of the country to supplement breastfeeding
infants with vitamin D from age 2–12 months, and maternal vitamin D deficiency. Sunshine deprivation
is common among mothers and infants in many Middle Eastern countries for cultural reasons and
vitamin D supplementation rate of infants is low as in high income countries [18,19]. Since changes in
sunlight exposure behavior may be difficult culturally, an alternative approach with high-dose maternal
vitamin D supplementation alone was evaluated to optimize maternal vitamin D and milk vitamin D
status to improve vitamin D nutrition of the nursing infant. Under research condition, the currently
recommended direct supplementation of infants with 400 IU/day plus maternal supplementation of 600
IU achieved a slightly higher mean serum 25(OH)D of 109 nmol/L after 6 months of supplementation
(visit 7) than 92 nmol/L in infants whose mothers alone were supplemented with 6000 IU/day and
the infant received no supplementation (p < 0.03). Nonetheless, the percentage of infants in the two
groups that achieved adequate serum 25(OH)D level of ≥50 nmol/L were similar (91% in infants
on direct 400 IU/day plus maternal supplementation of 600 IU/day vs. 89% in infants of mothers
in 6000 IU group and the infant received no supplementation (p = 0.75)) (Table 4). Furthermore,
there were no differences in serum PTH response to vitamin D supplementation in the two groups
at any of the visit times providing additional evidence of similarity in vitamin D status in response
to vitamin D supplementation in both groups of infants (Table 5). Therefore, in the present study,
maternal supplementation alone with 6000 IU/day vitamin D3 achieved adequate infant vitamin D
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status, similar to direct infant supplementation of 400 IU/day plus maternal supplementation of 600
IU/day vitamin D3.

A recent large randomized controlled trial indicated that serum 25(OH)D of infants who had
direct vitamin D supplementation with 400 IU/day plus maternal supplementation of 400 IU/day and
infants of mothers on 6400 IU/day supplementation alone and the infant received no supplementation
were similar (108 vs. 98 nmol/L) [24] and our findings in infants are similar to theirs. It is also of
interest that mean serum 25(OH)D of 90 nmol/L had been reported among unsupplemented infants of
indigenous populations in East Africa who do not lack sunlight exposure [32], supporting a concept
that “normal infant vitamin D concentration” could be naturally higher than is currently understood.
The finding also suggests that vitamin D status could be “naturally higher” depending on sunshine
and limited sun exposure in unsupplemented infants and be a significant contributor to infant vitamin
D status.

Addressing maternal findings, the magnitude of vitamin D deficiency in the mothers was similar
to those reported from India [11] but higher than 62% in breastfeeding mothers in Mexico City and 52%
in mothers from Shanghai or 11% in a cohort of breastfeeding mothers in Cincinnati, USA [13,18]. In
addition, the serum 25(OH)D levels of 35 nmol/L in the mothers were low compared with the baseline
values of 82–90 nmol/L reported in breastfeeding mothers in a recent study from South Carolina, US [24].
Over one third of the mothers (36%) at baseline had serum 25(OH)D < 30 nmol/L which is consistent
with increased risk of osteomalacia and non-skeletal disorders in adults [9,10] and is detrimental to
the mothers, and vitamin D nutrition of their infants as referred to in earlier reports [23,24]. After 6
months of vitamin D supplementation, 6000 IU/day vitamin D3 supplementation was significantly
more effective in optimizing maternal vitamin D status than 600 IU/day. Serum 25(OH)D increased by
62 nmol/L between visit 1 and visit 7 in mothers in 6000 IU group compared with only 17.5 nmol/L
in mothers in 600 IU group (p < 0.0001). In addition, a higher proportion of mothers (96%) in 6000
IU group compared with 52% of mothers in 600 IU group achieved adequate vitamin D status at
visit 7 defined a priori as serum 25(OH)D ≥ 50 nmol/L (p < 0.0001). PTH levels in mothers in 600 IU
group was higher than in mothers in 6000 IU group probably due to significantly lower vitamin D
status in 600 IU group following vitamin D supplementation (Table 3). In the randomized controlled
trial from the U.S. [24], maternal supplementation alone with 6400 IU/day vitamin D3 also was more
effective in elevating maternal serum 25(OH)D after 6 months of vitamin D supplementation than
maternal supplementation with 400 IU/day. In that study there was a decline of 10.5 nmol/L in the 400
IU group but a 52 nmol/L increase after 6 months supplementation in the 6400 IU group (p < 0.0001).
The increment in the serum 25(OH)D after six months of 6400 IU vitamin D supplementation is similar
to the findings in this study. Therefore, the high-dose supplementation is more effective in optimizing
maternal vitamin D status and the low dose is inadequate supplementation for high-risk, sunshine
deprived population. It is of interest that at the end of the intervention 2% of mothers in the 6400 group
and 13% in the 400 group would be considered vitamin D deficient (<50 nmol/L) in the US study [24].
In contrast, 4% of mothers in the 6000 group in the present study and almost half (48%) of those in the
600 group were considered vitamin D deficient. Part of the explanation for the difference in response
to supplementation could be related to differences in baseline vitamin D status between mothers in
this and the other study which has been shown to affect response to supplementation [25,26]. The
mean 25(OH)D level of 98 nmol/L at the end of the study in 6000 IU group is still lower than mean
25(OH)D of 135 nmol/L reported at delivery among unsupplemented traditional female Tanzanian
population in East Africa where mothers had no significant sunlight restriction as in breastfeeding
mothers in Qatar [32]. Maintaining serum 25(OH)D ≥ 75 nmol/L has been associated with reduced risk
of non-skeletal health disorders [10] and may be of theoretical benefit to a higher number of mothers in
the 6000 IU group. If the objective of supplementation during lactation is to optimize vitamin D status
in mother–infant pairs, then effective high-dose maternal supplementation still needs to be identified
especially in high-risk population.
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Monitoring of serum calcium, Ca/Cr ratio and serum 25(OH)D in our study did not show any
significant difference between the two groups nor any serious adverse events that warrants stopping
the study. Two infants had serum 25(OH)D of 94 ng/ml, below the predetermined upper limit of
25(OH)D without any other biochemical or clinical evidence of vitamin D toxicity. Safety parameters
in two recent studies from South Carolina, US [23,24], which included serum calcium, and urine Ca/Cr
ratios were similar in the two groups of mothers and infants, and revealed no evidence of vitamin
D toxicity.

Although it is known that low human milk vitamin D content (range 5–80 IU/L) [24,33] contributes
to the low vitamin D nutrition in unsupplemented breastfeeding infants who lack sun exposure, recent
studies indicate that maternal vitamin D supplementation of 1000 IU/day would be expected to increase
milk vitamin D content by 80 IU/L to improve vitamin D intake of nursing infants [23,28]. In the
present study, baseline milk vitamin D levels were within the lower range of previously reported
levels but 57% of the mothers in the two groups had undetectable vitamin D content and the milk
provided no vitamin D for the nursing infant. After six months of vitamin D supplementation, the
mean milk vitamin D level at visit 7 rose to a higher mean value of 202 IU/L in the 6000 IU group
(Figure 2) or a median value of 143.7 IU/L (Table 6) than in the 600 group (p < 0.0001). The efficacy of
the high-dose supplementation of 6000 IU to meet the current recommended infant vitamin D intake
was lower than predicted. The lower efficacy may also be related to the effect of limited maternal
sun exposure on breast milk vitamin D content as shown in another previous study [23]. It, however,
supports our hypothesis that mothers in 6000 IU group would improve milk vitamin D, which would
benefit her infant while mothers on 600 IU/day would only have marginal or lack milk vitamin D for
their nursing infants. The mean vitamin D content of 202 IU/L in mothers in 6000 IU group was within
the lower range of recommended vitamin D intake of 200–400 IU/day for nursing infants [24], while
the milk vitamin D content of mothers in 600 IU group was very insufficient without direct vitamin
D supplementation to meet the recommended daily intake of nursing infants, as shown in another
study [23] in which milk vitamin D was measured. A recent large RCT which compared vitamin D
status in infants of the mother who received 6400 IU/day alone with direct infant supplementation of
400 IU plus maternal supplementation of 400 IU/day also found similar vitamin D levels in the two
groups of infants but the contribution of milk vitamin D was not compared because vitamin D content
in the milk was not measured [24]. To the best of our knowledge, this would be the first study of the
effect of high-dose maternal vitamin D supplementation on serum and milk vitamin D status as part of
an alternative strategy to prevent vitamin D deficiency in infants in an Arab population with severe
magnitude of vitamin D deficiency, and which provided comparison with results of previous landmark
US studies [23,24]. Putting all the results together, 6000 IU/day maternal vitamin D supplementation
alone appeared safe, optimizes maternal vitamin D status, increased milk vitamin D intake for nursing
infants, and achieved similar adequate vitamin D status as in infants on direct 400 IU/day plus maternal
600 IU/day vitamin D supplementation.

There were no differences in the reported health status of the mothers and infants, and in the
growth parameters of the infants between the two groups on follow up.

The limitations of our study include moderately adequate sample size, but a high dropout rate
among the mothers mostly due to lack of compliance with exclusive breastfeeding and withdrawal
from follow up with no specific reasons. Because the study is conducted in Arab breastfeeding mother
and infant dyads, we only enrolled Arab mothers for this specific study. The results may be modified in
other high-risk populations because of differences in sunlight exposure behavior and dose of vitamin
D supplementation.

The present study provided additional valuable data to inform future research in other high-risk
populations with similar population characteristics on the effective dose of daily high-dose maternal
supplementation alone as an alternative option to reduce global burden of vitamin D deficiency in
breastfeeding infants [24]. If successful, the strategy could provide data for health care providers to
show that breast milk alone could be a source of vitamin D for breastfeeding infant with appropriate
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effective maternal high-dose vitamin D supplementation alone (6000–6400 IU or more). This option to
prevent vitamin D deficiency in the breastfeeding mother–infant dyads would warrant public health
education of health care professionals and providers. It is of interest that a recent study [34] found
maternal preference for taking medication themselves as opposed to giving the vitamin D supplement
to their infants. The authors suggested that maternal supplementation alone may improve vitamin D
intake of the nursing infant in an environment where infant supplementation rate is low.

5. Conclusions

Maternal vitamin D3 supplementation alone with 6000 IU/day achieved similar adequate vitamin
D status as in infants on direct vitamin D3 supplementation of 400 IU/day plus maternal 600 IU/day
supplementation, and safely optimizes maternal vitamin D status with increase in milk vitamin D
content. It supports high-dose maternal vitamin D supplementation alone as a possible alternative
strategy to reduce the burden of global vitamin D deficiency in breastfeeding infants and their mothers
and warrants more studies on appropriate effective dose especially in high-risk populations.
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Abstract: This study determined fatty acid (FA) concentrations in maternal milk and investigated the
association between omega-3 fatty acid levels and their maternal current dietary intake (based on
three-day dietary records) and habitual dietary intake (based on intake frequency of food products).
Tested material comprised 32 samples of human milk, coming from exclusively breastfeeding women
during their first month of lactation. Milk fatty acids were analyzed as fatty acid methyl ester (FAME)
by gas chromatography using a Hewlett-Packard 6890 gas chromatograph with MS detector 5972A.
We did not observe any correlation between current dietary intake of omega-3 FAs and their
concentrations in human milk. However, we observed that the habitual intake of fatty fish affected
omega-3 FA concentrations in human milk. Kendall’s rank correlation coefficients were 0.25 (p = 0.049)
for DHA, 0.27 (p = 0.03) for EPA, and 0.28 (p = 0.02) for ALA. Beef consumption was negatively
correlated with DHA concentrations in human milk (r = −0.25; p = 0.046). These findings suggest
that current omega-3 FA intake does not translate directly into their concentration in human milk.
On the contrary, their habitual intake seems to markedly influence their milk concentration.

Keywords: human milk; omega-3 fatty acids; docosahexaenoic acid; eicosapentaenoic acid; α-linolenic
acid; dietary intake; food frequency questionnaire

1. Introduction

Human milk is universally recognized as the optimal food for infants. Many studies have shown
the role of fat in human milk as the main source of energy, selected fatty acids (FAs), crucial fat-soluble
vitamins, and key nutrients for the infant development [1–3]. Among FAs, polyunsaturated fatty acids
(PUFAs) are of principal importance. The two major classes of PUFAs are those of omega-3 and omega-6
families. Omega-3 fatty acids have a carbon–carbon double bond located in the third position from
the methyl end of the chain. There are several different omega-3 FAs, but the majority of human milk
research focuses on three: docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), α-linolenic acid (ALA), and eicosapentaenoic
acid (EPA). ALA contains 18 carbon atoms, whereas EPA and DHA are considered “long-chain” (LC)
omega-3 FAs, because EPA contains 20 carbons and DHA contains 22 [4]. Omega-3 FAs, mainly DHA,
are important components of retinal photoreceptors and brain cell membranes. Therefore, DHA is
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essential for infant visual and cognitive development [5–7]. The European Food Safety Authority
(EFSA) recommends 100 mg/day as the adequate intake of DHA for infants [8].

Fatty acids in human milk may originate either from the maternal dietary FAs, from FAs released
from maternal adipose tissue, or from de novo synthesis in maternal tissues [5]. The human fatty
acid desaturase can form only carbon–carbon double bonds located in the ninth position from the
methyl end of a fatty acid. ALA may be endogenously converted to EPA and then to DHA. Therefore,
ALA is considered an essential fatty acid, which means that it must be obtained from the diet [9,10].
However, the results of the studies show that the ability to convert ALA to DHA in humans is low,
as less than 10% of ALA is converted to DHA [11]. For that reason, DHA from the maternal diet is
a much more efficient source of DHA for neural tissue than an equivalent amount of ALA [10,12].
Therefore, consuming EPA and DHA directly from food and/or supplements is the only practical way
to increase the levels of these fatty acids in the body.

Many national health authorities [13,14], including the Polish Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology,
Hepatology, and Nutrition [15] recommend that maternal intake of DHA should be at least 200 mg
per day. Women can meet the recommendation by consuming one to two portions of fatty fish (e.g.,
salmon, sardines) per week (equivalent of 150–300 g). Although the maternal intake of DHA is crucial
for infant brain and retina development, studies carried out in the United States [16], Canada [17,18],
and Europe [19] have reported that breastfeeding women do not meet dietary recommendations.
This probably results from low fatty fish consumption [20], and is partly related to concerns of
methylmercury fish contamination [21], as well as low DHA supplements use [16–18].

The tissue levels of FAs in a woman during lactation are directly related to her reserve capacity
and the metabolic utilization of fatty acids (synthesis, oxidation and transport). Hence, the maternal
diet and metabolism of FAs of women during lactation seem to be the most important factors affecting
DHA concentration in human milk. Human milk FA composition changes continuously as dietary FAs
are rapidly transported from chylomicrons into human milk with a peak between six and 12 h after
dietary DHA intake [21,22].

To investigate the relationship between maternal diet and human milk composition, several dietary
assessment methods have been developed and evaluated. The most common are food frequency
questionnaires (FFQs) and multiple-day food records. Since food records do not rely on memory,
they have been used as a reference method to validate other dietary assessment methods. On the
other hand, day-to-day variations and seasonal variations in food consumption may decrease their
objectivity. Furthermore, individuals are not always able to recall all the foods consumed or the
specific components of the food (especially when dining out), and have difficulty in determining
accurate portion sizes and typically underreport dietary intake. This is in contrast to FFQs, which often
overestimate the intake of energy and nutrients [23]. Nonetheless, the FFQ has been suggested as an
optimal tool in estimating dietary intake of omega-3 fatty acids as it evaluates long-term diet rather
than food records [24]. Most of the FFQs available in the literature were designed to assess a wide range
of nutrients; however, they were not appropriate for dietary assessment focusing specifically on fatty
acids. Given that omega-3 FAs are contained in a particular range of foods, we used a tailored omega-3
FA FFQ. Serra-Majem et al. [25] suggested that its validity is comparable to the whole diet-based FFQs.
(0.42–0.52 versus 0.19–0.54). We hypothesize that the concentration of omega-3 fatty acids in human
milk is related to their habitual but not current intake; for this reason, in this study, we aimed to
determine FA concentrations in maternal milk and assess the association between omega-3 fatty acids
levels and their maternal dietary intake evaluated with two methods: dietary intake based on the
three-day dietary record, and intake frequency of food products (FFQ, or food frequency questionnaire).
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Subjects and Study Session Design

The Ethics Committee of the Medical University of Warsaw (KB/172/115) approved the study
protocol, and all the participating women signed informed consents. A convenience sample of
exclusively breastfeeding women (n = 32) was recruited from the Holy Family Hospital in Warsaw.
Participants were enrolled during their first month of lactation (weeks two to four). Inclusion
criteria comprised: age ≥18 years, singleton pregnancy, and full-term delivery (gestational age
≥37 weeks). Exclusion criteria were as follows: pre-existing chronic or gestational diseases, smoking
during pregnancy and/or breastfeeding, low birth weight of the newborn, and low milk supply.
The survey consisted of two parts. Firstly, we collected data about socio-demographic and other
maternal characteristics, such as: age, education level, material status, pre-pregnancy anthropometric
parameters (weight and height), and total weight gain during pregnancy. Then, we collected dietary
information involving three-day dietary record and intake frequency of food products. During the
study session, the actual body weight and height of every mother were measured using a Seca 799
measurement station and column scales (±0.1 kg/cm; Seca, Chino, CA, USA). The pre-pregnancy and
actual body mass index (BMI) was calculated as the ratio of the body weight to the height squared
(kg/m2). Interpretation of these results followed the international classification proposed by the
World Health Organization (WHO): below 18.5 kg/m2, underweight; 18.5–24.9 kg/m2, normal weight;
25.0–29.9 kg/m2, overweight; 30.0 kg/m2 and above, obese [26].

2.2. Human Milk Collection

Twenty-four-hour human milk samples (n = 32) were collected by women at home after they
had been given detailed instructions on taking, storing, and transporting samples to the Holy Family
Hospital in Warsaw. Foremilk and hindmilk samples were collected from all the participants from four
time periods (06:00–12:00, 12:00–18:00, 18:00–24:00, and 24:00–06:00) to minimize possible circadian
influences on the milk fatty acid composition. The term foremilk refers to the milk at the beginning
of a feeding, and hindmilk refers to milk at the end of a feeding, which has a higher fat content than
the milk at the beginning of that particular feeding. A total of 5 to 10 mL of foremilk and hindmilk
samples were obtained from the breast(s) from which the infant was fed. Samples were collected into
pre-labeled polypropylene containers provided to each woman. Participants were instructed to store
milk in the refrigerator (~4 ◦C) during the 24-h collection process. Then, milk samples were stored at
−20 ◦C for later analysis.

2.3. Lipid Concentration and Fatty Acid Analysis of Human Milk

Tested material comprised 32 samples of human milk. The lipid concentration in human milk
was analyzed using the Miris human milk analyzer (HMA) (Miris, Uppsala, Sweden) with a validated
protocol, as discussed in a previous study [27]. Collected milk samples for fatty acids analysis were
immediately frozen in plastic test tubes at a temperature of −20 ◦C and delivered to the Department of
Metabolomics (Food and Nutrition Institute, Warsaw, Poland) into thermic bags. Samples were stored
at −80 ◦C until analysis. Frozen samples were thawed only once at room temperature, without light.
After thawing, samples were shaken at room temperature (3–5 min) to obtain a homogeneous mixture.
Aliquots were extracted and analyzed for fatty acid (FA) composition and content.

2.3.1. Fat Extraction

Milk samples were extracted from 1 mL of sample with chloroform-methanol (2:1)
(Avantor Performance Materials S.A., Warsaw, Poland) containing 0.02% butyl-hydroxytoluene
(2,6-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol, BHT, ≥99.0%, GC, powder) (Sigma-Aldrich CHEMIE GmbH, CA, USA)
as an antioxidant, according to Folch et al. [28].
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2.3.2. Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry Analysis

Milk fatty acids were analyzed as fatty acid methyl ester (FAME) by gas chromatography using
a Hewlett-Packard 6890 gas chromatograph with MS detector 5972 A. The methylation procedure
was as follows: organic extracts were evaporated at 40 ◦C in a gentle nitrogen stream, and then were
saponified with 0.5 mL of potassium hydroxide in methanol (0.5 N) (Avantor Performance Materials
S.A., Poland) for 10 min at 80 ◦C in an electric multiblock heater and subsequently methylated with
1 mL of hydrochloric acid in methanol (3 N) (Sigma-Aldrich CHEMIE GmbH, USA) for 15 min at
85 ± 2 ◦C. After cooling to room temperature, fatty acid methyl esters were extracted with 1 mL of
isooctane (2,2,4 trimethylopentane) (Avantor Performance Materials S.A., Poland). One microliter of the
sample was injected into the GC column. The GC-MS analysis has been used with a split injector (1:100
ratio), injector and detector temperatures of −250 ◦C, and carrier gas helium (20 mL/s; the pressure of
43.4 psi). The chromatography oven was programmed to 175 ◦C for 40 min; thereafter, it was increased
by 5 ◦C per min until the temperature reached 220 ◦C, and was held at this temperature for 16 min.
FAMEs separations were performed on a CP Sil 88 fused silica capillary column (100 m × 0.25 mm i.d.,
film thickness: 0.20 μm; Agilent J & W GC Columns, CA, USA). Peak identification was verified by
comparison with authentic standards (Supelco FAME Mix 37 Component; Sigma-Aldrich, CA, USA)
and by mass spectrometry. The obtained results were expressed as a percentage by weight (% wt/wt)
of all the fatty acids detected with a chain length between eight and 24 carbon atoms. The method
was validated and accredited by the Polish Centre of Accreditation (accreditation certificate AB 690).
Quality control was also implemented by the use of certified reference materials: BCR-163 (Beef-Pork
FAT blend; ABP cat. 3; 8 g; Sigma-Aldrich, CA, USA).

2.4. Fatty Acids Dietary Intake and Intake Frequency of Food Products

The assessment of women’s fatty acids intake was based on a three-day dietary record. Mothers
were asked to note each food and dietary supplement they had consumed in the tree consecutive
days prior to the human milk sampling day. No dietary recommendation was given before the study;
participants were allowed to consume self-chosen diets. To verify the sizes of declared food portions,
we used the “Album of Photographs of Food Products and Dishes” developed by the National Food
and Nutrition Institute [29]. Fatty acids dietary intake was calculated using Dieta 5.0 nutritional
software (National Food and Nutrition Institute, Warsaw, Poland). Additionally, the habitual intake of
fatty acids was assessed using a FFQ containing 19 items. The FFQ provided information about the
consumption frequency of DHA sources in the last three months, such as fish, seafood, meat (poultry,
turkey, pork, beef), and eggs. We also collected information about the consumption frequency of other
fatty acids sources, including vegetable oils (e.g., canola oil, olive oil, linseed oil, coconut oil), butter,
milk and dairy products, nuts, and seeds. The response options were arranged in five categories,
from “never”, “less than once a week”, “once or twice a week”, “more than twice a week but not
every day”, to “every day”.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using Statistica 12PL, Tulusa, USA and IBM Statistics 21,
New York, NY, USA. A p-value below 0.05 was adopted as statistically significant. Variables
distributions were evaluated with a Shapiro–Wilk test and descriptive statistics. Data were presented
as means and standard deviations as well as medians and interquartile ranges. Correlations
between the intake of fatty acids and fatty acids concentrations in human milk were estimated
with Pearson’s r correlation coefficient. Correlations between omega-3 fatty acids (DHA, EPA, ALA)
concentrations in human milk, and food consumption frequency were estimated with Kendall’s tau
correlation coefficients.
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3. Results

3.1. Maternal Characteristics

The mean maternal age was 30.9 ± 6.5 years and most of them were primiparous (75%; n = 24).
Detailed anthropometric data are shown in Table 1. Before pregnancy and during the first month
postpartum, none of the participants was classified as being underweight (BMI <18.5 kg/m2). In both
periods of time, most of them (n = 23, 72%) had normal body mass, and 28% (n = 9) were classified as
being overweight or obese. All the participants declared high university education and high material
status. We do not observed statistically significant differences between pre-pregnancy and postpartum
BMI values (t-test was 1.13; p = 0.26).

Table 1. Characteristics of the mothers.

Characteristic Mean ± SD Range

Age (years) 30.9 ± 6.5 27–44
Height (cm) 1.66 ± 0.1 1.54–1.8

Pre-pregnancy weight (kg) 62.2 ± 11.8 44–90
Pre-pregnancy body mass index (kg/m2) 22.6 ± 3.4 18.6–30.9

Weight gain during pregnancy (kg) 15.1 ± 4.8 7–30
Weight at first month postpartum (kg) 65.5 ± 13.2 45.6–95

Body mass index at first month postpartum (kg/m2) 23.6 ± 3.8 18.5–32.1

3.2. Fatty Acids Concentrations in Human Milk

The fatty acids profile of human milk is shown in Table 2. The relative proportion of saturated,
monounsaturated, and polyunsaturated fatty acids was 41.9 ± 4.9%, 39.6 ± 3.1%, and 15.1 ± 3.4%,
respectively. The predominant fatty acids in human milk were oleic acid (35.4 ± 3.1%), palmitic acid
(19.7 ± 2.5%), and linoleic acid (11.1 ± 2.6%). No significant correlation was found between DHA
concentrations, palmitic (r = −0.24; p = 0.2) and oleic (r = 0.13; p = 0.48) FAs; however, we found
correlation with linoleic acid (r = 0.44; p = 0.013). Also, a significant negative correlation was found
between DHA concentration and the omega-6:omega-3 ratio in human milk (r = −0.45; p = 0.012).
When only the milk of mothers supplementing their diet with DHA were considered (n = 22), the mean
concentration of DHA was 0.78% of total fatty acids. The difference between the concentration of DHA
in supplementing and not supplementing mothers was not statistically significant (r = 0.29; p = 0.37).

Table 2. Fatty acids composition (%) of human milk 1.

Fatty Acids Mean ± SD Median (Interquartile Range)

Saturated fatty acids (SFA) 41.9 ± 4.9 42.3 (38.0–45.7)
C4:0 (butanoic acid) 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 (0.0–0.0)
C6:0 (caproic acid) 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 (0.0–0.0)
C8:0 (caprylic acid) 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 (0.1–0.1)
C10:0 (capric acid) 1.1 ± 0.3 1.1 (1.0–1.4)
C12:0 (lauric acid) 3.5 ± 1.1 3.3 (2.5–4.1)

C13:0 (tridecanoic acid) 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 (0.0–0.1)
C14:0 (myristic acid) 9.5 ± 2.5 9.3 (7.9–11.1)

C15:0 (pentadecanoic acid) 0.8 ± 0.2 0.7 (0.7–0.8)
C16:0 (palmitic acid) 19.7 ± 2.5 19.9 (17.4–22.0)
C17:0 (margaric acid) 0.5 ± 0.1 0.5 (0.4–0.6)

C18:0 (stearic acid) 6.4 ± 1.5 6.0 (5.4–7.3)
C20:0 (arachidic acid) 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 (0.1–0.2)

C21:0 (henicosanoic acid) 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 (0.0–0.0)
C22:0 (behenic acid) 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 (0.1–0.1)

C23:0 (tetracosanoic acid) 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 (0.0–0.0)
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Table 2. Cont.

Fatty Acids Mean ± SD Median (Interquartile Range)

Monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA) 39.6 ± 3.1 39.0 (38.0–42.0)
C14:1 (myristoleic acid) 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 (0.2–0.3)

C15:1 (pentadecenoic acid) 0.0 ± 0.0 0.0 (0.0–0.0)
C16:1 trans 0.4 ± 0.1 0.4 (0.3–0.4)

C16:1 cis 2.6 ± 0.5 2.6 (2.3–2.9)
C17:1 (heptadecenoic acid) 0.2 ± 0.0 0.2 (0.2–0.3)

C18:1 cis (oleic acid) 35.4 ± 3.1 34.9 (33.6–37.6)
C18:1 trans (vaccenic acid) 1.2 ± 0.5 1.2 (0.8–1.5)

C20:1 (gadoleic acid) 0.8 ± 0.2 0.7 (0.7–0.9)
C22:1 (erucic acid) 0.2 ± 0.1 0.1 (0.1–0.2)

C24:1 (lignoceric acid) 0.2 ± 0.0 0.2 (0.1–0.2)

Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) 15.1 ± 3.4 15.3 (12.7–16.8)
n-3 polyunsaturated 2.7 ± 0.9 2.6 (2.1–3.1)

C18:3 (α-linolenic acid, ALA) 1.5 ± 0.6 1.4 (1.0–1.8)
C20:3 (eicosatrienoic acid) 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 (0.0–0.1)

C20:5 (eicosapentaenoic acid, EPA) 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 (0.2–0.3)
C22:6 (docosahexaenoic acid, DHA) 0.7 ± 0.3 0.7 (0.5–1.0)

n-6 polyunsaturated 12.1 ± 2.7 12.1 (10.4–13.4)
C18:2 (linoleic acid, LA) 11.1 ± 2.6 11.1 (9.5–12.3)
C18:3 (γ-linoleic acid) 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 (0.1–0.1)

C20:3 (dihomo-γ-linoleic acid) 0.3 ± 0.1 0.3 (0.2–0.4)
C20:4 (arachidonic acid, ARA) 0.5 ± 0.1 0.5 (0.4–0.6)

Ratio

n-6:n-3 4.6 ± 1.0 4.8 (4.1–5.1)
DHA:LA 2 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 (0.0–0.1)

ARA 3:DHA 4 0.9 ± 0.4 0.7 (0.5–1.1)
LA:ALA 5 8.1 ± 2.4 7.8 (6.4–9.6)

Total fat concentration 6 3.49 ± 1.0 3.5 (3.0–4.2)
1 Data are presented as the relative proportion of each fatty acid (% of total fatty acids). 2 LA linoleic acid; 3 ARA
arachidonic acid; 4 DHA docosahexaenoic acid; 5 ALA α-linolenic acid. 6 Total fat concentration is presented as
grams per 100 mL.

3.3. Fatty Acids Dietary Intake and Its Association with Concentration in Human Milk

The fatty acids dietary intake is shown in Table 3. Mean energy intake was 1752 kcal ± 228.3 kcal,
which was lower than the recommended level (EER, estimated energy requirement = 2555 kcal
per day). The risk of deficient energy intake was observed in 100% of the participants. According
to the Polish nutritional standards, the recommended intake for ALA is 0.5% of total energy, which
in our participants it corresponded to 0.97 g per day. The mean dietary intake of ALA (1.5 ± 0.8%
of total fatty acids) was higher than recommended levels; nevertheless, 22% of participants did not
meet the recommendation. When only dietary sources were considered, the mean intake of DHA
(243 mg ± 333.5) (Table 4) reached the Polish [15] and European [13,14] recommendation of 200 mg of
DHA daily, whereas among 59% of the women, we observed insufficient DHA intake. Including taken
supplements, the percentage of deficient DHA intake decreased, and was 16%. The majority of the
participants (69%; n = 22) reported taking DHA supplements, and 10% (n = 3) of women declared
taking supplements containing DHA and EPA.

Table 5 presents correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) between human milk fatty acids concentrations
and maternal fatty acids dietary intake, as well as maternal dietary intake together with supplementation.
We did not observe any statistically significant correlation between these factors (p > 0.05).
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Table 3. Fatty acids content in mothers’ diet.

Fatty Acids Mean ± SD (g) Median (Interquartile Range) (g)

Saturated fatty acids (SFA) 23.9 ± 10.3 20.9 (7.3–69.5)
C4:0 (butanoic acid) 0.4 ± 0.3 0.5 (0–1.1)
C6:0 (caproic acid) 0.3 ± 0.2 0.3 (0–0.8)
C8:0 (caprylic acid) 0.2 ± 0.2 0.2 (0–1.0)
C10:0 (capric acid) 0.5 ± 0.3 0.5 (0–1.6)
C12:0 (lauric acid) 0.9 ± 0.9 0.7 (0.2–5.5)

C14:0 (myristic acid) 2.8 ± 1.4 2.7 (0.7–7.9)
C15:0 (pentadecanoic acid) 0.3 ± 0.2 0.3 (0–0.9)

C16:0 (palmitic acid) 12.6 ± 5.2 11.6 (4.5–35.0)
C17:0 (margaric acid) 0.2 ± 0.1 0.2 (0–0.7)

C18:0 (stearic acid) 5.2 ± 2.8 5.1 (1.2–18.3)
C20:0 (arachidic acid 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 (0–0.3)

Monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFA) 24.7 ± 8.9 24.8 (13.2–55.0)
C14:1 (myristoleic acid) 0.2 ± 0.2 0.2 (0–0.8)

C15:1 (pentadecenoic acid) 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 (0–0.2)
C16:1 1.3 ± 0.4 1.2 (0.6–2.4)

C17:1 (heptadecenoic acid) 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 (0–0.5)
C18:1 (oleic and vaccenic acids) 22.1 ± 8.3 21.7 (11.5–50.3)

C20:1 (gadoleic acid) 0.3 ± 0.2 0.2 (0.1–0.9)
C22:1 (erucic acid) 0.3 ± 0.3 0.1 (0–1.1)

Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA)
10.7 ± 4.0

13.5 ± 14.2 s
11.2 (4.9–22.9)

11.3 (4.9–88.4) s

C18:2 (linoleic acid, LA) 8.5 ± 3.4 8.5 (4.1–21.1)
C18:3 (α-linolenic acid, ALA) 1.5 ± 0.8 1.4 (0.5–4.3)

C20:5 (eicosapentaenoic acid, EPA) 0.1 ± 0.2
0.1 ± 0.2 s

0 (0–0.5)
0.1 (0–0.5) s

C22:6 (docosahexaenoic acid, DHA) 0.2 ± 0.3
0.6 ± 0.6 s

0.1 (0–1.2)
0.4 (0–1.8) s

s Diet + supplementation.

Table 4. Estimated daily intake of EPA and DHA from food, supplement, and food + supplement in
lactating women.

EPA (mg) DHA (mg)

Food 104.4 ± 152.0 (18, 0–190) 243.3 ± 333.5 (50, 37–411)
Supplement 1 29.7 ± 43.6 (0, 0–43) 370.6 ± 465.1 (250, 8–549)

Food + supplement 134.1 ± 153.9 (85, 1–215) 614.0 ± 574.6 (354, 202–905)

Data are presented as means ± SD (median, interquartile range). 1 Participants who did not take supplements or
those who took supplements that did not contain EPA/DHA were considered as 0 mg supplement on EPA and DHA.

Table 5. Correlations between human milk fatty acids and fatty acids in the mother’s diet
and supplementation.

Concentration in Human Milk
Dietary Intake, Sole or Together with Supplementation

SFA MUFA PUFA ALA EPA DHA

SFA 1 0.26 0.16 −0.20 −0.13 −0.18
−0.19 s

−0.10
−0.16 s

MUFA 2 −0.14 −0.04 0.14 0.26 0.21 0.19

PUFA 3 −0.20 −0.14 0.20 0.01 0.08 −0.01

ALA 4 −0.19 −0.09 0.04 0.32 0.20 −0.06

EPA 5 −0.16 0.05 0.05 −0.11 0.20
0.17 s

−0.02
0.17 s

DHA 6 −0.24 −0.18 −0.04 −0.26 0.16
0.23 s

0.04
0.24 s

Data are presented as Pearson’s r coefficients.; 1 SFA, Saturated fatty acids; 2 MUFA, Monounsaturated fatty acids; 3

PUFA, Polyunsaturated fatty acids; 4 ALA, α-linolenic acid; 5 EPA, eicosapentaenoic acid; 6 DHA, docosahexaenoic
acid; s Pearson’s r coefficients diet + supplementation.
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3.4. Association between Intake Frequency of Food Products and DHA Concentrations in Human Milk

Table 6 presents Kendall’s rank correlation coefficients between the intake frequency of food
products and DHA concentrations in human milk. According to the FFQ, almost half of the participants
(~47%) declared fatty fish consumption once or twice a week. On the other hand, almost 43% of the
women consumed fish less than once a week or never. Based on the three-day dietary record, the most
frequently consumed fatty fish species were salmon and mackerel, which were reported by seven (22%)
and six women (19%), respectively. Butter and milk were the most frequently used foods, which were
consumed by approximately ~44% and ~38% of participants, respectively.

Table 6. Intake frequency (%) of food products and correlations with DHA concentrations in
human milk 1.

Food Never
Less than

Once a Week

Once or
Twice a
Week

More than Twice a
Week but Not

Every Day

Every
Day

Correlation 1 with
Concentrations in Human Milk

DHA 2 EPA 3 ALA 4

Fatty fish (e.g., salmon,
herring) 12.50 31.25 46.88 9.38 0.00 0.25 * 0.27 * 0.28 *

Lean fish (e.g., cod, sole) 21.88 31.25 43.75 3.13 0.00 0.14 0.08 0.21

Seafood 31.25 43.75 25.17 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.13 0.19

Poultry and turkey 3.13 3.13 43.75 40.63 9.38 0.09 0.13 0.08

Pork 6.25 40.63 37.50 15.63 0.00 0.02 0.29 * 0.18

Beef 9.38 50.00 34.38 6.25 0.00 −0.25 * −0.14 0.11

Meat products (e.g.,
sausages, sliced meats) 6.25 12.50 37.50 18.75 25.00 0.24 −0.11 −0.10

Eggs 15.63 6.25 34.38 34.38 9.38 −0.14 −0.06 −0.00

Milk 31.25 15.63 9.38 6.25 37.50 0.02 0.05 0.26 *

Fermented dairy
products 37.50 28.13 21.88 12.50 0.00 0.17 0.10 0.29 *

Cheese 25.00 28.13 15.63 18.75 12.50 −0.02 −0.02 0.00

Cottage cheese 21.88 12.50 43.75 15.63 6.25 0.22 0.06 0.17

Milk desserts 46.88 28.13 9.38 15.63 0.00 0.11 −0.12 −0.18

Butter 15.63 9.38 12.50 18.75 43.75 −0.14 −0.11 0.10

Canola oil 18.75 28.13 21.88 25.00 6.25 0.09 −0.0 0.13

Olive oil 12.50 18.75 25.00 43.75 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.03

Linseed oil 62.50 15.63 9.38 9.38 3.13 0.01 0.10 0.30 *

Coconut oil 56.25 25.00 15.63 3.13 0.00 −0.12 −0.07 0.29 *

Nuts and seeds 6.25 18.75 21.88 28.13 25.00 −0.03 0.02 0.01
1 Data are presented as Kendall’s rank correlation coefficients. * p < 0.05. 2 DHA, docosahexaenoic acid; 3 EPA,
eicosapentaenoic acid; 4 ALA, α-linolenic acid.

We found a significant positive correlation between fatty fish consumption and all the omega-3
fatty acids concentrations in human milk. Kendall’s rank correlation coefficients were 0.25 (p = 0.049)
for DHA, 0.27 (p = 0.03) for EPA, and 0.28 (p = 0.02) for ALA. The ALA content in maternal milk
was also positively correlated with the intake frequency of linseed oil (r = 0.30; p = 0.01), coconut
oil (r = 0.29; p = 0.02), milk (r = 0.26; p = 0.04), and fermented dairy products (r = 0.29; p = 0.02),
whereas EPA concentration was positively correlated with intake frequency of pork (r = 0.29; p = 0.02).
Beef consumption, by contrast, was negatively correlated with DHA concentration in human milk
(r = −0.25; p = 0.046). No other significant correlations between intake frequency of food products and
DHA concentration in human milk were found.

The major food contributor of total omega-3 FAs intake was fatty fish (45%) and lean fish (17%)
(Figure 1). Seafood (mainly shrimps) (10%), poultry products (8%), and meat products (6%) also made
significant contributions to the estimated intake of omega-3 FAs. Within seafood and fish categories,
salmon was found to be the main source of all omega-3 FAs, DHA (67%), EPA (53%), and ALA (59%).
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Figure 1. The relative contribution of food groups to total omega-3 FAs intake from the three-day
dietary record.

Food items were divided into groups based on the Dieta 5.0 nutritional software database.
Food items that contributed to less than 1% of total omega-3 FAs intake were categorized as “others”.
This included fats and vegetable oils, mixed dishes, and sauces.

4. Discussion

Our study has revealed three primary findings concerning the studied population. First,
the mother’s dietary intake of omega-3 FAs met Polish and European standards. Secondly, milk DHA
concentration averaged about 0.70% of total fatty acids, which was twofold higher than the worldwide
average (WWA) [30]. The third finding of this study is that there were no correlations between
dietary intake of omega-3 FAs measured with three-day dietary records and their concentrations
in human milk, whereas the intake frequency of food products—mainly fatty fish—was positively
correlated with the concentration of ALA, EPA, and DHA in human milk.

In our study, the average maternal dietary DHA and ALA intakes (including taken supplements) were
613 ± 575 mg and 152 ± 0.81 mg, respectively. For DHA, this value was threefold higher than Polish [15]
and European [13,14] recommendations (200 mg DHA per day). Our finding is not consistent with
previous studies conducted in the United States [31,32], Canada [17,33], and Europe [34], which reported
that the majority of breastfeeding women in the Alberta Pregnancy Outcomes and Nutrition (APrON)
cohort were not meeting any of the various authorities’ omega-3 FAs recommendations [35]. Similarly,
in the Latvian study (Latvia and Poland are situated in the same geographic region, both countries have
access to the Baltic Sea), DHA daily intake was lower than recommended, and was only 136 ± 26 mg [36].
It is widely reported that supplementation increases mother’s milk DHA concentrations [37,38], and our
results confirmed these findings. DHA concentration in the milk of mothers who supplemented their
diet with DHA was higher than in the whole group, and was 0.78% of total fatty acids. However, we did
not observe statistically significant differences between DHA concentrations in the milk of mothers who
supplemented and did not supplement their diet with DHA (r = 0.29; p = 0.37). When only dietary sources
were considered, the insufficient intake of DHA was observed among 59% of participants, whereas
including taken supplements, the percentage decreased to 16%.

Based on the three-day dietary record, we observed that the largest contributor of omega-3 FAs
intake was fatty fish, lean fish, and seafood, which was consumed once or twice a week by 47%, 44%,
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and 25% of participants, respectively. Other foods significantly contributing to total omega-3 FAs
intake were poultry, red meat (pork and beef), and eggs. These findings were consistent with other
studies [18,19], which reported that seafood, fish, poultry, meat, and eggs were the primary dietary
sources of total omega-3 FAs.

The mean concentration of DHA in human milk in our study (0.7 ± 0.3% of total fatty acids) was
higher than those reported in the meta-analysis based on 106 studies published between 1986–2006
year [30]. The authors found that the WWA DHA concentration in human milk was 0.32 ± 0.22% with a
wide range of 0.06% to 1.4% of total fatty acids. We observed that our result was twofold compared to the
data from Mediterranean countries, such as Italy (0.28–0.35%) [39,40], Spain (0.31–0.38) [41,42], and also
Nordic countries such as Iceland (0.30%) [43] and Denmark (0.35%) [44]. Our mean DHA concentration
in human milk was also higher than that reported by Jackson and Harris [45]. They suggested that the
target of DHA level in human milk should be 0.3% of total fatty acids, emphasizing however that the
optimal DHA level remains to be established. An approximate DHA concentration in human milk
may be achieved when DHA intake exceeds 200 mg. Brenna and Lapillonne [14] have developed a
regression analysis equation to calculate human milk DHA concentration depending on dietary DHA
intake, based on the data from Gibbson et al. [46]:

human milk DHA concentration (% of total fatty acids) = 0.72 ×maternal DHA intake (g per day) + 0.20.

Inserting our mean maternal DHA intake into this equation, we obtain a value of 0.63%, which is
similar to the mean DHA concentration in human milk from our analysis (0.7%). In our study, the daily
DHA intake was significantly higher than recommended, which may explain that the target DHA level
in human milk was reached.

In our study, the mean concentration of ALA in human milk was 1.5 ± 0.8%, which was higher
than those reported by Presa-Owens et al. (0.79%) [47] and Kotelzko et al. (0.81%) [48]. Some oils,
such as soybean oil and canola oil, and legumes such as soybeans contain large amounts of ALA.
Our findings suggest that women in our study consume these types of products to a greater extent
than those in other Western countries [49]. However, in our study, the ratio of LA to ALA in maternal
milk was higher than recommended (2.8:1) [50], and was 8:1. As LA and ALA compete for the same
key enzymes in long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LCPUFAs) biosynthesis, and ALA has a higher
affinity than LA for ð-6-desaturase, the dietary ratio of LA:ALA is more relevant for proper LCPUFAs
production than the intake of each fatty acid individually [49]. Furthermore, there is evidence that
the DHA concentration in maternal milk has a positive correlation with the intelligence quotient of
the child, whereas LA concentration has a negative correlation. It indicates that the FA profile during
the lactation period is of particular significance [51–53]. In our study, the ratio of DHA:LA (0.1:1) was
higher than the mean ratio from 28 countries [54]. Lassek and Gaulin [54] reported that the DHA:LA
ratio at the level of ~0.04:1–0.07:1 is linked to higher cognitive test score results. It is worth noting
that in our study, the majority of women (94%, n = 30) had the DHA:LA ratio in their milk of at least
0.04:1. Further, their mean ratio of omega-6:omega-3 FAs (4.6:1) was three times lower than the value
reported by Silva et al. (14:1) [55], and nearly two times lower than that in the Latvian study (7:1) [36].
Silva et al. [52] and Nishimura et al. [56] suggested that a diet low in fish and high in vegetable oils,
mainly soybean oil, facilitated a higher omega-6:omega-3 ratio (>10:1). However, we did not observe a
significant correlation between fish or vegetable oils consumption and the omega-6:omega-3 ratio in
human milk. The EFSA recommended a 4:1 proportion for dietary omega-6:omega-3 FAs [8]. It has
been suggested that a very high omega-6:omega-3 ratio (~15:1) may promote cardiovascular diseases
and cancers [57].

We found a significant positive correlation (r = 0.25; p = 0.049) between habitual fatty fish
consumption and DHA concentration in human milk, which is consistent with results from other
studies [36,49,56,58]. A Danish observational study reported a higher proportion of DHA concentration
in the milk of mothers who consumed fish than in those who did not consume fish (0.63% compared
with 0.41%; p = 0.018) and in women who consumed fatty fish compared with those who did not
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consume fish (0.73% compared with 0.41%; p < 0.01) [59]. Contrary to these findings, Juber et al. [59]
reported that intake of fish did not correlate with mother’s milk DHA levels. The results may depend
on fish breeding (farmed or wild) and the fish species that are most commonly consumed in a specific
region. For instance, when consuming 100 g of wild salmon, the total DHA intake is lower (0.31%
of total fatty acids) compared to eating the same quantity of farmed salmon (0.88% of total fatty
acids). It is caused by the higher total fat content in farmed salmon (12.3 g/100 g) than in wild salmon
(2.07 g/100 g) [60]. In our study, the most commonly consumed fish were salmon and mackerel, but we
did not have information about breeding, so the dietary intake of DHA based on three-day dietary
record may be overestimated on underestimated in some cases. Using Dieta 5.0 nutritional software,
we based our analysis on its nutritional database, which did not have distinctions between wild
and farmed fish. However, Qiunn and Kuawa [61] concluded that an additional portion of fish (no
information about breeding) per week led to a 0.014% increase of DHA concentration in human milk.
We also observed that the DHA levels in human milk were negatively correlated (r = −0.25; p = 0.046)
with beef consumption, the fat of which consists mainly of saturated fatty acids (SFA) (~52.3 g/100 g)
and contains low amounts of PUFA (3.8 g/100 g) [62].

We noted that similarly to DHA, the ALA and EPA concentrations in human milk were also
significantly positively correlated with the frequency of fatty fish consumption (r = 0.27; p = 0.02 for
ALA and r = 0.28; p = 0.03 for EPA). ALA concentration in human milk was also positively correlated
with the frequency of consuming linseed oil, coconut oil, milk, and milk products. Milk fat consists
mainly of SFA (59.4 g/100 g) with the dominating palmitic acid (~30.6% of total FAs) [63], which was
predominant SFA in human milk in our study. However, no significant correlation between milk
consumption and palmitic acid concentration in human milk was found (r = 0.13; p = 0.29).

We did not find a correlation between dietary intake of DHA based on the three-day dietary
record and any omega-3 FAs (ALA, EPA, and DHA) concentrations in human milk. It confirmed the
results of Nishimura et al. [55], who did not observe any association between dietary EPA and DHA
intake during the postpartum period and their concentrations in human milk. However, they noted
that the dietary EPA and DHA content during the third trimester of pregnancy was directly related to
the content of these fatty acids in mature human milk. These results suggest that maternal body stocks
of fatty acids have a greater influence on breast milk fatty acid composition than the estimated dietary
intake during the postpartum period, validating previously reported results [2,64]. An additional
possible explanation would be also the increased weight gain and body fat storage observed in women
mainly during late pregnancy [65]. Fiddler et al. [66] reported that about 20% of the supplemented
0.2 g of DHA per day was secreted into milk and observed a pronounced increase in DHA content in
human milk (% of total FAs), with a peak between 6–12 h after dietary DHA intake. Although 24-h
human milk samples were collected in our study, these findings may explain the lack of correlation
between the intake of omega-3 FAs measured with the three-day dietary record and its concentration
in human milk. Further, while the synthesis of DHA from ALA may be sufficient for the healthy
breastfeeding women, some non-physiological conditions, such as non-alcoholic fatty liver, which
reduces the activity of ð-6-desaturase enzymes, could contrary affect the synthesis of DHA, decreasing
the levels of omega-3 FAs in erythrocytes and then in human milk [67]. Moreover, the endogenous
synthesis of PUFAs is mediated by genes controlling the elongation of very long chain fatty acids
protein 2 and 5 (ELOVL2 and ELOVL5) [68]. It is also suggested that the genes encoding fatty
acids desaturases 1 and 2 (FADS1 FADS2 gene cluster) were reported to be associated with omega-3
and omega-6 FA proportions in human plasma, tissues, and milk [69]. Moltó-Puigmartí et al. [69]
found that DHA proportions were lower in women homozygous for the minor allele than in women
who were homozygous for the major allele (DHA proportions in plasma phospholipids: p < 0.01;
DHA proportions in milk: p < 0.05). Contrary to our and previous citied studies, a Greek observational
study reported that human milk omega-3 PUFA content was positively correlated with maternal dietary
intakes of total PUFAs (r = 0.26; p < 0.05), inversely correlated with maternal carbohydrates intake
(r = −0.29; p < 0.05), and unrelated to maternal energy, total fat, SFA, MUFA, and protein intakes [37].
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Bravi et al. [70] carried out a systemic review searching studies investigating the impact of maternal
diet on their milk composition. Considering fatty acid profiles, most of the studies were based on
supplements intervention or assessed maternal nutritional status with a food frequency questionnaire.
As the authors concluded, the gathered results were scarce and diversified.

The time of incorporation of omega-3 FAs into plasma lipids is quite long, and similar to their
half-life. The longest time of incorporation is in adipose tissue, which is an important source of plasma
lipids. As the content of omega-3 FAs in human milk depends on its availability from the plasma [71],
dietary intake assessment methods studying habitual intake are more appropriate to exhibit the
discussed correlation. Thus, the survey based solely on a three-day dietary record, especially in this
case, does not work. This is not only because of the described omega-3 FAs kinetics, but also because
omega-3 FAs food sources (mainly fish) are not consumed every day, and whether they happen to
occur in the three-day period is a matter of chance.

The strengths of this study are the use of milk collection protocol, which enabled minimizing
possible errors in the measurement of human milk composition, and also an assessment of maternal
diet with two techniques (food frequency questionnaire and three-day dietary record). Additionally,
contrary to other authors [56], we assayed α-linolenic acid that can convert to DHA; therefore,
a correlation between dietary intake of DHA and its concentration in human milk is more reliable.
Our study has also limitations. First, there were the issues of convenience sampling and the modest
number of participants, resulting from the complex nutrition questionnaire and milk collection protocol.
Second, this study was conducted in a large city (the capital of Poland); all the participants had a
university education and high material status. Third, genetic polymorphisms that influence the use of
PUFAs from the diet have not been studied. These factors may limit the generalization of our findings
to a broader population, because the availability and consumption patterns of food products (e.g., fish
and seafood) is strongly related to the place of living and material status.

5. Conclusions

To summarize, this study shows that the women under study during breastfeeding had an
adequate intake of foods that are natural sources of omega-3 FAs (fatty fish, seafood, vegetable oils),
which resulted in a high concentration of DHA in their milk. However, it should be stressed that
we did not observe a correlation between dietary intake of omega-3 FAs and their concentrations
in human milk. On the other hand, we observed that the intake frequency of some food products
affected omega-3 FAs concentrations in human milk. Considering these findings and the highest
content of DHA in human milk being observed between 6–12 h after dietary DHA intake, a short-term
assessment of omega-3 FAs intake (based on three-day dietary record) may be unreliable. A FFQ
assessing nutritional habits in the last three months prior to the study seems to the more reliable tool,
reflecting the habitual intake of omega-3 FAs.
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Abstract: Antenatal milk anti-influenza antibodies may provide additional protection to newborns
until they are able to produce their own antibodies. To evaluate the relative abundance of milk,
we studied the antibodies specific to influenza A in feeds and gastric contents and stools from
preterm infants fed mother’s own breast milk (MBM) and donor breast milk (DBM). Feed (MBM
or DBM) and gastric contents (MBM or DBM at 1 h post-ingestion) and stool samples (MBM/DBM
at 24 h post-ingestion) were collected, respectively, from 20 preterm (26–36 weeks gestational age)
mother-infant pairs at 8–9 days and 21–22 days of postnatal age. Samples were analyzed via ELISA for
anti-H1N1 hemagglutinin (anti-H1N1 HA) and anti-H3N2 neuraminidase (anti-H3N2 NA) specificity
across immunoglobulin A (IgA), immunoglobulin M (IgM), and immunoglobulin G (IgG) isotypes.
The relative abundance of influenza A-specific IgA in feeds and gastric contents were higher in MBM
than DBM at 8–9 days of postnatal age but did not differ at 21–22 days. Anti-influenza A-specific
IgM was higher in MBM than in DBM at both postnatal times in feed and gastric samples. At both
postnatal times, anti-influenza A-specific IgG was higher in MBM than DBM but did not differ in
gastric contents. Gastric digestion reduced anti-H3N2 NA IgG from MBM at 21–22 days and from
DBM at 8–9 days of lactation, whereas other anti-influenza A antibodies were not digested at either
postnatal times. Supplementation of anti-influenza A-specific antibodies in DBM may help reduce the
risk of influenza virus infection. However, the effective antibody dose required to induce a significant
protective effect remains unknown.

Keywords: passive immunization; maternal immunoglobulins; lactation; prematurity; flu vaccine;
human milk

1. Introduction

Infants are susceptible to influenza infections and cannot be vaccinated before six months of
age [1,2]. Therefore, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommends that all pregnant
women receive the inactivated influenza virus vaccine during the second or third trimester [3].
Antenatal vaccination helps protect the infant against influenza infection [4–7]. Part of that protection
stems from the vaccine-stimulated increased maternal blood influenza-specific immunoglobulin G
(IgG), which allows increased transfer of influenza-specific IgG across the placenta and leads to
increased persistence of these antibodies in the infant bloodstream post-birth [8]. In addition to the
changes in blood, antenatal vaccination increases secretion of influenza-specific antibodies into breast
milk [9]. Milk anti-influenza antibodies may provide additional protection to newborns until they
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are able to produce antibodies against the virus [9]. Regardless of whether a mother was recently
vaccinated, their breast milk typically contains some influenza-specific Ig as they were likely exposed
to the virus or vaccinated in the past [10]. These milk antibodies may be protective against influenza
infection [9].

The site of action for milk antibodies is mainly thought to be within the gastrointestinal tract,
whereas influenza A infects within the lung mucosal tissue. Thus, the relevance of human milk
antibodies to influenza protection in unclear. However, milk influenza A-specific antibodies can be
studied as a model for other milk antibodies to enteric pathogens for which the gut is their site of action.
To neutralize enteric pathogens throughout the infant gastrointestinal tract, milk antibodies must
survive the digestive protease actions. No oral supplementation studies have determined the percentage
of remaining relative abundance of anti-influenza A IgA, IgM, and IgG during infant digestion.

In neonatal intensive care units (NICU), very preterm infants are often fed donor breast milk (DBM)
to supplement an insufficient maternal supply of mother’s own breast milk (MBM) [11,12]. Whether
MBM and DBM differ in milk anti-influenza A antibody relative abundance is unknown. DBM typical
processing includes pooling milks from different mothers, pasteurizing (Holder pasteurization, 62.5 ◦C
for 30 min) and freezing and thawing at least twice, which could reduce the antibody abundance. Our
previous study demonstrated that total IgA, secretory IgA (SIgA), total IgM, and IgG concentrations
were higher in MBM than DBM and higher in gastric contents (1 h post-ingestion) when preterm
infants were fed with MBM than when infants were fed DBM [13]. A previous study demonstrated
that IgA survived intact after Holder pasteurization in non-centrifuged MBM (0% loss) whereas IgG
concentration was reduced (34.3% loss) (IgM was not measured) [14]. In another study, IgA from
centrifuged MBM was reduced 22% after Holder pasteurization whereas IgM concentration was
completely destroyed [15].

The remaining relative abundance of milk antibodies specific to influenza A virus from MBM or
DBM during gastric digestion is unknown and a comparison of mother’s milk and donor milk have
not been determined. The aim of this study was to determine the difference of antenatal influenza
A-specific IgA, IgM, and IgG antibodies in MBM and DBM, and gastric contents and stools from
preterm infants. Milk anti-influenza A neutralizing antibodies can be specific to subtypes of HA or
NA [3]. In this study, we examined anti-H1N1 HA and anti-H3N2 NA antibodies.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants and Sample Collection

2.1.1. Participants and Enrollment

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of The Legacy Health and
Oregon State University (1402–2016, first approved on 05/03/17). Samples were collected from
20 premature-delivering mother-infant pairs ranging in gestational age (GA) at birth from 26 weeks
to 36 weeks (Table S1) in the NICU. Parents of all eligible infants in the NICU were approached for
participation and informed consent. Clinical data were collected for each mother-infant pair, including
GA and postnatal age for both type of feeding (see Table S1). Eligibility criteria included having an
indwelling naso/orogastric feeding tube, bolus feeding (<60 min infusion tolerated), feeding volumes of
at least four milliliter, and mothers who could produce a volume of MBM adequate for one full-volume
feed per day. Exclusion criteria included neonates with diagnoses that were incompatible with life,
gastrointestinal system anomalies, major gastrointestinal surgery, severe genitourinary anomalies and
significant metabolic, or endocrine diseases.

2.1.2. Feeding and Sampling

To compare the effects of DBM and MBM, two separate feedings of DBM and MBM without
fortification were given to infants. Milk and gastric samples (2 mL) were collected on 8–9 and
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21–22 days of postnatal age (Figure 1). At both sample time periods, each infant received two of the
normal eight daily feedings as unfortified MBM or DBM on alternate days (randomized order). The
order of feeding MBM and DBM was randomized to control for any potential effect of infant day of life
on antibody digestion. The pool of DBM was acquired from two batches at Northwest Mother’s Milk
Bank. Three-liter batches were pasteurized and frozen in 50 mL doses so that only a small fraction was
thawed for each infant feeding. The power analysis based in our previous study indicated that at least
15 infants were required to compare DBM and MBM-fed infants [16].

Figure 1. Schema of study design to determine the difference of antenatal influenza-specific antibodies
in mother’s breast milk (MBM) and donor breast milk (DBM) in gastric contents and stool samples
from preterm infants.

The protocol of feeding is described in our previous study [13]. Milk (either MBM or DBM) was
fed to the infant via the nasogastric tube with a feeding pump set to deliver the entire bolus over
30–60 min. A sample of the gastric fluid was collected 30 min after the completion of the feed (1–1.5 h
after feed initiation). Stool (1 g) was collected within 48 h of the gastric sampling time point and was
recovered from the diaper and scraped into a sterile jar. Stool sample collection was not specific to
DBM/MBM and thus represents stools deriving from a mixture of DBM and MBM feeding. After
collection of each sample type (feed, gastric and stool), samples were placed immediately on ice and
stored at −80 ◦C in the NICU. Samples were transported on dry ice to the Dallas laboratory at Oregon
State University for sample analysis.

2.2. Sample Preparation and ELISAs

Feed (MBM and DBM) and gastric samples were thawed at 4 ◦C, pH was determined and
samples (1 mL) were centrifuged at 3500× g for 30 min at 4 ◦C. The infranate was collected, separated
into aliquots (100 μL) and stored at −80 ◦C. Frozen stool samples (0.1 g) were diluted in 700 μL of
phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.4 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA) with 0.05% Tween-20 (Bio-Rad
Laboratories, Irvine, CA, USA) (PBST) and 3% fraction V bovine serum albumin solution (Innovative
Research, Novi, MI, USA). Diluted stool samples were mixed by vortex for 2 min and the vials were
centrifuged at 3500× g for 20 min at 4 ◦C. The supernatant was collected, separated into aliquots
(100 μL) and stored at −80 ◦C. Sample pH and protein concentration measurements were performed
and results were published previously [13].

The spectrophotometric ELISAs were recorded with a microplate reader (Spectramax M2,
Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) with two replicates of blanks, standards and samples.
Clear flat-bottom 96-well plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) were coated with
0.75 μg/mL (100 μL) of influenza A/Hong Kong/4801/2014 H3N2 neuraminidase (H3N2 NA) or
influenza A/California/07/2009 H1N1 hemagglutinin (H1N1 HA) (Sino Biological US Inc., Wayne, PA,
USA). These antigens were chosen based on the strains present in the vaccine (Flucelvax Quadrivalent,
2017–2018 formula, Seqirus, Holly Springs, NC, USA, Table S2) that mothers received for 2017–2018
when samples were collected. Plates were incubated overnight at 4 ◦C. After incubation, plates
were washed three times with PBST. Blocking buffer (100 μL PBST with 3% fraction V bovine serum
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albumin solution) was added in all wells and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Standards
were prepared using human serum from a female adult that received the influenza vaccine (Flucelvax
Quadrivalent, 2017–2018 formula, Seqirus, Holly Springs, NC, USA, Table S2) four months prior. Blood
was collected into six BD vacutainer serum separation tubes (SSTTM) (Becton Dickinson, Franklin
Lakes, NJ, USA), incubated at room temperature for 5 min, and centrifuged at 3900× g for 5 min.
Serum was aliquoted into several vials and stored at −80 ◦C until used. The relative abundance of
influenza A antibodies was derived by interpolation from the standard curve generated from human
serum with the assigned quantity of anti-influenza A antibodies expressed in ELISA units/mL (EU/mL)
(non-diluted serum (1x) = 50,000 arbitrary EU/mL). The standard curves were prepared using a dilution
series of standard human serum in blocking buffer and the final concentration covered a range from
12.5× (4000 EU/mL) to 25,600× (1.95 EU/mL). Feed (MBM or DBM) and gastric samples were diluted
10×with blocking buffer for anti-influenza IgA, IgM, and IgG measurements whereas a 2× dilution
was used for the prediluted stool samples. For each step (addition of 100 μL standards/samples
and secondary antibodies at 1 μg/mL), washing and incubation for 1 h at room temperature were
performed. The detection antibodies were goat anti-human IgA alpha-chain: horseradish peroxidase
(HRP) for anti-influenza IgA, goat anti-human IgM mu-chain:HRP for anti-influenza IgM and goat
anti-human IgG gamma-chain:HRP for anti-influenza IgG (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The substrate 3,
3′, 5, 5′-tetramethylbenzidine (Thermo Fisher Scientific) (1×, 100 μL) was added for 5 min at room
temperature followed by addition of 2 N sulfuric acid (100 μL) to stop the reaction. Optical density
was measured at 450 nm.

2.3. Pasteurization Effect on Antibodies Specific to Influenza A

To examine the effects of pasteurization directly, a breast milk sample was collected from one
mother who was vaccinated with the 2017–2018 influenza vaccine at 25 weeks of pregnancy and gave
birth at term. At 12 days of lactation, the mother pumped and collected 150 mL of milk into a sterile
plastic bag. Six 1 mL aliquots were centrifuged at 4000× g for 30 min, 4 ◦C and infranates were collected
(skim). Three of these aliquots were used for the control raw human milk (RHM) and 3 others were
pasteurized at 62.5 ◦C for 30 min, referred to as the pasteurized skimmed human milk (PSHM). Three
other 1-mL aliquots were pasteurized whole (referred to as pasteurized whole human milk, PWHM)
and centrifuged at 4000× g for 30 min at 4 ◦C prior to ELISA.

2.4. Statistical Analyses

Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test in GraphPad Prism software (version 8) was used to
compare relative abundance of each anti-influenza antibody isotype (EU/mL) in milk and in gastric
contents between MBM and DBM (type of feeding) within the same mother-infant pairs at 8–9 days and
21–22 days of postnatal age. Student’s t-tests were used to evaluate the effect of whether or not infants
received antibiotics in gastric and stool samples from both feeding types (MBM and DBM) (Table S3).
One-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test was performed to compare RHM
to PSHM and PWHM. Differences were designated significant at p < 0.05. Geometric mean relative
abundances (GMRA) of these antibodies in samples at 8–9 days and 21–22 days of postnatal age were
also calculated.

3. Results

3.1. Infant Demographics

Demographic details for the preterm-delivering mother-infant pairs are presented in Table S1.

3.2. Anti-Influenza Antibody Relative Abundance in Feeds

The relative abundance of H1N1 HA- (Figure 2) and H3N2 NA-specific IgA (Figure 2) were 3.6-
and 2-fold higher, respectively, in MBM than DBM feeds given at 8–9 days of postnatal age but did
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not differ at 21–22 days. H1N1 HA- (10- and 3-fold) and H3N2 NA-specific IgM (13- and 8-fold) were
higher in MBM than in DBM feeds given at 8–9 days and 21–22 days of postnatal age, respectively.
H1N1 HA-specific IgG was 2-fold higher in MBM than DBM feeds given at 8–9 days and 21–22 days of
postnatal age. H3N2 NA-specific IgG was 30% higher in MBM than DBM feeds given at 8–9 days but
did not differ at 21–22 days. The GMRA of each anti-influenza isotype are summarized in Table S4.

Figure 2. Milk antibodies specific to anti-H1N1 hemagglutinin (anti-H1N1 HA) in mother’s own breast
milk (MBM) and donor breast milk (DBM) feeds, and gastric samples from preterm infants fed MBM
and DBM (26–36 wk of GA). Relative abundance of (A) anti-H1N1 HA IgA, (B) anti-H1N1 HA IgM,
and (C) anti-H1N1 HA IgG at 8–9 days of postnatal age. Relative abundance (EU/mL) of (D) anti-H1N1
HA IgA, (E) anti-H1N1 HA IgM, and (F) anti-H1N1 HA IgG at 21–22 days of postnatal age. Values are
min, max, and median, n = 20 for 8–9 days and n = 16 for 21–22 days of postnatal age. Asterisks show
statistically significant differences between variables (*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01) using the Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed-rank test.

3.3. Anti-Influenza Antibody Relative Abundance in Gastric Contents

At 8–9 days of postnatal age, relative abundance of H1N1 HA- (Figure 2) and H3N2 NA-specific
IgA (Figure 2) were 4- and 7-fold higher in gastric contents from infants fed MBM than those fed DBM.
At 21–22 days, H3N2 NA-specific IgA was 4-fold higher in gastric contents after feeding MBM than
after feeding DBM but did not differ for H1N1 HA-specific IgA. H1N1 HA- and H3N2 NA-specific IgM
were 6- and 11-fold higher in gastric contents from infants fed MBM than those fed DBM at 8–9 days.
At 21–22 days, H3N2 NA-specific IgM was 5-fold higher in MBM than DBM but did not differ for
H1N1 HA-specific IgM. H1N1 HA- and H3N2 NA-specific IgG in gastric contents did not differ after
feeding infants MBM and those fed DBM. The GMRA of each anti-influenza isotype are summarized
in Table S5.

3.4. Gastric Digestion of Anti-Influenza Antibody from MBM and DBM

Relative abundance of H1N1 HA- (Figure 1) and H3N2 NA-specific IgA and IgM (Figure 3) did
not significantly decrease from feed to gastric contents in infants fed MBM or DBM at 8–9 days or
21–22 days of postnatal age. H1N1 HA-specific IgG from MBM did not change from feed to gastric
contents at 8–9 days or 21–22 days, whereas H1N1 HA-specific IgG from DBM slightly increased
in gastric contents at 8–9 days but did not differ at 21–22 days of postnatal age. H3N2 NA-specific
IgG from DBM decreased in the gastric contents at 8–9 days but did not differ at 21–22 days. H3N2
NA-specific IgG from MBM decreased in gastric contents at 21–22 days but not at 8–9 days. The GMRA
abundances of each anti-influenza isotype are summarized in Table S6.
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Figure 3. Milk antibodies specific to anti-H3N2 neuraminidase (anti-H3N2 NA) in mother’s own breast
milk (MBM) and donor breast milk (DBM) feeds, and gastric samples from preterm infants fed MBM
and DBM (26–36 wk of GA). Relative abundance of (A) anti-H3N2 NA IgA, (B) anti-H3N2 NA IgM,
and (C) anti-H3N2 NA IgG at 8–9 d postnatal age. Relative abundance (EU/mL) of (D) anti-H3N2 NA
IgA, (E) anti-H3N2 NA IgM, and (F) anti-H3N2 NA IgG at 21–22 days of postnatal age. Values are
min, max, and median, n = 20 for 8–9 days and n = 16 for 21–22 days of postnatal age. Asterisks show
statistically significant differences between variables (*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05) using the
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test.

3.5. Postnatal Age Effects on Anti-Influenza A Antibodies in Preterm Infant Stools Derived from
Mixed MBM/DBM

The relative abundance of H1N1 HA- and H3N2 NA-specific IgA, IgM and IgG in infant stools
did not differ between 8–9 days and 21–22 days of postnatal age (Table S7).

3.6. Pasteurization Effects on Human Milk Anti-Influenza A Antibodies

The anti-influenza antibodies in RHM to PWHM and PSHM were compared to determine the effect
of Holder pasteurization on them. Whole and skim breast milk were pasteurized because previous
literature reported different results with and without delipidation before pasteurization [14,15]. The
relative abundance of anti-H1N1 HA IgA, anti-H3N2 NA IgA, and anti-H1N1 HA IgG did not differ
between RHM and PWHM or PSHM (Figure 4). Anti-H1N1 HA IgM, anti-H3N2 NA IgM, and
anti-H3N2 NA IgG in RHM were 2.5-, 23-, and 2-fold higher than in PSHM. Anti-H3N2 NA IgM in
RHM was 3-fold higher than in PWHM. Anti-H1N1 HA IgM, anti-H3N2 NA IgM, and anti-H3N2 NA
IgG in PWHM were 2.5-, 7.3-, and 1.5-fold higher than PSHM but did not differ for other antibodies.
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Figure 4. Comparison of immunoglobulin relative abundance between raw human milk (RHM) and
pasteurized whole human milk (PWHM) or pasteurized skimmed human milk (PSHM) (n = 3). Relative
abundance of anti-H1N1 HA (A) IgA, (B) IgM, (C) IgG, and of anti-H3N2 NA. (D) IgA, (E) IgM, and
(F) IgG in mother’s milk. Milk samples were from one mother who delivered one term infant at 38 wk
of GA and collected milk at 12 days of postnatal age. Asterisks show statistically significant differences
between variables (*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05) using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s
multiple comparisons test.

4. Discussion

This study aimed to determine whether the relative abundance of maternal milk anti-influenza A
antibodies differed between MBM and DBM and across their digestion in gastric contents and in stool
of preterm infants. Influenza A viruses vary based on their hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase
(NA) subtypes; each influenza A virus has a specific combination of an HA and an NA subtype [3].
Milk anti-influenza A neutralizing antibodies can be specific to subtypes of HA or NA. In this study,
we examined anti-H1N1 HA and anti-H3N2 NA antibodies. Anti-influenza IgA level was previously
evaluated in human milk via ELISA [9]. The anti-H1N1 HA IgA relative abundance measured herein
was higher than those measured previously in term-delivering influenza-vaccinated mothers by
Schlaudecker et al. [9]. However, abundance values of milk antibodies cannot be compared with those
reported in other studies because different human serums were used to prepare the standard curve for
each anti-influenza antibody isotype. No commercial standard exists for anti-influenza IgA, IgM, and
IgG; therefore, determining absolute concentrations was not possible in this study. This research is the
first to determine the anti-influenza A IgM and IgG relative abundance in breast milk.

Anti-influenza A H1N1 HA and H3N2 NA IgA in MBM were higher than in DBM during the first
week of postnatal age for both feeds and gastric contents from preterm infants but did not differ during
the third week for either feed or gastric contents. Neither anti-influenza A H1N1 HA nor H3N2 NA IgA
was reduced by pasteurization of whole or skim breast milk. Therefore, we speculate that high relative
abundance of anti-influenza IgA in MBM is related to early GA and early postnatal age of infants
when mothers delivered prematurely. DBM is donated from mothers delivering mostly term infants
and milk is usually collected later than three months of lactation, which could have different milk
antibody levels compared with those from preterm-delivering mothers at early lactation times. Our
recent clinical study demonstrated that antibody concentrations (total IgA and SIgA) were higher in
MBM than DBM in feeds and gastric samples (1 h post-feeding) from preterm infants [13]. A previous
study found that IgA concentration in preterm milk was higher than in term milk from 3 to 15 days of
lactation time [17]. Total IgA concentration in colostrum from preterm-delivering mothers was higher
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than colostrum (1–3 days of lactation time) from term-delivering mothers in several studies [17–19].
However, our previous study showed that total IgA did not differ between preterm milk and term
milk from 6 days to 28 days of lactation time [16]. No study has previously evaluated the difference
in relative abundance of milk anti-influenza IgA antibodies between preterm- and term-delivering
mothers or between early and late lactation time. Our results suggest that the provision of passive
immune protection with milk anti-influenza A IgA was highest when infants are fed MBM during
their first week of postnatal age.

Anti-influenza A H1N1 HA and H3N2 NA IgM in MBM were higher than in DBM during the
first and third week of postnatal age in both feeds and in infant gastric samples. Among isotypes,
anti-influenza IgM relative abundance differed most between DBM and MBM. Anti-H1N1 HA IgM was
reduced when skim milk was pasteurized but not when whole breast milk was pasteurized. On the
other hand, anti-H3N2 NA IgM was decreased by pasteurizing whole and skim milk. We hypothesize
that the lower relative abundance of anti-influenza A IgM in DBM compared with MBM was due to
the pasteurization of pooled donor milk after fat loss during freezing and thawing. The reduction
of anti-influenza IgM was not likely due to the difference of GA or lactation time between MBM
(preterm-delivering mothers) and DBM (term-delivering mothers). Anti-influenza IgM did not change
across lactation time (1 weeks to 3 weeks) in milk from preterm-delivering mothers. Our recent
clinical study demonstrated that total IgM concentration was higher in MBM than DBM in feeds
and gastric samples (1 h post-feeding) from preterm infants [13]. Previous studies showed that IgM
concentration in preterm-delivering mothers was lower than [16], higher than [17] or similar to [20,21]
term-delivering mothers, suggesting a high variability of IgM concentration between mothers. A strong
variation of anti-H3N2 NA IgM in MBM from preterm-delivering mothers (0 EU/mL to 4301 EU/mL at
1 week; 0–900 EU/mL at 3 weeks) was observed, which could be due to the time of vaccination during
pregnancy and the mother’s immune response to the vaccine.

Anti-H1N1 HA IgG was higher in MBM than in DBM fed during the first and third week of
postnatal age. Pasteurization did not affect anti-H1N1 HA IgG in whole or skim breast milk. The higher
relative abundance of anti-H1N1 HA IgG in MBM could be due to the difference of GA and lactation
time between preterm-delivering mothers and term-delivering mothers (DBM). Anti-influenza A H1N1
HA and H3N2 NA IgG did not differ in gastric contents of infants fed MBM and DBM either at 1 week
or 3 weeks of postnatal age. Interestingly, anti-H3N2 NA IgG was higher in MBM than in DBM during
the first week but did not differ at third week of MBM lactation. Anti-H3N2 NA IgG relative abundance
in skimmed milk but not whole milk was reduced by pasteurization. We speculate that anti-H3N2 NA
IgG was low in DBM due to the time of lactation. Our recent clinical study demonstrated that total
IgG concentration was higher in MBM than DBM in feed and gastric samples (1 h post-feeding) from
preterm infants [13].

Gastric digestion reduced anti-H3N2 NA IgG from MBM at 21–22 days and from DBM at 8–9 days
of postnatal age, but the other anti-influenza A antibodies were not digested in the gastric contents of
preterm infants. A slight increase of anti-H3N2 NA IgG from DBM in gastric contents at 8–9 days of
postnatal age was observed, which could be due to contamination of the gastric contents with residual
from previous feeds based on MBM.

All influenza A antibodies most likely resisted preterm infant overall digestion to some extent as
all were detected in stools 24 h post-feeding. Antibodies detected in stool samples could derive from
the MBM and/or DBM feeding or potentially be generated by the infant. Anti-H1N1 and anti-H3N2
antibodies in stool samples did not differ between the first and third week of postnatal age.

Five infants among twenty received antibiotics (Table S1). Provision of antibiotics could change
the microbiome and alter the survival of maternal influenza antibodies to the stool. However, no
differences were detected in their survival in the gastric contents and stools between infants with and
without antibiotics (Table S3).

Schlaudecker et al. [9] demonstrated that anti-influenza IgA level in breast milk correlated inversely
with frequency of respiratory illness with fever in term infants. The authors hypothesized that orally
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ingested milk antibodies may contribute to immune protection within airways against respiratory
infections [9]. However, this high protection effect could also be due to the high anti-influenza antibody
concentration (IgG) in mother’s blood that was transmitted to the infant across the placenta.

The function of milk anti-influenza antibodies may be to neutralize viruses in breast milk or in the
gastrointestinal or respiratory tracts. Small amounts of breast milk can reach the infant respiratory
tract as a result of regurgitation and inhalation of breast milk during and after feeding [22]. Therefore,
milk influenza-specific antibodies may reach the respiratory tract through regurgitation and inhalation
of breast milk and protect the mucosa of the respiratory tract against influenza A viruses, as previously
hypothesized for milk anti-respiratory syncytial virus-specific Ig [23]. Nutritional intervention studies
are needed to confirm whether the milk antibodies specific to influenza A can contribute to protection
against respiratory pathogens.

Milk antibodies may also interact with immune cells within the infant intestinal lumen to protect
against pathogens. Maternal milk-derived SIgA2 and IgA2 (but not IgA1, IgG or IgM) can adhere to the
apical surfaces of mice intestinal M cells and be transported across the epithelial cell layer [24]. IgA1
has a heavily O-glycosylated hinge region, whereas the smaller IgA2 hinge region is not glycosylated.
The investigators speculated that the extended hinge of IgA1 may interfere with binding to the M
cell receptor [24]. A hypothetical IgA receptor on M cells could mediate the delivery of SIgA2 from
the intestinal lumen to the mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues. SIgA2-antigen complexes absorbed
across M cells could be sampled by subepithelial B lymphocytes and dendritic cells [25]. Indeed, SIgA
was detected on the apical surface of M cells in the infant ileum, suggesting that they may be able to
endocytose SIgA. Therefore, milk anti-influenza antibodies complexed with influenza antigens could
hypothetically be absorbed by M cells, sampled by leukocytes and lead to altered mucosal immune
response in the respiratory tract.

A limitation in our study was the absence of information on vaccination (vaccinated or not and
dates) from recruited mothers in order to demonstrate a positive correlation between vaccinated
mothers and anti-influenza antibody level in breast milk. However, this association was already
demonstrated in previous a study for anti-influenza IgA in breast milk [9].

Another study limitation is that too few subjects were included to detect many differences between
MBM and DBM feeds and gastric contents when grouped by GA (26–27 weeks, 30–31 weeks, and
35–36 weeks).

5. Conclusions

The present study suggests that passive immunization with milk anti-influenza A IgA may have
been highest when infants were fed MBM rather than DBM during the first week of postnatal age.
Anti-influenza A IgM was higher in MBM than in DBM during the first and third week of postnatal
age in both type of samples (feeds and gastric samples). Anti-influenza IgM differed most between
DBM and MBM, likely due to its sensitivity to pasteurization. Anti-influenza IgG relative abundance
was higher in MBM than DBM feeds but did not differ in gastric contents at first and third week of
postnatal age. Passive immune protection with maternal anti-influenza antibodies from MBM may
provide infant protection. Milk antibodies could neutralize viruses within the mammary gland, in
the infant mouth and after entering their respiratory system. Supplementing DBM with additional
influenza A-specific antibodies could benefit infants.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-6643/11/7/1567/s1,
Table S1. Demographics of preterm-delivering mother-infant pairs sampled for MBM and DBM feeds, gastric
contents (1-h postprandial time) and stools (24-h post-feeding); Table S2. Description of influenza vaccine
(Flucelvax Quadrivalent 2017-2018 Formula) given to mothers during pregnancy; Table S3. Statistical results
(p-values) for Student’s t-tests comparing antibody concentration between infants that received antibiotics (n = 5 at
8–9 days and n = 5 at 21–22 days of postnatal age) and infants that did not receive antibiotics (n = 15 at 8–9 days and
n = 11 at 21–22 days) in gastric and stool samples. G, gastric contents; S, stool; Table S4. GMRA of anti-influenza A
IgA, IgM and IgG (H1N1 HA and H3N2 NA) in MBM and DBM at 8–9 days and for 21–22 days of postnatal age.
MBM samples were from 20 preterm-delivering mothers (26–36 wk of GA). P-values were calculated using the
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test; Table S5. GMRA of anti-influenza IgA, IgM, and IgG (H1N1 HA and
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H3N2 NA) in gastric contents fed MBM and DBM feeds. Gastric contents from infants fed MBM or DBM were
from 20 mother-preterm pairs (26–36 wk of GA at 8–9 days and for 21–22 days of postnatal age. p-values were
calculated using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test; Table S6. p-value for the difference between MBM
and gastric MBM or between DBM and gastric DBM on anti-influenza IgA, IgM, and IgG reactivities (H1N1 HA
and H3N2 NA). Feed and gastric samples were from 20 mother-preterm pairs (26–36 wk of GA). p-values were
calculated using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test; Table S7. GMRA for anti-influenza IgA, IgM and
IgG antibodies (H1N1 HA and H3N2 NA) in stools from preterm infants. Stool samples were from 20 preterm
infants at 26–36 wk of GA. p-values were calculated using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test between
8–9 days and 21–22 days of postnatal age.
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Abstract: Background: Mother’s own milk is the optimal source of nutrients and provides numerous
health advantages for mothers and infants. As they have supplementary nutritional needs, very
preterm infants may require fortification of human milk (HM). Addressing HM composition and
variations is essential to optimize HM fortification strategies for these vulnerable infants. Aims:
To analyze and compare macronutrient composition in HM of mothers lactating very preterm (PT)
(28 0/7 to 32 6/7 weeks of gestational age, GA) and term (T) infants (37 0/7 to 41 6/7 weeks of GA)
over time, both at similar postnatal and postmenstrual ages, and to investigate other potential factors
of variations. Methods: Milk samples from 27 mothers of the PT infants and 34 mothers of the T
infants were collected longitudinally at 12 points in time during four months for the PT HM and
eight points in time during two months for the T HM. Macronutrient composition (proteins, fat, and
lactose) and energy were measured using a mid-infrared milk analyzer, corrected by bicinchoninic
acid (BCA) assay for total protein content. Results: Analysis of 500 HM samples revealed large inter-
and intra-subject variations in both groups. Proteins decreased from birth to four months in the
PT and the T HM without significant differences at any postnatal time point, while it was lower
around term equivalent age in PT HM. Lactose content remained stable and comparable over time.
The PT HM contained significantly more fat and tended to be more caloric in the first two weeks
of lactation, while the T HM revealed higher fat and higher energy content later during lactation
(three to eight weeks). In both groups, male gender was associated with more fat and energy content.
The gender association was stronger in the PT group, and it remained significant after adjustments.
Conclusion: Longitudinal measurements of macronutrients compositions of the PT and the T HM
showed only small differences at similar postnatal stages in our population. However, numerous
differences exist at similar postmenstrual ages. Male gender seems to be associated with a higher
content in fat, especially in the PT HM. This study provides original information on macronutrient
composition and variations of HM, which is important to consider for the optimization of nutrition
and growth of PT infants.

Keywords: human milk; preterm; term; neonate; infant; macronutrients; protein; fat; lactose; nutrition
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1. Introduction

Human milk (HM) is a highly complex, dynamic and species-specific system that incorporates
numerous nutritional and bioactive elements. Despite progress in analytical technologies enabling the
growth of data over the past decade, HM composition remains only partially elucidated [1–4]. Recent
studies revealed countless inter- and intra-individual factors influencing HM composition, such as
maternal, circadian, pregnancy, delivery, infantile, chronological and environmental variables [5–9].
Among these factors, temporal changes of HM composition before and after term equivalent time
are of particular interest considering the critical challenges of preterm (PT) infants’ nutrition and the
critical importance of HM for this vulnerable population [10,11].

As for healthy term (T) babies, breastfeeding provides numerous health advantages for PT infants
and their mothers, and is thus strongly recommended [12–16]. In addition, for very PT at risk neonates,
mother’s own milk appears particularly protective against several severe complications, such as
necrotizing enterocolitis, sepsis, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, retinopathy of prematurity, and reduces
duration of hospital stay or incidence of rehospitalizations [17–20]. Furthermore, it may improve brain
growth and the development of these fragile infants [21–24].

Despite these crucial protective effects, HM may not fully meet some specific additional
nutritional requirements of very PT infants to avoid growth flattening, nutritional deficits, and
related complications [25–27]. Therefore, human milk fortification is often recommended in very
PT neonates, however controversies exist and optimal, feasible fortification strategies remain to be
identified [11,16]. Nevertheless, even with the development of HM fortification practices, growth
failure remains frequent in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs), affecting up to half of very low
birthweight neonates [28].

In this context, we need to have better knowledge and understanding of HM composition and its
variations, and especially temporal changes, in order to enhance nutritional enteral strategies, mainly
human milk fortification and/or formula complements according to the situation [11]. Currently, studies
on HM composition after very PT delivery remain scarce and are mostly based on cross-sectional
studies. Only a few studies have longitudinally measured the trajectory of HM composition and its
time variations in both T and PT infants, and the data remain controversial [10].

In this prospective cohort study, we aimed: (i) to quantify macronutrient composition in very PT
and T HM over time; (ii) to compare macronutrient composition between PT and T milk, at similar
lactation stages (postnatal ages) and gestational stages (postmenstrual ages); and (iii) to investigate
other factors potentially associated with macronutrient variations in HM.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Design, Subjects, and Setting

This study was a part of a prospective, monocentric, cohort study aiming to analyze various
components of HM over time and to compare their contents in the PT HM versus the T HM. We
previously published the study design and the description of the population in detail [29].

The study was conducted between October 2013 and July 2014 at the University Hospital of
Lausanne, Switzerland. Eligible mothers were those older than 18 years of age, intending to breastfeed
their offspring, and who delivered either (i) very prematurely (PT group), from 28 0/7 to 32 6/7 weeks
of gestational age (GA) or (ii) at term (T group), between 37 0/7 to 41 6/7 weeks of GA.

Exclusion criteria included any counter-indication to breastfeeding, maternal diabetes (type I or II)
before pregnancy, alcohol or drug consumption, and insufficient French language skills.

The mothers who were included in the study were followed until postnatal week 16 for the PT
group, and week 8 for the T group, or until lactation discontinuation (whichever came first).
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2.2. Data Collection

The main clinical and sociodemographic maternal and neonatal characteristics were prospectively
collected. All data were recorded in electronic case report forms in a dedicated database.

2.3. Milk Sampling and Processing

Sequential, iterative samples of milk were collected according to the following schedule, illustrated
in Figure 1:

(i) Preterm group: 1–10 mL of milk was collected at the end of the 1st week, then weekly for the
first 8 weeks, then every 2 weeks for an additional 8 weeks; this corresponded thus to a maximum of
12 samples during the 16 weeks.

(ii) Term group: 10 mL of milk were collected weekly for 8 weeks, starting at the end of week 1.

Figure 1. Milk sampling schedule (reprinted from Garcia-Rodenas et al. 2018, with permission
from Elsevier).

Standardized milk sampling relied on a single sampling of a single breast in the morning
(first morning expression). Milk samples were expressed between 6–12 a.m., using an electric breast
pump (Symphony®, Medela, Baar, Switzerland). After the breast was entirely emptied, the milk was
homogenized and an aliquot of maximum 10 mL of milk (1–10 mL for the first two time points in the
PT group) was collected. Each sample aliquot was immediately transferred to dedicated freezing tubes
(15 mL polypropylene tubes, Falcon™, Fisher Scientific, Reinach, Switzerland), and stored at −18 ◦C in
the home freezer for a maximum of 1 week until frozen transfer to the hospital. At the hospital, samples
were temporarily kept at −80 ◦C and then transferred to the Nestlé Research Centre (NRC, Lausanne,
Switzerland). The frozen milk samples were thawed for splitting into 15 aliquots and stored at −80 ◦C
until analysis of macronutrient and other HM components (reported in independent publications).

2.4. Measurement of HM Macronutrient Composition

The macronutrient content (total protein, fat, and carbohydrate, i.e., lactose) and energy density
were measured using a human milk analyzer (MIRIS AB, Uppsala, Sweden) based on mid-infrared
transmission spectroscopy (www.mirissolutions.com). One mL of each milk sample was thawed and
warmed to 40 ◦C in a water bath. Prior to the measurement, each sample was homogenized using
the MIRIS sonicator to avoid protein aggregation and lipid phase separation. A daily calibration
check (MIRIS check solution) was performed according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Macronutrient quantities were measured in a single run and the energy content was calculated
automatically by the MIRIS instrument (protein 4.4 kcal/g, carbohydrate 4 kcal/g, fat 9 kcal/g) [30].

We used a MIRIS measure validation process that had been previously published [31]. As in other
literature reports, this validation showed that the MIRIS was not accurate enough for the measurement
of total protein in human milk as compared with the Kjeldahl reference method (AOAC International,
method number 991.22), while no differences were observed for fat and carbohydrate content as
compared with the corresponding reference methods. To address this issue, we used colorimetric
bicinchoninic acid (BCA, ThermoFisher Scientific) assay, which produced accurate human milk protein
values as compared with those obtained with the reference Kjeldahl method. In order to include this
more accurate protein information in the energy density value of the human milk samples, energy
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density was recalculated for each milk sample using the same formula as the MIRIS instrument: Energy
(kcal/L) = protein (g/L) × 4.4 + fat (g/L) × 9.25 + carbohydrate (g/L) × 4.

2.5. Statistics

The paucity of quantitative data on the macronutrient content in the PT HM precluded a proper
power calculation in this exploratory study. The study size was initially set at n = 20 subjects per group
(preterm and term infant mothers) according to the estimated recruitment feasibility at the study center
within a one-year period.

The temporal changes of macronutrient contents were compared in the PT and T HM at
equivalent infant (1) postpartum ages and (2) postmenstrual ages. For both comparisons, mixed
linear models were used to estimate the differences between preterm and term infants. The models
used age (either postpartum or postmenstrual), term/preterm status, and interaction between age and
term/preterm status. Within subject variability was accounted for by declaring the subject ID as a
random effect. Contrast estimates of the model were calculated by comparing the PT and T HM groups
at each time point. No imputation method was applied for missing data (both in between visits and
loss to follow up) as the method used does not require a complete dataset. A conventional two-sided
5% error rate was used without adjusting for multiplicity as this exploratory trial is for hypothesis
generation purposes.

Similar methods were used to analyze the effects of gender and delivery mode and their interaction
with age (both postpartum and postmenstrual and also both in the PT and the T populations together
and separately). Statistical analyses were done using SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina,
USA) and R 3.2.1 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria; https://www.R-project.org).

2.6. Ethics

The study was approved by the local Ethical Board (Commission cantonal d’éthique de la recherche
sur l’être humain du Canton de Vaud) (Protocol 69/13, clinical study 11.39.NRC; April 9, 2013).
Maternal written consent was obtained. The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov with the
identifier NCT02052245.

3. Results

3.1. Study Population

The detailed study flow chart and study population description has been published elsewhere [29].
They are presented in the supplementary material (see Figure S1 and Table S1).

Sixty-one mothers were included in the study: 27 mothers of 33 PT neonates, and 34 mothers of
34 T neonates. In the PT group, 25/27 mothers (93%) completed the study (one neonatal death, one
withdrawal). In the T group, 28/34 mothers (82.4%) completed the study (one maternal illness, two
withdrawals, three early breastfeeding disruption). In all, we collected 500 HM samples (280 PT and
220 T samples).

Mothers of the two groups were comparable in age (mean ± SD: 32.4 ± 5.6 years in the PT group,
versus 31.2 ± 4.2 years in the T group, p = 0.3173) and body mass index before pregnancy and at
delivery. The mean ± SD gestational age and birthweight of the PT and T neonates differed as expected
(30.8 ± 1.4 weeks versus 39.5 ± 1.0 weeks, p < 0.0001, and 1421 ± 373 g versus 3278 ± 354 g, p < 0.0001),
and more PT neonates were born by caesarean section (63% versus 23%, p = 0.0019). The sex ratio was
similar in the two groups (54% versus 53% of males, p = 0.8952).

3.2. HM Macronutrient Composition

Overall, we noticed a substantial intra- and inter-individual variability in data for all
macronutrients, indicating a large heterogeneity between macronutrient content for milk samples.
Maximal/minimal ratios reached up to 16 for fat, 5.4 for protein, 4.1 for energy, and 3.4 for lactose content.
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Detailed numerical values of each macronutrient according to postnatal age (A) and postmenstrual age
(B) are reported in the corresponding supplemental Tables.

3.2.1. Total Protein

The values of total protein content in the PT and T HM according to postnatal age are depicted in
Figure 2A. The total protein content gradually decreases from birth to four months, from (mean ± SD)
2.2 ± 0.3 g/100 mL to 1.5 ± 0.5 g/100 mL in preterm and from 2.5 ± 0.8 g/100 mL to 1.7 ± 0.3 g/100 mL in
T HM, without significant differences between the PT and T groups at any point in time.

Figure 2B shows the total protein content in the PT and T HM according to postmenstrual age.
There were significant differences (p < 0.005) at gestational ages of 38–40 and 42 weeks, with T HM
containing higher amounts of protein. These differences peaked at 39 weeks with T values up to
1.7 times higher than PT values. Later postmenstrual ages (>43 weeks) did not show any significant
differences in protein content.

Figure 2. Total protein content in the preterm (PT) and the term (T) human milk (HM) according to
postnatal age (A) and postmenstrual age (B). Box plots represent medians with 25th and 75th percentile,
minimal-maximal range, and outliers (values >4.5 are excluded from the graph). Statistically significant
p-values are indicated in the graph.

3.2.2. Total Fat

The mean values for total fat content in the PT and T HM slightly increase in early lactation
and then remain constant over time (Figure 3A). As compared to the T HM, the PT HM contained
significantly more fat (mean ± SD, 2.8 ± 1.1 g/100 mL in PT HM versus 2.1 ± 1.0 g/100 mL in T HM;
p = 0.04) in the first week of lactation, but less in the later stages of lactation (week three to eight).

Figure 3. Total fat content in PT and T HM according to postnatal age (A) and postmenstrual age
(B). Box plots represent medians with 25th and 75th percentile, minimal-maximal range, and outliers.
Statistically significant p-values are indicated in the graph.
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When comparing the fat content according to postmenstrual age (Figure 3B), two significant
differences were observed for gestational age of 42 and 47 weeks, respectively, with higher fat content
at week 42 and lower fat content at week 47 in the PT HM as compared to the T HM.

3.2.3. Total Lactose

The mean values for lactose content remained stable over postnatal time in both groups with
a consistent, but not significant, higher content in the PT versus the T HM (mean ± SD over all
lactation stages: 5.9 ± 0.2 g/100 mL versus 5.8 ± 0.1 g/100 mL) (Figure 4A). A significant difference was
observed at week 7 with the PT HM containing higher amounts of lactose (6.1 ± 0.5 g/100 mL versus
5.6 ± 0.9 g/100 mL, p = 0.0233).

When comparing lactose contents according to gestational age (Figure 4B), significant variations
were found for week 45 and 47, where lactose content was lower in the PT HM than in the T HM.

Figure 4. Total lactose content in the PT and T HM according to postpartum age (A) and postmenstrual
age (B). Box plots represent medians with 25th and 75th percentile, minimal-maximal range, and
outliers. Statistically significant p-values are indicated in the graph.

3.2.4. Energy Density

The mean± SD values for energy density tended to be higher in the PT HM (58.7± 10.2 kcal/100 mL
versus 53.1 ± 8.8 kcal/100 mL; p = 0.08) in the first week of lactation, whereas in weeks three to eight
postpartum, energy density in the T HM was higher (Figure 5A).

When comparing the energy density according to postmenstrual age (Figure 5B), there were
punctual variations between the PT and T HM, but trajectory over lactation remained relatively constant.

Figure 5. Calculated energy density in the PT and T HM according to postpartum age (A) and
postmenstrual age (B). Box plots represent medians with 25th and 75th percentile, minimal-maximal
range, and outliers. Statistically significant p-values are indicated in the graph.
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3.2.5. Other Factors Influencing HM Macronutrient Composition

The composition of macronutrients was also compared over time in the population and in
each T and PT subgroup separately, according to infant gender or mode of delivery (see Figures in
supplementary material).

Milk of mothers with male infants was consistently higher in fat and energy as compared to milk
of mothers with female infants, reaching statistical significance at postnatal weeks five and seven
(estimated differences of 0.89 g/100 mL and 1.07 g/100 mL of fat, respectively). The difference at five
weeks was more pronounced in the PT group (estimated difference of 1.04 g/100 mL) and the difference
at seven weeks was more pronounced for the T group (1.58 g/100 mL). There was also a trend of
increased content of total protein in milk for male as compared to female infants in both the T and the
PT groups, but the differences were not significant. We did not observe a gender difference for lactose
content. Regarding the mode of delivery, it was not associated with consistent nor significant changes
in HM macronutrients contents in our population.

A mixed linear model, taking into account the variables T or PT, postpartum age, interaction
between T/PT and postpartum age, gender, and mode of delivery, was assessed in order to have an
indication of which variables affect macronutrient concentration. It was observed that in general, the
postpartum age has a significant effect on the macronutrient concentration of milk. Carbohydrate
content was significantly higher for premature infants globally (all time points combined) while
differences in proteins, energy, and fat depended on the postpartum age. Energy and fat concentration
were significantly affected by the gender of the infant.

4. Discussion

This study provides substantial longitudinal data on the macronutrient compositions of 500 HM
samples from 61 mothers delivering either very prematurely (n = 27) or at term (n = 34), during a
time period of up to 16 and eight weeks for a PT and a T group, respectively. The original milk
sampling design enabled the comparison of the PT and T HM composition not only at similar postnatal
ages, corresponding to similar maternal lactation stages, but also at similar postmenstrual ages,
corresponding to a similar infant developmental stage.

In this cohort, HM iterative macronutrients analysis showed notably: (i) large inter- and
intra-subject variations, most marked for fat content; (ii) little differences between the PT and T
HM at similar postnatal ages/lactation stages, while there were more significant differences between
the PT and T HM at similar postmenstrual ages/developmental stages; (iii) an overall decrease in total
protein content over time, whereas lactose, fat, and energy density remained stable; and (iv) some
gender differences in HM composition, as HM dedicated to male infants tended to be richer in fat
and energy.

First, we have emphasis on the magnitude of the variations observed in our cohort. Differences
between minimal and maximal measurements reached up to more than 10 times for fat. These
variations are more important, on the whole, than those reported in other studies [10,11,32]. Extreme
values were verified and confirmed. An effect of milk preservation or homogenization is unlikely, as
the procedure was standardized [33]. An impact of the method of collection (first morning one single
breast, rather than 24 h two breasts collections) is possible [5]. Nevertheless, these results confirm
and underline how much a unique “standard” HM composition basis of calculation cannot fit all
individual situations, and that more accurate alternatives for estimations of nutritional intake are
required, notably for fortification issues [34].

Among factors of variations, temporal changes in HM macronutrient composition have been
previously reported [10,35–37]. The study plan allowed us to investigate the HM composition changes
according to both postnatal and gestational ages, related to adaptive and developmental stages,
respectively. Interestingly, in our study, macronutrient composition changes were overall more
pronounced according to postnatal time than to gestational age, which is in line with other recent
observations [38]. Consequently, there were fewer differences between the PT and the T HM at similar
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postnatal ages, than at similar gestational ages. Its final implication, however, remains to be further
explored. This finding should also be considered regarding the definition of nutritional needs of the
PT infants and establishment of fortification targets.

Concerning the protein composition, the observed trajectory in our cohort follows a progressive
decrease, which is consistent with previous observations [10,35,39]. Our protein values align well with
published results for the first four weeks of lactation, and then seem to remain slightly higher than
reported values (week 6 to 12) [10,37]. Unlike most existing data, we did not find a higher protein
content in the PT HM than in the T HM, and there were no significant differences in the PT and T HM
protein contents at any point. By contrast, the longitudinal trajectory of the protein content according
to postmenstrual age revealed some significant differences between PT and T HM, which culminate
between weeks 38 and 42. This implies that a preterm breastfed infant arriving at term equivalent age
receives lower amounts of protein as compared with a breastfed term infant.

Concerning the fat composition, the changes of the PT and T HM contents follow a very similar
trajectory as described previously, with an initial slight increase in fat content from week one to week
two, followed by a constant level over the remaining lactation period. Initially at week one, the PT HM
contained a higher fat content, and then, until the end of the sampling period, the T HM contained
slightly higher fat levels, which also effectively matches published data [10].

Concerning the lactose content, we observed stable concentrations over time with a trend of
higher content in the PT versus T HM. Our results are in line with most of the previous reported
data, although some studies described an increase in lactose concentration during the first month of
lactation [10,35,39]. As lactose constitutes the major energy source among total carbohydrates, it is an
acceptable proxy for digestible carbohydrates [35].

Finally, the energy density was not directly measured in our study, but it was calculated and
corrected for adjusted protein content for each milk sample, using the formula published by Polberg and
Lönnerdal [30]. Overall, values of our cohort tended to be generally slightly lower than those reported
in the literature [10,35,39]. The single morning HM sampling procedure could have contributed to this
observation, as fat content has been reported to be higher in the evening [5].

Besides these temporal factors of variations, we also investigated the influence of other factors,
such as gender and mode of delivery. We noticed that HM for male infants was more concentrated in
fat and energy as compared with female infants. This was observed both in the T and PT group, but it
was more marked in the PT group. A multivariate analysis confirmed that the infant’s male gender was
significantly and independently associated with higher concentrations of fat and energy in HM. So far,
this phenomenon of “sex bias” milk synthesis, possibly already partly conditioned in utero, has mainly
been studied and discussed in other mammals, such as cows, horses, monkeys, and hamsters [40,41].
In humans, by contrast, only a small number of studies have reported a possible gender specificity
of the HM composition. In 2010, Powe et al. observed an increase in energy value of 25% for male
infants of well-fed American women [42]. In a study conducted in Singapore, Thakkar et al. found
similar differences in term newborns (energy + 24% and fat + 39% for boys), with a lipid profile
that also varied by gender [43]. More recently, in a term delivering population of mothers living in
Seoul, Hahn also observed an increased energy density in HM for male infants, related to a higher
carbohydrates content. By contrast, Quinn et al. did not observe any gender difference in the milk of
103 Filipino women [7,44]. Interaction with environmental and/or nutritional conditions is possible,
as suggested by Fujita et al. [45]. According to an evolutionary perspective, these authors hypothesize
that economically disadvantaged mothers produce richer milk for girls, while well-nourished women
produce richer milk for boys [45]. According to BMI indicators, our population was rather well
nourished [29]. The reasons for these observed differences remain unclear. One can hypothesize
that, due to their different growth trajectories and hormonal environment, male and female infants
may have different energy requirements. The implications of such differences, if confirmed, could be
important. On the other hand, the effect of delivery mode reported by Dizdar et al. was not verified
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in our population [8]. However, due to the relatively limited number of subjects and the important
variability of data, these results should be interpreted cautiously.

This work has some limitations to consider: (i) as mentioned above, the method of sampling
(first milk of the morning rather than pooled over 24 h) could have increased the measured variations,
especially for lipids; (ii) variations in milk volumes, that may have also contributed to the important
variability observed, were not recorded and thus could not be taken into account; (iii) the method
of measuring macronutrients (MIRIS ©) is a method whose reliability is open to criticism [46].
We attempted to enhance its accuracy through validation methods and protein correction strategy [31];
(iv) finally, the small number of patients in each group limited the power of the study, and allowed only
a limited number of associated factors to be analyzed. However, the influence of other factors, such as
intrauterine growth restriction, twinning, antenatal steroids, smoking, and maternal comorbidities, for
example, also deserves to be further investigated.

Despite this, our results emphasize that, although pragmatic, a unique definition of a “standard”
nutritional composition of HM, as traditionally applied, can be insufficient and inaccurate for the
nutritionally vulnerable infants, such as preterm infants [47]. These infants may require more
individualized nutritional approaches, such as “targeted” fortification based on regular measurements
of HM composition, or “adjusted” fortification according to serum urea values [11,30,48]. However, so
far, targeted approaches remain challenging and expensive in daily care practices, without enthusiastic
durable results on growth or development. Thus, future research should aim to develop optimized,
efficient and feasible fortification strategies. Recent progresses in bioengineering should help in these
issues [49]. Importantly, studies should also investigate other maternal and infant factors interacting
with HM composition, including offspring gender.

Meanwhile, it would be good to consider changing the way nutritional intakes are calculated
for clinical or research purposes. Currently, when direct measurements of HM composition are not
available, a unique HM composition is generally assumed. However, it would be preferable to use
a model that adjusts the assumed composition according to the T/PT status and/or postnatal age as
recently proposed by an expert group [34].

5. Conclusions

Macronutrient composition and energy density in human milk change over time, with important
inter- and intra- individual variations. The original design of this longitudinal study allowed us to
compare term and preterm mother milk composition both at similar postnatal stages, corresponding
to similar adaptive stages after birth, and at similar gestational ages, corresponding to similar
developmental stages after conception. This original approach revealed that differences between the
PT and T HM were more preponderant at equivalent gestational ages, especially around term, than at
equivalent postpartum lactation stages. Moreover, our results suggest a possible gender adaptation of
HM, with a more caloric milk for male infants. This is also a rather novel and compelling issue that
deserves additional research.

Accordingly, there is definitely not one, but a multitude of human milk compositions and
breastfeeding appears to be a powerful preventive and personalized medicine. Whereas HM use
is strongly encouraged in preterm as well as in term infants, there is a need to further explore HM
composition and variations to assess whether more individualized nutritional approaches may help in
optimizing growth and development of more vulnerable infants.
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Abstract: Human milk oligosaccharides (HMOs) are a major component of human milk, and play an
important role in protecting the infant from infections. Preterm infants are particularly vulnerable,
but have improved outcomes if fed with human milk. This study aimed to determine if the HMO
composition of preterm milk differed from that of term milk at equivalent stage of lactation and
equivalent postmenstrual age. In all, 22 HMOs were analyzed in 500 samples of milk from 25 mothers
breastfeeding very preterm infants (< 32 weeks of gestational age, < 1500 g of birthweight) and 28
mothers breastfeeding term infants. The concentrations of most HMOs were comparable at equivalent
postpartum age. However, HMOs containing α-1,2-linked fucose were reduced in concentration
in preterm milk during the first month of lactation. The concentrations of a number of sialylated
oligosaccharides were also different in preterm milk, in particular 3′-sialyllactose concentrations were
elevated. At equivalent postmenstrual age, the concentrations of a number of HMOs were significantly
different in preterm compared to term milk. The largest differences manifest around 40 weeks of
postmenstrual age, when the milk of term infants contains the highest concentrations of HMOs. The
observed differences warrant further investigation in view of their potential clinical impact.

Keywords: 2′-fucosyllactose (2′FL); 3′-sialyllactose (3′SL); disialyllacto-N-tetraose (DSLNT); human
milk oligosaccharides (HMO); milk group; secretor; Lewis; lactation; preterm

1. Introduction

Human milk is the optimal source of nutrition for infants, and it is widely recommended that
infants are exclusively or predominantly breastfed for the first 6 months of life [1,2]. In preterm neonates,
human milk feeding is known to have several important specific protective actions and it is strongly
encouraged too [1,3,4]. Preterm infants consuming human milk have notably improved immunity [5],
are less likely to develop necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) [6], have improved neurodevelopmental
outcomes [1,7] and a better long term health outcome [8,9].

However, as nutritional needs of preterm infants are higher compared to those of term infants,
human milk composition may not match the nutritional needs of very preterm infants (< 32 weeks of
gestational age, < 1500g of birthweight) during the first weeks of life. In this context, human milk
fortification in energy, proteins and minerals is commonly recommended in routine nutritional neonatal
care of very preterm infants [4]. To optimize current practices, additional knowledge on human milk
composition and opportunities in nutrient supplementation remain to be further explored.
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While the composition of preterm milk has been investigated [10], and it is reported to be slightly
different from that of term milk [11,12], there are relatively few studies focusing on the human milk
oligosaccharide (HMO) composition of preterm milk.

HMOs are the 4th most abundant component of human milk after water, lipids and lactose, and may
be present at concentrations up to 25 g/L in colostrum and between 10 to 15 g/L in mature milk [13–15].
This family of over 160 compounds [16] is postulated to play an important role in protecting infants
from infection, by acting as decoy receptors or through modulation of the gut microbiota. They may
also modulate the immune system through direct interactions [17–20]. Furthermore, HMOs may act as
a dietary source of sialic acid [21,22], potentially important for learning and memory [23,24]. Recent
evidence from animal studies suggests non-sialylated HMOs may also be important for learning and
memory [25]. Today, randomized placebo controlled trials with HMO supplementation are scarce and
only done with individual HMOs. Trials that have been carried out indicate that 2′FL is associated
with infant immunity [26] and 2′FL together with lacto-N-neotetraose (LNnT) relate to protection from
illnesses of the lower respiratory tract and a reduction in antibiotic use [27].

Of specific relevance to preterm infants, HMOs have been linked to the prevention of gut
dysfunction [28] and development of NEC [28,29]. Disialyllacto-N-tetraose (DSLNT) and 2′FL have
been shown to protect against the development of NEC in rat models [30,31]. It was also observed that
DSLNT was present in lower concentrations in the milk fed to preterm infants who developed NEC
compared to those who did not [32], leading to the proposal that DSLNT could be used as a marker to
predict the likelihood of an infant developing NEC [32].

HMOs are built from lactose, the lactose can be elongated with residues of galactose and
N-acetylglucosamine to produce at least 13 different core oligosaccharides [16,33,34]. The core
oligosaccharides can be further decorated with sialic acid residues by the action of sialylltransferases,
and fucose residues by the action of fucosyltransferases. Due to genetic polymorphisms, two
fucosyltransferases, fucosyltransferase-2 (FUT2) and fucosyltransferase-3 (FUT3) are not active in
100% of the population. Fucosyltransferase-2 (FUT2) is responsible for the attachment of fucose
to core oligosaccharides through an α-1,2-linkage creating HMOs such as 2′-fucosyllactose (2′FL)
or lacto-N-fucopentaose-I (LNFP-I). When FUT2 is inactive such HMOs are absent from the milk.
Fucosyltransferase-3 (FUT3), attaches fucose to the core oligosaccharides through an α-1,4 linkage
creating oligosaccharides such as LNFP-II, and along with other fucosyltransferases HMOs containing
α-1,3 linkages. When FUT3 is inactive HMOs containing α-1,4 linkages are absent from the milk. This
results in there being four major milk groups with differing HMO compositions depending on the
activities of the FUT2 and FUT3 enzymes:

• Milk group 1, in which both enzymes are active
• Milk group 2, in which FUT3 is active but FUT2 is not
• Milk group 3, in which FUT2 is active but FUT3 is not
• Milk group 4, in which both enzymes are inactive.

In general, milk group 1 seems to be the most common milk group, and milk group 4 is
rare [35], however the distribution of milk groups in different populations varies depending on genetic
background [36]. Based on the HMO composition of different milk samples, there is also evidence that
further subgroups may exist [37,38].

There have been a few previous investigations looking at the HMO composition of preterm
milk [17,32,36,39–43], in most cases it is reported that the HMO composition of preterm milk is
comparable to that of term milk. However, Coppa [39] reported that preterm milk contained a higher
total HMO concentration compared to term milk and De Leoz [36] reported that some HMO features
were more variable in preterm milk than in term milk. Kunz [43] pointed out that the Lewis and secretor
status should be taken in to account when making studies on HMOs, since these are important factors
determining the HMO composition, but milk group has been considered in only a few studies [40–42].
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Here we report the composition and trajectories of several different HMOs analyzed in milk
collected from mothers of preterm infants and term infants. The HMO composition was compared at
equivalent stage of lactation (i.e., equivalent infant postnatal age) and at equivalent postmenstrual
age (i.e., equivalent infant developmental stage). In addition the milk group for each donor could be
identified from the HMO composition of the milk, thus comparisons could be performed on samples
with matched milk groups.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Trial Design

This research is part of a prospective cohort study to compare the nutritional composition of
human milk from mothers giving birth at term or preterm. The detailed study design has already been
published [44].

The study was conducted at the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) and at the maternity ward
of the University Hospital in Lausanne (CHUV), Switzerland, between October 2013 and July 2014.
In this cohort, human milk was longitudinally collected from mothers of preterm infants (gestational
age 28 0/7 weeks to 32 6/7 weeks) and mothers of term infants (gestational age 37 0/7 weeks to 41 6/7
weeks). A dedicated research nurse, qualified as a lactation consultant, followed and supported the
subjects during the study period. Neonatal demographic and delivery data were collected from the
medical charts upon enrollment.

2.2. Milk Collection & Storage

Preterm human milk samples were collected once per week at 7 ± 1 day intervals during the first 8
weeks after delivery. An additional 4 samples were collected until 16 weeks after delivery with sample
collection at 14 ± 1 day intervals. Term human milk samples were collected once per week at 7 ± 1
day intervals during the first 8 weeks after delivery (Figure 1). With such a sampling design, it was
possible to compare preterm milk with term milk at the same stage of lactation (in Figure 1 the preterm
sample at wk1 with the term sample at wk1, etc) or at the equivalent postmenstrual age of the infant
(in Figure 1 samples at 42, 44 and 46 weeks would be compared ie. preterm wk12 with term wk2,
preterm wk14 with term wk4, etc.)

Figure 1. Example of milk sampling scheme from term and preterm mothers delivering at postmenstrual
weeks 40 and 30 respectively. Reprinted from Garcia-Rodenas, et al. Clinical Nutrition, 2018 [44] with
kind permission from Elsevier.

Samples were collected at the first milk expression in the morning between 06:00 and 12:00 using
an electric, double breast pump (Symphony®, Medela, 6340 Baar Switzerland). Full milk expression
from a single breast was collected, homogenized, and a 10 mL sample was taken for analysis (except for
the first 2 visits, when the volume of sample for analysis was 1–3 mL). Milk for analysis was transferred
to a 15 mL polypropylene tube and stored at −18 ◦C for up to 1 week until hospital transfer and then at
−80 ◦C. Samples were thawed once, homogenized, and split in to 15 different aliquots for different
analyses. Those aliquots were then stored at −80 ◦C until analysis or shipment. Aliquots for HMO
analysis were shipped to Neotron S.p.A, Modena, Italy on dry ice.
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2.3. Ethical & Legal Considerations

The study was conducted according to the guidelines in the Declaration of Helsinki. The study
was approved by the local ethics committee (Commission cantonale d’éthique de la recherche sur
l’être humain du Canton de Vaud, Switzerland; Protocol 69/13, clinical study 11.39.NRC). Written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects participating in the study. The study was registered
on ClinicalTrials.gov with the identifier NCT02052245.

2.4. Analytical Method

HMOs were analyzed by liquid chromatography with fluorescence detection after labelling
with 2-aminobenzamide using the protocol described by Austin & Benet [45]. Ten HMOs were
quantified against genuine standards with known purity; 2′-fucosyllactose (2′FL), 3-fucosyllactose
(3FL), A-tetrasaccharide (A-Tetra), Lacto-N-tetraose (LNT), Lacto-N-neotetraose (LNnT), 3′-sialyllactose
(3′SL), 6′-sialyllactose (6′SL), Lacto-N-fucopentaose-I (LNFP-I), LNFP-V and Lacto-N-neofucopentaose
(LNnFP). All other HMOs were quantified against maltotriose with known purity, assuming equimolar
response factors (graphical representations of the HMOs studied can be found in supplementary Figure
S1). A pooled human milk sample (Lee Biosolutions, St Louis, USA) was analyzed with every batch of
analysis and at least every 25 injections as a quality control (QC) sample to ensure the method was
performing consistently between analytical batches.

2.5. Assignment to FUT2 and FUT3-Dependant Milk Group

The milk samples were assigned to one of 4 milk groups depending on the levels of 2′FL (a
marker for FUT2 activity) and LNFP-II (a marker for FUT3 activity) in the sample at visit 2 (2 weeks
postpartum). Samples in milk group 1 have high levels (> 25 mg/L) of 2′FL and (>35 mg/L) LNFP-II,
samples in milk group 2 have high levels (> 35 mg/L) of LNFP-II and low levels (< 25 mg/L) of 2′FL,
samples in milk group 3 have high levels (> 25 mg/L) of 2′FL and low levels (< 35mg/L) of LNFP-II,
samples in milk group 4 have low levels (< 25mg/L) of 2′FL and (< 35 mg/L) LNFP-II.

2.6. Data Analysis

All statistical analyses were done with the statistical software R 3.2.3. Prior to statistical analysis
all results below the method limit of quantification (LoQ) were set to a value of 0.5 × LoQ. A mixed
linear model was used in comparing the two groups (preterm and term) in which the group, infant age
(postpartum or postmenstrual) and mode of delivery were considered as fixed effects. The “within
subject” variability is taken into account by declaring the subjects as random effects. The main point of
comparison is preterm vs term infants. An adjustment for mode of delivery was made because it is a
confounding effect with term status given that there are higher proportion of preterm infants delivered
by C-section. A logarithmic transformation was applied to some of the HMO concentrations when
modelling as the distribution was skewed and according to Box-Cox and QQ plots a log-transformation
seemed adequate. Contrast estimates of the model were used to assess significant differences between
preterm and term infants at specified lactation and postmenstrual weeks.

3. Results

3.1. Subject Characteristics

This study included 27 mothers with a total of 33 preterm infants, and 34 mothers with a total
of 34 term infants. Two of the 27 mothers with preterm infants and six of the 34 mothers with term
infants dropped out of the study before completion. No serious adverse events were reported during
the study. A total of 500 milk samples were collected and analyzed for HMO content; 280 preterm
samples and 220 term samples. The study flow chart and detailed demographic and anthropometric
data have already been reported [44]. In summary, baseline maternal characteristics were not different
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between the two groups, and all mothers in both groups were healthy. Delivery by cesarean section
was more common in the preterm group, as were multiple deliveries (twins). Unsurprisingly, term and
preterm infants differed in gestational age, birth weight, height and head circumference. There was no
difference in gender distribution.

3.2. Milk Groups

The milk samples were assigned to one of 4 milk groups. Overall, 75% of samples were assigned
to milk group 1, 19% to milk group 2, 4% to milk group 3 and 2% (1 individual) to milk group 4
(Figure 2). Milk group distribution was similar in the preterm and term populations.

 

Figure 2. Distribution of milk groups in the different populations: All = all participants, P = participants
with preterm infants, T = participants with term infants, G1 = milk group 1, G2 = milk group 2,
G3 =milk group 3, G4 =milk group 4.

3.3. Changes in HMO Concentration During Lactation

For both term and preterm milk, the concentration of many of the HMOs decreased at later stages
of lactation (Figure 3, and Supplementary Table S1), of those LNT, DSLNT, LNDFH-I, MFLNH-III and
DFLNHa reached their maximum concentration after the first week postpartum (i.e., at weeks 2 or 3
postpartum). The only HMO to increase in concentration at later stages of lactation was 3FL.

3.4. HMO Concentration in Term versus Preterm Milk at Equivalent Postpartum Age (Lactation Stages)

Considering all samples, when the children were the same age postpartum, the concentration
of each HMO in the mother’s milk was generally comparable between term and preterm groups
(Figure 3 and Supplementary Table S1). The main exceptions to this were 3′SL, LSTb and DSLNT all of
which were at significantly higher concentrations in the preterm milk at postpartum weeks 2 to 8. The
concentrations of LSTc (at weeks 1 to 4) and 6′SL (at weeks 2 to 4) were higher in term milk during the
first month, but were not significantly different at later time points.
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Figure 3. Mean concentration of each HMO at each visit for term (grey) and preterm (white) infants,
letters indicate if difference between term and preterm is significant; a: p< 0.05, b: p< 0.005, c: p< 0.0005.

Comparing term and preterm milk at the same age postpartum, but restricting the comparison
to milks within the same milk group the picture changes slightly (Figure 4, Figure 5, Supplementary
Figure S2, and Supplementary Table S2). Within samples from milk group 1, LNFP-I concentrations are
significantly higher in term milk at weeks 1-4, 2′FL concentrations are significantly higher in term milk
samples at weeks 1-3 and DFLNHa concentrations are significantly higher in term milk samples at
weeks 3-4 (Figure 4). These three HMO do not occur in group 2 or group 4 milks. The concentration of
3′SL remains significantly higher in group 1 preterm milk at weeks 2-8, but for DSLNT the difference
between term and preterm milk is only significant at weeks 5 and 8 and for LSTb only at weeks 5, 6 and
8 (Figure 5). For 6′SL, the differences observed between term and preterm is lost when considering only
group 1 milk and for LSTc the difference between term and preterm group 1 milk is only significant
at weeks 2 to 3 (Figure 5). For the group 2 milks (Supplementary Figure S2) there are only 5 subjects
in the term and 5 subjects in the preterm group so statistical significance was not tested at each visit.
However from Figure 5 it can be seen that LNFP-V, 3′SL, 6′SL and DSLNT concentrations appear
numerically much higher in preterm group 2 milk than term group 2 milk, while 6′SL and LSTc, appear
numerically higher in term group 2 milk, especially in the first month. For group 3 milk there was only
1 subject in the term group and 1 subject in the preterm group so a comparison was not made, and for
group 4 milk we had only one subject in the whole study.
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3.5. HMO Concentration in Term versus Preterm Milk at Equivalent Postmenstrual Age
(Developmental Status)

When the milks are compared at infants’ equivalent postmenstrual age (Figure 6 and
Supplementary Table S3), the concentrations of several HMOs (2′FL, 3′GL, 3′SL, 3FL, 6′GL, 6′SL,
DFLNHa, DSLNT, LNFP-I, LNnDFH, LNnT, LNT, LSTc, MFLNH-III) are different at 2 or more visits
in the preterm milk compared to term milk. The differences tend to manifest at weeks 38-41 where
the concentration of several HMOs in term milk are at their maximum, and the concentration of
3FL is at the minimum. Thus, at equivalent developmental status, preterm infants consume higher
concentrations of 3FL in their milk than term infants. However the preterm infants consume lower
concentrations of most other HMOs. Making the same exercise only on milk group 1 samples (Figure 7
and Supplementary Table S4) doesn’t change this a lot although the magnitude and the duration of
some differences (especially for 2′FL and LNFP-I) does change. Similar plots for milk group 2 are
reported in Supplementary Figure S3, but no statistical analyses have been performed due to the low
number of subjects.

Figure 4. Comparison of HMO concentrations in group 1 term (grey bars) and preterm (white bars)
milk. a: p < 0.05, b: p < 0.005 c: p < 0.0005.
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Figure 5. Comparison of selected HMO concentrations in group 1 (G1) and group 2 (G2) term (grey
bars) and preterm (white bars) milk. a: p < 0.05, b: p < 0.005 c: p < 0.0005. Significance not tested in G2
milk due to low number of subjects (5 for each arm).

4. Discussion

In this study we have compared the content of 22 HMOs of 500 breast milk samples from mothers
of preterm infants and term infants over time. The comparison has been performed both by equivalent
stage of lactation (postpartum age) or equivalent postmenstrual age (developmental stage).

4.1. HMO in Term vs Preterm Milk at Equivalent Postpartum Age (Lactation Stages)

The HMO concentrations and trajectories over lactation were generally comparable in the milk of
mothers giving birth preterm and term, but several important differences were observed, in particular
for the sialylated oligosaccharides. This contrasts some of the previous studies [40,43,46] in which
no significant differences were observed in HMO concentrations between term and preterm milk.
Coppa et al. [39] reported that the sum of the measured HMOs in preterm milk was significantly higher
than that of term milk at day 4 postpartum, but not at days 10 or 30 postpartum. Gabrielli et al. [41]
also reported that concentrations of HMOs were higher in preterm milk, but did not go in to details.
In this study, we observed the HMOs carrying sialic acid residues, 3′SL, LSTb and DSLNT, were
present at significantly higher concentrations in preterm milk between weeks 2-8, while 6′SL (at
weeks 2-4) and LSTc (at weeks 1-4) were higher in term milk. Wang et al. [47] reported that the total
sialic acid content of preterm milk was significantly higher than that of term milk up to 45 days
postpartum, but not beyond 92 days postpartum. In this study we did not collect milk from term
infants beyond 56 days postpartum. Although our data appear to be in line with the observations of
Wang et al. [47], they contradict the data of Kunz et al. [43] and Spevacek et al. [46] who did not report
differences in concentrations of sialylated HMO between term and preterm milk. Variability in HMO
concentration between individuals is high, and both of these studies were slightly smaller than ours,
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which is itself rather small. As pointed out by Kunz et al. [43] it is difficult to compare quantitative
HMO results between studies, due to the lack of standardized methods of analysis, milk collection
timing and milk collection methodology. Further, although some studies have considered the impact
of milk group and stage of lactation on HMO concentrations, they have not matched both stage of
lactation and milk group prior to comparing term vs preterm milk, which could mask (or enhance) any
compositional differences.

Figure 6. Comparison of the HMO concentration in the milk of mothers giving birth to term (grey bars)
or preterm (white bars) infants at equivalent postmenstrual age. a: p < 0.05, b: p < 0.005 c: p < 0.0005.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the HMO concentration in group 1 milk of mothers giving birth to term (grey
bars) or preterm (white bars) infants at equivalent gestational age. a: p < 0.05, b: p < 0.005 c: p < 0.0005.

As to why we observed higher concentrations of several sialylated HMOs in preterm milk
and lower concentrations of other sialylated HMOs, we can only speculate. From a structural
viewpoint, 6′SL and LSTc, both at higher concentrations in term milk, both contain the structural motif
α-Neu5Ac(2→6)β-D-Gal- which is absent from 3′SL, LSTb and DSLNT. 3′SL, LSTb and DSLNT all
contain the structural motifsα-Neu5Ac(2→6)β-D-GlcNAc- and/orα-Neu5Ac(2→3)β-D-Gal-. Therefore
we may envisage that the sialyltransferase responsible for attaching sialic acid to galactose through an
α-1,6-linkage has reduced activity after preterm delivery while those responsible for attaching sialic
acid through an α-1,3 linkage to galactose or an α-1,6-linkage to N-acetylglucosamine have increased
activity. During the final trimester of gestation, the ganglioside density of the cerebral cortex increases
significantly [48], and sialic acids are an important component of the gangliosides. One may also
postulate that at this stage of gestation the mother has an increased production of sialic acid to help
with the baby’s brain development. If the baby is born prematurely, and lactation begins early, the
upregulation of the system to produce sialic acids may result in an increased production of sialylated
HMOs. Dietary sources of sialic acid have been demonstrated to be processed by the body and the
sialic acids incorporated in to glycoproteins [49]. Data from Wang et al. [24] have also demonstrated
that supplementing pigs’ diets with a dietary source of sialic acid improves learning and memory.
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The higher concentration of sialylated HMOs in preterm milk may be a factor that contributes to the
important benefits experienced by preterm infants consuming their own mothers’ milk.

DSLNT has been observed to protect neonatal rats from development of NEC [30]. An observational
study in preterm human infants also observed that infants receiving milk with higher levels of DSLNT
were less likely to develop NEC [32] leading to the proposition that DSLNT concentrations could be
used as a possible marker for risk of developing NEC. This work demonstrates that the mothers own
milk of preterm infants is probably a good source of DSLNT. Our data also suggest children receiving
group 2 milk may receive higher concentrations of DSLNT than those receiving group 1 milk, but a
larger study would be needed to test if the difference is significant, and to determine if infants receiving
group 2 milk may be better protected from NEC.

4.2. HMO at Equivalent Postmenstrual Age (Developmental Status)

As shown above, when comparisons were made at equivalent postpartum age, there were few
differences in concentrations of most HMOs between term milk and preterm milk and the trajectories
of concentration during lactation were comparable. This can indicate that birth sets off a program
that defines the HMO trajectory with most HMOs showing a decrease in concentration with stage of
lactation with the exception of 3FL, which increases.

Since the HMO concentration varies with stage of lactation, when the milk is compared at infants’
equivalent postmenstrual age, the concentrations of most of the HMOs in preterm milk are lower than
in the term milk, with the exception of 3FL (since it increases during lactation) and 3′SL (since it is
generally in higher concentrations in preterm milk). The largest differences manifest around 40 weeks
of postmenstrual age, which is when the milk for term infants contains the highest concentrations of
HMOs. Interestingly, as the postmenstrual age increases, the differences reduce, and for some HMOs
the concentrations are equivalent by 44-46 weeks postmenstrual age, while for some others a significant
difference was maintained for the duration of the study. The biological relevance of these differences is
unclear, and would be worthy of future investigation. Making the hypothesis that infants need to be
exposed to a certain amount of HMOs at specific stages of their development, we can presume that
preterm infants may be losing out by being exposed to lower amounts of HMOs than term infants as
similar stages of development. In such a case supplementing preterm milk with HMOs is likely to be
beneficial. Alternatively, perhaps the HMOs help the infant adjust to life outside the womb, and the
concentrations in the mothers’ milk are appropriate. However a very preterm infant may not receive
full enteral feeding until several days or even weeks after delivery, meaning that the actual amount of
HMOs they receive will be below what they would be receiving if they could be immediately fully
breast fed. In such cases HMO supplementation may also be beneficial. Clinical evidence shows that
premature infants greatly benefit from being fed own mother’s milk [3,50], or, alternatively, being fed
donor human milk [50]. For very preterm infants the milk needs to be fortified with energy, proteins
and minerals [3]. Now that HMOs start to be commercially available, HMO fortification is also possible,
but further work is needed to confirm the potential benefits and the appropriate timing and dosages
for intervention.

4.3. Impact of Milk Group

In general, when comparing HMO compositions, it is important to consider the milk group. In
this study the distribution of milk groups is comparable between mothers giving birth term or preterm,
with the majority of mothers producing group 1 milk (milk containing oligosaccharides indicating
both FUT2 and FUT3 were active). Milk group 2 was next most common with 5 mothers in each group.
The equal distributions suggest that there is no link between the genetic factors controlling the milk
groups, and the likelihood of giving birth prematurely, although this study is too small to properly
address this question.

In this study, when combining data from all milk groups at the same postpartum stages it appears
that there was relatively little difference in the concentrations of the neutral HMOs between term or
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preterm milk, similar to what has been observed previously [40,43,46]. However when only the group
1 milks were compared, three neutral HMOs, 2′FL, LNFP-I, and DFLNHa, were at significantly lower
concentrations in preterm milk during the first month of lactation. 2′FL was 700-800 mg/L (20–27%)
lower, LNFP-I was 420–590 mg/L (27–32%) lower and DFLNHa was 60-70 mg/L (26–30%) lower. These
differences were hidden by the increased variability introduced by the inclusion of the data from
the other milk groups, especially milk group 2 with inactive FUT2. All of these structures contain
α-1,2-linked fucose residues and are present in significant concentrations only in milk of groups 1 and
3. The observation that these structures are at lower concentrations in group 1 preterm milk implies
that the fucosyltransferase-2 enzyme (FUT2) is not fully active during the first month of lactation when
an infant is born very preterm as suggested previously [36]. Higher levels of fucosylation have been
shown to increase protection against infection [18] but the clinical relevance of the magnitude of the
differences remains to be assessed.

Interestingly in group 1 milk, 3′SL is the only sialylated HMO that remains higher in preterm
milk across weeks 2-8 (as observed when studying all milk groups together). The differences in
concentrations of LSTb and DSLNT between term and preterm milks are largely lost, the differences
being significant only at 2 or 3 non-consecutive time points. Likewise for 6′SL and LSTc, which
were observed as being significantly higher in term milk when all milk groups were combined, the
significance is largely lost when considering only milk group 1 data. Most of the differences in
concentrations of sialylated structures appears to be driven by their concentrations in the group 2 milks
(Figure 5). The reasons for this are not clear, but one may postulate that FUT2 outcompetes the other
enzymes for access to the core structures, and so when FUT2 is active (even if slightly less active than
normal for preterm milks), the difference in activity of the sialyltransferases is masked. However,
when FUT2 is not active, the difference in sialyltransferase activities becomes more apparent.

Looking at differences in HMO concentrations at equivalent postmenstrual age, and considering
only milk group 1 (Figure 7), does not much change the observations made considering all milk
groups (Figure 6) with most of the differences being driven by the stage of lactation. However, it does
emphasize the differences in the HMOs containing α-1,2-linked fucose. For example looking at all
milk groups, 2′FL concentrations appear significantly different only between weeks 39-41, but when
considering only milk group 1 then the concentration differences are significant between weeks 39-43
and at week 45. Similar phenomena can be observed for LNFP-I and LNDFH-I. This highlights the
importance of considering milk group when making comparisons between different milk samples.

4.4. Strengths and Limitations of the Study

The main limitations of this study are the limited sample size and the monocentric design of the
study. One may also argue that collecting milk at only one time of the day, the first milk expression in
the morning, may mean the data are not representative of the milk composition during the whole day.
Conversely one may see this as a strength of the study, since the main aim was to compare term versus
preterm milk and sampling at different times of the day could have introduced additional variation not
specifically related to the comparison of term versus preterm milk. Certainly a strength of the study
was the very tight collection windows at each stage of lactation, each window being only ±1 day. It is
well established that the HMO concentration changes at different stages of lactation [51–56], especially
during the first few months of lactation. Keeping the milk collection window tight reduces variability
due to differences in sampling day. The study protocol places quite a burden on the mothers who need
to collect the full milk expression from a single breast at every sampling point. Despite this, we had
very few drop outs from the study, the support provided to the mothers by the lactation nurse was
surely a key factor in the successful retention of the volunteers. Importantly, the analytical method used
for determination of the HMOs has been extensively validated [45]. To ensure the method performance
was maintained day to day, a reference sample of pooled human milk was analysed with every batch
of analyses, and at least every 25 samples. Such rigor assured that the variability introduced by the
analytical method was also kept to a minimum. Milk group assignments have been done based on
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the concentrations of 2′FL and LNFP-II in the milk. Appropriate cut-off concentrations for making
milk group assignments have not yet been established, so we have based our cut-offs based on the
performance of the analytical method. Unfortunately, due to the small sample size, it was not possible
to make statistical comparisons between term and preterm milk of milk groups 2,3 or 4. In this study
we have only determined the concentrations of 22 out of over 160 HMOs. Although those 22 include
the most abundant HMOs, concentrations of a large number of HMOs and how they are impacted by
preterm birth remains unknown.

5. Conclusions

The HMO composition and concentration trajectory of term and preterm milk are largely
comparable at equivalent infant postpartum age, suggesting that birth triggers a program that defines
the HMO trajectory during lactation. Consequently, significant differences exist between preterm
and term infants milk when comparing HMO concentrations at equivalent postmenstrual ages.
Nevertheless some differences were observed when the comparison was made at the same postpartum
age, in particular for the sialylated oligosaccharides and oligosaccharides containing α-1,2-linked
fucose. The data suggest that when an infant is born preterm, FUT2 is not fully active during the first
month of lactation, leading to reduced concentrations of HMOs such as 2′FL and LNFP-I. In addition
the expression of enzymes responsible for sialyllation of HMOs is also perturbed leading to differences
in concentrations of the sialylated HMOs. Interestingly, these observations are not fully consistent with
previous studies in preterm infants. This study was small, thus the observations need corroboration in
larger cohorts. The possible physiological significance of the observations remain to be determined.
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Abstract: Background: Human breast milk provides a child with complete nutrition but is also
a popular therapeutic remedy that has been used in traditional, natural pharmacopeia, and
ethnomedicine for many years. The aim of this current review is to summarize studies of
non-nutritional uses of mothers’ milk. Methods: Two databases (PubMed and Google Scholar)
were searched with a combination of twelve search terms. We selected articles that were published
between 1 January 2010, and 1 January 2019. The language of publication was limited to English.
Results: Fifteen studies were included in the systematic review. Ten of these were randomized
controlled trials, one was a quasi-experimental study, two were in vitro studies, and four employed
an animal research model. Conclusions: Many human milk components have shown promise in
preclinical studies and are undergoing active clinical evaluation. The protective and treatment role
of fresh breast milk is particularly important in areas where mothers and infants do not have ready
access to medicine.

Keywords: human milk benefits; colostrum; milk therapy; bioactive factors

1. Introduction

Human breast milk (HBM) is perhaps the most important functional food known. It is a dynamic
food with both nutritional and health benefits for neonates and infants. Human milk has powerful
immunological properties, protecting infants from respiratory diseases, middle ear infections, and
gastro-intestinal diseases. It is now appreciated that human breast milk has health impacts that are
lifelong, with breastfeeding showing protective effects against diabetes mellitus, obesity, hyperlipidemia,
hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, autoimmunity, and asthma [1]. However, human milk is also a
popular therapeutic remedy that has been applied as a part of traditional, natural pharmacopeia, and
ethnomedicine for many years. Public health nurses have reported on the effects of fresh colostrum and
human milk as a treatment for conjunctivitis, chapped nipples, rhinitis, infections of the skin and soft
tissues. The discovery of growth factors, cytokines, and a heterogeneous population of cells—including
stem cells, probiotic bacteria, and the HAMLET complex (human alpha-lactalbumin made lethal to
tumor cells)—in human milk has led to researchers’ increased interest in human breast milk as a
natural medicine. In recent years, human milk has been the focus of many types of evidence-based
research. There have been a number of reports on the topical application of human milk as an effective
treatment for diaper rash, atopic eczema, diaper dermatitis, and umbilical cord separation [2–4].
The protective and treatment role of human milk is particularly important in areas where mothers and
infants do not have ready access to medicine, such as in developing countries. In these situations, milk
therapy is often a determining factor of infant recovery and survival. For this reason, more clinical
trials and research into mothers’ milk come from low and middle-income countries in Africa and
Asia. Many human milk components have shown promise in preclinical studies and are undergoing
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active clinical evaluation. A few milk-derived therapeutic preparations are available to clinicians.
The study of human milk has resulted in abundant opportunities for translational medicine. However,
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) therapies often fare unfavorably under the scrutiny of
evidence-based practice (EBP), due to the lack of or shortage of research and the inherent differences in
healing ideology. Yet excess medicalization and pharmaceuticalization can lead to the extension of the
medical gaze to human conditions. Physically maladaptive outliers have been treated as diseases and
pulled into the realm of medicine. Many “non-disease” states can creep up into medicine, and with
time become medicalized due to the redefining of many conditions that were long considered social or
psychological phenomena as disease states. Processes regarded as natural are now looked at medical
problems or diseases. Unnecessary medicalization leads to great social and financial cost, as well
as increased anxiety and the risk for complication from further workups for incidental or clinically
unimportant findings. The growth of research and reflections on medicalization has led to the proposal
of other parallel concepts, such as biomedicalization. These tools could be useful in the analysis of
human enhancement and can be defined as contributing to a “bionic society”. Medicalization risks
neglecting the role of social determinants, natural therapies, and ethnomedicine in shaping human
health. On the other hand, where individuals do not have ready access to medicine—particularly
in developing countries—knowledge, skills, and practices based on the theories and experiences
indigenous to different cultures, whether explicable or not, are used in the maintenance of health as
well as in the prevention, improvement, and treatment of illness.

There is no doubt that incorporating traditional and modern evidence-based medicine (EBM) as
integral parts of the formal health-care system is important and likely to be achieved in many countries.
The aim of the current review is to summarize studies of non-nutritional usage of mothers’ milk. Due
to its low cost, wide availability, and lack of undesirable effects, mothers’ milk has the potential to play
a role in human health and in evidence-based therapy.

2. Methods

The literature review was performed by conducting an electronic search of PubMed and Google
Scholar. No filter or limitation was used during the search. Reference lists from selected studies
were manually scanned to identify any other relevant studies. The electronic search used the
following keywords and medical subject headings (MeSH) terms: Human milk; breast milk, mother
milk, colostrum, atopic eczema, diaper dermatitis, nipple pain, breast inflammation, umbilical cord
separation, neonatal conjunctivitis, HAMLET, topical treatment. The two authors independently
searched databases and reviewed articles. Bibliographic references to retrieved reviews and studies
were searched for additional articles. We included articles that were published between 1 January 2010,
and 1 January 2019. The language of publication was limited to English.

From total of 1503 initially screened articles, only 15 fulfilled all the inclusion criteria. The following
criteria needed to be fulfilled for a study to be included in this review: (1) Topical application of human
milk or human milk active factors versus control; (2) in the case of human studies, participants had to be
newborns; (3) in the case of animal models, HBM in vitro assessment had to be included. Articles that
did not provide sufficient information from the title and abstract were included for further evaluation,
and reading was done in full. Records were first selected after which 1469 were excluded based on
excluded criteria: Did not report the data of interest, the language of publication, no access to the full
text, conference proceeding, reviews. There was no restriction of study designs included. In order to
limit bias in the inclusion–exclusion process, the selection was made on the basis of the consensus
of two authors. The Cohen’s kappa index was calculated to assess the agreement between the two
reviewers and any discrepancy was resolved by consensus or by a third reviewer. The reviewers were
not blind to author, institutions, or manuscript journals. Data extraction and analysis were performed
by the same two reviewers. Figure 1 presents a flow diagram of the review process while Table 1
summarizes the studies that were included.
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Figure 1. Flow diagram.

We present a narrative summary of studies, rather than a meta-analysis, because of the
heterogeneity in measurement tools, populations, interventions, and design (whether qualitative or
observational). The reporting in this review follows the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and MetaAnalysis (PRISMA) guidelines, where warranted.

3. Results

Fifteen studies were of sufficient quality to be included in the systematic review. All of these had
been published in peer-reviewed journals. The agreement between the reviewers was substantial:
κ = 0.625 (p = 0.02). Seven studies were conducted in Iran, two in the USA, two in each of Turkey and
Sweden, and one in each of Norway and Germany (Table 1).

Ten of these fifteen studies were randomized controlled trials (two on experimental mice models),
and one was a quasi-experimental study. We also considered two in vitro studies and four with animal
research models. We decided to include these because they have practical implication for clinical trials
and, in our opinion, are examples of translational science.

Below we briefly describe the studies by medical problem.

3.1. Skin Problems: Atopic Eczema and Diaper Dermatitis

Recently, a few studies have been published on the topical anti-inflammatory effects of human
breast milk in the treatment of skin problems, such as atopic eczema and diaper dermatitis [6,20,21].
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Our systematic review included five randomized clinical trials devoted to infants’ skin problems, but
the results were not consistent.

Berents and colleagues, in a small pilot study, did not find any effect on eczema spots treated with
topical application of fresh human milk. However, this clinical trial has some limitations. First, it had a
very small study population of six children; second, two of them were treated with their mother’s
milk produced for a younger sibling. The mean age of the children was 18.5 months (ranging from
4 to 32) [5].

Kasrae et al. randomized 104 Iranian infants with atopic dermatitis for 21 days of treatment with
1% hydrocortisone versus human milk. The frequency of healed infants was 81.5% and 76% in the
human milk and 1% hydrocortisone groups on day 21, respectively. The findings suggest that human
milk can improve atopic eczema with similar results and is as easy to apply as 1% hydrocortisone
ointment (p < 0.001), but without the side-effects and cost [6].

The effects of topical application of human milk and 1% hydrocortisone were also compared in the
treatment of diaper dermatitis [7]. The randomized group consisted of 141 infants (aged 0–24 months).
Parents received general advice about diaper rash care and were instructed to apply the medication for
seven days. The mothers assigned to use milk were asked to rub milk gently on the affected area at
the end of each breastfeeding session. Hydrocortisone 1% in an ointment base was applied sparingly
to clinically affected areas twice a day. The children were reassessed on days 3 and 7 of the study.
The presence of diaper rash was noted daily using a six-point scale, and in both groups, was not
significantly different after the topical application of either tested medication.HBM was as effective
and safe as hydrocortisone 1% ointment alone (p < 0.001).

In the randomized controlled trials by Seifi et al., 30 Iranian infants (between 0 and 12 months
of age) suffering from diaper dermatitis were divided into two matched groups: One applying their
mother’s milk three times a day to the affected area, and a control without any application for five
days. The findings revealed positive effects of human milk on the healing of diaper dermatitis and a
significant difference between both groups. Out of 15 infants with mild or moderate erythema, 80%
improved during the five-day study, whereas in the control group 26.1% infants showed improvement
(p = 0.009) [9].

Gozen et al. tested the effectiveness of human milk and barrier cream (40% zinc oxide with cod
liver oil formulation) on the healing of diaper dermatitis. The population of the trial included 63 term
and preterm newborns with developed diaper dermatitis in neonatal intensive care units, divided
into two groups. There were no statistically significant differences between the groups in terms of
the mean number of clinical improvement days, but the postlesion score in the barrier cream group
was lower than in human milk group (p = 0.002) [8]. As the researchers stated, neonatal intensive care
units typically host infants with disorders and who are on antibiotics. Hence, negative findings can be
difficult to discuss and compare with other study data.

3.2. Nipple Problems

A common breastfeeding difficulty for mothers is painful nipples. One traditional
non-pharmacological intervention to reduce nipple pain in breastfeeding women is topical treatment
with expressed breast milk. Abou-Dakn et al. carried out clinical trials to evaluate the efficacy of lanolin
versus breast milk on painful and damaged nipples during lactation [10]. They evaluated 84 lactating
mothers from Berlin who developed nipple pain while breastfeeding within 72h after delivery. The first
group was instructed after each feed to express a few drops of breast milk and massage them into the
nipples and areola, allowing to air-dry. The second group patted the nipples dry after each feeding
session and applied a pea-sized amount of lanolin to the nipple and areola, keeping this area covered.
During a number of visits over two weeks, the nipple trauma score was used to evaluate healing rates
and the visual analog scale (VAS) was employed to judge the pain intensity. Significantly lower pain
levels were detected in the lanolin group, and these decreased with the continuation of treatment.
Lanolin was more effective than HBM, including faster healing of nipple trauma (p = 0.043). According
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to many studies, the women who applied expressed breast milk had significantly lower perceptions of
nipple pain following four to five days of treatment than the women who applied lanolin. However,
this beneficial effect was not maintained after six to seven days of treatment. At no assessment were
there any group differences in nipple pain perceptions between the women who applied expressed
breast milk and the women who had applied lanolin, warm compresses, or nothing [22].

3.3. Eye Problems

Treatment of ocular surface disease with human milk is documented in ancient Egyptian, Roman,
Greek, and Byzantine texts and was traditionally used by mothers to treat infectious conjunctivitis.
Ghaemi et al. have shown the beneficial preventive effects of colostrum against neonatal conjunctivitis
on 89 breastfeeding neonates. The 269 preterm neonates were randomly divided into three groups:
The first (n = 89) received two drops of colostrum in each eye, the second (n = 82) was treated with
topical erythromycin ointment (0.5%), and the control group (97) received no treatment. The frequency
of conjunctivitis was higher in the control group, followed by the group receiving topical application
of colostrum and antibiotic (p = 0.003) [14]. However, colostrum does not have potential hazards or
side effects and is easily accessible without extra cost. Diego et al. observed that human milk was
able to preserve corneal epithelial thickness in the dry-eye mouse model. Epithelial damage, reflected
in the punctate scores, decreased over four days of treatment with milk. This was the first study to
demonstrate that human milk can preserve corneal epithelial thickness in a dry-eye model, and that
preservation of corneal epithelial thickness was comparable to topical cyclosporine [17]. According to
the study of Asena et al., topical human breast milk drops caused faster and better healing of central
corneal epithelial defects in a mouse model than in the case of treatment with serum drops or artificial
tears or in the control group (p < 0.001) [15]. They concluded that the rich contents of human breast
milk may be an alternative to epithelial healers and artificial tears.

3.4. Umbilical Cord Care

Breast milk is widely reported to be used for umbilical cord care in developing countries,
as evidenced by numerous publications. Since 1998, the World Health Organization (WHO) has
advocated the use of dry umbilical cord care in high-resource settings but has also recommended
research into the use of breast milk and colostrum in umbilical cord care [23]. There are several reports
of the effectiveness of applying mother’s milk in assisting umbilical cord separation [12,24]. However,
in the PubMed database between 2010 and 2018, only three studies were randomized controlled trials.
All were published in peer-reviewed journals and were conducted in Iran (see Table 1).

Aghamohammadi et al. randomized 130 singletons, all mature and healthy newborns born in
hospital, and compared the effect of topical application of human milk and dry cord care on umbilical
cord separation time. Newborns were breastfed. Mothers were asked not to cover the cord with diapers
and not to bath the child until the cord had separated. All mothers received instructions, a form for
recording symptoms of infection and cord bleeding, and a form for observation on the progress of care.
The human milk group dropped milk on the remaining part of the cord and the cut edge, letting it dry,
three times a day for two days after separation of the cord. Two days after cord separation, a physician
checked the cord. The median time of the cord separation was 150.95 ± 28.68 hours in the human milk
topical application group and 180.93 ± 37.42 hours in the dry cord care group (p = 0.001). The median
number of bleeding days after cord separation was 1.2 ± 2.33 and 3.1 ± 3.77, respectively [12].

In the study of Golshan et al., 300 healthy neonates, delivered normally or by Cesarean section,
were divided into three random groups, in which ethanol, their mother’s milk, or dry cord care was
applied. In the milk group, mothers washed the umbilical cord stump with their milk two times a
day. Umbilical separation time in neonates of the human milk group was 6.5 ± 1.93 days, whereas in
the ethanol and dry care group this was 8.94 ± 2.39 and 7.54 ± 2.37 days, respectively. The frequency
of omphalitis was not significantly different between the three groups. Umbilical separation time in
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the human milk group was significantly shorter than in the ethanol (p < 0.0001) and drying groups
(p < 0.003) [11].

In a clinical trial by Abbaszadeh et al., 162 healthy, hospital-borne neonates were assigned to
two groups, where cord care was performed using human milk or chlorhexidine. Human milk was
applied to the umbilical cord every twelve hours for days after separation. The shortest cord separation
time was 3 days in the topical human milk group (7.14 ± 2.15), while the longest was 53 days in
chlorhexidine group (13.28 ± 6.79) (p < 0.001) [13].

All three studies recommend topical application of mother’s milk for umbilical cord stump care,
which leads to shorter cord separation time and can be used as an easy, cheap, natural, and noninvasive
means of cord care.

3.5. The Antitumoricidal Effect of HAMLET

One example of translational medicine is the topical application of α-lactalbumin-oleic acid,
a natural product from breast milk. The complex called human alpha-lactalbumin made lethal to
tumor cells (HAMLET) was discovered by the Svanborg group when they were studying antiadhesive
molecules in human milk [25].

HAMLET is formed during low-pH precipitation of the casein fraction, which allows for partial
unfolding of the α-lactalbumin structure and binding with the fatty acid. HAMLET triggers rapid
carcinoma cell detachment in vitro and in cancer patients after topical administration of the lyophilized
complex. To form HAMLET, α-lactalbumin is obtained from human milk by chromatography.
The partially unfold protein is subsequently bound to oleic acid on an ion-exchange matrix, and the
complex is eluted with salt, purified, lyophilized, and frozen in aliquots for instillation [26].

The therapeutic efficacy of HAMLET has been demonstrated through in vitro research in animal
models of glioblastoma, bladder cancer, and intestinal cancer; and in clinical studies targeting bladder
cancers and skin papillomas [27,28]. Local HAMLET infusion was shown to delay the development
of tumors and prolong survival in animal models of human cancer. In the study of Mossberg et al.,
groups of C57BL/6 mice with MB49-implanted murine bladder cancer cells were given instillations
of HAMLET or phosphate buffered saline PBS for eight days. The HAMLET treated mice lacked
detectable tumors more often than the controls (33% vs. 0%, p < 0.02) and the tumors were significantly
reduced (mean score 1.9 vs. 2.5, respectively; p < 0.02) [18]. Puthia et al. tested whether HAMLET
could be used for colon cancer therapy. Peroral HAMLET administration caused a significant reduction
in the number of small intestinal tumors and in tumor size (p < 0.0001 for total tumor count), reduced
polyps by about 58% (p = 0.0001), and improved survival (p = 0.0103) over the control group mice.

Through gene set enrichment analysis, the researchers concluded that the prophylactic and
therapeutic effects of HAMLET are accompanied by well-defined series of stable changes in gene
expression, affecting Wnt signaling and β-catenin, glycolysis, oxidative phosphorylation, and lipid
metabolism in tumor tissue [19].

The same complex showed strong bactericidal activity against specific pathogens of the
oral cavity and respiratory track, with the highest activity against the gram-positive organism
Streptococcus pneumoniae by cell shrinkage, DNA condensation, and DNA degradation [29].

4. Discussion

The transfer of traditional medical knowledge is an ongoing process. It is important both for
the preservation of traditional natural medicine, but also in the search for novel agents in treatment.
Home remedies are generally believed to be natural ways to cure minor illnesses or conditions. They
are usually cultural practices, traditions, customs, or folk remedies that have been passed down from
generation to generation or from person to person. However, it should be kept in mind that there is
not necessarily any medical proof that any of these treatments work, or whether they can cause more
harm than good. Human milk is considered to be the gold standard in infant nutrition, providing
optimal nutrients for normal growth and development. Apart from its nutritional benefits, human
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milk contains multiple bioactive and immunomodulatory components. The latter of these include
growth and immunological factors, as well as micro-RNAs, cellular components such as leukocytes,
epithelial cells, progenitor cells, and stem cells [30]. Furthermore, breast milk is also a continuous
source of commensal and beneficial bacteria, including lactic acid bacteria and bifidobacteria [31,32].
The discovery of stem cells, the HAMLET complex, and probiotic bacteria in breast milk has resulted in
increased interest in human breast milk as a natural medicine. The studies described here suggest safe
and cost-effective non-nutritional uses of mothers’ breast milk, though further evaluation of effectively
is needed. Breast milk has natural antibacterial properties, so it can be used to treat a range of skin
problems, including cuts and scrapes.

Common skin problems may appear during lactation and breastfeeding, particularly affecting the
nipple, areola, and breast. Some medications used in the treatment of skin conditions are unsuitable
during lactation. It has been shown that expressing a few drops of milk and rubbing them gently into
the sore nipples, then allowing it to dry naturally, takes advantage of the healing properties of human
milk. Many studies have indicated that bioactive components of human milk and microbiota have
promise as adjuvants for wound healing [33,34]. From lesions of the corneal epithelium to lacerations
of the skin, milk-treated groups healed faster than controls.

Breast milk is used in many cultures for skin irritations. Breast milk involves no risk of allergy,
contains antibodies, epidermal growth factor (EGF), and erythropoietin, which may promote the
growth and repair of skin cells. Human milk is a source of commensal bacteria that can play an
anti-infectious, immunomodulatory role. Their possible function in the acceleration of conditions
for skin biofilm formation can open new perspectives for the prevention and treatment of skin and
wound healing diseases. Interestingly, the analysis of Simpson et al. showed that miRNAs are possible
mediators of the observed preventative effects of atopic dermatitis [35].

The concentration, regulation, and individual variation between bioactive element, immune
factors, various progenitor and mature cell types, and stage of lactation are not well established.
Complexity and variability in human milk composition, and infants’ responses to many human
milk constituents may also explain some of the conflicting results of studies evaluating the effects of
non-nutritional uses of human milk.

The studies considered here vary in methodology and in definition of outcomes, which leads to
considerable heterogeneity. Human milk composition varies both within and between individuals,
and this may partially explain the conflicting data.

However, the use of breast milk in the treatment of inflamed or injured eyes is not applicable in
all cases. It should rather serve as complementary therapy, and not the only mode of treatment. At our
present level of knowledge, non-nutritional uses of breast milk are certainly better suited to prevention
than to a medicated process. However, in areas where mothers and infants do not have ready access to
medicine, such as in developing countries, the application of breast milk is often a determining factor
in infant recovery and survival.

4.1. Implications for Future Research

Fresh whole human milk and its components have potential as a novel therapeutic tool in the
treatment of many diseases. In our opinion, the future implications of non-nutritional application are
associated with particular components of breast milk, rather than with the whole milk.

In Hakansson’s study of the antimicrobial activity of human milk, a complex of α-lactalbumin
and oleic acid induced apoptosis in tumor cells without affecting healthy differentiated cells. HAMLET
is a tumoricidal protein–lipid complex from human milk with broad effects against cancer cells of
different origins. The mechanism of its action is unusual, as the complex interacts with a number of
molecular targets and cellular components. Importantly, HAMLET does not have any toxic effects
on healthy tissues in the treated patients and animals. HAMLET has been shown to be safe and
effective in humans in two proof-of-concept human clinical trials: Convincing therapeutic efficacy was
demonstrated in a topical skin papilloma study and in patients with bladder cancer (ClinicalTrials.gov
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Identifier: NCT03560479) [33]. Publications on HAMLET are related to the establishment of a Swedish
company, HAMLET Pharma, and the increased number of patents regarding this molecule. Based on
these discoveries, HAMLET Pharma is developing natural tumor-killing drugs based on molecules
with tumor selectivity. A HAMLET patent portfolio has been established with a number of patents
issued worldwide. Intellectual property rights include patents covering the manufacturing and use of
HAMLET and substances derived from HAMLET “second generation drug candidates”.

Many studies highlight progenitor and breast milk stem cells. The presence of stem cells in human
milk poses numerous questions and implications for breastfeeding, newborn, and maternal health, but
also opens a new perspective of future potential applications of these cells in personal and regenerative
medicine. The goals of future research should be to assess the function, potency, and therapeutic value
of breast milk cells—including cell therapy for future applications—and should determine the direct or
indirect effects of breast milk cell components on promoting immunological tolerance and newborn
development, and also on providing effective and complementary treatment of diaper rash, atopic
eczema, diaper dermatitis, umbilical cord separation, and eye problems. Without any doubt, future
research on these topics will need to involve evidence-based medicine and clinical trials.

4.2. Limitations

Due to the limited and heterogeneous body of evidence that included animal studies, human
intervention studies, and observational human studies, the risk of bias assessment for individual
studies was not performed. The overall body of evidence was narratively discussed.

This article is limited by its emphasis on papers published in English in journal databases, so many
useful local ethnomedical studies may have been missed. Evidence-based medicine focuses more on
new approaches than on developing traditional folk and ethnobiological data, so many promising
intervention studies are not published in papers indexed in PubMed with high impact factor. It is
unclear whether a lack of institutional support and funding for clinical trials of natural products might
be critical in the low number of studies.

4.3. Conclusions

The findings of this review provide information about possible non-nutritional uses of breast
milk in postnatal care. Breast milk is a natural agent and is biologically suitable for the body, having
no side effects; it is always available and can be used in all social and economic groups of society.
The health implications of milk components—such as macronutrients, biologically active factors, and
somatic cells—remain unknown or not well understood. The positive effects of HBM found by in vitro
and animal studies must be substantiated by findings from clinical studies. The most reliable clinical
studies for assessing the benefits of HBM are randomized, double-blinded, multicenter controlled
trials but to date, they are very scarce.

Non-nutritional uses of human breast milk can be considered examples of personalized medicine.
Further research including developed countries is recommended to find or confirm the results and to
evaluate the effects of traditional therapies. This knowledge may also have the effect of convincing
mothers to continue to breastfeed with their own milk, as a substance that possesses extraordinary
properties, not only for nutrition.
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Abstract: Background: Vitamin E supplementation might represent an efficient strategy to increase
the vitamin E content in milk. The present study aimed to evaluate the impact of supplementation
with 800 IU RRR-alpha-tocopherol on the alpha-tocopherol content of milk and the factors
associated with the increase in vitamin E. Methods: Randomized clinical trial with 79 lactating
women from Brazil, who were assigned to the control group, or to the supplemented group
(800 IU of RRR-alpha-tocopherol). Milk and serum were collected between 30 and 90 days after
delivery (collection 1), and on the next day (collection 2). Alpha-tocopherol was analyzed using
high-performance liquid chromatography. Results: In the supplemented group, the alpha-tocopherol
content in serum and milk increased after supplementation (p < 0.001). In the multivariate analysis,
only alpha-tocopherol in milk (collection 1) was associated with the level of this vitamin in milk
after supplementation (β = 0.927, p < 0.001), and binary logistic regression showed that the dietary
intake was the only determinant for the greater effect of supplementation in milk. Conclusion:
The pre-existing vitamin level in milk and diet are determinants for the efficacy of supplementation
in milk, suggesting that in populations with vitamin E deficiency, high-dose supplementation can be
used to restore its level in milk.

Keywords: clinical trial; lactation; infants; breastfeeding; lactating women

1. Introduction

Breast milk contains all the essential nutrients and factors for the growth and development
of the infant’s gastrointestinal, cerebral and immune system [1,2]. Thus, exclusive breastfeeding is
recommended during the first six months of life [3]. Among the vitamins present in milk, vitamin E, is an
antioxidant responsible for protecting the lipoproteins and polyunsaturated fatty acids present in the
cellular membranes against peroxidation [4]. Vitamin E deficiency in children and newborns, including
preterm infants (birth <37 gestational weeks), can lead to intracranial hemorrhage, chronic pulmonary
diseases, hemolytic anemia, retinopathy and childhood cognitive deficits [4]. The prevalence of vitamin
E deficiency (SVD) in newborns can be up to 77% [5–7] and in Brazil, a study found low vitamin
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levels (<500 μg/dL) in 90% of newborns [8]. The transfer of vitamin E to breast milk depends on
circulating lipoproteins, and this mechanism can be influenced by maternal factors, both intrinsic and
extrinsic [2,9,10]. In colostrum milk, the actions of pregnancy hormones, such as estrogen, contributes
to the increase in circulating lipoproteins, ensuring a greater transfer of vitamin E into milk [2,11].
However, in mature milk the vitamin E content decreases because of changes in fat globules, and other
characteristics, such as maternal age, gestational age of delivery, and the fatty acid profile might that
influence the vitamin E content in milk [8,9,12,13].

Studies analyzing this micronutrient in mature milk observed that even in lactating women with
vitamin E deficiency, its concentration in milk was maintained, which suggested a possible mobilization
of alpha-tocopherol from the adipose tissue, which is considered the largest extrahepatic vitamin E
reserve [2,8,14,15].

One strategy to increase the concentrations of vitamin E in milk is maternal supplementation [9,10].
Garcia et al. [16] found that at 24 h after supplementation, alpha-tocopherol levels in the colostrum
increased. Other studies [17,18] found that vitamin E supplementation in its naturally occurring form
(RRR-alpha-tocopherol) is more efficient to increase its content in milk compared with supplementation
with the synthetic form or with a blend of natural and synthetic forms. In the natural form, the lateral
chain has the RRR conformation, whereas the synthetic form can present isomers with 2R- (RRR-, RSR-,
RSS- and RRS-) and 2S- (SRR-, SRS-, SSR-, SSS-) conformations. This structural difference results in
increased bioavailability of the RRR form because of its higher affinity for the liver alpha-tocopherol
transfer protein (alpha-TPP) [18,19].

Single-dose supplementation with 400 IU RRR-alpha-tocopherol in the immediate postpartum
period caused an increase in the vitamin in the transitional milk (between 7 and 15 days after delivery),
but not in the mature milk [20,21]. The authors suggested that a higher dose of vitamin E could
influence the duration of the response. This identified the need to investigate the effect of higher doses,
because the studies only used 400 IU of alpha-tocopherol, and suggested that this supplementation
should be provided in the mature milk phase, which comprises a period of greater stability in milk
nutritional composition.

Interestingly, different responses to supplementation have been noted, where the same treatment
caused a greater increase of the vitamin in the milk in some studies [20–22] and a smaller effect in
others [17], however, these studies lacked an analysis of the factors that influenced this response. These
observations should be considered, because maternal milk with a low alpha-tocopherol content has
been found, which could expose infants to vitamin E deficiency (VED) [20,21,23–25]. By contrast,
studies of vitamin E supplementation in a single dose and in greater quantity could reveal the previously
unknown mechanism of vitamin transfer to the mammary gland.

Thus, given that maternal supplementation with vitamin E is an effective measure to increase this
vitamin content in milk [21,22], the mother-child binomial should be protected from the adverse effects
of VED, and that there are differences in the response to this supplementation, but no understanding of
which characteristics contribute to this response. The objective of the present study was to evaluate the
impact of supplementation with 800 IU RRR-alpha-tocopherol on the alpha-tocopherol level in mature
milk and the factors associated with the increase, with the aim of improving our understanding of the
mechanism the transfer of vitamin E in the lactation period.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants and Intervention

The study was a randomized, parallel-group trial. Participants were recruited at the Pediatric
Ambulatory Care of the Onofre Lopes University Hospital (HUOL), Natal-RN, Brazil, and data
collection took place between October 2017 and July 2018.

The present study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Federal University of Rio Grande
do Norte (UFRN), under the protocol number 2.327.614, CAAE 76779217.1.0000.5537, and was also
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registered in the Brazilian Registry of Clinical Trials—ReBec, under the code RBR-38nfg2, available at
http://www.ensaiosclinicos.gov.br/rg/RBR-38nfg2/.

The sample calculation was performed using GPower software, Version 3.1.9 [26] considering
two independent groups tested using one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures
among factors, with alpha parameters equal to 5%, expected power at 80%, and the effect measure
value equal to 0.25 [27]. The analysis showed that each group should have at least 33 individuals,
totaling 66 participants.

The eligibility criteria included women between 30 and 90 days after delivery; who were
breastfeeding their children, either exclusively or partially; who were residents of Natal, RN and its
metropolitan regions; who were not diagnosed with a diseases (hypertension, diabetes, neoplasms,
heart disease, diseases of the gastrointestinal and hepatic tract, syphilis or were HIV-positive); who
were non-smokers; no multiple births and whose infants were not malformed. Exclusion criteria were
women who did not have sufficient milk or blood for analysis of vitamin levels, users of illicit drugs,
and those who made daily use of vitamin supplements containing vitamin E during lactation.

The eligible participants were informed of the study’s objectives and those who agreed to
participate signed the consent form. At recruitment, they were allocated in one of the study groups,
depending on the day of the week: Monday and Thursday for the supplemented group and Tuesday
and Wednesday for the control group, where only the supplemented group ingested two capsules
containing 400 IU of RRR-alpha-tocopherol consecutively, totaling 800 IU (588 mg of alpha-tocopherol).
The capsule contained 98% RRR-alpha-tocopherol acetate, as assessed according to the method of Lira
(2017) [21]. The study complied with the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials—CONSORT
(Figure 1).

 
Figure 1. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials flow diagram (CONSORT).
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2.2. Data Collection

A semi-structured questionnaire was used to collect data on socioeconomic aspects, such as family
income, schooling and maternal age, as well as information on gestational age and type of delivery.
Maternal height and current weight were also assessed and used to calculate the body mass index
(BMI).

Milk and serum were collected from the participants at two time points. Collection 1 was
performed at the hospital and collection 2 was performed at the participant’s home the day after
collection 1. In the supplemented group, supplementation with 800 IU of RRR-alpha-tocopherol was
performed immediately after collection 1 of milk and serum.

A 2 mL sample of breast milk was collected by manual expression from a single breast that had not
breastfed recently, and 5 mL of blood were collected by venipuncture. All the biological samples were
collected after a 4 to 6 h fast, stored in polypropylene tubes packed in aluminum foil, and transported
in refrigerated units. The breast milk was stored at −20 ◦C until the time of analysis. Before storage,
the blood samples were centrifuged for 10 min (at 4000 rpm), to separate the serum for analysis of
vitamin E and lipoproteins.

The dietary intake of vitamin E was evaluated by means of the 24 h dietary recall (24HR) applied
at the two collection time points. Participants were asked about all foods, supplements and beverages
consumed the day before the interview.

2.3. Determination of Alpha-Tocopherol and Lipid Profile in Biological Samples

The extraction of alpha-tocopherol from milk and serum was performed according to the method
adapted by Lira et al. (2013) [28]. Ethanol (95%) was used to precipitate proteins (Vetec, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil), and hexane PA (Vetec, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) was used as an extraction reagent. After
evaporation in nitrogen, serum and milk residues were dissolved, respectively, in 250 μL of absolute
ethanol (Vetec, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) and 250 mL of dichloromethane (Vetec, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil):
methanol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, EUA) (2:1; v/v). The aliquots were then analyzed using
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).

HPLC consisted of an LC-20AT (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) pump coupled to a CBM 20A
communicator and an SPD-10A UV-VIS detector (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). AC18 reversed phase
column (LiChroCART 250-4, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) was used for chromatographic separation.
The mobile phase was 100% methanol in an isocratic system, with a flow rate of 1 mL/min and a
wavelength of 292 nm was used to detect alpha-tocopherol. The identification and quantification of the
vitamin in the samples were established by comparing the area of the peak obtained in the chromatogram
with the area of the alpha-tocopherol standard (Sigma-Aldrich, São Paulo, Brazil). The concentration
of the standard was confirmed by the specific extinction coefficient for alpha-tocopherol (e1%,
alpha-tocopherol, 1 cm = 75.8 to 292 nm) in absolute ethanol (Vetec, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) [29]. Women
with serum alpha-tocopherol values less than 12 μmol/L were considered as deficient in vitamin E [30].

The transport of vitamin E from serum to breast milk involves lipoproteins; therefore, serum
cholesterol and high-density lipoprotein (HDL) levels were analyzed with using a commercial kit (Labtest)
and enzymatic colorimetric methods, by using an automatic biochemistry analyzer (Labmax plenno).
Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) was quantified using the equation proposed by Martin et al. (2013) [31].

2.4. Dietary Intake of Vitamin E

Vitamin E intake was obtained using two 24 h dietary recall (24HR), applied using face-to-face
interviews at the two data collection times in both groups. During this interview, the participants were
asked about the food (and its preparation), supplements and beverages consumed in the last 24 h before
the interview, in which the home measures described were converted to grams or milliliters [32,33] and
the amount of vitamin E consumed was analyzed using the software Virtual Nutri Plus [34], from the
database constructed by Rodrigues (2016) [8]. The dietary intake of vitamin E was corrected for total
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energy intake. The resulting values were obtained using SPSS, version 21.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) employing the residual method.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using the statistical software IBM SPSS version 21.0 for Windows
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The Kolmogorov–Smirnov normality test was applied. Numerical
data were expressed as the mean (standard deviation, SD), and categorical results were reported
as absolute and relative frequencies. Student’s t-test for dependent samples was used to verify
intragroup differences, and the t-test for independent samples was used to analyze the differences
between the groups. To evaluate the relationship between serum, breast milk and dietary vitamin E
intake, the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated. Linear multiple regression analysis was
used to verify the ratio between alpha-tocopherol in milk after vitamin supplementation and in
serum, the lipid profile, vitamin E intake and other maternal factors. The factors associated with
the effect of supplementation on milk were also investigated. For this, the lactating women in the
supplemented group were divided into quartiles according to the percentage increase in the milk
alpha-tocopherol content between collection 1 and collection 2, being classified into a smaller effect
(quartile 1) and greater effect (quartiles 2–4). The quartile categorization was used to identify the
participants who presented lower effect and greater effects, because all participants should present
higher alpha-tocopherol in milk values after supplementation. In addition to providing an analysis
of the possible determinants for the milk supplementation response. The association of maternal
variables with the effect of supplementation was evaluated according to binary multiple regression.
All differences were considered significant when p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. General Characteristics of the Population

The socioeconomic characteristics of the lactating women are presented in Table 1. The mean
age of the participants was 27 years, and the majority had completed high school. About 40% of the
women were overweight according to their BMI values, and exclusive breastfeeding was predominant
(>84%) in both groups. The dietary intake of vitamin E was equivalent to 8.7 mg/day in the control,
which was below the recommended intake (16 mg/day) [30] and there was no difference between the
groups in terms of dietary intake of vitamin E (p = 0.901).

3.2. Effect of Vitamin E Supplementation on Serum and Breast Milk

At collection 1, the maternal serum alpha-tocopherol concentrations were similar between the
control and supplemented groups, at 26.37 (4.6) μmol/L and 26.38 (5.4) μmol/L, respectively (p = 0.996).
In the control group, there was no difference in the alpha-tocopherol concentrations between collection
1 and collection 2 (p > 0.05). Neither group contained cases of VED (<12 μmol/L). In addition, the lipid
profiles were similar between the collections and between the groups (p > 0.05) (Table 2).

After supplementation with 800 IU RRR-alpha-tocopherol, a 183% increase in serum alpha-tocopherol
was observed in the supplemented group (collection 2), reaching 48.27 μmol/L (p < 0.001) (Table 2).

For the alpha-tocopherol content in mature milk, the control group presented 6.91 (1.81) μmol/L
and the supplemented group presented 6.98 (2.18) μmol/L (p = 0.883). One day after supplementation
(collection 2), milk from the supplemented group presented higher levels of alpha-tocopherol (15μmol/L)
compared with that in the control group (6.94 μmol/L) (p < 0.001), an increase equivalent to 124% in
the post-supplementation milk.

3.3. Factors Associated with Alpha-Tocopherol in Breast Milk after Supplementation

In the supplemented group, after Pearson correlation analysis, milk from collection 1, dietary intake
of vitamin E, and alpha-tocopherol in serum from collection 2 were identified as positively related to
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alpha-tocopherol levels in milk from collection 2 (Figure 2). These variables were included in the multiple
linear regression analysis to evaluate the factors associated with the alpha-tocopherol concentration
in breast milk after supplementation. Only alpha-tocopherol in the milk before supplementation
was a determinant for the increase in the vitamin content in the milk after administration of 800 IU
alpha-tocopherol (β = 0.927, p < 0.001, 95% CI 1.925–2.396). Thus, the higher the vitamin concentration
in milk, the greater the transfer of the vitamin to the mammary gland.

When dividing the participants of the supplemented group according to the effect of
supplementation (quartile 1 and quartiles 2–4), where quartile 1 is equivalent to 83% of the vitamin E
increase percentage in milk after supplementation, we observed that the dietary intake of vitamin E
was a determinant that caused a greater response to supplementation (p = 0.020, 95% CI 0.209–0.877),
which suggested that the higher the intake, the greater the effect of supplementation (Table 3).
The characteristics of the participants divided by the effect of supplementation are described in Table 4,
which showed that the consumption of calories, alpha-tocopherol and total fat was higher in the group
showing a higher effect of supplementation (p = 0.001, p = 0.013, p = 0.033, respectively).

Table 1. Characterization of the 79 lactating women randomized into the control and supplemented
groups of the study. Natal, Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil, 2017–2018.

Characteristics
Control Group
n = 40

Supplemented Group
n = 39

p-Value

Maternal age (years), mean (SD) 27 (6.8) 27 (6.8) 0.833 *
Postpartum age (days), mean (SD) 57 (25.8) 56 (23.7) 0.833 *

Education level n, (%)
Incomplete primary education 4 (10.0) 5 (12.8)

0.149
Complete primary education 3 (7.5) 2 (5.1)
Incomplete secondary education 14 (35.0) 6 (15.4)
Complete secondary education 16 (40.0) 22 (56.4)
Complete higher education 3 (7.5) 4 (10.3)

Family income level n, (%) a

<1 Minimum wage 16 (40.0) 23 (59.0)
0.092

>1 Minimum wage 24 (60.0) 16 (41.0)

Type of delivery n, (%)
Vaginal 15 (37.5) 13 (33.3)

0.699Caesarian 25 (62.5) 26 (66.7)

Parity status n, (%)
Primiparous 21 (52.5) 17 (43.6)

0.405Multtiparou 19 (47.5) 22 (56.4)

BMI classification (kg/m2), (%) b

Low weight 1 (2.5) 0 (0)

0.735
Normal 15 (37.5) 18 (46.2)
Overweight 16 (40.0) 13 (33.3)
Obese 8 (20.0) 8 (20.5)

Type of maternal breastfeeding n, (%)
Exclusive maternal breastfeeding 35 (87.5) 33 (84.6)

0.711Maternal breast milk and other milks 5 (12.5) 6 (15.4)
Calorie intake (Kcal/day), mean (SD) 3248.4 (711.2) 3270.7 (868.4) 0.970 *
Intake of alpha-tocopherol (mg/day), mean (SD) 8.7 (3.4) 8.8 (3.5) 0.901 *
Intake of total fat (g/dia), mean (SD) 69.2 (23.6) 69.9 (25.8) 0.905 *

n: number; BMI: Body Mass Index; SD: Standard deviation; Chi-square test. * Student’s t-test for independent
samples used for the variables maternal age, postpartum age, calorie consumption, alpha-tocopherol and total
fat; a Brazilian minimum wage per month = US$ 291.5; b WHO classification, 2000. p-value = level of significance
(p < 0.05 = statistically significant).
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Figure 2. Correlations between alpha-tocopherol in breast milk obtained in collection 2 and
maternal variables of the supplemented group. Natal, Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil, 2017–2018.
(a) Correlation between alpha-tocopherol in breast milk from collection 1 and 2; (b) correlation between
alpha-tocopherol in breast milk from collection 2 and serum from collection 1; (c) correlation between
alpha-tocopherol in breast milk in serum from collection 2; (d) correlation between alpha-tocopherol
in breast milk of collection 2 and the vitamin E intake of collection 1; (e) correlation between
alpha-tocopherol in breast milk from collection 2 and serum cholesterol from collection 2; (f) correlation
between alpha-tocopherol in breast milk from collection 2 and low-density lipoprotein (LDL) from
collection 2; (g) correlation between alpha-tocopherol in breast milk from collection 2 and high-density
lipoprotein (HDL) from collection 2. r = Pearson’s correlation coefficient; p value = level of significance
(p < 0.05 = statistically significant).
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Table 3. Binary logistic regression model for variables associated with greater effect of 800 IU
alpha-tocopherol supplementation in breast milk in the supplemented group.

Variables

Greater Effect of Supplementation
(Quartiles 2–4) *

95% CI p-Value

Alpha-tocopherol in milk collection 1 (μmol/L) 0.998–1.024 0.104

Alpha-tocopherol in serum collection 1 (μmol/L) 0.991–1.005 0.565

Alpha-tocopherol in serum collection 2 (μmol/L) 0.995–1.002 0.387

Dietary intake of vitamin E collection 1 (mg/day) 0.209–0.877 0.020 **

Serum cholesterol collection 1 (mg/dL) 0.937–1.163 0.431

LDL collection 1 (mg/dL) 0.846–1.051 0.289

* Above 83% of the vitamin E increase percentage in milk after supplementation. LDL: Low-density lipoprotein.
p-value = level of significance. ** Significant difference.

Table 4. Characterization of the 39 lactating women randomized into the supplemented group, divided
by the effect of milk supplementation (lower effect: quartile 1, equivalent to 83% of the vitamin increase
percentage in the milk, and greater effect: quartiles 2–4). Natal, Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil, 2017–2018.

Characteristics
Quartile 1
n = 9

Quartiles 2–4
n = 30

p-Value

Maternal age (years), mean (SD) 27 (6.5) 27 (6.9) 0.922 *
Postpartum age (days), mean (SD) 58 (30.0) 55 (22.1) 0.749 *

Education level n, (%)
Incomplete primary education 2 (22.2) 3 (10.0)

0.343
Complete primary education 1 (11.1) 1 (3.3)
Incomplete secondary education 1 (11.1) 5 (16.7)
Complete secondary education 3 (33.3) 19 (63.3)
Complete higher education 2 (22.2) 2 (6.7)

Family income level n, (%) a

<1 Minimum wage 4 (44.4) 19 (63.3)
0.312

>1 Minimum wage 5 (55.6) 11 (36.7)

Type of delivery n, (%)
Vaginal 2 (22.2) 11 (36.7)

0.420Caesarian 7 (77.8) 19 (63.3)
Parity status n, (%)
Primiparous 6 (66.7) 11 (36.7)

0.111Multtiparous 3 (33.3) 19 (63.3)

BMI classification (kg/m2), (%) b

Low weight 0 (0) 0 (0)

0.754
Normal 3 (33.3) 14 (46.7)
Overweight 4 (44.5) 10 (33.3)
Obese 2 (22.2) 6 (20.0)

Type of maternal breastfeeding n, (%)
Exclusive maternal breastfeeding 8 (88.9) 25 (83.3)

0.685Maternal breast milk and other milks 1 (11.1) 5 (16.7)
Calory intake (Kcal/day), mean (SD) 2624.6 (453.7) 3464.5 (873.4) 0.001 *
Intake of alpha-tocopherol (mg/day), mean (SD) 6.8 (2.1) 9.3 (3.6) 0.013 *
Intake of total fat (g/dia), mean (SD) 58.5 (12.8) 73.3 (27.8) 0.033 *

n: number. BMI: Body Mass Index; SD: Standard deviation; Chi-square test. * t-test for independent samples used
for the variables maternal age, postpartum age, calorie consumption, alpha-tocopherol and total fat; a Brazilian
minimum wage per month = US$ 291.5; b WHO classification, 2000. p-value = level of significance (p < 0.05 =
statistically significant).
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4. Discussion

Mature milk is the most stable stage of lactation, in which the content of alpha-tocopherol is not
influenced by pregnancy-related factors, as occurs in the colostrum [2,7]. It should be emphasized that
the mature milk presents a higher concentration of lipids and in contrast, there is a lower secretion of
alpha-tocopherol, suggesting that there are distinct mechanisms involved in the transfer of this vitamin
into breast milk [2,35,36].

In the present study, the lactating women had adequate vitamin E status, in accordance with other
studies considering the same stage of lactation [8,21]. However, a low dietary intake of vitamin E
was noted (Table 1), which could trigger the mobilization of alpha-tocopherol from maternal reserves,
such as the adipose tissue, into breast milk [15,19]. This low consumption of vitamin E was also
reported in other populations in Brazil, Greece and Poland [21,25,36], which suggests a frequent
inadequacy in vitamin E consumption during lactation.

Even in situations of inadequate consumption, the vitamin E concentration in milk was not
influenced by diet and circulating maternal levels [8,20,21,37–40]. However, this present study was the
first to identify a positive association between alpha-tocopherol levels in milk and ingested vitamin
E (diet + supplementation) and with serum alpha-tocopherol (Figure 2d,c). This suggested that
in high-consumption situations, the ingested and circulating maternal levels are the main factors
responsible for the vitamin level in milk. It is likely that in situations of low vitamin E consumption
(as found in the studies cited), milk vitamin E might originate from other sources, such as the body’s
reserve [4], explaining the absence of a relationship between those variables.

To prevent of VED in infants, it is necessary for breast milk to contain adequate levels of vitamin
E, so that children can obtain the benefits of the micronutrient, through the creation of vitamin reserves
in the body and its antioxidant action [4,19]. Some studies that evaluated this vitamin in mature
milk observed values below the nutritional requirements of infants [20,23,36,37], which suggested
that maternal vitamin E supplementation could be an important strategy to increase milk vitamin
contents [17,20,21].

In this study, supplementation with 800 IU of alpha-tocopherol caused a 183% increase in serum
alpha-tocopherol, and a 124% increase in breast milk alpha-tocopherol (Table 2). Other clinical trials
using a lower dose (400 IU alpha-tocopherol) found an increase of 60% to 80% in the vitamin content
in milk after supplementation [18,20–22], showing a reduced effect compared with that shown in the
present study. These findings suggested that the response to supplementation might be influenced
by both the dosage used and the determinant factors. However, trials have not evaluated the factors
associated with the different responses to large vitamin E doses [17,20], being important to understand
how this vitamin is transferred into the mammary gland.

When analyzing the factors associated with a better response in milk after supplementation, it is
important to highlight that only the content of this vitamin in the basal milk (before supplementation)
and the dietary intake were demonstrated to increase the levels of this micronutrient in milk (Table 3),
which suggested that the higher the consumption of vitamin E and its levels in milk, the greater the
transfer of alpha-tocopherol from the supplement to the mammary gland.

Assessment of the profile of lactating women in the supplemented group, showed that the
participants with the highest supplementation effect (quartiles 2–4) had a higher intake of calories,
alpha-tocopherol and total fat (Table 4). These findings suggested that the amount of fat available in the
diet may improve the bioavailability of the vitamin in the body, such as its absorption and distribution
to tissues, and in this case, to the mammary gland, as reported in [41–43].

Such evidence also demonstrated that in mature milk, the Michaelis–Menten kinetic theory could
not be applied, as it proposes that the transfer of vitamin to milk occurs through active transport,
characterized by a saturation of the lipoprotein receptors in the breast tissue in situations of large
contents of vitamin E, which would prevent the continuous transfer of the vitamin into the breast
milk after supplementation [38,44]. Notably, in a study of dairy cows, Weiss and Wyatt (2003) [45]
suggested that the ability of lipoproteins to carry alpha-tocopherol could determine the uptake of this
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vitamin by the breast tissue, and that the limiting factor for this mechanism would be the maximum
content of vitamin E in the lipoproteins.

To further investigate this relationship between lipoproteins and vitamin E transport,
we determined the circulating lipoproteins and the serum cholesterol and triglycerides profiles;
however, no relation between them and the response to supplementation was found (Table 2). In fact,
the mechanism of transport of vitamin E to the mammary gland is poorly understood [2,46,47].
Circulating lipoproteins are responsible for this transfer, with LDL being the main carrier [44,48];
however, transport may occur in the presence or absence of its receptors in the mammary gland [2,44].
Other receptors are found in breast tissue, such as Scavenger Receptor B-1 (SR-B1), which has binding
sites for both LDL and HDL, and CD36, which has high affinity binding sites for HDL, LDL, and very
low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) [2,48]. It has also been suggested the participation of lipoprotein lipase
(LPL), which may show increased activity during lactation, contributes to the greater circulation of
alpha-tocopherol and its uptake [49].

These findings provide important information to understand the mechanisms by which vitamin E
is transferred into the mammary gland, demonstrating that, in situations of supplementation with
800 IU of vitamin E and its effect in mature milk, the better the vitamin E status (considering the
milk and dietary intake), the more effective uptake into the mammary gland will be, regardless of
receptor saturation. Further investigation into how this transport occurs is required, by means of
in vitro and in vivo studies and using labeled isotopes of alpha-tocopherol, for example, to investigate
its biotransformation. Notably, in populations with dietary inadequacy and low contents of vitamin E
in milk, supplementation with higher doses of the vitamin, such as 800 IU alpha-tocopherol, might be
required to obtain a more effective intervention. The analysis of a single dose during the day allowed us
to investigate possible factors that could interfere with the response to supplementation; however, it is
necessary to analyze how long the effect of this supplementation could be sustained, its contribution to
maternal and infant nutritional status, and the use of smaller daily doses.

Therefore, supplementation associated with an adequate intake of vitamin E is an effective strategy
to increase vitamin E levels in breast milk and prevent cases of vitamin E deficiency in infants, especially
premature infants [2,4,11].

5. Conclusions

Vitamin E supplementation increased vitamin levels in milk and in maternal serum, and a
positive relationship was found between alpha-tocopherol levels in milk, serum and dietary intake of
vitamin E. Factors associated with the increase in alpha-tocopherol contents in milk after maternal
supplementation with 800 IU of vitamin E were the basal levels of alpha-tocopherol in milk and the
dietary intake of vitamin E.
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Abstract: The use of antenatal colostrum expression in the weeks prior to birth may help improve
long-term breastfeeding, but few large-scale studies exist. Typically, antenatal colostrum expression
instruction relies on face-to-face education, making large interventions costly. We aimed to determine
whether an expert online instructional video can improve knowledge and confidence around
antenatal colostrum expressing. Pregnant women were asked to complete a questionnaire pre-
and post-watching the instructional video online. Ninety five pregnant women completed both
pre- and post-questionnaires. Total antenatal colostrum expression knowledge scores improved
after watching the video, from a mean of 3.05 ± 1.70 correct out of a maximum of 7, to 6.32 ± 0.76
(p < 0.001). Self-reported confidence around hand expressing in pregnancy also improved from an
average ranking of not confident (2.56 ± 1.17, out of a possible 5) to confident (4.32 ± 0.80, p < 0.001).
Almost all women (98%) reported that they would recommend the video to a friend or family member
if antenatal colostrum expression was suggested by their healthcare provider. Findings suggest that
the use of an online expert video is an acceptable and effective way to educate pregnant women in
antenatal colostrum expression.

Keywords: antenatal; expressing; pregnancy; video instruction; colostrum; breastfeeding; online

1. Introduction

During pregnancy, breasts begin to produce the first milk, colostrum. Historically, antenatal
colostrum expression (ACE) was performed as a means of preparing the breasts for breastfeeding
after birth. More recently, ACE is performed to collect a supply of colostrum. Colostrum can be
collected using a syringe, and safely stored in a freezer. The colostrum can then be defrosted and given
to the baby. The stored colostrum can be used to treat hypoglycaemia in the infant after birth, or if
breastfeeding issues occur. The collection and storage of colostrum can ensure that an infant receives
its own mother’s milk as the first feed after birth, instead of reliance on formula during this time.
In women intending to exclusively breastfeed, formula supplementation while in hospital has been
associated with a two- to three-fold risk of early breastfeeding cessation [1]. Some have proposed that
ACE can also promote the onset of Lactogenesis II, the “coming in” of breastmilk, however there is
no evidence to support this effect, and the efficacy of the ACE practice is yet to be established in this
regard [2].
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In addition, there has been some concern that antenatal nipple stimulation while teaching hand
expression will act as a precursor for the release of oxytocin, and may induce premature labour [3]. In a
Cochrane review of the literature [4], breast stimulation was shown to reduce the number of women in
labour after 72 h (i.e., had given birth), along with reduced postpartum haemorrhage rates. However,
the authors went on to recommend not promoting this practice in high-risk women and noted that
more information on maternal satisfaction was required. More recently, evidence suggests a role for
nipple stimulation at term as a non-pharmacological method of labour induction [5,6]. In 2017, results
of the Diabetes and Antenatal Milk Expressing (DAME) trial of 635 pregnant women with low-risk
diabetes demonstrated that antenatal expressing did not result in a lower gestational age or increased
admissions to the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit [7]. The authors concluded that there is no harm in
advising women with diabetes in pregnancy at low risk of complications to express colostrum for the
last few weeks of gestation. Other results from the DAME trial show a non-significant trend toward
improvements in breastfeeding outcomes for women in the antenatal expressing intervention group,
although the study was not powered for breastfeeding outcomes, and indicators for collecting infant
feeding methods differed from standardised national indicators [8].

The question remains as to the effectiveness of ACE in promoting positive breastfeeding outcomes,
and the safety of its practice as part of regular antenatal education at 37 weeks gestation in healthy,
low-risk pregnant women. In our own medical record audit of a secondary, general hospital in Greater
Perth, Western Australia, we compared the inclusion of ACE in antenatal education in relation to
birthing outcomes in a hospital which had previously not included ACE in this education, using a
retrospective control group. Results showed that inclusion of ACE in antenatal care was not associated
with an increased risk of premature birth or admission to special care nursery [9].

Very few randomised controlled trials have been published in the area of ACE, with none in
healthy women, and most using a small sample size (<100). Due to a lack of research investigating the
safety and efficacy of antenatal colostrum expression in the general population, ACE is therefore not
uniformly encouraged across Australian maternity health services. One major barrier to large scale
trials in Australia is the cost of high-quality ACE instruction. A one-on-one session with a midwife (or
lactation consultant) provides optimal ACE instruction, however it is not routinely taught as part of
antenatal education. In our experience, detailed instruction and assistance with hand expressing is
most often provided postnatally, commonly when women are experiencing breastfeeding difficulties
(e.g., to relieve engorgement), are sleep deprived, and are potentially anxious about their ability to
feed their babies.

Online videos can be an effective and cheap tool for instruction, in areas where the internet is
easily accessible. The expert expressing instructional videos that are currently available demonstrate
breastmilk expressing in women who have already given birth. Given that expressing in postnatal
women is conceptually different, this type of video is not well suited to an antenatal setting. Colostrum
has a different look and consistency to mature milk, and the presence of the baby often stimulates milk
“let down”. Feedback from West Australian midwives and lactation consultants, along with our local
consumer reference group, indicated that a video of a lactation consultant-led demonstration of ACE
using pregnant women would be very valuable. We have therefore developed an online instructional
video on ACE specifically for pregnant women. To our knowledge, no such expert-informed video
exists nationally or internationally that provides specific enough detail to suit requirements for use in
a large-scale trial or in our health setting. The 20 min video featured a real-life situation, with two
pregnant women in a session with a lactation consultant. The lactation consultant explained how to
use ACE and how to collect and store the colostrum, and guided both women through the process in a
practical demonstration (Appendix A, Figures A1–A3). The women had differing prior breastfeeding
experience (one was primiparous, the other had previously breastfed multiple children), and differing
breast sizes and nipples. The women also asked questions as they went through the process.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether the instruction on antenatal expression of
colostrum via this instructional online video is an effective way to increase knowledge around ACE
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and confidence in using it, in pregnant women. If so, the use of an instructional video for ACE will
provide an economical and feasible education option for future research.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Setting

This was a pre- and post-test study, using online questionnaires and video. Data collection for the
study was completed online between August 2017 and April 2018.

2.2. Study Sample

Pregnant women were recruited through social media via local university and research institutions,
and infant and mother organizations, along with personal contacts. The only inclusion criteria were
being currently pregnant (any stage) and having access to the internet. Potential participants were
provided with an online information letter and were requested to provide online consent prior to the
start of the questionnaires. Ethics approval was granted from the Edith Cowan University Human
Research Ethics Committee (17501).

2.3. Measurement

Two linked online questionnaires were developed using Qualtrics survey software (Provo, UT,
USA). The first was a pre-video questionnaire which contained the ACE video at the end, followed by a
second questionnaire which participants completed after viewing the video (post-video questionnaire).
The pre-video questionnaire asked about age, gestation of current pregnancy, previous children and
previous breastfeeding experience. The post-video questionnaire asked for feedback on the video,
including aspects that were liked and disliked (free text response), the length of the video (too long,
too short or appropriate), use of real pregnant women in the video (free text), and satisfaction on the
depth of information covered, clarity of voices, image quality and overall satisfaction (assessed on a
continuous 1–5 scale) from very unsatisfied to very satisfied. Respondents were also asked whether
they would recommend the video to pregnant family and friends if ACE was suggested by their
healthcare provider, and whether they had any suggestions for improvement of the video. Knowledge
and confidence were assessed in both the pre- and post-questionnaires. Knowledge was assessed
over seven areas and also as a total knowledge score (one point for each correct answer). To assess
confidence about hand expressing in pregnancy, respondents were asked to move a sliding scale which
ranged from 1–5, representing very unconfident to very confident.

2.4. Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics were used to report on subject characteristics, with means and standard
deviations used for normally distributed results, and medians and interquartile ranges used to report
results that were not normally distributed. The related samples McNemar statistical test was used
to compare the number of correct answers in knowledge questions in the pre-video and post-video
questionnaires, and the paired samples t-test was used to compare total knowledge scores and
confidence around using ACE. Significance was set at p < 0.05.

For free text responses, information was grouped into themes and quotes that were identified
as appropriate.

3. Results

A total of 171 pregnant women completed at least one aspect of the survey. Of these, 112 completed
the full pre-questionnaire, with 95 going on to also complete the post-questionnaire after watching the
video. Subject characteristics for the women who completed both questionnaires are shown in Table 1.

Knowledge of ACE improved significantly for all areas after watching the video (Table 2), as did
the total knowledge score (for all p < 0.001, Figure 1). Confidence in hand expressing during pregnancy
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also significantly increased from a mean score of 2.56 ± 1.17 to 4.32 ± 0.80 (n = 93, p < 0.001) (Figure 2).
IOR: Inter quartile range.

Table 1. Characteristics of the pregnant women participating in the video evaluation (n = 95).

Characteristic/Response Mean (SD) or Median (IQR)/n (%)

Age (years) 30.8 (4.7)
Gestation of current pregnancy (weeks) 31.0 (23.0–37.0)

Number of previous children:
0 103 (60.2)
1 40 (23.4)
2 2 (12.3)

3+ 7 (4.1)
Have previously breastfed an infant (yes) 56 (32.7%)

Table 2. Knowledge questions asked in pre- and post-questionnaires, with responses (n = 95).
The related samples McNemar statistical test was used to compare the number of correct answers
pre- and post-questionnaire for each question, and the paired t-test was used to compare the total
knowledge scores.

Knowledge Questions and Responses
* Indicates Correct Response to the Question

Pre
n (%)

Post
n (%)

p

If you wanted to do hand expressing in pregnancy, approximately when
should you start? (with healthcare provider permission)

<0.001
After 28 weeks gestation 5 (5.3) 1 (1.1)
After 32 weeks gestation 2 (2.1) 0
After 35 weeks gestation 16 (16.8) 0

After 37 weeks gestation * 40 (42.1) 94 (98.9)
Not sure 32 (33.7) 0

Click on the picture below that shows the correct finger placement for hand
expressing (set of three photos displayed)

<0.001
Photo showing narrow finger placement 3 (3.2) 0

Photo showing correct placement * 48 (50.5) 78 (82.1)
Photo showing wide finger placement 16 (16.8) 17 (17.9)

Not sure 28 (29.5) 0

If you were doing hand expressing in pregnancy, how often should you
express?

<0.001
Once per day 16 (16.8) 1 (1.1)

Two or three times per day * 25 (26.3) 90 (94.7)
Four times a day 2 (2.1) 2 (2.1)

Not sure 52 (54.7) 2 (2.1)

Can you reuse the same syringe for collecting colostrum over the day?

<0.001
Yes, can be left at room temperature 0 1 (1.1)

Yes, as long as syringe is refrigerated * 30 (31.6) 91 (95.8)
No, syringes are for a single expressing use only 30 (31.6) 3 (3.2)

Not sure 35 (36.8) 0

How much colostrum would you expect to collect in the first session of hand
expressing?

<0.001

A lot (>10 mL) 0 0
A moderate amount (between 1–10 mLs) 0 2 (2.1)

A little (about 1 mL) 25 (26.3) 23 (24.23)
Generally nothing at all 8 (8.4) 0

Everybody will be different * 42 (44.2) 70 (73.7)
Not sure 20 (21.1) 0

If you can’t gather any colostrum during expressing, does this mean that you
will have trouble breastfeeding?

<0.001
Yes 1 (1.1) 0

Probably 3 (3.2) 0
Probably not 13 (13.7) 9 (9.5)

No * 53 (55.8) 85 (89.5)
Not sure 25 (26.3) 1 (1.1)

Should hand expressing be painful?

<0.001
Yes sometimes 7 (7.4) 1 (1.1)

No * 52 (54.7) 92 (96.8)
Not sure 36 (37.9) 2 (2.1)

TOTAL KNOWLEDGE SCORE (mean ± SD correct/7) 3.05 ± 1.70 6.32 ± 0.76 <0.001
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Figure 1. Chart of antenatal expressing of colostrum total knowledge scores scale pre- and post-video
(minimum possible score = 0; maximum possible score = 7, n = 95).

Figure 2. Chart of confidence scale pre- and post-video: How confident do you feel at the moment
about hand expressing in pregnancy? (Minimum possible score = 1, representing very unconfident;
maximum possible score = 5, representing very confident, n = 93).
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When asked what they liked most about the video, 90 out of 95 respondents chose to write a
full text response, which was subsequently grouped into one of five categories. The most common
response was that the video was informative/interesting/detailed (32.6%). The inclusion of a practical
demonstration (22.1%) in a real situation, and the use of real pregnant women (20.0%) were the next
most frequently cited responses. Respondents also commented that the video was easy to understand
and used clear explanations (15.8%). Others liked the video being “unrushed”, “comfortable” or
“relaxed” (3.2%). One respondent answered that they liked “everything” (1.1%). Specific quotes
relating to the responses are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Most common full text responses provided by pregnant women when giving their evaluation
of the antenatal colostrum expressing video.

Response Illustrative Quote

Aspects most liked about the video (n = 90/95 responded with full text response)

The video was informative and
interesting

“Very informative, covering all aspects.”
(#44, 26 yo, 2 previous children, has breastfed previously)

“I found it very interesting and helpful. I will definitely be asking my midwife if I can do it
when I turn 37 weeks.”

(#32, 36 yo, 1 previous child, has breastfed previously)

A practical demonstration using
real women

“Real women showing how to actually do it rather than cartoons or crochet breasts. Also
that one woman had flat nipples like mine and was able to express which makes me hopeful.”

(#23, 30 yo, 1 previous child, no previous breastfeeding).
“It was good to see the spectrum of colostrum colour and volume. Good to see techniques.

Good to see a primip and multip.”
(#52, 39 yo, no previous children).

“Close ups of colostrum and technique as well as how to collect on your own.”
(#60, 35 yo, no previous children).

Easy to understand

“Easy to understand. And the first video I’ve watched where they’ve shown how to collect
one handed using the syringe too.”

(#22, 32 yo, 1 previous child, has breastfed previously)
“Clear and explained well. Went over important bits twice”
(#21, 28 yo, 1 previous child, no previous breastfeeding)

Feelings about the use of real pregnant women in the video (n = 92/95 responded with full text response)

More comforted about the
process of antenatal expressing

“I felt like I could relate to them more.”
(#32, 36 yo, 1 previous child, has breastfed previously)
“It was much more reassuring seeing real pregnant mums”
(#13, 33 yo, 2 previous children, has breastfed before)
“Comforting to know it was real people learning the skill”

(#73, 34 yo, no previous children)

A realistic approach

“Excellent and helpful because both were different i.e.) different sized breasts, one had
breastfed before the other was a first time mum”

(#1, 29 yo, no previous children)
“It was good to see colostrum actually being expressed rather than someone imitating the

process be it through use of an actor or prop.”
(#76, 35 yo, no previous children).

# refers to subject number. Yo = years old.

When asked what they didn’t like about the video, the most common response was that it was
too long (8.4%). This was followed by requests for more information (7.4%), including requests for
information on why colostrum would be used, a visual example of when colostrum is not able to be
collected using breast massage, when to stop collecting, and a reference diagram. Two women opposed
the term “girls” used as a colloquial term in the video by the lactation consultant. Other comments
included that it was hard to read the accompanying text and watch at the same time, that there was a
need for more eye contact, and that it was hard to hear in places (1.1% for all).

When specifically asked about the length of the video, 78.9% of women found it appropriate,
while 17.9% found it too long and 1.1% found it too short.

A total of 92 out of 95 women responded to the free text answer question about how they felt
about the use of real women in the video, and all responded positively. Comments reflected women
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feeling more comforted about the process, even for those who had breastfed before, and finding a
realistic approach helpful from a learning perspective (see Table 3).

A total of 93 out of 95 women responded to questions on video satisfaction which were determined
on a continuous sliding scale of 1 (very unsatisfied), to 5 (very satisfied). All three aspects and overall
satisfaction scored a median of 5.00, with a small interquartile range (IQR): depth of information
covered (IQR 4.10–5.00, with 53.8% of respondents scoring 5), clarity of voices (IQR 4.10–5.00, 53.8%
scoring 5), quality of images (IQR 4.25–5.00, 59.1% scoring 5), overall satisfaction (IQR 4.20–5.00,
53.8% scoring 5). Free text comments in this section indicated some minor dissatisfaction with the
volume of voices, being told breastfeeding is best, a preference for non-scrolling text, a request for
more information around how to administer the collected colostrum to a baby, the video being too
long and a request for more specific information on hand placement.

When asked for additional suggestions for improvement of the video, three responses were
received. These were the inclusion of a diagram of exactly where to place the hands with distance from
the nipple and direction of pressure improvement, better music, and more focus on the syringe during
the demonstration.

After viewing the video, approximately a fifth of women still had questions about ACE. Most
questions related to safety, current health service recommendations for ACE and evidence around
using ACE:

“Do all hospitals recommend doing this?”
“Can I start at 36 weeks?”
“Is it recommended for all uncomplicated pregnancies?”
“Have any studies been done on women who have previously experienced low supply to see if antenatal
hand expressing helps?”
“Will this bring on early labour?”
“Will it help with establishing a good milk supply?”

This issue of safety and evidence can be better clarified as more research is done in the area.
Other questions focused on the use of stored colostrum, and have since been addressed in a

revised version of the video:

“Should I give my baby the expressed colostrum even if he is feeding well?”
“How long can you store it frozen?”
“How do you defrost it?”

There were also questions specifically regarding expressing with gestational diabetes mellitus
(GDM):

“What is the best time of day to express if you have gestational diabetes—does it matter if it’s done before or
after a meal?”
“What are the benefits for GDM?”

In addition, one mother asked what to do if ACE was hurting, and another asked what to do if
they try ACE and do not produce any colostrum.

After viewing the video, women were also asked whether they would be likely to recommend the
video to pregnant family or friends, if hand expression of colostrum was suggested by their healthcare
provider. Responses were gauged using a five-point Likert scale ranging from “definitely yes” to
“definitely not”. Almost all women responded “definitely yes” (59.1%) or “probably yes” (37.6%), with
2.2% responding “might or might not” and 1.1% responding “probably not”. No women selected
“definitely not”.
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4. Discussion

The online video was effective in significantly increasing both knowledge and confidence
around antenatal expressing of colostrum. The average knowledge score doubled in the post-video
questionnaire, from 3.05 ± 1.70 to 6.32 ± 0.76, from a possible total score of 7. After viewing the video,
the majority of women were able to correctly answer each knowledge question. The knowledge areas
showing the largest improvements were when to start ACE (from 42.1% correct to 98.9% correct), and
how often to express per day (from 26.3% correct to 94.7% correct). This observed increase in knowledge
validates the most popular comments regarding what was liked about the video, which focused on the
video being informative, detailed and interesting. If a learner finds the subject content interesting, this
facilitates the learning process and makes them more likely to retain the information [10].

Reported confidence in using ACE also showed a substantial increase, from a mean score
of 2.56 to 4.32 out of a possible 5. It is important to see an increase in confidence alongside an
increase in knowledge, as knowledge alone is not necessarily enough to result in a change to
practice. Self-confidence in applying skills, also known as a sense of competence, is recognised
in the literature as being important when implementing health-related behaviour changes [11].
Importantly, self-confidence, along with expectations, can influence a mother’s judgement on her
ability to breastfeed [12]. The use of real pregnant women in the video, as opposed to the use of breast
models or actors, likely helped women to feel more confident—it was noted by the respondents as
being the second most common liked aspect of the video. As in real life, the women in the video had
differently shaped breasts and nipples, and this resonated with some respondents. Observational
learning improves maternal breastfeeding confidence postpartum [12], and our results suggest
that observational learning via video is also valuable during the prenatal period for improving
confidence with hand expressing. Self-confidence encompasses both self-efficacy and self-esteem.
Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s belief in his or her capacity to perform behaviours necessary to
accomplish a specific task or achieve a certain outcome. Bandura’s theoretical sources of self-efficacy
includes vicarious experience (alongside enactive mastery experience, verbal/social persuasion, and
physiological and affective states), which refers to the learning of behaviour from observing others,
such as watching videos of the behaviour [13,14]. This theory supports the concept that women who
watch the ACE video and see women similar to themselves successfully expressing are more likely to
succeed, due to an increased belief that they too possess the capabilities to master the skill of expressing
in pregnancy.

The most common criticisms were that the video was too long and that it lacked some minor
information, although these were an exception, with less than 20% of women expressing dislikes
when prompted. When specifically asked about the length of the video, 17% reported that it was too
long. The length of the video allowed for a complete demonstration and a relaxed atmosphere, which
was noted as positive by some women, however it was possible to shorten it by speeding up some
sections, particularly around the demonstration. Other aspects of video satisfaction indicated that it
was well-received in terms of clarity of voices, quality of images and depth of information covered.

We have since updated the video to cut out unnecessary and repetitive sections, reducing it to 15
min. We have also added additional information in the form of text notes at relevant times throughout
the video.

Overall, 97% of women in this video evaluation stated that they would be likely to recommend
it to pregnant family or friends, if hand expression of colostrum was suggested by their healthcare
provider. Family and friend recommendations can have an important impact on public health strategies.
Eighty-three percent of online respondents across 60 different countries said that they completely
or somewhat trusted the recommendations of friends and family, according to Nielsen’s Global
Trust in Advertising Report in 2015 [15]. The high level of recommendation demonstrated in our
findings suggests that women valued the information they received from the video enough to share it
with others.
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An online video provides unique advantages for instruction over a traditional face-to-face format.
Being online allows pregnant women to view the video at a time and location convenient for them.
This is particularly valuable for mothers who already have children, along with those located in remote
areas. Another advantage of a video is the ability to pause and replay certain sections according to the
viewer’s needs and understanding. Videos have become increasingly popular in education, and many
universities now offer online instruction, incorporating videos and recorded lectures. Disadvantages
also exist with video instruction, notably technical issues with glitches in internet bandwidth and
connectivity [16]. In 2018, about 88% of the Australian population were active internet users, with
an average of 5 h and 34 min spent on the internet daily [17]. A high-quality video with professional
sound and lighting is key to better engage learners, as is audio/visual elements to the video that support
the content above and beyond the use of text [18]. Results of our evaluation suggested that our ACE
video is likely to be viewed as a valuable tool by pregnant women.

Risk of self-selection bias was an important potential limitation of this study, with women who
were interested in ACE being more likely to participate. In addition, the women who participated in
our study had a relatively narrow age range. These factors limited our ability to generalise our results
to a wider population.

Our findings have important implications for the use of ACE video instruction for future research,
and potential public health initiatives leading on from this. Many mothers introduce formula due to
a perception of poor milk supply [19], and cite a previously unsuccessful breastfeeding experience,
poor breastmilk or difficulties breastfeeding as reasons for ceasing breastfeeding early [20]. A mother’s
attitude towards breastfeeding has been shown to be a strong predictor of breastfeeding duration.
This is shaped by personal factors including personal experience, exposure to positive role models
and societal value [21]. Performing ACE and the storage of frozen colostrum in the weeks prior to
birth has been demonstrated to build confidence with breastfeeding [22]. Instruction on ACE during
pregnancy, alongside general instruction on breastfeeding routinely provided in antenatal classes, may
help to build a positive attitude toward breastfeeding. Our video has been specifically designed for
this purpose, and results from this study suggest that it is an acceptable and economical way to allow
the efficacy and safety of ACE to be tested in future research. Future research may also investigate a
potential role of this video in the education of healthcare practitioners working in maternal and infant
health, who also have a need to increase knowledge, skills, and attitudes to assist breastfeeding families.
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Appendix A Video Stills

 

Figure A1. The lactation consultant discusses syringes and storage.

 

Figure A2. Close up of the colostrum collection during one of the demonstrations.

 

Figure A3. Close up of collected colostrum.
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Abstract: To better understand the variability of the type and level of serum proteins in human milk,
the milk serum proteome of Chinese mothers during lactation was investigated using proteomic
techniques and compared to the milk serum proteome of Dutch mothers. This showed that total
milk serum protein concentrations in Chinese human milk decreased over a 20-week lactation period,
although with variation between mothers in the rate of decrease. Variation was also found in the
composition of serum proteins in both colostrum and mature milk, although immune-active proteins,
enzymes, and transport proteins were the most abundant for all mothers. These three protein groups
account for many of the 15 most abundant proteins, with these 15 proteins covering more than 95%
of the total protein concentrations, in both the Chinese and Dutch milk serum proteome. The Dutch
and Chinese milk serum proteome were also compared based on 166 common milk serum proteins,
which showed that 22% of the 166 serum proteins differed in level. These differences were observed
mainly in colostrum and concern several highly abundant proteins. This study also showed that
protease inhibitors, which are highly correlated to immune-active proteins, are present in variable
amounts in human milk and could be relevant during digestion.

Keywords: mammary gland; immune-active proteins; proteases; protease inhibitors; digestive tract

1. Introduction

Human milk is the best source of nutrition for babies, enhances children’s immune system and
influences the microbiota [1–3]. Health benefits have been linked to the presence and concentration
of human milk components like oligosaccharides and proteins [4,5]. There are two distinct groups of
proteins in human milk; caseins and milk serum proteins [6]. Human milk in early lactation consists
of approximately 30% caseins and 70% serum proteins, with a 50:50 ratio typically found after a six
month lactation period [6].

Serum proteins in human milk have been categorized according to their main and highly diverse
biological functions [7,8]. It was found that immune-related proteins, transport proteins, and enzymes
were present in the largest quantities, and their concentrations generally decrease over lactation [7,8].
Immune-active proteins not only protect infants against pathogenic microorganisms, but also confer
passive immunity to the neonate until its own immune system has been fully developed [9–11].
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Serum proteins in human milk also include an array of blood coagulation proteins, membrane proteins,
signaling proteins, and protease inhibitors [9–11]. Protease inhibitors play a key role in the blood
coagulation cascade and complement pathway [12–14], and might protect proteins against degradation
by proteases in the mammary gland and even in the infant’s gastrointestinal tract [12–18].

There is a wide range of proteins (e.g., αS1-, β-, and κ-casein, lactoferrin, immunoglobulins,
serum albumin, and α-lactalbumin) in relatively high concentrations in human milk [19]. Most milk
proteins are synthesized in the mammary gland, except for immunoglobulins and serum albumin [19].
Serum albumin can enter milk via the paracellular pathway and immunoglobulins are transported
from blood through mammary epithelial cells by a receptor-mediated mechanism [19]. Caseins are
transport proteins that form micelles, and these micelles are capable of binding—and thereby
transporting—minerals. Caseins can easily be digested in the infant’s gastrointestinal tract [15–18],
being a valuable source of amino acids and minerals, which can easily be absorbed. Milk serum
proteins such as lactoferrin, immunoglobulins, serum albumin, and α-lactalbumin cover 90% of the
milk serum proteome in abundance [20]. The milk serum protein α-lactalbumin is required for the
synthesis of lactose, supplies infants with large amounts of tryptophan, and facilitates the absorption
of essential minerals [21]. Several other milk serum proteins, like lactoferrin and immunoglobulins,
protect infants against pathogens and decrease the risk of having acute or chronic diseases [21,22].
Lactoferrin, a globular glycoprotein of the transferrin family, ends up in the infant’s feces, and was
shown to influence the microbiota composition of neonates [22]. Human milk is also a rich source of
antibodies or immunoglobulins, which are able to recognize and bind to unique epitopes of pathogens,
preventing their colonization [23–25]. Serum albumin is a protein mainly involved in the transportation
of hormones, fatty acids, and other milk components [21].

Individual differences in milk serum proteins between mothers have been reported, where it was
found that there was a large overlap in identified proteins in human milk among mothers, whereas there
were also major quantitative changes, both between mothers and over time [7]. Given the various
potential benefits of milk serum proteins, it would be of interest to obtain insights in the variability of
serum proteins in human milk from mothers from other geographical and ethnic origin.

Therefore, the main objective of this study was to investigate the milk serum proteome of seven
Chinese mothers and to investigate the variability in type and level of serum proteins in Chinese
human milk over a 20-week lactation period using liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry
(LC-MS/MS). Additionally, the type and level of serum proteins in Chinese human milk were compared
to those in colostrum and mature milk from Dutch mothers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Setup and Sample Collection

Chinese participants were recruited in the Hohhot region, China, between August 2014 and
November 2015 by the Yili Innovation Center (Hohhot, China). Yili organized the collection of the
human milk, including sampling using a human milk pump. For every time point, a volume of 10 mL
was collected in a polypropylene bottles. Milk bottles were shaken gently, aliquoted directly into 2 mL
Eppendorf tubes, and stored at −20 ◦C. Milk samples from seven healthy mothers who delivered term
(38–42 weeks) infants were assessed in weeks 1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 20 postpartum. Human milk collection
was approved by the Chinese Ethics Committee of Registering Clinical Trials (ChiECRCT-20150017).
Written informed consent was obtained from all mothers. Milk collection and analysis of the milk of
four Dutch mothers over a 24-week lactation period was described preciously and was a collaboration
with the Dutch Human Milk Bank (Amsterdam, The Netherlands) [7]. Healthy women who delivered
singleton term infants (38–42 weeks) were eligible for that study. The data from these analyses were
re-used and made compatible with the Chinese data within this research to facilitate direct comparison,
as explained further in Section 2.4 (Data Analysis).
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2.2. Milk Serum Preparation and Concentrations

Human milk samples (5 mL) were fractionated, as described previously [10]. Briefly, the milk fat
was removed by centrifugation (10 min, 1500 g, 4 ◦C) and the obtained skim milk was transferred to
ultracentrifuge tubes. After ultracentrifugation (90 min, 100,000 g, 4 ◦C), the top layer represented the
remaining milk fat still present, the middle layer was milk serum (with some free soluble caseins),
and the bottom layer consisted of micellar casein. The free soluble caseins are part of the milk serum
proteome. A comparative study previously showed that ultracentrifugation is the most effective
method to separate caseins from serum proteins [26], although it is not possible to rule out low
amounts of serum proteins in the casein pellet [6]. Milk serum concentrations were measured in
duplicate using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific Pierce, Massachusetts,
U.S.), to ensure that the same amount of protein (10 μg) was used for further sample preparation.
Bovine serum albumin was used as standard for making a BCA calibration curve.

2.3. Sample Preparation, Dimethyl Labeling, Protein Digestion, and Peptide Analysis

Milk serum samples were prepared for protein analysis using filter-aided sample preparation and
dimethyl labeling, as described previously [27]. Milk serum (20 μL) was mixed with a buffer containing
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) for protein denaturation and dithiothreitol (DTT) to reduce the disulfide
bridges in proteins, after which the samples were loaded on a Pall 3 K omega filter (10–20 kDa cutoff,
OD003C34, Pall, Washington, U.S.) for protein digestion. The lysis buffer contained 0.1 M Tris/HCl pH
8.0 + 4% SDS + 0.1 M DTT to get a 1 μg/μL protein solution. Next, 180 μL of 0.05 M iodoacetamide/urea
(0.1 M Tris/HCl pH 8 + 8 M urea) was used for protein alkylation. Samples were washed three times
with 100 μL of 8 M urea, using centrifugation, followed by 110 μL of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate
(ABC). Then 0.5 μg trypsin in 100 μL ABC was added, followed by overnight incubation at room
temperature while mildly shaking, and centrifuged to separate peptides from undigested material.
The trypsin digested samples were then labeled, using distinct combinations of isotopic isomers
of formaldehyde and cyanoborohydride, leading to a unique stable isotope composition of labeled
peptide doublets with different masses [27]. After dimethyl labeling, the prepared samples were
analyzed using LC-MS/MS, as described before [7]. For LC-MS/MS, a Prontosil 300-3-C18Hmagic
C18AQ 200 Å analytical column was used, and the full scan FTMS spectra were measured in positive
mode between m/z 380 and 1400 on a Thermo LTQ-Orbitrap XL. CID fragmented MS/MS scans
of the four most abundant doubly- and triply-charged peaks in the FTMS scan were recorded in
data-dependent mode in the linear trap (MS/MS threshold = 5.000).

2.4. Data Analysis

The MS/MS spectra obtained were processed by the software package Maxquant 1.3.0.5 with
the Andromeda search engine, as described previously [28]. Protein identification and quantification
was done according to the literature [7]. Maxquant created a decoy database consisting of reversed
sequences to calculate the false discovery rate (FDR). The FDR was set to 0.01 at the peptide and
protein levels. The minimum required peptide length was six amino acids, and proteins were identified
based on a minimum of two distinct peptides. The intensity–based absolute quantification (iBAQ)
values were selected, representing the total peak intensity as determined by Maxquant for each protein
and their values were corrected for the number of measurable peptides [7]. The iBAQ values have
been reported to have a good correlation with known absolute protein amounts over at least four
orders of magnitude [29]. For data normalization, iBAQ values for each protein were transformed
into BCA equivalent milk serum protein concentrations, by dividing the iBAQ values of each protein
in a sample by the summed iBAQ values of all protein within a sample, there were then multiplied
with the corresponding milk serum protein concentration based on the BCA assay. To facilitate direct
comparison between Chinese and Dutch data within this research, BCA equivalent values at time points
12 and 20 weeks postpartum were compared to weeks 16 and 24, respectively. Biological functions
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were assigned to all the serum proteins using the online UniprotKB database, as done previously [7].
To assign a specific function to multifunctional proteins, DAVID Bioinformatics Resource 6.7 was used
additionally for further protein biological function classification and clarification [30].

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed based upon previously described methods [7],
with modifications. For the BCA equivalent values of each protein in Chinese and Dutch
human milk over lactation, a regression line was fitted using R (Lucent Technologies, New York, NY,
U.S.A.), summarizing the profile over time for each protein into an intercept and slope. The calculated
intercepts are the protein BCA equivalent values at week 1, while the calculated slopes indicate
the decrease or increase in BCA equivalent values per week. To determine the significant different
milk serum proteins over the course of lactation per country, a comparison was made based on the
calculated slope. Only BCA equivalent values of the common serum proteins found in both Chinese
and Dutch human milk were used for comparison. The common serum proteins in Chinese and Dutch
human milk were then evaluated based on the calculated intercept and slope using a two-tailed t-test,
with a significance level set at α = 0.05. Next, these common milk serum proteins were compared in
Chinese and Dutch human milk using a two-tailed t-test in Perseus [31], separately for each lactation
week, with correction for multiple testing based on permutation-based FDR. The BCA equivalent
values of serum proteins in Chinese and Dutch human milk were also summed per function and were
then compared using a two-tailed t-test. To quantify the relation between biological function groups,
Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated for summed BCA equivalent values and visualized
in correlation matrix plots. Pearson correlation coefficients of >0.5 were considered good. All the
serum proteins in Chinese and Dutch human milk were plotted in a graph in order to visualize the
differences in serum proteins over the course of lactation.

3. Results

The objective of this study was to investigate the variability in the type and level of serum proteins
in Chinese human milk over a 20-week lactation period. For this, the milk serum proteome of seven
mothers over the course of lactation was investigated using LC-MS/MS.

3.1. Level and Type of Milk Serum Proteins in Chinese Human Milk

The total milk serum protein concentrations in Chinese human milk of the seven mothers over
the course of lactation are presented in Figure 1. Concentrations ranging from 12 to 25 g/L decreased
significantly (α < 0.05) over a 20-week lactation period, although with large individual variations
(Figure 1).

Serum proteins in human milk were grouped based on their main biological functions
(Supplementary Supporting information, data file). Not only the total protein concentrations, but also
the protein composition differed among mothers and over lactation as measured after protein digestion
and subsequent LC-MS/MS analysis (Figure 2). The figure shows that immune-active proteins,
transport proteins, and enzymes were the most abundant for all mothers (Figure 2). The percentage of
total protein attributable to these main biological functions, however, varied widely among mothers
(Figure 2). Although the BCA equivalent values were always higher in colostrum than in mature milk,
the rate of decline for the three main groups varied among mothers (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Total bicinchoninic acid (BCA) serum protein concentrations (g/L) in Chinese human milk
per mother over a 20-week lactation period.

Figure 2. Serum protein composition in human milk of seven Chinese mothers over a 20-week lactation
period, based on BCA equivalent values (g/L). The number after the M indicates the mother, and the
numbers after the W (1 to 20) indicates the number of weeks postpartum.

To facilitate the comparison between Chinese and Dutch human milk, data were averaged among
mothers, as shown in Figure 3. The average total BCA equivalent values in Chinese human milk
for enzymes, immune-active proteins, and transport proteins ranged over 4.5–10.0 g/L, 2.9–7.8 g/L,
and 2.9–5.0 g/L, respectively (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Averaged BCA equivalent values (g/L) of serum proteins for human milk from seven Chinese
mothers categorized per biological function over a 20-week lactation period.

3.2. Comparison of the Chinese and Dutch Milk Serum Proteomes

The type and level of serum proteins in Chinese human milk were also compared to those in
Dutch human milk. The raw data on Dutch human milk were reprocessed to be compatible with the
Chinese data. The total BCA milk serum protein concentrations in Dutch human milk per mother
and over the course of lactation are available as supplementary information (Figure S1). The total
BCA equivalent values in Dutch human milk decreased over a 24-week lactation period from 21.6 to
13.6 g/L (Figure S2). Enzymes, immune-active proteins, and transport proteins were also the most
abundant in Dutch human milk over the course of lactation (Figure S2). The BCA equivalent values
for the groups enzymes, immune-active proteins, and transport proteins in Dutch human milk ranged
over 4.5–9.0 g/L, 3.8–5.6 g/L, and 4.8–6.8 g/L, respectively. Although different patterns in Chinese
and Dutch human milk can be observed, the difference was not significant between the same group
of biological functions (data not shown), except for cell and signaling, where levels were higher in
Chinese human milk.

The relations between the levels of different biological function groups of serum proteins within
the Chinese and within the Dutch human milk populations were visualized in a correlation matrix
plot (Figure 4).

3.3. Individual Milk Serum Proteins

Totals of 469 and 200 serum proteins were measured in Chinese and Dutch human milk,
respectively. The milk serum proteomes of different Chinese and Dutch mothers were compared
based on 166 common milk serum proteins. The overall 15 most abundant milk serum proteins can be
found in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Calculated Pearson correlation coefficients between the different functional groups of serum
proteins in Chinese and Dutch human milk, using the summed BCA equivalent values (g/L) over
lactation. (A) Chinese human milk and (B) Dutch human milk.

Table 1. The 15 most abundant serum proteins categorized per function in both Chinese and Dutch
human milk during lactation, with their corresponding BCA equivalent values (g/L) values at week 1.

Function Protein Name
BCA Equivalent Values (g/L)

Chinese Dutch

Enzyme α-lactalbumin 6.98 8.73
Bile salt-activated lipase 0.29 0.19

Immunity Lactoferrin 3.74 2.10
Ig α1-chain c-region 0.91 0.71
Ig λ2-chain c-region 0.47 0.54
Ig κ-chain c-region 0.39 0.90

Polymeric immunoglobulin receptor 0.41 0.39
Clusterin 0.23 0.17

Osteopontin 0.17 0.19
β2-microglobulin 0.16 0.16

Protease inhibitors α1-antichymotrypsin 0.11 0.08

Transport β-casein † 1.17 3.91
αS1-casein † 1.33 1.34

Serum albumin 0.93 1.06
κ-casein † 0.23 0.29

Fatty acid-binding protein 0.07 0.13
† Micellar caseins were completely removed, while this was not the case for the free soluble part of the caseins.

In Dutch human milk, α1-antichymotrypsin belongs to the top 15 serum proteins instead of the
transport protein fatty acid-binding protein (Table 1). Within the group enzymes, the highly abundant
α-lactalbumin and bile salt-activated lipase are mainly responsible for the changes in this group in
human milk over the course of lactation (Table 1). Many immune-active proteins, like lactoferrin,
osteopontin, different types of immunoglobulins, polymeric immunoglobulin receptor, and clusterin,
belong to the most abundant serum proteins in human milk (Table 1). The changes within the group
of transport proteins over the course of lactation can mainly be explained by the caseins (Table 1).
The caseins in Table 1 probably refer to the free, non-micellar casein, as the micellar casein should have
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been removed during the sample preparation (Table 1). With the majority of the caseins in milk being
part of the micellar fraction, the caseins in Table 1 therefore do not reflect the levels of total casein.

The differences in protein patterns between Chinese and Dutch human milk were examined by
comparison of both the intercept (representing colostrum) and slope (representing the decline over
lactation) of curves, fitted for the 166 common milk serum proteins. The p-values for these differences
after using a two-tailed t-test are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Comparison of the common serum proteins in Chinese and Dutch human milk during
lactation. Green squares indicate the proteins displayed in Table 1. For each serum protein in Chinese
and Dutch human milk over the course of lactation, a regression line was fitted, summarizing the profile
for each protein into an intercept (representing week 1) and slope (representing rate of change over
lactation). These profiles were used for comparison between Chinese and Dutch human milk, and the
p-values for differences between them were plotted. (A) Significantly different proteins in Chinese
and Dutch human milk over the course of lactation, based on difference in slope; (B) significantly
different proteins in Chinese and Dutch human milk at week 1, based on intercept; and (C) no
significant difference.

The levels of two serum proteins (elongation factor 2 and myristoylated alanine-rich c-kinase
substrate) varied in the Chinese and Dutch human milk over the course of lactation, as shown by the
significantly different slope (Figure 5, area A). Next to that, the levels of 35 serum proteins varied in
intercept (Figure 5, area B), including several proteins from the top 15 (Table 1), as shown in green.
The complete list of significantly different serum proteins in Chinese and Dutch human milk is shown
in Table 2, grouped according to their biological function.
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Table 2. Significantly different serum proteins in Chinese and Dutch human milk, with p-values for
week 1 (intercept) and over the course of lactation (slope).

Function * Protein Name
p-Values of Serum Proteins

(Chinese Versus Dutch)

Intercept Slope

Cell Actin 0.002 * 0.540
Calreticulin 0.000 * 0.620

Follistatin-related protein 1 0.003 * 0.140
MARCKS-like protein 1 0.004 * 0.959
Protein deglycase DJ-1 0.000 * 0.051

Peroxiredoxin 2 0.002 * 0.233

Enzyme 4-trimethylaminobutyraldehyde dehydrogenase 0.000 * 0.590
α-lactalbumin 0.010 * 0.922

Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase A 0.000 * 0.710
Isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 0.000 * 0.310
L-lactate dehydrogenase A 0.000 * 0.772

Nucleoside diphosphate kinase A 0.000 * 0.082
Protein disulfide-isomerase 0.000 * 0.685

Transketolase 0.023 * 0.707
Triosephosphate isomerase 0.000 * 0.912

Tryptophan-tRNA ligase 0.000 * 0.131
UTP-glucose 1-phosphate uridylyltransferase 0.000 * 0.630

Immunity Complement C4B 0.000 * 0.200
Ig α1-chain c-region 0.000 * 0.210

Ig γ3 chain c-region 0.000 * 0.190
Ig κ-chain c-region 0.001 * 0.490

Ig λ2-chain c-region 0.045 * 0.640

Granulins 0.018 * 0.800
Lysozyme C 0.000 * 0.937

Monocyte differentiation antigen CD14 0.015 * 0.770

Protease
inhibitors Inter-α-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H2 0.000 * 0.522

Protein
synthesis Elongation factor 2 0.547 0.050*

Signaling 14-3-3 protein β/α 0.000 * 0.372

Transport Apolipoprotein E 0.036 * 0.500
β-casein † 0.000 * 0.590

Fatty acid-binding protein 0.000 * 0.790

Heat shock protein HSP 90-beta 0.040 * 0.810
κ-casein † 0.038 * 0.950

Selenium-binding protein 1 0.006 * 0.536
Serum albumin 0.031 * 0.760

Transcobalamin 1 0.000 * 0.509

Other Myristoylated alanine-rich c-kinase substrate 0.001 0.028 *

Bold type indicates the proteins also displayed in Table 1. † Micellar caseins were completely removed, while this
was not the case for the free soluble part of the caseins. * Corresponding p-values (two-tailed t-test, α < 0.05)

The levels of the 166 common milk serum proteins in the Chinese and Dutch populations that
increased or decreased over the course of lactation, can be found as supporting information (Table S1).
The levels of 17 (10%) and 21 (12%) of the 166 common milk serum proteins changed over the course
of lactation in Chinese and Dutch human milk, respectively. In addition, the 166 common serum
proteins were compared between Chinese and Dutch human milk for each week separately (Table S2).
This showed that 16 of 17 proteins that significantly differed in week 1 were also significantly differing
in one or more of the other weeks.
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4. Discussion

4.1. The Level and Type of Serum Proteins in Chinese Human Milk

The total protein concentrations decrease significantly over a 20-week lactation period in each
mother, although with individual variations (Figure 1). These milk serum protein concentrations match
with those observed in earlier studies, ranging from 12 to 25 g/L [7,32–34], although other studies
report lower values from 7 to 16 g/L over the course of lactation [3,24,35,36]. These differences may
be explained by the BCA method [37,38], which generally overestimates the total protein in human
milk by about 25–40% [37,38]. The serum protein levels in this study should thus be regarded as
semi-quantitative, although this did not influence the comparisons reported here, as they are all based
on the BCA method. Although the protein content seems high for milk serum, it should be taken
into account that the samples with the highest protein content are actually those in early lactation.
These samples are known to have higher protein and relatively lower casein contents [6], leading to
higher milk serum protein contents. In addition, part of the casein remained in the sample after sample
preparation and therefore also counted towards the BCA protein content.

As described previously [5], human milk becomes fully mature between 4 and 6 weeks
postpartum, with the amounts of bioactive components decreasing relative to the nutrients. In early
life, infants have an immature intestinal immune system, making them more vulnerable to infection
by opportunistic pathogens [5]. The high levels of immune-related milk serum proteins in colostrum
(Figure 3) may provide protection to the infant in this sensitive stage of development.

It was also observed that a large variability exists in the milk serum protein composition in
colostrum among Chinese mothers (Figure 2). The results in this study comprising milk from seven
mothers shows that immune-active proteins, enzymes, and transport proteins are highly abundant
in Chinese human milk (Figure 3), which can also be observed from the individual data of mothers
(Figure 2). Earlier studies had already shown that immune-active proteins, enzymes, and transport
proteins were present in the largest quantities over the course of lactation [7,9,11].

4.2. The 15 Most Abundant Milk Serum Proteins

The large quantities of immune-active proteins are especially driven by the abundance of
lactoferrin, immunoglobulins, polymeric immunoglobulin receptor, clusterin, osteopontin and
β2-microglobulin (Table 1), which may protect infants against pathogenic microorganisms, and confer
passive immunity to the neonate until its own immune system has been developed [9–11]. As shown
in Table 1, transport proteins, like free soluble caseins, serum albumin, and fatty acid binding protein
were present in large quantities during lactation. Free soluble caseins could not be removed from the
milk, unlike the micellar casein that can be pelleted by ultracentrifugation–a phenomenon that has
also been reported by others [7,19,24]. Free soluble and micellar caseins belong to the most abundant
proteins in human milk, and these proteins mainly supply infants with amino acids and minerals
needed for their growth [23–25]. It can also be observed from Table 1 that enzymes are the largest
group of proteins across lactation. The large quantities of enzymes in human milk can be explained by
the presence of α-lactalbumin, which is known to be the most abundant milk serum protein (Table 1).
This enzyme is required for the synthesis of lactose, the main macronutrient in milk [5,21]. It should
be noticed that α-lactalbumin does not have enzymatic activity on its own. Besides α-lactalbumin,
bile salt-activated lipase belongs to the 15 most important enzymes in Chinese and Dutch human milk
during lactation (Table 1). Bile salt-activated lipase supports the digestion of fats in the immature
infant digestive tract, and facilitates the absorption of cholesterol, vitamin A, and triacylglycerols [7].
The protease inhibitor α1-antichymotrypsin is also among the 15 most abundant human milk serum
proteins, and, like other protease inhibitors and proteases, might play a key role in the digestion of
human milk [12–14]. Overall, the 15 most abundant proteins identified in this study were in levels
dominating the entire milk composition, covering more than 95% of both the Chinese and Dutch milk
serum proteomes.
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4.3. Proteases and Protease Inhibitors

Proteases may play a key role in the digestion of human milk. Although trypsin was
the most abundant protease in Chinese and Dutch human milk, many other proteases
(e.g., cytosol aminopeptidase, elastase, kallikrein, plasmin, cathepsins) were found, albeit to a
lesser extent (Supplementary Information, data file). As described by others, proteases might be
present in human milk to hydrolyze proteins in the mammary gland to regulate casein micelle
size [14,15]. Protein digestion in human milk by proteases target specific proteins (e.g., caseins,
polymeric immunoglobulin receptor, osteopontin) that do not have an extensive tertiary structure
and are thus more accessible to proteolytic cleavage [16,18]. These proteins were, in this study,
part of the overall 15 most abundant proteins in Chinese and Dutch human milk during lactation
(Table 1). In particular, the caseins are well digested [16–18], which indicates that proteases and bile
salt-activated lipase in human milk aids overall in the digestion of two of its main macronutrients,
fats and proteins [19].

Besides proteases, human milk also contains protease inhibitors. The ratio between protease
inhibitors and proteases in colostrum is circa 10:1. The most abundant protease inhibitors were
α1-antichymotrypsin, α1-antitrypsin, cystatin C, and phosphatidyletanolamine-binding protein
(Supplementary Information, data file). As described by others, α1-antichymotrypsin binds to
chymotrypsin and other chymotrypsin-like serine proteases in human milk, while α1-antitrypsin
inhibits proteases, such as trypsin, elastase, plasmin, and thrombin, and irreversibly deactivates
trypsin in vitro [12–15]. A correlation was found between protease inhibitors and immune-active
proteins in Chinese and Dutch human milk (Figure 4). Previous literature focused specifically on the
relation between serine protease inhibitors and immunoglobulins [7], which also in our data showed
stronger correlations than for all protease inhibitors and all immune proteins (Figure S3). A correlation
higher than 0.7 was also found in both Chinese and Dutch milk between proteases and protease
inhibitors specifically (data not shown). A previous study presented an overview of the proteolytic
system network in human milk [15], which consists of several proteases, protease inhibitors, and blood
coagulation proteins, indicating that these protein groups share a common biochemical pathway;
this may explain their correlations.

Where some of the major proteins are partially digested by milk proteases in human milk,
most immune-active proteins are less sensitive to digestion by these proteases, due to their
compact folded globular structure, that cannot be as easily digested [16]. For these immune-active
proteins to have an immune-activating role in the small intestine, they must be protected against
intestinal digestion, because they are sensitive to chymotrypsin and trypsin [17,18]. That might
be the reason why protease inhibitors present in human milk seem to target intestinal enzymes,
specifically blocking trypsin, chymotrypsin, and other proteases [17,18], especially through the relative
abundant α1-antichymotrypsin and α1-antitrypsin. Overall, protease inhibitors may thus ensure that
specific proteins stay intact in the infant’s digestive tract. This may also explain previous findings that
several immune-active proteins (e.g., lactoferrin, lysozyme, immunoglobulins) and protease inhibitors
(e.g., α1-antichymotrypsin, α1-antitrypsin) can be found intact in the stool of breastfed infants [17,18].
The intact proteins in the infant’s stool may also be related to the simultaneous decrease in the content
of immune-active proteins and protease inhibitors over lactation. Protection is less necessary later
in lactation due to the development of the infant’s immune system and digestive tract over time,
while digestion becomes important for the release of nutrients later in lactation.

4.4. Comparison of High- and Low- Abundance Serum Proteins in Chinese and Dutch Human Milk

It appears that the milk serum proteomes of Chinese and Dutch mothers are similar (Figure 3
and Figure S2). The main purpose of this study was to evaluate the common serum proteins in
Chinese and Dutch human milk over the course of lactation. Totals of 469 and 200 serum proteins were
found in Chinese and Dutch human milk, respectively. Although a lower number of serum proteins
was identified in Dutch human milk, there was still an overlap of 166 serum proteins with Chinese
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human milk, which represents more than 95% of the milk serum proteome in term of concentrations.
The reason for the higher number of serum proteins found in Chinese human milk might be due to
the larger sample size (48 versus 24 human milk samples), which generally leads to more identified
proteins [28].

In total, 22% (37 out of 166) of the common serum proteins in human milk differed between
Chinese and Dutch mothers either at week 1 or over the course of lactation. The levels of 35 of
the 166 (circa 21%) common serum proteins varied between Chinese and Dutch mothers in week 1
(Figure 5, area B). This, together with the results presented in Table 2 and Table S2, indicates that
the differences between Chinese and Dutch human milk serum proteins were mainly in their level
throughout lactation, and not in their changes over lactation, as the levels of only 2 of the 166 (circa 1%)
common serum proteins identified in this study (myristoylated alanine-rich c-kinase substrate and
elongation factor 2) differed over the course of lactation (Figure 5, area A, showing difference in slope).
Overall, the main differences in the milk serum proteomes between Chinese and Dutch human milk
were observed in the level of individual proteins, and not in rate of changes over lactation.

5. Conclusions

The milk serum proteome of Chinese and Dutch mothers were similar in term of relative the
abundance of different functional groups as well as the most abundant proteins. Some quantitative
differences were found, especially in absolute levels and not in rates of change over lactation.
Human milk contains enzymes that can assist the digestion of milk proteins and lipids in the immature
infant’s digestive tract. Protease inhibitors, which are highly correlated to the immune-active proteins,
are present in variable amounts in human milk; they could be relevant during digestion and might be
involved in controlling protein breakdown in the infant’s intestinal tract.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-6643/11/3/499/s1,
Figure S1: Total BCA serum protein concentrations (g/L) in Dutch human milk per mother over a 24-week lactation
period. Raw data from Dutch human milk were re-used [7]; Figure S2: BCA equivalent values (g/L) of serum
proteins in human milk of 4 Dutch mothers categorized per biological function over a 24-week lactation period.
Raw data from Dutch human milk were re-used [7]; Figure S3: Correlations between the functional groups
consisting of protease inhibitors (including serine and non-serine protease inhibitors) and immune-active proteins
(including immunoglobulins and non-immunoglobulins) in Chinese human milk, using BCA equivalent values
(g/L) over a 20-week lactation period; Table S1: Significantly different serum proteins in Chinese and Dutch
human milk over the course of lactation, based on the BCA equivalent values (g/L) over lactation (slope); Table S2:
Serum proteins that were significantly different in at least one of the lactation weeks. Numbers are the p-value
for the difference between the Chinese human milk serum proteins and Dutch human milk serum proteins.
To facilitate direct comparison between Chinese and Dutch data within this research, the time points 12 and 20
weeks postpartum were compared to week 16 and 24, respectively; Supporting Information, data file: Serum
proteins in human milk of Chinese mothers over a 20-week lactation period. The columns described in the next
tab are the individual proteins, their functions and their iBAQ values averaged for all mothers at weeks 1, 2, 4, 8,
12, and 20 postpartum.
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Abstract: The late preterm infant population is increasing globally. Many studies show that late
preterm infants are at risk of experiencing challenges common to premature babies, with breastfeeding
issues being one of the most common. In this study, we investigated factors and variables that could
interfere with breastfeeding initiation and duration in this population. We conducted a prospective
observational study, in which we administered questionnaires on breastfeeding variables and habits
to mothers of late preterm infants who were delivered in the well-baby nursery of our hospital and
followed up for three months after delivery. We enrolled 149 mothers and 189 neonates, including
40 pairs of twins. Our findings showed that late preterm infants had a low rate of breastfeeding
initiation and early breastfeeding discontinuation at 15, 40 and 90 days of life. The mothers with
higher educational levels and previous positive breastfeeding experience had a longer breastfeeding
duration. The negative factors for breastfeeding were the following: Advanced maternal age, Italian
ethnicity, the feeling of reduced milk supply and having twins. This study underlines the importance
of considering these variables in the promotion and protection of breastfeeding in this vulnerable
population, thus offering mothers tailored support.
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1. Introduction

Late preterms are defined as infants born from 34 0/7 to 36 6/7 weeks of gestational age (GA)
and comprise approximately 75% of all preterm births [1]. Late preterm births are increasing overall
due to the increased use of reproductive technologies and, therefore, the occurrence of multiple
pregnancies, in combination with advances in obstetric surveillance and interventions, which could
lead to the choice of preterm delivery for babies at risk of perinatal complications (intrauterine growth
restriction, placental insufficiency or monochorionic multiple pregnancies) [2,3]. Compared with
infants born at term, late preterm infants are at increased risk of neonatal morbidity (i.e., hypoglycemia,
hypothermia, jaundice, delayed oral feeding, readmission to the hospital, transient tachypnoea,
neuro-developmental delays and mortality) [2]. This population has immature organs and systems,
including the brain; a compromised immunomodulatory response; and an increased susceptibility
to inflammatory injury and oxidative stress [4,5]. For this reason, breast milk with its bioactive
components and its combination of nutritional, anti-infective, anti-inflammatory, anti-oxidative,
epigenetic, and gut-colonizing substances is particularly important for these infants [4–7].

Despite these benefits, late preterm infants have a decreased likelihood of breastfeeding initiation
and shortened breastfeeding duration compared to term newborns [2,4,8]. To date, few studies have
investigated the modifiable factors affecting breastfeeding and discussed the best approaches to
promoting and supporting breastfeeding in this vulnerable population [2,4,8]. Kair et al. determined
barriers and facilitators of breastfeeding continuation among a large cohort of late preterm infants and
compared preterm infants admitted to the well-baby nursery to those admitted to the neonatal intensive
care unit (NICU), concluding that NICU admission was not associated with early breastfeeding
cessation [6]. Moreover, the experience of breastfeeding late preterm infants was investigated in a
cohort of 44 mothers who were interviewed by phone up to 12 months after delivery [9]. Reduced
milk supply, difficulties in latching, feelings of failure, and inadequate lactation support from health
care providers after discharge have been identified as the most challenging difficulties encountered by
the mothers [9].

The purpose of our research is to investigate the variables that could affect breastfeeding duration
in a population of late preterm infants admitted to a well-baby nursery and followed up for three
months after birth.

2. Materials and Methods

A prospective, observational, single-center study was carried out in the well-baby nursery of
Fondazione IRCCS Ca’ Granda Ospedale Maggiore Policlinico in Milan, Italy. The Ethics Committee
of the “Fondazione Istituto di Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico Cà Granda Ospedale Maggiore
Policlinico” endorsed the present study, and parents provided written informed consent.

We enrolled all consenting mothers with an adequate comprehension of the Italian language who
had given birth to late preterm infants admitted to the well-baby nursery from October to December
2017. According to our internal protocol, late preterm infants with a GA from 34 0/7 to 36 6/7
weeks (estimated based on the last menstrual period) and birth weight ≥ 1800 g were admitted to
the well-baby nursery, provided that their clinical conditions were stable. This means no need of
intravenous infusions, noninvasive respiratory support, or any type of invasive assistance, whereas
monitoring of vital parameters and/or the need of incubator were possible in the nursery in the
first 24 h of life. We did not enroll a control group of term neonates. The exclusion criteria were the
following: Hospitalization in the NICU, congenital anomalies, genetic syndromes, respiratory diseases,
neurologic problems, metabolic disorders, or gastrointestinal problems. Before discharge, a structured
questionnaire for each infant, including twins, was administered to mothers by one of five health care
professionals. The questionnaire used was created by the public health organization of the city of Milan
(ATS Città di Milano) for monitoring and comparing breastfeeding habits during the Baby-Friendly
Hospital Initiative (BFHI) accreditation [10] of the city’s hospitals. It included closed-ended questions
and took fifteen minutes to administer.
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The questionnaire assessed sociodemographic characteristics (maternal age, education, ethnicity),
basic characteristics of newborns (GA, birth weight), previous experiences (participation in a
prenatal class and previous experience with breastfeeding), type of delivery, peripartum experiences
(skin-to-skin contact for at least two hours after birth and rooming-in, defined as the baby being kept
in the mother’s room for at least 23 h a day), factors affecting lactation (latching difficulties; use of a
pacifier; the feeling of reduced milk supply, defined as a subjective maternal perception of having not
enough milk to satisfy the baby; breastfeeding on demand or scheduled breastfeeding), and mode
of feeding.

Our breastfeeding policy was based on the principles of the BFHI [10]. For this reason, the process
of breastfeeding on demand was always explained to mothers and actively promoted by all health
care professionals. In contrast, scheduled feeding, defined as feeding the baby at set intervals,
was always the mother’s choice. The mode of breastfeeding was reported according to the World
Health Organization (WHO) definitions [11]: “Exclusive breastfeeding” indicates no food or drink
other than breast milk; and “predominant breastfeeding” indicates that the infant’s predominant
source of nourishment was breast milk but that the infant also received other liquids (i.e., water and
water-based drinks). “Mixed feeding” refers to the use of both breast milk and formula.

We used obstetric charts and infants’ computerized medical charts (Neocare, i & t Informatica e
Tecnologia Srl, Italy) to collect the basic characteristics of the newborns (i.e., birth weight and GA),
mode of breastfeeding, and accurate reports of the skin-to-skin contact time and rooming-in time.
All the other data were obtained from the questionnaires.

The mothers completed the first follow-up questionnaire during the visit after discharge, within
the first seven days of their infants’ lives. Then, structured phone interviews were conducted at 15, 40,
and 90 days after birth. The data on the variables subject to changes over time (i.e., latching difficulties,
use of a pacifier, mode of feeding) were also collected during each follow-up period. These interviews
lasted approximately fifteen minutes. The health care providers in charge of collecting the data during
the hospitalization were the same providers responsible for the administration of the questionnaires
and phone interviews. With regard to twins, mothers completed the first follow-up questionnaire and
the subsequent phone interviews separately for each infant.

To take into account intra-individual correlations over time and the probability of exclusive
breastfeeding according to selected variables (including those related to sociodemographic features,
clinical characteristics, delivery, peripartum, and past or current lactation determinants), odds ratios
(ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated with univariate and multiple generalized
estimation equation (GEE) logistic regression models. The statistical analyses were performed using
Stata 15 (StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX, USA, 2017).

3. Results

The total eligible population included 149 mothers and 189 neonates, including 40 pairs of twins.
Seventeen percent of these neonates (32 neonates) were born at 34 weeks of GA, 33.3% (63 neonates)
were born at 35 weeks of GA, and 49.7% (94 neonates) were born at 36 weeks of GA. Neonatal birth
weight ranged from 2050 g to 2990 g. Only 119 mothers completed the study, with a final dropout rate
of 20%. The basic characteristics of the mothers are shown in Table 1.

The minimum maternal age was 20 years, and the maximum age was 49 years. Italians represented
82.5% of the study population: Among them, 56.8% had a degree and 51.2% attended a prenatal class.
However, in the population of foreign mothers, there was a lower educational level (30.8% had a degree
and 34.6% attended a prenatal class). In contrast to the Italian mothers, foreign mothers were more likely
to breastfeed on demand (27% vs. 18%) and to have had positive breastfeeding experiences (57.7% vs.
45.5%). Most of the population did not experience skin-to-skin contact (95.5%) or rooming-in (88.6%).

Table 2 shows the proportion of different types of feeding over the first three months of life.
At discharge, only 16.8% of mothers exclusively breastfed their babies, and the rate increased

to a maximum of 40.3% at 15 days of life. Mixed feeding peaked at discharge (78.8%) and decreased
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over time, while the rate of formula feeding progressively increased. Among the lactation factors
also reported in Table 2, incorrect latching of the baby on the breast (even if only reported by the
mother) was more common during the first days after birth, while the perception of reduced milk
supply occurred later.

Table 1. Population features.

Foreign Mothers
(n = 26)

Italian Mothers
(n = 123)

Total
(n = 149)

n % n % n %

Sociodemographic features

Maternal age
20–29 years 8 30.8 8 6.5 16 10.7
30–34 years 10 38.5 37 30.1 47 31.5
35–39 years 5 19.2 41 33.3 46 30.9
40–49 years 3 11.5 37 30.1 40 26.8

Education
High school diploma 18 69.2 53 43.1 71 47.7
Degree 8 30.8 70 56.9 78 52.3

Previous experiences

Prenatal classes
Yes 9 34.6 63 51.2 72 48.3
No 17 65.4 60 48.8 77 51.7

Previous breastfeeding experience
Positive 7 27 22 18 29 19.4
None 19 73 88 71.5 107 71.8
Negative 0 0 13 10.5 13 8.8

Delivery and peripartum experiences

Mode of delivery
Eutocic 8 30.8 35 28.4 43 28.9
Vacuum/forceps 0 0 6 4.9 6 4.0
Emergency cesarean section 8 30.8 36 29.3 44 29.5
Elective cesarean section 10 38.4 46 37.4 56 37.6

Twins 8 20 32 80 40 100

Skin-to-skin contact
Yes 2 7.7 5 4.1 7 4.7
No 24 92.3 118 95.9 142 95.3

Rooming-in
Yes 5 19.2 12 9.8 17 11.4
No 21 80.1 111 90.2 132 88.6

Lactation factors

Type of breastfeeding
Scheduled 11 42.3 67 54.5 78 52.3
On demand 15 57.7 56 45.5 71 47.7

Table 2. Follow-up findings.

Variable

Before Discharge *
(n = 149)

First Visit after
Discharge (n = 138)

15 Days of Life
(n = 134)

40 Days of Life
(n = 127)

90 Days of Life
(n = 119)

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Lactation factors
Latching difficulty 44 (29.5) 29 (21) 28 (20.9) 13 (10.2) 8 (6.7)

Pacifier 42 (28.1) 45 (32.6) 51 (38) 69 (54.3) 72 (60.5)
Feeling of reduced milk supply 5 (3.3) 6 (4.4) 10 (7.4) 12 (9.4) 5 (4.2)

Type of feeding
Exclusive breastfeeding 25 (16.8) 53 (38.4) 54 (40.3) 43 (33.8) 37 (31.1)

Predominant breastfeeding 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.7) 6 (5.0)
Mixed feeding 113 (75.8) 71 (51.5) 64 (47.8) 46 (36.2) 25 (21.0)

Formula feeding 11 (7.4) 14 (10.1) 16 (11.9) 36 (28.3) 51 (42.9)
Lost to follow up 0 11(7.3) 15 (10) 22 (14.8) 30 (20)

* “Before discharge” refers to the 24 h period before discharge.
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For each investigated variable, no difference was found in the answers provided by the mothers
with regard to twins.

According to univariate and multivariate regression (Table 3), the factors found to be protective for
exclusive breastfeeding were a previous positive experience of breastfeeding and maternal education.
Maternal age over 35 years, Italian ethnicity, the feeling of reduced milk supply, and twin pregnancies
were risk factors for the early cessation of breastfeeding.

Table 3. Factors affecting breastfeeding: results of univariate and multivariate logistic regressions.

OR Crude (95% CI) OR Adjusted * (95% CI)

Sociodemographic features

Maternal age
Maternal age < 30 years 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Maternal age 30–34 years 1.5 (0.6–3.9) 0.8 (0.2–2.9)
Maternal age 35–39 years 0.5 (0.2–1.4) 0.3 (0.1–0.9)
Maternal age > 40 years 0.3 (0.1–0.8) 0.2 (0.0–0.7)

Education
High school diploma 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Degree 1.2 (0.6–2.1) 2.2 (1.0–5.0)

Ethnicity
Foreign mothers 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Italian ethnicity 0.4 (0.2–0.7) 0.2 (0.0–0.7)

Previous experiences

Prenatal classes
No prenatal classes 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Prenatal classes 1.5 (0.8–2.9) 1.5 (0.7–3.3)

Clinical history
No breastfeeding experience 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Previous negative experience with breastfeeding 0.7 (0.2–2.2) 0.9 (0.2–2.8)
Previous positive experience with breastfeeding 3.1 (1.4–7.0) 3.0 (1.0–8.5)

Delivery and peripartum experiences

Mode of delivery
Eutocic delivery 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Vacuum assisted delivery 2.4 (0.5–11.5) 1.9 (0.4–10.9)
Emergency cesarean delivery 0.4 (0.2–0.9) 0.8 (0.3–2.5)
Elective cesarean delivery 0.3 (0.2–0.8) 0.5 (0.2–1.5)

Twins
Singleton 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Twins 0.2 (0.1–0.4) 0.2 (0.1–0.5)

Skin-to-skin contact
No skin-to-skin contact 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Skin to skin contact 3.2 (0.7–15.2) 9.9 (0.8–119.0)

Rooming-in
No rooming-in 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Rooming-in 1.1 (0.4–3.1) 0.7 (0.2–2.6)

Lactation Factors

Type of breastfeeding
Scheduled breastfeeding 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
On demand 1.8 (0.9–3.3) 1.4 (0.6–2.9)

Latching
No difficulties 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Attachment difficulties 0.8 (0.5–1.3) 0.8 (0.5–1.2)

Pacifier
Use of pacifier 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
No use of pacifiers 1.3 (0.9–1.7) 1.2 (0.7–2.0)

Milk supply
No reduced milk supply 1.0 (reference) 1.0 (reference)
Feeling of reduced milk supply 0.4 (0.2–0.7) 0.3 (0.1–0.5)

* Each factor was adjusted for the others. Odds ratios were from univariate and multiple generalized estimation
equation logistic regression models. OR: odds ratio; CI: confidence interval.
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4. Discussion

Late preterms are increasing in number overall, adding substantially to the impact on health care
services, both in the acute, and primary health care settings [2,12]. This study contributed to expanding
the current body of knowledge by increasing awareness of how to best target support for mothers of
late preterm infants.

Our data confirm that compared to infants born at term in the same hospital setting and in a
similar sociodemographic context, late preterm infants were less likely to be exclusively breastfed in the
hospital and after discharge, and required more time to acquire breastfeeding skills [13]. Accordingly,
the breastfeeding rate in the late preterm population progressively increased to 40.3% at 15 days of
life, whereas Colombo et al. reported the peak rate of exclusive breastfeeding to be 75.3% in term
newborns at discharge [13]. The present study identified an increased maternal age, Italian ethnicity,
low maternal education, lack of previous positive breastfeeding experiences, having twins, and the
feeling of reduced milk supply as risk factors for the early discontinuation of exclusive breastfeeding.

Little is known about the effect of maternal age on breastfeeding rates for late preterm infants, and
the results are conflicting when different social contexts are considered [14]. Nevertheless, the most
developed regions have seen an increase in maternal age in the last two decades [15], and our data
indicate that mothers aged 35 years or older are less likely to breastfeed. Accordingly, increased
maternal age has been associated with a negative effect on breastfeeding among mothers of term
infants in the same hospital setting with a similar sociodemographic context [13].

Italian mothers were less likely to breastfeed than were foreign mothers, unlike what was observed
in a population of mothers of term newborns [13]. It can be hypothesized that the limited number of
foreign mothers and the high percentage of Italian mothers older than 35 years could have affected
this result.

Regarding the mode of delivery, the literature has shown that cesarean is negatively associated
with breastfeeding [2,16,17]. Studies established a negative association between cesarean delivery,
the onset of lactation, milk transfer and milk production [2,16,17]. Accordingly, Ayton et al. reported
that late preterm infants delivered by cesarean section were 80% less likely to initiate breastfeeding
within one hour of birth and identified the combination of cesarean delivery with prematurity as a
synergic risk factor that creates a complex breastfeeding scenario [2]. In the univariate analysis, our
data confirmed the known negative association between cesarean section and breastfeeding. However,
the significance was lost in multivariate analysis, probably because of the influence of other variables;
increased maternal age and/or having had an iterative elective cesarean section could have implied a
previous maternal breastfeeding experience.

Rooming-in and skin-to-skin contact at least two hours after birth are well-known factors
associated with successful breastfeeding [18]. Skin-to-skin contact encourages breastfeeding behavior,
stimulates innate reflexes in newborns [19], accelerates neurophysiological development [20], and is
positively associated with breastfeeding duration in preterm infants [19]. However, in our study, we
could not find any significant associations among skin-to-skin contact, rooming-in and breastfeeding,
probably due to the very small percentage of mothers who experienced one or both of these practices.
The limited implementation of skin-to-skin contact and the partial implementation of rooming-in in
our population may be attributable to the fact that late preterm infants frequently need an incubator
for the first hours or possibly days of life.

The use of pacifiers could be justifiable in certain situations, particularly in a NICU setting
and when the neonate is separated from the mother. The pacifier could support breastfeeding in
low-birth-weight and premature infants by promoting the maintenance and maturation of the sucking
reflex; it also helps to achieve a neurobehavioral organization and could relieve pain and decrease
stress [21]. Other studies have reported that, both in term and preterm infants, the minimization of
the use of a pacifier positively affected exclusive breastfeeding [13,19]. However, in our late preterm
population in a well-baby nursery setting, avoiding the use of pacifiers was not found to be associated
with breastfeeding.
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Twin pregnancies were strongly correlated with the early cessation of breastfeeding in our
population. Our possible explanation could be the greater maternal fatigue in simultaneously
managing and feeding more than one premature infant. Few studies examining breastfeeding among
preterm infants include or differentiate among multiple pregnancies. As reported by Giannì et al.,
having twins was reported by the mother’s of late preterm infants to be a barrier to breastfeeding [8].
In contrast, Demirci et al. observed a higher rate of breastfeeding initiation among mothers of late
preterm multiples than among mothers of singleton infants [14].

Maternal education was positively associated with breastfeeding. This finding was not surprising,
and it was likewise previously described as a predictor of a longer duration of breastfeeding in both
term [13] and late preterm infants [6,22]. With regard to lactation factors, the feeling of reduced milk
supply and latching difficulties negatively affected breastfeeding, while breastfeeding on demand
was strongly associated with the continuation of breastfeeding, according to the literature [6,23].
The maternal perception of inadequate milk supply, breastfeeding difficulties, and concerns that
breast milk alone did not satisfy the infants were reported as the top three reasons for breastfeeding
discontinuation in the study of Kair et al., which surveyed a total of 2530 mothers of late preterm
infants [6]. Moreover, the same barriers were reported in two qualitative [9,24] studies that illustrated
a common phenomenon of maternal frustration associated with breastfeeding difficulties.

Breastfeeding a late preterm infant could be challenging due to the peculiar characteristics of
this population, such as relative hypotonia and consequent ineffective sucking [2] and immaturity in
coordinating swallowing and breathing during breastfeeding [25]. In this scenario, the availability
of expert lactation support is crucial [8,26] and affects mothers’ self-efficacy, which could be crucial
in the establishment of breastfeeding, even in late preterm populations [27,28]. We also believe that
mothers’ self-efficacy may be correlated with personal experiences. Previous encouraging breastfeeding
experiences were strongly positively associated with breastfeeding initiation and duration, whereas a
previous negative breastfeeding experience affected breastfeeding initiation and duration much more
than having no experience at all. These findings are consistent with those concerning term infants [13]
and reinforce the need to closely explore mothers’ backgrounds to identify any possible breastfeeding
issues and specific groups of mothers that will need extra help.

The present study has some limitations. First, the data were collected from a single institution
where internal procedures are applied and thus it is not possible to generalize our findings. Moreover,
the results were not stratified according to gestational age. However, it addressed a relatively large
number of mothers who received the same modalities of support, and all infants were late preterm
infants without comorbidities and with a low-risk birthweight, making the population homogenous
and composed of infants with other risk factors, except being born as a late preterm.

5. Conclusions

Many studies have demonstrated that, even when considered healthy, this population is at risk of
having issues typical of premature babies, with breastfeeding problems being the most predictable.
Considering the importance of mothers’ milk and its beneficial effects for both term and preterm
infants, the main significance of our study was to underline the need for all health care professionals to
be aware of the support required for breastfeeding late preterm infants. The implementation of specific
and timely breastfeeding support measures for mothers (especially if old, having twins, with low
education, with no previous positive breastfeeding experiences, or with the perception of reduced
milk supply), could facilitate to give their preterm infants the best start in life.
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Abstract: Human milk (HM) provides infants with macro- and micronutrients needed for growth
and development. Milk phospholipids are important sources of bioactive components, such
as long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LC-PUFA) and choline, crucial for neural and visual
development. Milk from mothers who have delivered prematurely (<37 weeks) might not meet
the nutritional requirements for optimal development and growth. Using liquid chromatography
tandem-mass spectrometry, 31 phospholipid (PL) species were quantified for colostrum (<5 days
postpartum), transitional (≥5 days and ≤2 weeks) and mature milk (>2 weeks and ≤15 weeks)
samples from mothers who had delivered preterm (n = 57) and term infants (n = 22), respectively.
Both gestational age and age postpartum affected the PL composition of HM. Significantly higher
concentrations (p < 0.05) of phosphatidylcholine (PC), sphingomyelin (SM) and total PL were found
in preterm milk throughout lactation, as well as significantly higher concentrations (p < 0.002) of
several phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), PC and SM species. Multivariate analysis revealed that PLs
containing LC-PUFA contributed highly to the differences in the PL composition of preterm and term
colostrum. Differences related to gestation decreased as the milk matured. Thus, gestational age may
impact the PL content of colostrum, however this effect of gestation might subside in mature milk.

Keywords: Human Milk; Preterm infant; Phospholipids; Lipidomics; Milk Fat Globule Membrane

1. Introduction

Human milk (HM) is deemed the ideal choice when it comes to nutrition of infants and young
children (<6 months of age). HM provides fat, carbohydrate, protein and micronutrients needed
for postnatal growth and development, contributes to passive immunity of the infant and promotes
healthy microbial colonization [1,2]. During the first six months postpartum, lipids make up 45–55%
of the total energy content of HM, equivalent to a mean fat content of approximately 3.7–9.1 g/100
kcal [3,4]. Fatty acids (FA) in the form of triacylglycerol (TAG) constitutes the vast majority of milk
lipids (< 98%) [5] and are emulsified in structures called milk fat globules (MFG). A distinct trilayer
phospholipid (PL) membrane makes up the milk fat globule membrane (MFGM) and contributes to
approximately 60% of the PLs found in HM, whereas the remainder is found as MFGM aggregates
and PL assemblies termed extracellular vesicles in the skim milk fraction [6,7].
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Albeit constituting a mere 1% of the total lipid content of milk [6], dietary PLs play an
important role in digestion, absorption and transport of TAG [8]. The glycerophospholipids
(GPL) phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and the sphingolipid (SL)
sphingomyelin (SM) are the three major PL classes found in HM. Provision of important bioactive
components, for example, choline and long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LC-PUFA) such as
arachidonic acid (AA), eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) is crucial for
neural and visual development and growth of the neonate [9–11].

Days postpartum (lactational stage), gestational age and maternal diet are factors known to
influence milk composition [12]. Several studies have investigated the macronutrient [13] and
micronutrient [14] composition of milk from mothers who delivered prematurely and at term and
suggested that preterm milk might not meet the nutritional requirements of the preterm infant,
potentially increasing the risk of impaired growth and development. Metabolomic studies on preterm
and term milk have furthermore revealed significant differences in metabolites important for infant
development, including phosphocholine, citrate and lactose [15], cholesterol, saturated FA and
monounsaturated FA [16] as well as glutamine and lysine [17].

Nonetheless, studies on the effect of PL concentration and composition, comparing preterm and
term milk over the course of lactation, are scarce and total quantification of major PL species has not
been performed. Thus, the objective of this study was to elucidate how age at gestation affects the PL
composition and concentration of human colostrum and milk during the first 15 weeks postpartum,
utilizing liquid chromatography tandem-mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethical Approval

All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the protocol was
approved by The Clinical Research Ethics Committee of the Cork Teaching Hospitals, Cork, Ireland
(clinical number reference ECM 4(s) 06/08/13).

2.2. Chemicals and Reagents

The standards L-alpha-phosphatidylcholine (from egg yolk, ≥99%) and 3-sn-
phosphatidylethanolamine (from bovine brain, ≥98%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA); The sphingomyelin (bovine buttermilk, >98%) standard was purchased from
Larodan (Solna, Sweden). The SPLASH®LipidoMix™ deuterated internal standard (containing
deuterated PC C15:0/C18:1, PE C15:0/18:1 and SM C15:0/18:1) was purchased from Avanti Polar
Lipids Inc. (Birmingham, AL, USA). Mass spectrometry-grade ammonium formate (99.0%) and
HPLC-grade chloroform (≥ 99.8%), acetonitrile and methanol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO, USA). LC-MS grade formic acid (98–100%) was purchased from Merck (Darmstadt,
Germany). Preparation of ultrapure water was carried out using a water purification system from
Holm & Halby (Brøndby, Denmark).

2.3. Preparation of Standards

Stock solutions of PC (100 mg/100 mL), PE (100 mg/100 mL) and SM (125 mg/100 mL)
standards were prepared in chloroform and stored at −20 ◦C. For the calibration curve, a mixed
solution containing all three standards was prepared in ice-cold methanol. The mixture solution
was serial diluted in methanol to obtain eight dilutions of the following standard concentrations; PC
0.2–25 mg/100 mL; PE 0.1–13 mg/100 mL; and SM 0.1–15.8 mg/100 mL. To each of the eight dilutions
was added 1 μL internal standard mix. High and low quality controls (QC) were constructed based
on the mixture solution, to control drift and deterioration of the system. High QC were constructed
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with 6.3 mg/100 mL PC, 3.3 mg/100 mL PE and 4.0 mg/100 mL SM; Low QC were constructed with
0.2 mg/100 mL PC, 0.1 mg/100 mL PE and 0.1 mg/100 mL SM.

2.4. Milk Sample Collection

Preterm and term colostrum and milk samples of known gestational age and lactational stage
were collected from non-smoking, non-diabetic mothers as described earlier [15]. Briefly, preterm
HM samples were provided by the neonatal intensive care unit of Cork University Maternity
Hospital (Wilton, Co., Cork, Ireland). Colostrum and HM samples (n = 57) spanning lactation from
1 day to 15 weeks postpartum were donated by 14 mothers who had delivered healthy, preterm
(delivered before the 37th week of gestation) infants. The mean age of the mothers was 34 ± 5.3 years,
mean gestational age was 30.8 ± 3.4 weeks and mean infant weight at birth was 2064 ± 847.2 grams.

Pasteurized and microbiologically screened term (delivered from the 37th week of gestation)
milk samples were provided by The Western Trust Milk Bank (Irvinestown, Co., Fermanagh, Ireland).
These samples (n = 22) were donated by 22 mothers, spanning stages of lactation from <5 days
postpartum to 15 weeks postpartum. Preterm and term samples were kept at −80 ◦C until analysis.

2.5. Liquid-Liquid Extraction of Phospholipids

Extraction of polar lipids from technical replicates was carried out in random order, creating
n = 158 HM samples. A Modified Bligh and Dyer protocol was used for PL extraction [18].
Milk samples were thawed on ice prior to extraction, followed by 40 seconds of homogenization
by vortexing. In a centrifuge tube, 70 μL of milk was mixed with 1 μL of deuterated internal standard
and vortexed briefly. To the centrifuge tube, 1 mL of ice-cold chloroform:methanol:water (1:2:0.8) was
added and vortexed for 20 seconds, followed by centrifugation at 4 ◦C for 10 minutes at 20,000 g. In a
new centrifuge tube, the organic and aqueous phases were transferred and the solvents evaporated at
30 ◦C. One mL ice cold methanol was added for resuspension of the dried lipids and proteins were
precipitated by incubation at −20 ◦C for 30 minutes. Centrifugation at 20,000 g for 10 minutes at 4 ◦C
was followed by transfer of the supernatant to a new centrifuge tube. Until analysis, the lipid extracts
were stored at −80 ◦C. Prior to analysis, centrifugation of the lipid extract was carried out at 20,000 g
for 10 minutes at 4 ◦C to precipitate residual proteins, followed by transfer of 200 μL of lipid extract to
glass vials.

2.6. Analysis of Phospholipid Species

An established LC-MS method for quantification of PL species (mg/100 mL) was based on a
method described by Zhao et al. [19]. Sample analysis was performed on an Agilent 1290 Ultra
Performance Liquid Chromatography system coupled to an Agilent 6495 Triple Quadrupole Mass
Spectrometer (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The LC was equipped with an autosampler
(kept at 4 ◦C) and the MS with an ESI source. Chromatographic separation was conducted on a
Waters HILIC column (2.1 × 100 mm with particle size 1.7 μm) protected by a Waters HILIC guard
column (2.1 mm × 5 mm) (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA). The column oven temperature
was set to 25 ◦C. The LC conditions consisted of water with 10 mM ammonium formate (eluent A)
at pH 3 (adjusted with formic acid) and acetonitrile (eluent B). The column was equilibrated prior
to chromatographic separation. The following gradient was applied for separation of analytes: the
mobile phase was held constant at 95% eluent B from 0 to 0.10 min; from 0.l0 to 20 min the gradient
decreased to 80% eluent B; from 20 to 21 min the gradient decreased to 70% eluent B, after which the
mobile phase was held constant from 21 to 23 min; from 23 to 24 min the mobile phase was increased to
95% eluent B, followed by equilibration of the column at 95% eluent B from 24 to 26 min. An injection
volume of 5 μL was used. The ESI ion source (operated in positive mode) and MS were operated under
the following conditions: capillary voltage 4500 V, nebulizer 1000 V, temperature of the source 210 ◦C,
cone gas (ultrahigh-purity nitrogen) 17 L/min, desolvation temperature and sheath gas temperatures
of 230 ◦C and 400 ◦C, respectively, both with gas flow rates of 11 L/h. High and low funnel radio
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frequencies were 200 eV and 160 eV, respectively. PE, PC and SM PL standards were used to develop a
dynamic multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) method for the MS. Internal standards added during
sample preparation were used for the absolute quantification of PLs.

2.7. Preprocessing of Data and Statistical Analysis

For retrieval and pre-processing of LC-MS data, the Agilent MassHunter Workstation
Software -Data Acquisition for 6400 Series Triple Quadrupole program version B.07.00 was used
(Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). Chromatograms were manually inspected and
fitted when needed. Calibration curves were constructed containing at minimum of five points.
A regression coefficient cut-off of ≥0.95 was used. Multivariate exploratory data analysis was carried
out using SIMCA version 15.0.2 (Sartorius Stedim Biotech, Umeå, Sweden) to identify clustering as
well as used for outlier detection. Unit variance scaling was conducted prior to analysis. Minitab
version 18 (Minitab Inc., Pennsylvania, United States) was used for analysis of variance (ANOVA)
utilizing a two-way factorial comparison of PL classes and -species as the dependent variable(s), with
gestational age and lactational stage as independent variables. A p-value of p < 0.05 was considered
significant for testing of PL classes. For the multiple testing of PL species, a corrected significance level
of p < 0.002 was calculated using Bonferroni correction. Tukey’s test was used as a post-hoc test for
multiple comparisons of means, using upper- and lower-case letters to illustrate significance related to
lactational stage and gestational age, respectively. In case of statistical interaction, that is, if either of
the main factors were dependent on the other, the superscript “i” was used for annotation purposes.

3. Results

3.1. Percentage Distribution of Phospholipids

Identification and quantification of 31 PL species were achieved by LC-MS/MS. Milk samples
were divided into three lactational stages depending on days postpartum, that is, colostrum (<5 days),
transitional milk (≥ 5 days and ≤2 weeks) and mature milk (> 2 weeks and ≤15 weeks), as well
as divided according to gestational age, that is, preterm milk and term milk. Figure 1 illustrates
the percentage distribution of the three PL classes. The majority of the PLs were constituted by PE,
followed by PC and SM, in both preterm and term colostrum, transitional and mature milk.

Figure 1. Percentage distribution of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylcholine (PC) and
sphingomyelin (SM) in term (T; vertically striped bars) and preterm (P; dotted bars) colostrum,
transitional and mature milk.

In both preterm and term milk, interaction (p < 0.05) was observed between gestational age
and lactational stage for all three PL classes; nevertheless, the percentage of PE was observed to
increase from colostrum to mature milk (p < 0.05), whereas the percentage of PC decreased (p < 0.05).
The percentage constituted by SM in preterm milk decreased from colostrum to mature milk, whereas
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the percentage of SM in term milk showed a decrease from colostrum to transitional milk, followed by
a slight increase (p < 0.05).

3.2. Total Concentration of Phospholipids

The concentration (mg/100 mL) of total PLs in preterm and term milk at three lactational stages
(colostrum, transitional and mature milk) is shown in Table 1. The concentration of total PLs in both
preterm and term milk was found to decrease significantly (p < 0.05) with progression from colostrum
to transitional milk and from transitional milk to mature milk. Furthermore, the concentration of total
PLs was significantly higher in preterm milk compared to term milk throughout lactation (p < 0.05).
The same pattern of significance was observed for the PL classes SM and PC. No significant differences
in the concentration of PE were observed between colostrum and transitional milk in both preterm
and term milk.

3.3. Concentrations of Individual Phospholipid Species

A total of 31 individual PL species from three different PL classes were quantified in preterm
and term milk at three lactational stages (Table 2). The concentrations of the majority of the PL
species were found to be significantly affected by both gestational age of the neonate and lactational
stage postpartum. In general, preterm milk exhibited higher concentrations of individual PL
species compared to term milk. The concentration of the individual PL species also decreased with
time postpartum.

Significant differences (p < 0.002) in the concentration of PL species were found in the earlier
stages of lactation. A decrease in the concentration of the SM species C18:1/C20:0, C18:0/C22:1 and
C18:0/C22:0 as well as the PC species C16:0/C18:2 and C16:0/C18:1 was observed between colostrum
and transitional milk in both preterm and term milk, with higher concentrations in preterm milk
compared to term milk.

Effects throughout the entire lactational period were observed related to the SM species
C18:0/C20:0, the PC species C16:0/C16:0 and C16:0/C16:1 and the PE species C18:1/C16:0 and
C18:1/C18:0. A significant decrease (p < 0.002) in their concentrations were observed from colostrum
to transitional milk, as well as from transitional to mature milk, in both preterm and term milk.
No significant differences were observed between colostrum and transitional milk with regards to the
concentration of PE species C18:0/C22:6 and C18:0/C16:0; however, a significant decrease (p < 0.002)
was observed in mature milk compared to colostrum and transitional milk. Moreover, for the PE
species C18:0/C18:1, C16:0/C22:6 and C16:0/C20:4 and the PC species C18:0/C18:2, C16:0/C20:5 and
C16:0/C20:3, no significant differences were observed between colostrum and transitional milk, as well
as between transitional milk and colostrum. However, the species decreased significantly (p < 0.002)
from colostrum to mature milk. Finally, preterm milk contained significantly higher (p < 0.002)
concentrations of all of the aforementioned PL species compared to term milk throughout lactation.

Neonate age at parturition alone also showed to affect the concentration of several PLs, as
the concentration of the SM species C18:1/C14:0, C18:0/C24:0 and C18:0/C14:0 and the PE species
C16:0/C18:1, C16:0/C18:2, C18:0/C18:2 and C18:1/C18:1 were all significantly higher (p < 0.002) in
preterm milk compared to term milk.
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3.4. Exploratory Analysis of Preterm and Term Milk

Exploratory multivariate data analysis was used to evaluate the changes in PL composition
with progression of lactation in preterm and term milk. A Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
model was constructed and principal components 1 and 2 collectively explained 76.8% of the variance.
The accompanying score scatter plot (Figure 2A) showed a clear progression with lactation along the
first principal component, whereas the separation of preterm and term colostrum was evident on both
first and second principal components. Furthermore, grouping of preterm and term milk became more
pronounced with progression from transitional milk to mature milk. These findings suggest that the
PL composition of both preterm and term milk changes with progression of lactation. In addition,
differences in the composition of PLs between preterm and term milk became less apparent as lactation
progressed. The loadings scatter plot (Figure 2B) furthermore substantiated that the observed variance
was associated with a higher content of PLs in early lactation; thereafter, differences in PL content in
preterm and term milk subsided with progression of lactation. The PL species that contributed the
most to the variance are presented in Figure 3.

 

Figure 2. (A) PCA score scatter plot of preterm milk (squares) and term milk (circles) expressed
between day 1 and 15 weeks post-partum. Score colours indicate day postpartum at which the
samples were expressed. (B) Corresponding loading scatter plot containing the 31 phospholipid
species quantified in human milk belonging to the phospholipid classes phosphatidylethanolamine
(red circles), phosphatidylcholine (orange circles) and sphingomyelin (green circles). Details about the
numbering of phospholipid species can be found in Table 2.
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Based on the exploratory analysis (Figure 2), PL species from the PC class was found to strongly
contribute to the differences observed between preterm and term milk throughout lactation. There was
large variability in preterm and term colostrum with regards to the concentration of two SM species
and several PC species (Figure 3), nearly all of which contained long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids
(LC-PUFA). These differences diminished with time postpartum as the concentration decreased in
both preterm and term milk (albeit to a higher extend in the former), resulting in discrete differences
in the concentrations of these PLs in mature preterm and term milk.

Figure 3. Concentration (mg/100 mL) of phosphatidylcholine (PC) and sphingomyelin (SM) species in
preterm (blue circle) and term (red square) milk in colostrum (<5 days), transitional milk (≥5 days and
≤2 weeks) and mature milk (>2 weeks and ≤15 weeks).

4. Discussion

In general, the PL content of HM was found to be influenced by the age of the infant at parturition
as well as days postpartum. Throughout lactation, preterm colostrum and milk were found to contain
significantly higher concentrations of total PLs, as well as several PL species and -classes, compared to
term colostrum and milk. The differences observed in PL composition of preterm and term colostrum
were particularly influenced by differences in the concentration of PC species containing LC-PUFA
moieties. The observed differences between preterm and term colostrum were less prominent in
mature milk.

The percentage distribution of PLs in term HM have been studied by several authors [9,20–22]
but there are significant discrepancies between studies, as previously reported [12]. In the present
study, regardless of gestational age, PE represented the largest proportion of PLs throughout lactation,
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followed by PC and SM. These findings deviate from findings by Bitman et al. [21] and Benoit et al. [22],
who reported SM to constitute the largest proportion of PLs in HM (36% [21]; 43.3% [22]), followed
by PE (20% [21], 21.3% [22]) and PC (28% [21], 19.0% [22]). In contrast, a study by Sala-Vila et al. [20]
reported even larger differences in the PL distribution of term milk, ascribing SM and PC to contribute
the vast majority of PLs (39.2–41.0% and 31.3–38.4%, respectively), while PE only contributed with a
minor proportion (5.9–12.76%). Nonetheless, Wang et al. [9] reported PE to be the major PL contributor
(~36.1%) in term milk, followed by SM (~30.7%) and PC (~23.1%). Our findings suggest that the
proportion of PE increased with progression of lactation in both preterm and term milk; however, this
main effect was dependent on gestational age. Nonetheless, findings by Sala-Vila et al. [20] showed that
the proportion of PE increased significantly from colostrum to transitional milk and from transitional
milk to mature milk.

To our knowledge, absolute quantification of individual PL species in preterm milk over the
course of lactation has not been published previously. Independent of gestational age, the concentration
of total PLs quantified was found to be the highest in colostrum. In addition, the concentration of
total PLs decreased with progressing lactation for both preterm and term milk. This is in accordance
with the report of Bitman et al. [21] of a decrease in relative PL content from colostrum to mature milk.
Additionally, higher contents of PLs throughout lactation in very preterm milk (delivered between the
26–30th gestational week) and preterm milk compared to term milk, were reported [21]. The measured
concentrations of PC and SM in term milk over the course of lactation are in agreement with
Claumarchirant et al. [23] and Ma et al. [24]. Conversely, the concentration of PE contributed heavily
to the discrepancies between this and other studies. The concentrations found in this study was
49.64 ± 13.68 mg/100 mL in term colostrum and 29.15 ± 13.04 mg/100 mL in term mature milk
(≤15 weeks postpartum). In contrast, Claumarchirant et al. [23] found the concentration of PE to
range between 15.9-9.5 mg/100 mL, while the concentrations of PE measured by Ma et al. [24] was
9.0 ± 2.6 mg/100 mL in colostrum and 3.9 ± 1.6 mg/100 mL in mature milk.

Discrepancies between the present study and other studies might stem from the diverse nature
of PLs. GPL consist of a glycerol backbone, to which fatty acyls are bound to the first and/or second
carbon and a phosphate group with a polar headgroup attached to the third carbon; accordingly,
the SL SM consists of a sphingosine backbone with phosphocholine and a fatty acyl attached [25].
The structural composition of both GPL and SL enables an array of individual PL species to be
found within a PL class, depending on the attached fatty acid moieties. Hence, the discrepancies
between studies might originate from the fact that measurements are conducted on different PL species.
Furthermore, the majority of studies on the PL composition of HM do not report on the individual
PL species but rather the distribution of individual fatty acyl moieties contributing to the various PL
classes, thus precluding direct comparisons between studies. Discrepancies might also be influenced
by the use of an internal standard during sample preparation. In the present study, the method used
for quantification of PLs included the addition of deuterated internal standards prior to PL extraction.
Addition of an internal standard is carried out to correct for potential analyte losses or analytical errors
during sample preparation [26] and similarly during MS acquisition, which, along with the use of
dynamic MRM, strengthens the quantification performed in this study. This approach might also
explain the higher concentrations of PE observed in this study. In contrast, the study by Ma et al. [24]
employed external standards for method validation.

Besides quantification of the three major PL classes in HM, total lipid content of the preterm and
term milk samples from the present study was furthermore analysed by Guerra et al. [16] using GC-MS.
To summarize, the mean concentration of total lipids in the preterm milk samples was significantly
higher than the term milk samples [16]. Lactational stage also affected total lipid content, as the lipid
concentration increased with maturation of the milk [16]. This inverse relationship between total lipid
content and PLs is in agreement with finding by others [27]. As the milk matures, TAG synthesis in the
ER of the alveolar cells increases, along with the demand for membrane material for the formation of
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cytoplasmic lipid droplets (CLD). As a result of the limited availability of PLs, coalescence of CLD can
relieve the demand for PLs, subsequently leading to the release of larger MFGs into the lumen.

In preterm milk, both the total PL and total lipid concentration decreased with progression of
lactation, which is in contrast to the findings in term milk [16]. These findings might indicate an
altered MFG size distribution and/or concentration of MFGs in preterm milk during early lactation.
Differences in the size distribution of fat globules in preterm and term milk was also observed by
Simonin et al [28], who found a higher content of small milk fat globules (SMFG) and large milk fat
globules (LMFG) in preterm milk, as well as differences in the concentration of MFGs. These differences
were observed to be more pronounced in colostrum and diminished in mature milk [28].

For hydrolysis and digestion of the globules in the infant gastrointestinal tract, an increased surface
area for anchoring of gastric lipase [29] would be the result of a higher SMFG fraction in preterm
colostrum and milk, which might subsequently be of benefit due to the immature gastrointestinal tract
and reduced lipolytic capacity of premature infants. A higher PL content have previously been related
to the SMFG fraction in bovine milk [30].

Independent of gestation, PLs containing the LC-PUFA AA and DHA were especially prevalent
in PE, which is in accordance with previous studies, that reported that DHA and EPA (an intermediate
of DHA synthesis) were more abundant in PE than PC and SM [9]. DHA and AA are often found as FA
moieties of PE and PC and contribute to myelination, as well as neurological and visual development
of the neonate [31,32].

The concentration of 25 out of 31 individual PL species were found to be higher in preterm milk
compared to term milk throughout lactation. Interestingly, multivariate analysis showed that the PL
species which contributed the most to the differences in preterm and term milk early postpartum
belonged to the PC and SM class. PC and SM are both important sources of choline, as they account for
approximately 17% of choline in HM [12]. Choline is also found in HM as free choline, phosphocholine
and glycerophosphocholine. Accretion of choline begins in utero, as choline is transferred from the
placenta to the foetus, playing crucial roles in organ development of, for example, the brain and neural
tube [33], in membrane biosynthesis [12] and in normal cell function [34]. The importance of choline
for infant development continues postpartum and includes involvement in the structural integrity
of cell membranes [35], as a precursor for acetylcholine in cholinergic neurotransmission [11] and as
a methyl-donor for the synthesis of methionine [34]. Studies have furthermore suggested increased
choline requirements of preterm infants [34].

Besides palmitic acid (C16:0), the LC-PUFA AA (C20:4), DGLA (C20:3) and linoleic acid (C18:2)
from the N6-series of FAs were the principal FA that were attached to the PC species that contributed
to the observed differences in preterm and term PLs early postpartum. The accretion of these LC-PUFA
is likewise involved in neural and visual development and they are accumulated in the foetus during
the last trimester [20].

The altered PL composition of preterm colostrum and milk subsided with maturation and our
findings indicate that the composition of mature (3–15 weeks) preterm milk might be similar to that of
mature term milk. A similar trend was observed by Sundekilde et al. [15] for the metabolite profiles
of the preterm and term colostrum and milk samples analysed in the present study. By proton NMR
spectroscopy, the metabolome of preterm colostrum was revealed to differ from that of term colostrum,
after which preterm milk changed with progression of lactation, which resulted in the composition
of preterm milk resembling term milk at 5–7 weeks postpartum [15]. Other milk constituents such
as carbohydrates, fat [36], protein and minerals [37] have similarly been reported to be affected by
gestational age. Preterm infants are delivered when the in utero growth-rate is at its highest [38]; thus,
the growth-rate of preterm infants is much higher than for infants delivered at term [39].

The composition of HM, especially the lipid fraction, is known to be subject to both inter- and
intraindividual variability [3,40]. For the concentration of PL in both preterm and term samples, large
standard deviations were calculated. Diurnal variation, variation during a feed (foremilk or hindmilk),
as well as maternal diet, are factors known to affect the lipid fraction [41]. The mentioned factors
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were uncontrolled in this study, which could possibly have contributed to the observed variations.
The small sample size is a substantial limitation to this study and corroboration of the work presented
is therefore necessary.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the effect of time postpartum and gestational age on the composition of the three
major PL classes in milk (PE, PC and SM) constituting a total of 31 PL species, was evaluated.
The concentration of PC and SM as well as total PL was significantly higher in milk from preterm
mothers throughout lactation. Accordingly, the majority of PL species from all three PL classes
were significantly higher in preterm milk. The observed differences between preterm and term PL
composition were most pronounced in colostrum and attenuated in mature milk. However, due to the
small sample size, confirmation of these findings is needed.

The underlying mechanisms behind the alterations of early lactation PL composition of preterm
milk, are unknown. However, immaturity of the mammary and/or a compensatory mechanism to meet
the higher metabolic demands in preterm infants gland might influence the observed phenotype [42].
Nevertheless, advancements must be made in the understanding of how to adequately meet the
nutritional needs of preterm infants, to ensure preterm growth and development on par with infants
delivered at term.
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Abstract: Carotenoids are diet-dependent milk components that are important for the visual
and cognitive development of an infant. This study determined β-carotene, lycopene and
lutein + zeaxanthin in breastmilk and its associations with dietary intake from healthy Polish
mothers in the first six months of lactation. Concentrations of carotenoids in breastmilk were
measured by HPLC (high-performance liquid chromatography) (first, third, sixth month of lactation)
and dietary intake was assessed based on a three-day dietary record (third and sixth month
of lactation). The average age of participants (n = 53) was 31.4 ± 3.8 years. The breastmilk
concentrations of carotenoids were not changed over the progress of lactation. Lycopene was a
carotenoid with the highest content in breastmilk (first month 112.2 (95% CI 106.1–118.3)—sixth
month 110.1 (103.9–116.3) nmol/L) and maternal diet (third month 7897.3 (5465.2–10329.5) and sixth
month 7255.8 (5037.5–9474.1) μg/day). There was a positive correlation between carotenoids in
breastmilk and dietary intake (lycopene r = 0.374, r = 0.338; lutein + zeaxanthin r = 0.711, r = 0.726,
3rd and 6th month, respectively) and an inverse correlation with maternal BMI in the third month of
lactation (β-carotene: r = −0.248, lycopene: r = −0.286, lutein + zeaxanthin: r = −0.355). Adjusted
multivariate regression models confirmed an association between lutein + zeaxanthin intake and
its concentration in breastmilk (third month: β = 0.730 (0.516–0.943); 6th: β = 0.644 (0.448–0.840)).
Due to the positive associations between dietary intake and breastmilk concentrations, breastfeeding
mothers should have a diet that is abundant in carotenoids.

Keywords: bioactive factors; carotenoids; dietary intake; high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC); human milk; lactation; maternal diet; prospective study

1. Introduction

Breastfeeding is the best feeding method for newborns, infants and toddlers. International
organizations (e.g., WHO, UNICEF, AAP, ESPGHN) recommend exclusive breastfeeding during
the first six months of life and further breastfeeding along with complementary feeding up to
two years or more, as long as the infant and mother desire [1–3]. Exclusive breastfeeding at this
time provides sufficient energy and macronutrients as well as most of the micronutrients (except
vitamin D and K) to meet the mean requirements of healthy term-born infants [3,4]. During this time,
breastmilk provides not only necessary nutrients, however also a variety of bioactive factors, such as
immunoglobins, stem cells, cytokines, hormones, growth factors and phytochemicals (e.g., carotenoids
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and flavonoids) [5–7]. These compounds are crucial for optimal development and further health,
including decreased risk of infectious diseases during childhood as well as chronic non-communicable
diseases throughout the lifespan [2,8]. Previous studies have shown that breastmilk composition is
influenced by many determinants, including maternal factors (e.g., age, nutritional status, dietary
intake, tobacco use or passive smoking), infant factors (gestational age, age, gender) and physiological
factors (lactation stage, nursing stage, diurnal variation) [9–14]. The content of some nutrients in
breast milk is dependent on maternal dietary intake, including fatty acid profile [15], iodine [16]
and vitamins B1, B2, B6 and B12 [17]. However, maternal dietary intake has a limited influence on
breastmilk macronutrient composition [14] and some micronutrients, e.g., folic acid [17] and zinc [18].
Some studies have indicated that maternal nutritional status measured as body mass index (BMI) may
influence the milk fat concentrations [14] as well as carotenoid concentrations [19].

Carotenoids (β-carotene, lycopene, lutein, zeaxanthin, β-cryptoxanthin, astaxanthin) are plant
bioactive compounds that cannot be synthesized by mammals however are supplied with a high
dietary intake of vegetables and fruits (especially green, yellow, orange or red) or some animal
products (e.g., yolk, salmon or rainbow trout) [20–22]. Numerous studies in recent years have shown
their positive impact on human health, mainly in adults [23–25], however also during pregnancy
and early childhood, as noted previously [6,26]. Recent studies focusing on breastmilk carotenoids
have shown that their concentration depends on maternal dietary intake [27] and varies among
populations [19,28–30], especially due to different dietary habits. Other factors may also affect the
carotenoid concentration in breast milk, such as education status or anthropometric parameters of
mothers [19]. Giordano and Quadro [26], in a recent review, emphasize the importance of monitoring
maternal and infant lutein and zeaxanthin status due to its importance during pregnancy and the
neonatal period [26]. An analysis of breastmilk carotenoids may be a useful, non-invasive method due
to the correlations between maternal carotenoid status, breastmilk carotenoids and infant carotenoid
status [27,30–33]. To date, few studies have considered the impact of dietary intake of carotenoids
and maternal factors on breastmilk carotenoid concentration and there is a lack of long-term studies
on the subject.

The aims of this study were (1) to investigate the concentrations of selected carotenoids
(β-carotene, lycopene and lutein + zeaxanthin) in breastmilk from healthy mothers living in an urban
area of Poland in the first six months of lactation (2) to determine the dietary intake of carotenoids
in the third and sixth months of lactation and (3) to explore the associations between breastmilk
carotenoids and dietary intake and other maternal factors.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethical Approval

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical University of Warsaw in 2015,
Resolution No. AKBE/139/15. Written consent was obtained from all participants and the study was
conducted in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration.

2.2. Study Design

The study consisted of three study sessions at the first, third and sixth month of lactation.
All mothers completed a questionnaire which included detailed questions about lifestyle,
sociodemographic, health factors and nutrition (e.g., maternal education, household income, dietary
supplement use) during the pre-conceptional, prenatal and postnatal periods. At each study visit,
breastmilk samples were also collected and anthropometric measurements were assessed in infants and
mothers, maternal psychological status was evaluated, as well as the infant psychomotor development
in the sixth month. Detailed information about the study design is shown in Table 1. The data used in
this paper are part of the data that were obtained during this study.
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2.3. Study Participants

Recruitment was conducted between April 2015 and July 2017 in the Holy Family Hospital in
Warsaw among patients of Obstetrics Clinic as well as breastfeeding women from the local community
using social media groups. Eligibility criteria included women between 18 and 45 years of age giving
birth to a single, healthy infant. The exclusion criteria included maternal chronic disease (kidney,
liver, gastrointestinal diseases influencing nutrient absorption, hypertension, diabetes type I or II) and
pregnancy complications (including preeclampsia or eclampsia, pregnancy induced hypertension).
The study also included 53 mother-infant pairs (Figure 1). The mean age of mothers (n = 53) was
31.4 ± 3.8 years. Most of the mothers had a university education and a high average income. Before
pregnancy, most of them had a normal BMI (n = 46; 87%); at the first month of lactation, 78% were
classified as having normal body weight (n = 40), 86% (n = 42) at the third month and 85% (n = 40) at
the sixth month. Further, 25 participants (47%) were primiparas and 53% of the infants were females
(n = 28; detailed study group characteristics are shown in Table S1). Most of the study visits took place
during the spring-summer period (no statistically significant differences between the number of visits
in particular seasons, p = 0.482).

Figure 1. Flowchart: study design and study sample collection.

2.4. Breastmilk Collection

Breastmilk samples were collected by participants at home after being given detailed instructions.
The same amount (5–10 mL) of pre-feeding and post-feeding breastmilk was collected 24 hours prior
to each study visit at four time periods (06:00–12:00; 12:00–18:00; 18:00–24:00; 24:00–06:00) to minimize
the daily differences in milk composition due to the 24-hour variation in carotenoid concentrations that
is described in literature [39,40]. The samples were obtained by a breast pump or manually from the
breast(s) that the infant fed from. Breastmilk samples were transported to the Holy Family Hospital in
Warsaw under cooling conditions. Next, the same amount from all four samples was collected and
mixed in a Vortex shaker IKA MS2 (IKA Works Inc., Wilmington, North Carolina, USA) for one minute.
The pooled sample was distributed in 2 mL clear polypropylene tubes, labelled and stored at −80 ◦C
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for later analysis within six months of collection. Precautions were taken throughout the breastmilk
sample collection and procedures to minimize the exposure of samples to temperature, light and air.

2.5. Breastmilk Composition Analysis

Breastmilk energy value and fat content per 100 mL of the raw sample of breastmilk were analysed
using a MIRIS human milk analyser HMA (Miris, Uppsala, Sweden). Prior to the analysis, each sample
(n = 149) was warmed to 40 ◦C and homogenized (1.5 s/1 mL of sample) using a sonicator (milk
homogenizer, Miris, Uppsala, Sweden) according to the method described previously [14]. From each
raw pooled sample, macronutrient composition was analysed three times (~2 mL per analysis) and the
average of the three measurements was used for further statistical analysis.

2.6. Breastmilk Carotenoid Analysis

Carotenoid concentration (β-carotene, lycopene and lutein + zeaxanthin) in milk samples was
assessed using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Milk samples for analysis were
prepared based on the modified method published by Macias and Schweigert [41]. To 2 mL of milk,
500 μL of a 12% solution of pyrogallol, 50 μL, 1% ascorbic acid in 0.1 M HCl, 1.5 mL 30% KOH
solution and 2.5 mL ethanol were successively added. The mixture was shaken for 30 seconds with
a Vortex shaker and was then incubated in a 50 ◦C water bath for 40 minutes. Subsequently, 1 mL
of saturated NaCl solution and 1 mL of n-hexane were added to the ice-cooled samples, followed by
vigorous shaking for three minutes. The sample was then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4 ◦C (8000 rpm).
Immediately after centrifugation, the upper hexane layer was transferred to a new tube. The extraction
was repeated two more times. The combined hexane extracts were evaporated in a vacuum evaporator
(30 minutes at 30 ◦C). The formed precipitate was dissolved in 0.5 mL of hexane and was transferred
to dark glass vials.

The content of individual carotenoids in the prepared milk samples was determined using
the Shimadzu HPLC system (Japan: 2 LC-20AD pumps, CMB-20A controller system, SIL-20AC
autosampler, UV/IS SPD-20AV detector, CTD-20AC controller) using C18 Synergi Fusion-RP 80i
columns (250 × 4.60 mm, Phenomenex, CA, USA). The determination of the studied carotenoids
was carried out at a wavelength of 471 nm for lycopene, 450 nm for β-carotene and 445 nm for
lutein + zeaxanthin. The mobile phase consisted of two phases—phase A: acetonitrile/methanol
mixed in proportions of 90:10 (90/10; v/v) and phase B: methanol/ethyl acetate, in a 34:16 ratio
(34/16; v/v). The flow rate of the developing mixture was 1.0 cm3/min and the sample injection
was 100 μL. Individual carotenoid concentrations in milk were calculated by comparing them with a
corresponding standards curve (standards of catalogue numbers: β-carotene C4582, lutein + zeaxanthin
X6250, lycopene L9879 from Sigma-Aldrich Inc., Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). The standard
curves for all carotenoids are shown in supplementary materials (Figure S1). The concentrations of the
studied carotenoids were expressed in nmol/L. Since lutein and zeaxanthin could not be completely
resolved and were summed, all references to milk lutein concentrations refer to lutein + zeaxanthin.

2.7. Dietary Intake Analysis

The maternal diet at the 3rd and 6th month of lactation was assessed using the 3-day dietary
record conducted by respondents before the study visits (on three typical days, two weekdays and
one weekend day). Respondents received all necessary information and instructions on conducting a
dietary record, including the importance of scrupulosity recording all consumed foods and beverages
during the period covered by the 3-day dietary records. During the recording, respondents used a
kitchen scale to measure the weight of the serving, or if they did not have kitchen scales, they estimated
the servings using typical household measures. All sizes of portions were verified using the “Album of
Photographs of Food Products and Dishes” created by the National Food and Nutrition Institute [42].
All nutritional data were collected and analysed by the qualified dietician.
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Based on the data from the 3-day record of daily energy value and dietary intake of selected
macronutrients (protein, carbohydrates, fat) and micronutrients (vitamin A, E, D, B1, B2, B3, B6, B12,
C, folic acid; iodine, calcium, potassium, phosphor, magnesium, iron, zinc, copper, manganese),
the dietary fibre and fatty acid profile were calculated using Dieta 5.0 Software (National Food and
Nutrition Institute, Warsaw, Poland) based on Polish food-composition tables [43]. The total dietary
intake of selected carotenoids (lutein + zeaxanthin, lycopene and β-carotene) were estimated using
data from the USDA Database [22]. In addition, data on dietary supplement use in the preconceptional
prenatal and postnatal periods were collected including the used dose, name and the brand of
dietary supplement. The data were used to calculate the average daily nutrient intake with dietary
supplements. The intake of nutrients was calculated as a mean from the three recorded days to obtain
the mean daily intake from diet, dietary supplements and the sum of both for each participant. For the
purpose of this study, we used only energy value, fat intake and intake of antioxidant fat-soluble
vitamins (A and E) and carotenoids (lutein + zeaxanthin, lycopene and β-carotene) for analysis.

2.8. Anthropometric Measurements

The body weight (kg) and height (cm) of mothers were measured according to the International
Standards for Anthropometric Assessment [44] to the nearest 0.1 kg or 0.1 cm, respectively, using
a professional stadiometer (Seca 799, Hamburg, Germany). All measurements were taken in
light clothing and without shoes. Body mass index (BMI, kg/m2) was calculated and classified
according to the World Health Organization (WHO) [45]. BMI and body mass changes between visits
were calculated.

2.9. Statistical Analysis

The parameters that were analysed in this study were presented as: means and standard
deviation or 95% coefficient intervals (CI), minimum and maximum values. To assess the normality
of distributions, the Shapiro–Wilk test was applied. The differences between groups were analysed
using the Wilcoxon matched pairs test (for two repeated measurements) or the Friedman ANOVA test
(for three repeated measurements). For qualitative variables, the Cochrane Q test was used to check
the differences between three repeated measurements and the Chi2 McNemar test was used for the
two repeated measurements.

The correlations between breastmilk carotenoids and the maternal anthropometric and
sociodemographic characteristics, as well as dietary intake, were estimated with Spearman’s rank
or Kendall’s tau correlations (if one of the variables was measured on an ordinal scale) coefficient.
Linear regression was used to investigate the relationship between breastmilk carotenoids and the
dietary intake of its carotenoids. The one univariate and final three multivariate models were
specifically adjusted for season, maternal age, BMI, education, mode of delivery, fat, vitamin E
and vitamin A intake. All of the analyses were performed using Statistica 13.1 software (Dell Inc.,
Round Rock, TX, USA). For all of the tests, p ≤ 0.05 was considered as significant.

3. Results

3.1. Breastmilk Composition and Carotenoid Concentration

The average energy value, fat content and carotenoid concentrations in breastmilk at the 1st,
3rd and 6th month of lactation are shown in Table 2. The energy value and fat content in breastmilk
were, on average, around 68–69 kcal/100mL and 3.8–3.9 g/100mL, respectively, and this level was
similar regardless of the lactation month. The highest concentration of determined carotenoids
was observed for lycopene (minimum–maximum values 77.2–176.9 nmol/L). The concentrations of
β-carotene and lutein + zeaxanthin were at similar levels—mean values around 33 nmol/L (despite
the insignificant 12% higher concentration of lutein + zeaxanthin at the sixth month due to the higher
dietary intake at this month) and also did not differ between the months of lactation.
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Table 2. Energy value, fat and carotenoid content in breastmilk in the first, third and sixth month
of lactation.

Nutrient
(Unit)

Breastmilk Composition
Mean Value (95% CI 1)

Min–Max
p-Value 2

First Month
(n = 53)

Third Month
(n = 49)

Sixth Month
(n = 47)

Energy
(kcal/100 mL)

69.5 (67.5–71.6)
57.0–89.7

68.2 (65.3–71.0)
49.3–95.5

68.4 (66.5–70.4)
53.7–90.3 0.777

Total fat
(g/100 mL)

3.8 (3.6–4.1)
2.2–6.0

3.8 (3.5–4.1)
1.7–6.9

3.9 (3.7–4.1)
2.2–6.4 0.595

β-carotene
(nmol/L)

33.2 (33.0–33.5)
31.9–36.3

33.1 (32.9–33.3)
31.8–35.9

33.3 (33.1–33.6)
32.3–35.4 0.436

Lycopene
(nmol/L)

112.2 (106.1–118.3)
77.2–169.0

111.2 (105.0–117.3)
75.4–176.9

110.1 (103.9–116.3)
78.3–176.7 0.457

Lutein + zeaxanthin
(nmol/L)

33.0 (26.3–39.7)
2.7–123.2

33.0 (24.1–41.8)
3.2–139.9

37.1 (26.5–47.8)
1.8–169.0 0.640

1 CI—coefficient interval; 2 Friedman ANOVA test.

3.2. Dietary Intake

Table 3 shows the energy value and dietary intake of selected nutrients at the third and sixth
month of lactation. There was no statistical difference between the third and sixth month for energy
value and fat intake. We observed statistically significant differences between total vitamin E intake
(dietary supplements and diet; p = 0.000) and for vitamin A, both dietary and dietary with supplements
(p = 0.010 and p = 0.009, respectively). These differences are associated with the higher use of dietary
supplements in the third month of lactation compared with the sixth month (90% vs. 81%; p < 0.001).
The highest consumption was recorded for lycopene, followed by β-carotene and lutein + zeaxanthin
in the lowest amount. We observed no significant differences in carotenoid intake between the months
of lactation.

Table 3. Energy value and selected nutrients and carotenoid intake by participants at the third and
sixth month of lactation.

Nutrient
(Unit)

Dietary Intake
Mean Value ± SD 1 or (95% CI 2)

Min–Max p-Value 3

Third Month
(n = 49)

Sixth Month
(n = 47)

Energy
(kcal/day)

2193.7 ± 631.17
1186.5–3914.0

2046.2 ± 502.9
1051.4–3317.3 0.083

Total fat
(g/day)

84.3 ± 28.5
37.2–185.6

76.4 ± 26.1
18.9–135.7 0.085

Vitamin E,
dietary (mg α-tocopherol Equivalent/day)

12.6 ± 5.9
4.3–32.7

11.4 ± 5.1
4.7–24.5 0.258

Vitamin E,
dietary & supplements (mg α-tocopherol

Equivalent/day)

21.5 ± 13.9
4.3–57.7

13.1 ± 6.7
4.7–27.5 0.000

Vitamin A,
dietary (μg Retinol Equivalent/day)

1289.5 ± 591.4
226.4–2447.3

1030.1 ± 500.0
213.1–2745.2 0.010

Vitamin A,
dietary & supplements (μg Retinol

Equivalent/day)

1295.0 ± 588.3
226.4–2447.3

1030.1 ± 500.0
213.1–2745.2 0.009
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Table 3. Cont.

Nutrient
(Unit)

Dietary Intake
Mean Value ± SD 1 or (95% CI 2)

Min–Max p-Value 3

Third Month
(n = 49)

Sixth Month
(n = 47)

β-carotene
(μg/day)

4480.8 (3575.0–5386.7)
319.6–16461.0

3441.9 (5037.5–9474.1)
716.2–9552.9 0.232

Lycopene
(μg/day)

7897.3 (5465.2–10329.5)
477.2–30472.7

7255.8 (5037.5–9474.1)
339.2 – 38852.9 0.422

Lutein + zeaxanthin
(μg/day)

2945.2 (1910.8–3979.6)
263.7–16678.9

3739.3 (2834.9–4643.7)
128.9–12207.3 0.054

1 SD—standard deviation; 2 CI—coefficient interval; 3 Wilcoxon matched pairs test.

3.3. Associations between Carotenoid Concentrations, Dietary Intake and Maternal Characteristics

The associations between carotenoid concentrations, maternal factors and dietary intake are
shown in Table 4. The intake of all of the analysed carotenoids positively correlated with its carotenoid
breastmilk concentrations at the third and sixth months. For lutein, we observed a strong correlation
(third month: r = 0.711, sixth month: r = 0.726; p ≤ 0.001), for β-carotene—a weak and moderate
correlation (third month: r = 0.442, sixth month: r = 0.532; p ≤ 0.001), whereas for the lycopene,
only a weak correlation (third month: r = 0.374; p ≤ 0.01, sixth month: r = 0.338; p ≤ 0.05). We found
statistically significant adverse correlations between maternal BMI (kg/m2) and all three carotenoid
concentrations in breastmilk at the third month of lactation (β-carotene r = −0.337; lycopene r = −0.286;
lutein + zeaxanthin r = −0.355; p ≤ 0.05) and also β-carotene at the sixth month (r = −0.337;
p ≤ 0.05). However, the analysis based on BMI categories found significant inverse associations
only for β-carotene at the sixth month (r = −0.453; p ≤ 0.05).

Table 4. Correlations between breastmilk carotenoids and maternal characteristics and dietary intake.

Variables

Breastmilk β-carotene
r Coefficient (p-Value)

Breastmilk Lycopene
r Coefficient (p-Value)

Breastmilk Lutein + Zeaxanthin
r Coefficient (p-Value)

Third Month
(n = 49)

Sixth Month
(n = 47)

Third Month
(n = 49)

Sixth Month
(n = 47)

Third Month
(n = 49)

Sixth Month
(n = 47)

Maternal characteristic

Maternal age (years) 1 0.015 −0.197 −0.136 0.113 −0.048 −0.009

Maternal education 2 0.022 −0.091 0.026 0.046 −0.029 −0.020

Mode of delivery 2 −0.009 −0.001 −0.094 −0.050 −0.175 −0.115

Number of children 2 0.079 0.061 −0.003 0.105 0.057 0.037

BMI at third or sixth month
(kg/m2) 1 −0.248 * −0.337 * −0.286 * −0.119 −0.355* −0.205

Maternal dietary intake

Carotenoid intake (μg) 1,3 0.442 *** 0.532 *** 0.374 ** 0.338 * 0.711 *** 0.726 ***

Energy intake (kcal/day) 1 0.041 0.182 −0.097 −0.005 −0.078 0.169

Fat intake (g/day) 1 0.049 0.302 * −0.197 −0.155 −0.105 0.167

Vitamin E intake (mg/day) 1 0.270 0.062 0.082 0.013 0.123 −0.069

Vitamin A intake (μg/day) 1 0.008 0.136 0.175 0.241 −0.027 −0.001

Breastmilk composition

Breastmilk fat (g/100 mL) 1 0.235 0.167 0.274 0.064 0.399 * 0.237
1 Spearman rank correlation coefficient; 2 tau Kendall coefficient; 3 intake of respective carotenoid; * p ≤ 0.05;
** p ≤ 0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001.

Table 5 presents the results of a linear regression analysis of carotenoid concentrations in
breastmilk and its dietary intake. The univariate analysis reveals significant associations between
dietary individual carotenoids intake in all analysed compounds. After the adjustments (models
2–4), we also found significant associations between dietary intake and breastmilk lycopene and
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β-carotene at the third month of lactation, however the models were not significant and explained
only 3–14% of the variance in breastmilk carotenoids. However, even after adjustment for maternal
age, BMI, education and mode of delivery, fat and vitamin A and E intake (model 4), dietary intake of
lutein + zeaxanthin explained 51–68% of the variation at both times (third month, β = 0.730 (95% CI
0.516–0.943), p = 0.000; sixth month β = 0.644 (95% CI 0.448–0.840)) and β-carotene explained 35% of
the variation in breastmilk β-carotene at the sixth month (β = 0.428, 95% CI 0.180–0.676).

Table 5. Univariate and multivariate linear regression models between breastmilk carotenoids and
dietary intake and third and sixth months of lactation.

Model Dietary
Intake

Breastmilk Carotenoids at Third Month of Lactation Breastmilk Carotenoids at Sixth Month of Lactation

β-carotene
(n = 49)

Lycopene
(n = 49)

Lutein +
Zeaxanthin

(n = 49)

β-carotene
(n = 47)

Lycopene
(n = 47)

Lutein +
Zeaxanthin

(n = 47)

1

β (95% CI)
p-value

0.342 (0.066–0.618)
0.016

0.364 (0.087–0.640)
0.011

0.711 (0.504–0.917)
0.000

0.397 (0.121–0.672)
0.016

0.364 (0.084–0.643)
0.012

0.779 (0.591–0.967)
0.000

Model
parameters R2 = 0.10 R2 = 0.11 R2 = 0.49 R2 = 0.14 R2 = 0.11 R2 = 0.60

2

β (95% CI)
p-value

0.325 (0.054–0.596)
0.020

0.369 (0.088–0.650)
0.011

0.680 (0.468–0.891)
0.000

0.391 (0.116–0.665)
0.006

0.379 (0.092–0.665)
0.011

0.785 (0.593–0.977)
0.000

Model
parameters

R2 = 0.14
0.013

R2 = 0.10
0.039

R2 = 0.50
0.000

R2 = 0.07
0.037

R2 = 0.10
0.037

R2 = 0.60
0.000

3

β (95% CI)
p-value

0.325 (0.054–0.596)
0.020

0.369 (0.088–0.650)
0.011

0.680 (0.468–0.891)
0.000

0.391 (0.116–0.665)
0.006

0.379 (0.092–0.665)
0.011

0.785 (0.593–0.977)
0.000

Model
parameters

R2 = 0.06
0.238

R2 = 0.11
0.126

R2 = 0.62
0.000

R2 = 0.29
0.005

R2 = 0.07
0.191

R2 = 0.62
0.000

4

β (95% CI)
p-value

0.407 (0.094–0.721)
0.012

0.415 (0.104–0.726)
0.010

0.730 (0.516–0.943)
0.000

0.428 (0.180–0.676)
0.001

0.401 (0.089–0.713)
0.013

0.644 (0.448–0.840)
0.000

Model
parameters

R2 = 0.04
0.337

R2 = 0.06
0.262

R2 = 0.51
0.000

R2 = 0.35
0.003

R2 = 0.03
0.351

R2 = 0.68
0.000

Model 1: univariate analysis; Model 2: multivariate analysis adjusted for season; Model 3: multivariate analysis
adjusted for maternal age, BMI, education and mode of delivery; Model 4: multivariate analysis adjusted for
maternal age, BMI, education and mode of delivery, fat and vitamin A and E intake.

4. Discussion

In this study, we found that the breastmilk carotenoid concentrations were unchanged through the
first six months of lactation. The carotenoid with the highest concentration in breastmilk was lycopene,
whereas the β-carotene and lutein + zeaxanthin contents were similar. In addition, lycopene was the
main dietary carotenoid. We observed a strong positive relationship between lutein + zeaxanthin
dietary intake and its concentration in breastmilk, even after adjustment for confounders. In addition,
we noted adverse associations between the breastmilk carotenoids in the third month of lactation and
maternal BMI.

Previous studies investigated the breastmilk carotenoid changes during lactation and found
that their concentrations decreased with the duration of lactation [19,31,41,46]. Colostrum contains
significantly higher concentrations of carotenoids compared to mature milk, regardless of dietary
intake or plasma carotenoid concentration [19,30,31,41,46,47]. However, in our study, we did not find
any differences in carotenoid concentration between the first and sixth month of lactation which may
be explained by the fact that we analysed only mature milk. According to other studies, the decrease
occurs only between colostrum and mature milk and the mature milk then has a stable level of
carotenoids [30,31,47]. This difference in carotenoid concentration between colostrum and mature
milk suggests the occurrence of a special mechanism of transporting carotenoids into the mammary
gland during the first day postpartum [30,41,46,48]. This may be associated with the importance
of carotenoids, especially lutein, to the health and development of newborns from the first days of
life, including decreasing oxidative stress, as well as protection of the retina and participation in its
proper development [6,24,26]. Other studies reported not only longitudinal changes in carotenoid
concentration, however also diurnal changes, and even within a feeding session, there were changes
as a result of changes in breastmilk fat concentrations [39,40,49].
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Previous research has demonstrated that the primary carotenoids in breastmilk are β-carotene,
lutein and zeaxanthin, lycopene, α-carotene and β-cryptoxanthin, although differences in their
proportions were observed [19,28–31,39,41,46,50]. In the current study, lycopene was the main
breastmilk carotenoid with a concentration of 112.2 at the first month and 110.1 nmol/L at the
sixth month. However, studies from other populations reported much lower concentrations of
lycopene in mature milk, from 14.0 to 59.8 nmol/L (German [31,41], Brazil [50], China [19,28,30]
Australia [28], Canada [28], Chile [28], Japan [28], Mexico [28,30], Philippines [28], UK [28],
USA [28,30]). In addition, some studies found much higher concentrations of lutein compared
to our results (33.0 and 37.1 nmol/L in the first and sixth month of lactation, respectively), from
44.0–114.4 nmol/L (studies conducted in Chile [28], China [28,30,33], Japan [28], Mexico [28,30]),
and some reported lower 6.0–29.0 nmol/L (studies conducted in Germany [41], Brazil [50,51],
Australia [28], Canada [28], USA [28], UK [28], China [19]). Similarly, other authors observed higher
concentrations of β-carotene 36.2–78.2 nmol/L (Germany [31,41], Australia [28], Canada [28], Chile [28],
China [28,30], Japan [28], Mexico [28], UK [28], USA [28,30]), although some studies showed a lower
concentration of 16.0–22.0 nmol/L (Philippines [28], Brazil [50,51], China [19]). These differences can
be explained by variations in dietary habits between populations, including the availability of fruit
and vegetables, as well as preferred dish preparation methods. It is also important to note that other
studies use different methods of breastmilk sample collection (for example, total volume of one breast
or just 5–12 millilitres of foremilk which had 25% lower concentrations of carotenoids compared to the
hindmilk [40]). Breastmilk carotenoids are the only source of carotenoids for newborns and infants
because infant formula are not fortified with them [6]. β-carotene has pro-vitamin A properties, so it
can be converted, if necessary, to contribute to meeting the nutritional requirement for vitamin A [52].
A growing body of studies highlight the importance of lutein during the neonatal and infancy period
due to its role during neuro and visual development, as well as reducing oxidative stress and the risk
of disorders associated with prematurity [6,7,24,26]. However, lycopene may also decrease the risk
of adverse neonatal outcomes (birth parameters, Respiratory Distress Syndrome, Newborn Intensive
Care Unit admission), as shown in a recently published study which assessed the maternal serum
lycopene during pregnancy in 180 maternal-infant pairs from the USA [53].

As carotenoids cannot be synthesized by mammals, all breastmilk carotenoids are diet-derived.
The source of carotenoids are vegetables and fruits, especially tomatoes and its products for lycopene,
green, yellow and orange for lutein and yellow and orange for β-carotene [24]. In our study, lycopene
was not only the main carotenoid in breastmilk, however it was also the carotenoid with the highest
intake in our study group (7897.3, 7255.8 μg/d, third and sixth month of lactation, respectively),
followed by β-carotene (4480.0, 3441.9 μg/day) and lutein + zeaxanthin (2945.2, 3739.3 μg/day).
These amounts were similar to the carotenoid intake during the first and second trimester that was
reported in a study that was conducted in the USA [54]. β-carotene intake was also similar to the
results of a study that was conducted among pregnant Polish women, however the authors reported
a lower intake of lycopene and lutein + zeaxanthin [55], although other studies of pregnant women
reported a much lower intake of these carotenoids [56–59]. The NHANES study also showed a
much lower lutein intake by women who were at reproductive age [60], although a recent study that
was conducted in Canada found a similar intake of lycopene and lutein + zeaxanthin and higher
intake of β-carotene [61]. Detailed data on the dietary intake of carotenoids during lactation are
limited. Cena et al. [27] calculated lutein consumption in 15 Italian women at the third and 30th day
postpartum, which was 1209 ± 157 and 1258 ± 102 μg/day, which is also lower compared to our study.
However, this data was obtained almost 10 years ago and dietary habits may have changed since then
due to the increasing availability of fruits and vegetables. A study that was conducted among Chinese
populations found an intake of lutein + zeaxanthin at the level 3.3 ± 0.41 mg/day [33], which was
similar to our study.

Several studies have found that a dietary intake of carotenoids determines the serum
carotenoids [24,27,62] and, hence, it determines the breastmilk concentrations [27,30–33,50,51]. Other
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studies analysed serum carotenoids and found strong correlations between maternal plasma and
breastmilk, where breastmilk concentrations were 10–120 times lower compared to the serum
concentrations [30,51]. Cena et al. [27] described the strong associations between the dietary intake of
lutein and its concentration in serum (r = 0.94) and breastmilk (r = 0.84), however a more recent study by
Xu et al. [33] did not find any associations between maternal dietary lutein + zeaxanthin and serum or
breastmilk concentrations. Furthermore, a Brazilian study found no association between pro-vitamin
A carotenoids and breastmilk β-carotene [51]. Despite the inconsistency of these results, several
interventional studies clearly indicated that the concentration of breastmilk carotenoids increases after
the consumption of high-carotenoid food products (e.g., carrot or tomato paste, Chlorella) or dietary
supplements [62–65]. A multinational study by Canfield et al. [28] also found that the major milk
carotenoids are consistent with major dietary carotenoids. The current study confirmed the associations
between dietary carotenoid intake and the breastmilk concentrations that were observed by other
authors. Nonetheless, the strength of the association noted in the current study differed depending on
the carotenoid—it was weaker for lycopene (r = 0.374, r = 0.338, third and sixth month, respectively) and
β-carotene at the third month of lactation (r = 0.442), moderate at the sixth month (r = 0.532) and was
the strongest for lutein (r = 0.711, r = 0.726). After adjustment for potential confounders, we confirmed
this observation only for lutein and β-carotene. We hypothesized that stronger associations of lutein
compared to β-carotene or lycopene were the result of better nutritional economy of lutein and more
efficient uptake to the mammary gland and breastmilk due to its important role during early postnatal
development [6,26]. Lutein and zeaxanthin, as xanthophylls, are also more polar compared to carotenes
and in vitro studies suggest that xanthophylls may have higher bioavailability [30,48]. Due to their
end hydroxyl groups, they have a higher polarity and are easily transferred into lipoproteins, which
are responsible for carotenoid transport, and further into milk fat globules [30,48]. Milk fat globules
are covered by a membrane trilayer that is derived from the endoplasmic reticulum and apical plasma
membrane of mammary epithelial cells [30,48,66]. Lutein and zeaxanthin have a higher membrane
solubility and a perpendicular orientation within the membrane bilayer which allows them to be more
stably bound within the membrane layer compared to carotenes [67]. A recent study comparing dietary
and serum carotenoids in men and non-lactating women showed that women have significantly higher
concentrations of serum carotenoids than men despite a lower dietary intake of carotenoids, which
indicates a sex-difference in the nutritional economy of carotenoids [61].

Maternal dietary intake is not the only factor influencing the breastmilk carotenoid status. In the
current study, we found adverse associations between all breastmilk carotenoids at the third month of
lactation and β-carotene in the sixth month and maternal BMI. A recent study by Xue et al. [19] found
that overweight women had lower concentrations of β-carotene compared to women who were of
normal weight, however they did not find any associations for lutein, similar to Meneses and Trugo [51]
who also did not observe any associations between breastmilk carotenoids and maternal BMI. However,
studies analysing the impact of body mass on serum carotenoids found adverse associations between
them [61,68]. The explanation of this association could be twofold. Firstly, both being overweight and
obese are associated with greater body fat storage and the carotenoids may be uptaken and stored
in adipose tissue [48]. A previous study by Johnson et al. [69] showed that women have a higher
lutein concentration in adipose tissue compared to men despite a lower dietary intake and similar
serum concentration, which also indicates more effective carotenoid accumulation in adipose tissue in
women. Previous studies found that circulating concentrations of other micronutrients, e.g., folate
and vitamin B12, may also be altered in women who are overweight and obese, independent of other
maternal factors [70,71]. This observation indicated the possibility of a modification in micronutrient
metabolism, including carotenoids, which resulted in reduced plasma levels and increased uptake
in other tissues, especially adipose tissue [70,71]. Secondly, being overweight and obese coincide
with elevated oxidative stress levels which reduces the carotenoid level, one of the antioxidant
compounds [72]. On the other hand, we observed adverse associations only between the BMI category
and β-carotene at the sixth month of lactation. However, more research is needed to explain this
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association during the lactation period as well as the impact of pre-pregnancy and pregnancy diet on
the breastmilk carotenoids due to physiological weight loss during the lactation period.

Strengths and Limitations

The strength of this study is that we used twice repeated three-day records to collect the data on
maternal nutrition which helped to decrease the risk of underestimating or overestimating long-term
dietary habits. Second, we collected breastmilk samples from a 24-hour period, as well as both foremilk
and hindmilk which minimized possible errors due to changes in breastmilk composition. Third,
we had a low drop-out rate (11%), despite a relatively long follow-up period.

Finally, a number of potential limitations need to be considered. First, we had a sample with
a very good socio-economic status and education level that were higher than the national average.
Our group also had a moderate number of participants which was generally larger than some studies,
mainly prospective (n = 21 [27,31], n = 23 [40], n = 46 [51]) and lower compared to other mainly
cross-sectional studies (n = 56 [33]; n = 140 [46]; n = 365 [30]; n = 456 [28]; n = 509 [19]). Second,
we used convenience sampling. Due to this factor, precautions must be taken when extrapolating the
results. Third, we used three-day records only at the second and third visit, so we cannot analyse the
associations between dietary intake and breastmilk carotenoids at the first month of lactation. Fourth,
we did not collect maternal serum, so we cannot analyse the relationship between the maternal dietary
intake of carotenoids and plasma correlations.

5. Conclusions

The concentrations of β-carotene, lycopene and lutein + zeaxanthin in breastmilk samples, as
well as its dietary intake, were studied in the first six months of lactation in healthy women from
an urban area of Poland. Overall, our findings reveal that maternal dietary intake of carotenoids
positively correlates with breastmilk concentrations, especially for lutein. Furthermore, breastmilk
carotenoids in the studied population were moderate (β-carotene and lutein + zeaxanthin) or relatively
high (lycopene) compared to other populations and remained stable over time. It was also found that
an increase in maternal BMI depletes breastmilk carotenoid concentrations. Our results indicate that
the maternal dietary intake of carotenoids is an important factor that influences breastmilk carotenoid
concentrations and it is easily modifiable through nutritional intervention. Research should continue
to explore the biological impact of such results and improve the knowledge of the unique composition
of human milk. These findings may help to determine the nutritional recommendations for the dietary
intake of carotenoids for breastfeeding mothers and infants and may also form the basis for the
development of nutritional programs or dietary supplements. Moreover, an analysis of breastmilk
carotenoids may be useful as a non-invasive method to monitor maternal carotenoid status, as well as
its intake by infants.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-6643/11/1/193/s1,
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Abstract: We longitudinally compared fatty acids (FA) from human milk (HM) of mothers delivering
term and preterm infants. HM was collected for 4 months postpartum at 12 time points for preterm
and for 2 months postpartum at 8 time points for term group. Samples were collected from the first
feed of the morning, and single breast was fully expressed. FA were analyzed by gas chromatography
coupled with flame ionization detector. Oleic, palmitic and linoleic acids were the most abundant
FA across lactation and in both groups. Preterm colostrum contained significantly (p < 0.05) higher
8:0, 10:0, 12:0, sum medium chain fatty acids (MCFA), 18:3 n-3 FA compared to term counterparts.
Preterm mature milk contained significantly higher 12:0, 14:0, 18:2 n-6, sum saturated fatty acids
(SFA), and sum MCFA. We did not observe any significant differences between the preterm and
term groups for docosahexaenoic acid, arachidonic acid and eicosapentaenoic acid at any stage of
lactation. Overall, preterm milk was higher for SFA with a major contribution from MCFA and higher
in 18:2 n-6. These observational differences needs to be studied further for their implications on
preterm developmental outcomes and on fortification strategies of either mothers’ own milk or donor
human milk.

Keywords: human milk; preterm; term; infants; lipids; fatty acids; human milk fortification;
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA); mothers’ own milk; donor human milk; arachidonic acid (ARA);
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA)

1. Introduction

Given the documented short- and long-term advantages of breastfeeding for both the mother
and the infant, it is no surprise that breastfeeding and human milk (HM) feeding are considered
as normative standards by health care professionals and organizations such as the World Health
Organization (WHO), American Academy of Pediatrics and European Commission [1]. WHO
recommends exclusive breastfeeding for the first six months of infant life followed by introduction of
complementary foods and continued breastfeeding for up to two years of life, and even beyond until
mutually agreeable by the mother-infant dyad [2]. Indeed, it has been stated that HM feeding during
this early stage of life is able to meet the nutritional demands of not only growth and development,
but also imparts the immune factors and protects from later in life metabolic abnormalities of apparently
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healthy term infants [3]. For preterm infants, HM confers additional benefits, while reducing morbidity
and mortality and enhancing neurodevelopment of this vulnerable population [4]. However, feeding a
preterm infant requires special considerations to meet the nutritional demands to allow for mimicking
growth that would otherwise take place in-utero.

Understanding the roles of nutrition in general and of lipids in particular, developmental outcomes
of preterm infants has been a subject of much research in an effort to define their nutritional needs [5–9].
Since HM feeding is well tolerated and reduces the risk of co-morbidities such as necrotizing
enterocolitis and sepsis in preterm infants, it is important that feeding HM to preterm infants has
become the primary choice of nutritional source [10]. Furthermore, strategies have also been developed
to supplement mothers’ own milk (MOM) with either multi-nutrient or single nutrient human milk
fortifiers (HMF) based on bed-side analyses of MOM [11]. Nevertheless, the bedside analyses of
MOM has been focused on macronutrients (total proteins, total lipids, total lactose and calculated
total energy) often using mid-infrared spectroscopic methods and not on their detailed profile or other
micronutrients that may also contribute to growth and development [12].

Lipids in unfortified HM/MOM provide approximately 50% of the total energy to its consumers
and the majority (90–95%) of lipids are present in the form of triacylglycerol (TAG), a glycerol molecule
bound to three fatty acids (FA). These FA range from medium chain to very long chain and may be
saturated, mono-unsaturated or polyunsaturated. Additionally, essential FA as well as non-nutritive
bioactive FA are also part of the FA pool supplied via HM. Conventional data suggests that FA in HM
may be modified by the maternal dietary or nutritional supplement intake but not the quantity or
concentration of total lipids [13]. The concentration of HM lipids increases with advancing stages of
lactation [14–16]. In fact, HM composition may be impacted by a multitude of factors ranging from
maternal to infant parameters and even including the physiological and behavioral aspects observed
in the mother-infant dyad. These parameters have been recently reviewed and summarized by Fields
and colleagues [17]. Certainly one of those parameters that may influence the HM composition is the
gestational age at the birth of infants. Mothers of preterm infants have a higher risk of delayed onset
of lactogenesis II and potentially the mammary tissues may not be developed to the extent of their
term mother counterparts [18]. Undoubtedly, more research is needed in this area to understand the
impact of delayed milk production on the mother and the infant.

A handful of reports already exists on comparison of HM from mothers of term and preterm
infants. However, they have either focused on selective FA such as arachidonic acid (ARA) or
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) [19,20], or focused only on transitional and mature milk [21]. Therefore,
in this study we aimed to explore and compare the composition of FA in HM produced by mothers
delivering a preterm infant to that of a term infant from colostrum, transitional and mature milk.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Ethical and Legal Considerations

This study was conducted according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. The study
protocol with all procedures involving human subjects was approved by the Ethical Board (Commission
cantonal d’éthique de la recherché sur l’être humain) of the Canton de Vaud, Switzerland (Protocol
69/13, clinical study 11.39.NRC; April 9, 2013). Written consent was obtained from all participating
subjects of the study. The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov with the identifier NCT02052245.

2.2. Study Settings and Subjects

The study was conducted between October 2013 and July 2014 at the neonatal intensive care unit
(NICU) of the University Hospital (CHUV) in Lausanne, Switzerland. A longitudinal HM sampling
from lactating mothers was performed for HM characterization. Subjects were recruited at the hospital
within 2–3 days after giving birth (preterm and term births) by a single dedicated lactation nurse who
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managed all interactions with subjects from start to finish of the study. A total of 61 mothers were
recruited for the study, out of which 27 had preterm deliveries and 34 had term deliveries.

2.3. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Eligibility criteria for this study included women older than 18 years of age giving (1) preterm
birth (between gestational ages 28 0/7 and 32 6/7 weeks) or (2) term birth (>37 0/7 and not above
41 6/7 weeks) with mothers’ intention to exclusively or partially breastfeed at least until 4 month
post-partum. Exclusion criteria included gestational and pre-gestational diabetes (type I or II), alcohol
or illicit drug consumption and insufficient skills to understand study questionnaire. Availability of
refrigerator/freezer at home for storage of collected human milk samples was required.

2.4. Data Collection

After the subjects were enrolled and their signature obtained on the informed consent form,
the following information was collected for (a) mothers: age, height, weight before pregnancy and at
delivery, and (b) for the infants: date of birth, sex, gestational age, delivery method, weight, and head
circumference and sibling related data. The dedicated study nurse conducted data collection in
face-to-face interviews with the subjects.

2.5. Human Milk Sampling, Handling, and Storage

HM from mothers of preterm infants were sampled weekly for eight weeks post-partum and then
once every two weeks for eight more weeks totaling 12 longitudinal samples. HM from mothers of term
infants were sampled weekly for eight weeks post-partum totaling eight longitudinal samples. Various
aspects of HM sampling were standardized for all subjects. Milk was collected between 06h00 and
12h00 using an electric breast pump (Symphony®, Medela, Baar, Switzerland) allowing the mothers
flexibility to express at home or at the NICU. The side of the breast selected by the mother was kept the
same during the entire study and the mothers were requested to empty the breast in the previous feed
or the pumping session. Single full breast was sampled and an aliquot of 10 mL HM for each time point
(or 1–3 mL for the first two sampling time points in the preterm group) was reserved for biochemical
characterization. The remainder of the HM was returned to the mother for feeding to the infant at a
later time point, if so required. Each sample was transferred to freezing tubes, labelled with subject
number and collection information, stored at −18 ◦C in the home freezer, transferred to the hospital
(storage at −80 ◦C) and then shipped to the Nestlé Research Centre (Lausanne, Switzerland) where it
was stored at −80 ◦C until analysis. The frozen HM samples were thawed once for aliquoting into
15 individual small volume fractions (min 0.2 mL to max 2 mL) in separate polypropylene Eppendorf
tubes dedicated to the different analyses. The aliquoting approach was implemented to avoid repeated
thawing-freezing cycles and to adapt the required volumes to the specific needs of the individual
analytical methods.

2.6. Quantification of Total Lipids in Human Milk

Total lipid content was measured in HM samples by a human milk analyzer (HMA). The device
employed for analyses was a HMA generation 3 (Miris AB, Uppsala, Sweden) using the XMA-SW
software version 2.87 (Miris AB, Uppsala, Sweden). This HMA is based on semi-solid middle infrared
(MIR) transmission spectroscopy. The wavebands used are specific for the functional carbonyl groups
(5.7 μm) for fat determination, amide groups (6.5 μm) for protein determination, and hydroxyl groups
(9.6 μm) for carbohydrate determination. Prior to analysis, a daily calibration check was performed
using the calibration solution provided by the supplier. All samples were homogenized for 3 × 10 s
using the MIRIS sonicator (MIRIS AB, Uppsala, Sweden) as recommended by MIRIS and were kept
in a water bath at 40 ◦C prior to measurement. Homogenized samples (1 mL) were injected into the
flow cell and measured within a minute. Once the analysis was completed, the built-in cell and all
lines were rinsed with deionized water. After five milk samples, the system was cleaned with the
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recommended MIRIS detergent. An in-house control sample as well as a calibration standard provided
by the manufacturer were analyzed after every tenth measurement for quality control purposes.

2.7. Direct Method Procedure to Prepare Fatty Acid Methyl Esters (FAME) from Human Milk

Fatty acids were quantified in HM as described by Cruz-Hernandez et al. [22]. Acid FAME were
prepared using HCl/Methanol (3N) as a catalyst. The methylation procedure was as follows: In a
15 mL test tube equipped with Teflon-lined screw caps, 250 μL of HM was added followed by 300 μL
of internal standard FAME 11:0 and 300 μL of internal standard TAG 13:0, 2 mL of methanol, 2 mL
of methanol/HCL (3N) and 1 mL of n-hexane. Test tubes were firmly capped and shaken vigorously
and heated at 100 ◦C for 60 min, with occasional shaking. Care was taken to fit the cap tightly with
cap liner to avoid leaks when tubes are heated at 100 ◦C. After cooling down to room temperature,
2 mL water was added and shaken vigorously for centrifugation at 1200× g for 5 min followed by
transfer of the upper phase (hexane) into gas chromatography vials. Analyses were performed on a
7890A gas-chromatograph (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA) equipped with a fused-silica
CP-Sil 88 capillary column (100% cyanopropylpolysiloxane; 100 m, 0.25 mm id, 0.25 μm film thickness;
Agilent, Palo Alto, CA, USA) have been used with a split injector (1:25 ratio) heated at 250 ◦C and
a flame-ionization detector operated at 300 ◦C. Oven temperature programming used was 60 ◦C
isothermal for 5 min, increased to 165 ◦C at 15 ◦C/min, isothermal for 1 min at this temperature,
and then increased to 195 ◦C at 2 ◦C/min and held isothermal for 14 min and then increased to 215 ◦C
at 5 ◦C/min and held isothermal for 8 min at 215 ◦C. Hydrogen was used as carrier gas under constant
flow mode at 1.5 mL/min.

2.8. Statistics

The scarcity of quantitative data on the fatty acid content in preterm HM precluded a power
calculation in this exploratory study. Sample size was initially set at n = 20 subjects per group (preterm
and term groups), according to the estimated recruitment feasibility at the study center within a one
year period. The longitudinal evolution of fatty acid content was compared in preterm and term
HM postpartum age (categorized by lactation stages: colostrum (≤1 week postpartum), transitional
(>1 week and ≤2 weeks post-partum) and mature (>2 weeks and ≤16 weeks)). No aggregation
was done for observations from the same participant within each lactation stage (i.e., colostrum
has 1 observation, transitional milk has 1 observation and mature milk has 4 observations per
participant). Mixed linear models were used to estimate the differences between preterm and term
HM. The models used age (colostrum, transitional milk and mature milk stages), term/preterm birth
status, and interaction between age and term/preterm status and delivery mode. Within subject
variability was accounted by declaring the subject ID as a random effect. Logarithmic transformation
was applied to the FA as they are generally skewed. Only the ratios (n-6 to n-3 ratio and ARA to DHA
ratio) were assumed to be normally distributed, therefore no transformation was applied. Contrast
estimates of the model were calculated by comparing preterm and term HM groups at each time point.
No imputation method was applied for missing data (both in between visits and loss to follow up)
as the method used does not require a complete data set. A conventional 2-sided 5% error rate was
used without adjusting for multiplicity. A similar analysis was done separating term and preterm
infants but looking at the age differences (colostrum vs. transitional milk, transitional milk vs. mature
milk and colostrum vs. mature milk). Statistical analyses were done with SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc.,
Cary, NC, USA) and R 3.2.1. (R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) Differences were considered statistically
significant when p values were <0.05.
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3. Results

3.1. Subject Characteristics

This study included convenient sampling of 27 mothers who delivered 33 preterm infants and
34 mothers who delivered 34 term infants at CHUV neonatal unit in Lausanne, Switzerland. Multiple
deliveries (twins) were frequent (36%) in the preterm group, but absent in the term group. Figure 1
displays the study flow chart. Two out of 27 (7.4%) preterm infant mothers and 6 out of 34 (17.6%)
term infant mothers were lost to follow-up. No adverse events were reported along the study period.
In total, 498 HM samples, 279 from preterm and 219 from full term infant mothers, were available for
fatty acid analyses. Table 1 reports mother, infant demographic, and baseline anthropometric data.
Maternal characteristics were comparable among groups. Caesarean delivery was more frequent in
the preterm group. Preterm and full term infants significantly differed in all parameters except for
gender distribution.

subjects enrolled

preterm group, n = 27

term group, n = 34

subjects completed

preterm group, n = 25

term group, n = 28

human milk samples analyzed

preterm group, n = 279

term group, n = 219

missing human milk samples

preterm group, n = 19

term group, n = 5
reasons: missed sampling points

subjects lost to follow-up

preterm group, n = 2
consent withdrawn, n = 1

infant death, n = 1

term group, n = 6
not enough milk, n = 3

consent withdrawn, n = 1
maternal fatigue/baby-blues, n = 1

adverse event, n = 1

Figure 1. Study flow chart.
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Table 1. Maternal and infant characteristics of the study population.

Study Population Preterm Term p-value

Maternal n = 27 n = 34

Age (years), mean ± SD 32.4 ± 5.6 31.2 ± 4.2 0.3173
Height (cm), mean ± SD 165.2 ± 7.1 166.8 ± 6.6 0.3601

Weight before pregnancy (kg), mean ± SD 62.1 ± 9.5 64.3 ± 12.0 0.4479
Weight at birth (kg), mean ± SD 70.3 ± 10.6 74.5 ± 11.3 0.1426

BMI before pregnancy (kg/m2), mean ± SD 22.8 ± 3.4 23.2 ± 4.9 0.6990
BMI at birth (kg/m2), mean ± SD 25.8 ± 3.7 26.9 ± 4.7 0.3141

Caesarean delivery, % 63.0 23.5 0.0019

Infant n = 33 n = 34

Gestational age at birth (weeks), mean ± SD 30.8 ± 1.4 39.5 ± 1.0 <0.0001
Males, % 54.5 52.9 0.8952
Twins, % 36.4 0.0 0.0001

Height (cm), mean ± SD 40.4 ± 3.2 49.4 ± 1.7 <0.0001
Weight (g), mean ± SD 1421.4 ± 372.8 3277.6 ± 353.6 <0.0001

Head circumference (cm), mean ± SD 27.8 ± 2.1 34.4 ± 1.5 <0.0001

3.2. Total Lipids in Preterm and Term Human Milk

Total lipids was measured by MIRIS® HMA as previously described by Giuffrida et al. [23] and
results are listed in Table 2. Total lipids content increased from colostrum (2.4 and 1.7 g/100 mL
preterm and term HM, respectively) to mature milk (3.1 and 3.6 g/100 mL in preterm and term HM,
respectively). Significant differences in total lipid content were observed between preterm and term
groups but only in mature milk (Figure 2).

Table 2. Fatty acid (FA) composition of human milk (HM) expressed by mothers who delivered either
preterm or term infant(s).

Fatty Acids
Colostrum Transitional Milk Mature Milk

Preterm Term Preterm Term Preterm Term

total lipids (g/100 mL) 2.40 (1.25) 1.70 (1.35) 3.05 (1.35) 3.10 (0.95) 3.10 c (1.40) 3.60 c (1.95)
8:0 (caprylic acid) 0.08 a (0.08) 0.03 a (0.05) 0.20 (0.09) 0.22 (0.04) 0.21 (0.08) 0.22 (0.06)
10:0 (capric acid) 0.60 a (0.44) 0.29 a (0.3) 1.58 (0.58) 1.64 (0.47) 1.48 (0.47) 1.46 (0.38)
12:0 (lauric acid) 3.14 a (2.22) 2.24 a (1.28) 6.76 (2.41) 6.33 (2.02) 5.91 c (2.44) 5.26 c (2.10)

14:0 (myristic acid) 6.20 (1.52) 5.83 (1.77) 7.86 (3.35) 7.62 (1.8) 7.36 c (2.9) 6.27 c (1.93)
16:0 (palmitic acid) 24.02 (1.97) 25.68 (2.83) 22.75 (4.86) 23.49 (3.11) 23.10 (3.46) 23.29 (3.31)

16:1 n-7 (palmitoleic acid) 2.34 (0.88) 2.18 (0.51) 1.96 (1.24) 2.34 (0.74) 2.17 c (0.82) 2.44 c (0.77)
18:0 (stearic acid) 6.30 (1.55) 6.79 (1.51) 6.27 (1.86) 6.23 (1.03) 7.03 (2.06) 6.75 (1.69)

18:1 n-9 (oleic acid) 37.64 (2.73) 39.36 (3.02) 34.62 (5.77) 35.85 (4.06) 35.22 c (5.16) 37.67 c (4.82)
18:1 n-7 (vaccenic acid) 2.62 (0.62) 2.67 (0.48) 2.06 (0.44) 2.13 (0.4) 1.83 c (0.45) 1.96 c (0.38)

18:1 trans fatty acids 0.70 (0.28) 0.75 (0.19) 0.68 (0.3) 0.75 (0.31) 0.71 c (0.42) 0.82 c (0.36)
18:2 n-6 (linoleic acid) 9.61 (2.19) 7.92 (1.17) 9.55 b (2.98) 8.70 b (2.23) 10.21 c (3.64) 9.35 c (2.90)

18:3 n-3 (α-linolenic acid) 0.77 a (0.25) 0.51 a (0.15) 0.72 (0.28) 0.67 (0.26) 0.75 (0.43) 0.74 (0.30)
18:3 n-6 (γ-linolenic acid) 0.03 (0.02) 0.03 (0.02) 0.05 (0.03) 0.08 (0.04) 0.09 (0.04) 0.10 (0.06)

20:0 (arachidic acid) 0.21 a (0.05) 0.27 a (0.09) 0.20 (0.06) 0.21 (0.04) 0.20 (0.07) 0.20 (0.04)
20:1 n-9 (eicosenoic acid) 0.76 (0.23) 0.99 (0.20) 0.60 b (0.17) 0.54 b (0.09) 0.47 (0.14) 0.45 (0.12)

20:2 n-6 (eicosadienoic acid) 0.52 (0.22) 0.58 (0.16) 0.42 b (0.12) 0.34 b (0.06) 0.29 (0.12) 0.26 (0.07)
20:3 n-6 (dihomo-γ-linolenic acid) 0.51 a (0.17) 0.66 a (0.35) 0.41 (0.10) 0.48 (0.18) 0.35 (0.12) 0.38 (0.13)

20:5 n-3 (EPA) 0.07 (0.07) 0.07 (0.03) 0.06 (0.05) 0.07 (0.03) 0.06 (0.04) 0.06 (0.04)
22:1 n-9 (erucic acid) 0.19 a (0.06) 0.25 a (0.06) 0.12 (0.06) 0.12 (0.02) 0.09 (0.03) 0.08 (0.03)

20:4 n-6 (ARA) 0.71 (0.36) 0.78 (0.32) 0.55 (0.19) 0.53 (0.11) 0.40 (0.12) 0.42 (0.12)
24:0 (lignoceric acid) 0.19 (0.05) 0.23 (0.1) 0.14 (0.05) 0.12 (0.04) 0.08 (0.04) 0.08 (0.03)

24:1 n-9 (nervonic acid) 0.30 a (0.09) 0.39 a (0.14) 0.13 (0.09) 0.13 (0.03) 0.07 (0.04) 0.07 (0.03)
22:6 n-3 (DHA) 0.61 (0.41) 0.64 (0.28) 0.35 (0.19) 0.42 (0.15) 0.27 (0.16) 0.28 (0.17)

Sum SFA 43.49 (7.03) 42.03 (2.84) 47.14(7.76) 46.08 (6.37) 45.88 c (7.45) 43.86 c (5.93)
Sum MUFA 44.59 (2.90) 46.51 (3.72) 40.65 (6.19) 42.12 (4.88) 40.44 c (5.6) 43.84 c (4.96)

Sum MCFA (< 14:0) 3.95 a (2.52) 2.51 a (1.65) 8.52 (2.67) 7.93 (2.66) 7.63 c (2.89) 6.94 c (2.38)
Sum PUFA 12.90 (2.95) 11.33 (1.95) 12.19 (3.05) 11.29 (2.03) 12.76 (4.00) 11.77 (3.43)

Sum PUFA n-3 1.48 (0.91) 1.16 (0.36) 1.24 (0.54) 1.15 (0.23) 1.15 (0.62) 1.11 (0.36)
Sum PUFA n-6 10.16 (2.68) 9.92 (1.66) 10.88 (2.96) 10.20 (2.22) 11.37 (3.82) 10.61 (3.17)
n-6 to n-3 ratio 7.29 (2.49) 8.67 (2.24) 8.68 (4.56) 8.58 (1.93) 9.72 (4.94) 9.58 (3.31)

ARA to DHA ratio 1.36 a (0.71) 1.40 a (0.53) 1.52 (0.59) 1.40 (0.41) 1.77 (1.15) 1.51 (0.68)

The data expressed in this table are medians (and interquartile range in parentheses) expressed as g/100 g FA except
total lipids which is expressed in g/100 mL of human milk and ratios. Values within a row with a letter (a, b, c) indicate
statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between preterm and term HM for colostrum, transitional and mature
milk, respectively. SFA—Saturated Fatty Acids, MUFA—Mono-Unsaturated Fatty Acids, PUFA—Poly-Unsaturated
Fatty Acids, MCFA—Medium Chain Fatty Acids, ARA—Arachidonic Acid, DHA—Docosahexaenoic Acid,
EPA—Eicosapentaenoic Acid.
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Figure 2. Total lipids content (g/100 mL) in colostrum, transitional and mature milk in preterm and
term groups.

3.3. Fatty Acids in Preterm and Term Human Milk

FA were measured by gas chromatography—flame ionization detection (GC-FID), and the results
are enumerated in Table 2.

The sum of saturated fatty acid (SFA) content increased significantly from colostrum (43.49 and
42.03% sum of FA in preterm and term HM, respectively) to mature milk (45.88 and 43.86% sum of FA
in preterm and term HM, respectively). The sum of SFA content was significantly higher in preterm
than in term mature milk. Palmitic acid (16:0) was the most abundant SFA and overall second most
abundant FA in preterm and term HM in this study. In spite of increases in total SFA, palmitic acid
content significantly decreased from colostrum (24.02 and 25.68% sum of FA in preterm and term HM,
respectively) to mature milk (23.10 and 23.29% sum of FA in preterm and term HM, respectively).
Stearic acid (18:0) increased significantly only in preterm milk (6.30% in colostrum and 7.03% in
mature milk). Furthermore, short (SC; 8:0) and medium chain (MC; 10:0 and 12:0) FA content was
significantly low in colostrum (3.95 and 2.51% sum of FA in preterm and term HM, respectively)
compared to transitional (8.52 and 7.93% sum of FA in preterm and term HM, respectively) and mature
milk (7.63 and 6.94% sum of FA in preterm and term HM, respectively). Significant differences were
observed between preterm and term colostrum for caprylic (8:0), capric (10:0) and lauric (12:0) being
higher in preterm than in term. In mature HM, lauric and myristic (14:0) acids were significantly
higher in preterm than in term. Figure 3 shows capric and lauric acid concentration in colostrum,
transitional and mature milk and differences between preterm and term. Arachidic acid (20:0) was
lower in preterm milk but only for the colostrum stage of lactation.

Figure 3. Capric (10:0, left panel) and lauric (12:0, right panel) acids in colostrum, transitional and
mature milk in preterm and term groups. The results are expressed as percentages (g/100 g sum of FA).

The sum of MUFA in HM decreased significantly from colostrum (44.59 and 46.51% of sum of FA
in preterm and term HM, respectively) to mature milk (40.44 and 43.84% of sum of FA in preterm and
term HM, respectively). Oleic acid (18:1 n-9), the most abundant FA, decreased significantly along the
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lactation (from 37.64 to 35.22 % of total FA in preterm HM and from 39.36 to 37.67% of total FA in term
HM) (Figure 4). Other MUFA (i.e., 18:1 n-7, 20:1 n-9, 22:1 n-9 and 24:1 n-9) also decreased significantly
over lactation. The only exception was 16:1 n-7 for which no significant trend was observed. The total
MUFA content was significantly higher in term than in preterm mature milk. However, significant
differences were observed between preterm and term colostrum with 22:1 n-9 and 24:1 n-9 being
significantly lower in preterm and in mature milk for 18:1 n-9 being significantly lower in preterm HM.

Figure 4. Palmitic (16:0, left panel) and oleic (18:1 n-9, right panel) acids in colostrum, transitional and
mature milk in preterm and term. The results are expressed as percentages (g/100 g sum of FA).

Among poly-unsaturated fatty acids (PUFA), n-6 linoleic acid (LA; 18:2 n-6) was the most
abundant FA and it increased significantly from colostrum (9.61 and 7.92% sum of FA in preterm
and term HM, respectively) to mature milk (10.21 and 9.35% sum of FA in preterm and term HM,
respectively). ARA (20:4 n-6) content decreased significantly from colostrum to mature milk in both
preterm and term HM. No significant differences on PUFA n-6 content were observed between preterm
and term in colostrum, transitional milk and mature milk (Figure 5). Among PUFA, n-3 alpha-linolenic
acid (ALA; 18:3 n-3) was the most abundant FA and it increased significantly in term from colostrum
(0.51% of total FA) to mature milk (0.74% of total FA) but it was stable at about 0.7% of sum of FA
in preterm group. DHA (22:6 n-3) decreased significantly over the lactation period from 0.6% in
colostrum to 0.3% of total FA in mature milk, in both preterm and term HM. Eicosapentaenoic acid
(EPA; 20:5 n-3) was present in minute quantities (0.07% of the sum of FA in colostrum, transitional and
mature milk). Between preterm and term, the only significant differences were observed for ALA in
colostrum, being higher in preterm than in term HM.

  
Figure 5. Arachidonic acid (ARA) (20:4 n-6, top panel) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) (22:6 n-3,
bottom panel) acids in colostrum, transitional and mature milk in preterm and term. The results are
expressed as percentages (g/100 g sum of FA).

4. Discussion

There are different classes of fatty acids (FA) in HM with putative biological functions. Most
widely studied are long chain polyunsaturated FA (LCPUFA) with potential roles in the development
of visual and cognitive functions in early life [24,25]. HM also contains essential FA, such as linoleic
(18:2 n-6) and alpha-linolenic (18:3 n-3) acid that must be supplied orally as de novo synthesis is low to
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non-existent [7]. Furthermore, there is also the presence of short to medium chain and saturated FA
(SFA) along with monounsaturated FA (MUFA). In this study, we longitudinally characterized total
lipids and FA from milk of mothers who delivered either preterm or term infants.

Total lipid content increased from colostrum to mature milk in agreement with multiple previous
reports [16,26–33]. However, our observation that term HM had higher lipids than preterm milk when
the milk was mature is not corroborated by a systematic review and meta-analysis of Gidrewicz and
Fenton [34]. This could be due to inclusion of multiple studies in meta-analysis with varied sampling
and analytical procedures as compared to our study.

The saturated FA we characterized in this study ranges from short chain FA (8:0), medium chain
FA (10:0, 12:0, 14:0), to long chain FA (16:0, 18:0, 20:0) and very long chain FA (24:0). Overall, the sum
of all SFA in colostrum was lower than transitional and mature milk for both preterm and term groups.
In colostrum, short and medium chain FA were higher in preterm than in term HM, in agreement with
previous works [35,36]. Benefits of medium chain FA in preterm infant nutrition has been a topic of
research for past few decades. It has been demonstrated [21] that, after triacylglycerol hydrolysis of 10:0
and 12:0, FA are absorbed directly in the blood circulation without being incorporated in chylomicrons,
thus may be more bioavailable and/or readily available sources of energy in the immature preterm
digestive system that longer chain FA. Additionally, entering the cells these FA get into mitochondria
without the assistance of a carnitine transporter [21], therefore sparing adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
for other cellular process. Palmitic acid (16:0) was the most abundant saturated FA and accounted for
approximately 60% of sum of SFA and it also represented the second most abundant FA in HM. Palmitic
acid did not show any major temporal changes in either of the groups, suggesting minor variations
amongst different populations, a phenomenon that has also been observed in other studies [36–38].

Amongst all FA characterized in this study, oleic acid (OA, 18:1 n-9) was the most abundant
FA in both term and preterm groups. While it did not show any statistically significant difference
between groups in colostrum and transitional milk, the content was higher in term mature milk.
This observation is in line with findings of Rueda et al., [39] which not only agreed with the ranges
of OA present in both term and preterm milk but also demonstrated that term HM contained higher
proportions of OA in comparison to their preterm counterparts.

Linoleic acid (LA) was the most abundant n-6 FA in both term and preterm milk. Both groups
showed slight increases in the concentrations from colostrum to mature milk. Not only is linoleic
acid an essential fatty acid that is a required precursor for production of ARA, but also downstream
products of ARA yields leukotrienes, prostaglandins and thromboxane that are physiologically active
and provide diversified functions of signaling. The relative percentage of linoleic acid in our study
agreed with previous reports of Luukkainen [37], Genzel-Boroviczény [38], Rueda [39] and Sabel [40].
However, Kovacs [36] reported to have 40 to 50% more LA in milk of both term and preterm infants.
However, since n-6 FA can be modulated by maternal intakes, the groups can attribute the observation
to differential intake. Alpha-linolenic acid (ALA), the precursor to EPA and DHA, represented between
40 and 60% of all n-3 FA characterized in this study for both term and preterm infants. In our study,
colostrum of preterm HM contained statistically significant higher proportions of ALA than their term
counterparts. However, this significance did not sustain over time and the relative percentages of
ALA were comparable in both term and preterm groups for transitional and mature milk. The mature
milk of other studies also reportedly has no differences between the groups [36,37]. A limitation of
this study is that neither dietary intake, nor supplement intake was recorded preventing us from
associating HM FA to these factors.

The concentration of DHA decreased over stages of lactation for both groups, preterm and term
HM. This trend has been described by numerous studies reported in the literature [19,31,35,37–39].
However, consistency is not observed when comparing the concentrations of DHA in milk within
term and preterm groups. In our study we did not observe significant differences, yet it has been
reported by Kovács et al. [36] that there is significantly higher DHA in preterm milk than in term milk
for first 21 day post-partum. On the other hand Rueda et al. [39], reported to have higher DHA in term
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milk over preterm milk for first week post-partum. Since DHA content of mothers milk is sensitive
to maternal intake of food rich in sources of DHA [41], it may explain the differences observed in
different studies. It also may be prudent to note that preterm offspring may benefit from fortifying
mothers’ own milk in populations where dietary/supplementary intake of sources of DHA may be
lower than ideal.

5. Conclusions

In summary, oleic, palmitic and linoleic acids were the most abundant FA across lactation and in
both groups. Preterm colostrum contained significantly higher 8:0, 10:0, 12:0, sum medium chain fatty
acids (MCFA), 18:3 n-3 FA compared to term counterparts. Preterm mature milk contained significantly
higher 12:0, 14:0, 18:2 n-6, sum SFA, and sum MCFA. Preterm colostrum contained significantly lower
20:0, 20:3 n-6, 22:1 n-9 and 24:1 n-9. Preterm mature milk contained significantly lower total lipids, 16:1
n-7 and 18:1 n-9. We did not observe any significant differences between the preterm and term groups
for DHA, ARA and EPA at any stage of lactation. Overall, preterm milk was higher for SFA with major
contributions from MCFA and higher in 18:2 n-6. These observational differences need to be studied
further for their implications on preterm developmental outcomes and on fortification strategies of
either mothers’ own milk or donor human milk.
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Abstract: Human milk is the most complete and ideal form of nutrition for the developing infant.
The composition of human milk consistently changes throughout lactation to meet the changing
functional needs of the infant. The human milk proteome is an essential milk component consisting of
proteins, including enzymes/proteases, glycoproteins, and endogenous peptides. These compounds
may contribute to the healthy development in a synergistic way by affecting growth, maturation of
the immune system, from innate to adaptive immunity, and the gut. A comprehensive overview
of the human milk proteome, covering all of its components, is lacking, even though numerous
analyses of human milk proteins have been reported. Such data could substantially aid in our
understanding of the functionality of each constituent of the proteome. This review will highlight
each of the aforementioned components of human milk and emphasize the functionality of the
proteome throughout lactation, including nutrient delivery and enhanced bioavailability of nutrients
for growth, cognitive development, immune defense, and gut maturation.

Keywords: human milk; protein; glycoprotein; endogenous peptide; breastfeeding

1. Introduction

Human milk via breastfeeding is the gold standard for infant feeding, as it provides not only
nutritional excellence, but also protective effects during a time of unmatched antigenic and pathogenic
challenges. Both short and long term health benefits have been attributed to breastfeeding by clinical
and epidemiological studies [1]. Some short and long term benefits include, but are not limited to,
lower incidences of diarrhea, respiratory and urinary tract infections, and otitis media; reduction of
disease risk, such as, asthma, allergy, and type I and II diabetes mellitus [2–5]. Additionally, it has been
shown to have protective effects against the development of noncommunicable diseases commonly
associated with inflammatory pathogenesis, such as obesity and cardiovascular disease [2–5]. The
act of breastfeeding has also shown to be beneficial for maternal health, including reduced risk
for development of rheumatoid arthritis, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and breast and ovarian
cancer [1]. For all these reasons and more, exclusive breastfeeding for six months, and in conjunction
with complementary food feeding through one year of life or longer, as desired by the mother and infant,
are recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics and the World Health Organization [1].

The human milk proteome is comprised of not only proteins, which are highly glycosylated, but
also endogenous peptides that are derived from proteins within the mammary gland maintaining their
own distinct functions. One must consider the overall composition of milk, as it is one of the most
complex and dynamic biofluids of the human body, to understand the function of the human milk
proteome. Human milk is comprised of three major macronutrients, carbohydrates, fats, and proteins,
listed by order of their relative abundance [6]. These macronutrients are continuously changing in
their composition and concentration throughout lactation to meet the demanding needs of the infant
during growth and development.
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In this review, we aimed to provide a comprehensive overview of the human milk proteome,
which is obtained by applying multiple omics approaches, including proteomics, peptidomics, and
glycoproteomics. We believe that combined analysis of multiple omics approaches will help in providing
an increased understanding of the functionality of each constituent of the proteome. This review
will highlight each component of the human milk proteome, proteins, including enzymes/proteases,
glycoproteins, and endogenous peptides. Additionally, we will emphasize the functionality of the
proteome throughout lactation, including nutrient delivery and enhanced bioavailability of nutrients
for growth, cognitive development, immune defense, and gut maturation.

2. Factors that Affect Milk Composition

The lactational stage is one of the key designators for determining the composition of human
milk, which is traditionally based on day postpartum and further categorized as colostrum (< 72 h
postpartum), transitional (> 3–15 days), and mature (> 16 days) milk [1,6,7]. These stages of lactation are
more accurately categorized by the maturity of the mammary gland and the functions of the proteome it
is producing. Colostrum is produced in the lactational stage when the protein concentration is highest,
especially regarding immune modulatory proteins, as the mammary gland is still maturing. Typically,
the maturity of the mammary gland involves tight junction closures of the mammary epithelium and
regulation of the Na+:K+ efflux [7]. Colostrum is then followed by transitional milk, in which there is
an upregulation of protein synthesis and an inhibition of protein degradation. Last is mature milk in
which there is a switch from protein production to fatty acid synthesis.

Reports indicate that breast milk composition becomes relatively stable between 2–12 weeks of
lactations and that as the mammary gland matures from a transitional to a mature stage there is less
protein variance [8]. Overall, while considering the entire lactational period, the protein concentration
in human milk is typically in the range of 10–20 g/L [9], starting high in colostrum and then steadily
declining until it reaches a plateau and then becomes designated as mature milk. Table 1 illustrates
detailed protein concentrations and functionality. For generating Table 1, individual proteins were
searched, articles were considered first for term milk and mass spectrometry (MS) derived data. If
this was not available, then literature values based on preterm milk and or immune assays were used.
Overall, we aimed to use the most current literature possible. The overall shift in milk composition is
important, because it shows the adaptability of milk to meet the changing functional needs of the infant.
Shifting from innate immune initiation to adaptive immune learning and becoming more energy dense
to better meet the caloric needs of the growing infant [10] and their diversifying gut microbiome.

Recent research has focused on exploring the human milk proteome longitudinally and determined
that the protein content of human milk changes throughout the course of lactation based on functionality,
rather than by differing mothers or differing populations [11–13]. This change in functionality meets
the changing needs of the developing infant where an early lactational stage was characterized by
greater concentrations of the immunoglobulins IgA and IgM and a switch at later lactational stage
was characterized by the enhanced abundance of IgG [11,12]. This data suggests that human milk
transitions from a defense mechanism of the newborn and direct pathogen-killing, to a more mature
milk supporting an independent immune system [11,12]. Overall, there is ample evidence that human
milk helps to establish both innate and adaptive immune responses of the infant as the infant matures.

There are many factors that affect the composition of human milk, independent of the lactational
stage. These factors can be maternal, such as diet, smoking status, exercise, BMI, and infant factors,
such as gestational age and sex of the infant [9,10]. Additionally, the breast milk composition can
fluctuate within feeds and diurnally, and it is influenced by maternal diet [10]. Recent evidence has
shown that foreign proteins, from bovine milk, can be detected in human milk, and that the most likely
source for these foreign proteins is via the maternal diet [14]. Diurnal changes have been identified
in the fat composition of milk, but such changes are not well investigated or reported for proteins,
protein post-translational modifications (PTMs), and/or endogenous peptides. Additionally, the overall
proteome can be impacted by inhibitors and activators, present within the mammary gland, and
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throughout the body allowing for constituents of the proteome to be translocated to the mammary
gland via circulation, as described in more detail in Section 2.1. Future research should aim to explore
the diurnal changes of the human milk proteome and all of its components.

Human milk cannot be artificially mass-produced in all details of its natural complexity, instead
it is tailor made to meet the precise and unique needs of each mother-infant pair. Moreover, it has
undergone more than 300 million years [15] of evolutionary selective pressure to become this intricate,
dynamic, and essential element of human nutrition. The proteome is an exemplary model of this, as
it can reveal the complex differences between individuals while meeting the functional needs of the
infant. Wherein the biological functionality of human milk is determined by a series of interacting
and synergistic factors that are conserved, regardless of the considerable qualitative and quantitative
differences in the human milk proteome between individuals.
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2.1. Mammary Gland Physiology

The lactating mammary gland, which is comprised of branching networks of ducts formed from
epithelial cells making up extensive lobulo-alveolar clusters, is the site of milk production and secretion.
These lactocytes are responsible for 80–90% of the protein content of human milk, with the remaining
percentage coming from maternal circulation [10]. Proteins and endogenous peptides enter the inner
luminal space of the mammary gland through four general pathways (Figure 1), belonging to either
transcellular or paracellular routes that were extensively summarized by other reviews [26,34–37].
In brief, the exocytotic pathway (pathway 1) is the dominant way for the secretion of endogenously
generated proteins, including the major milk proteins, e.g., caseins, α-lactalbumin, and lactoferrin.
This secretion mechanism is similar to exocytotic pathways that were found in other cell types [37].
Lipid-associated proteins existing in milk fat globule membrane (MFGM) are secreted by a process that
is unique to mammary epithelial cells (pathway 2) [38], including mucins and enzymes [39]. Another
transcellular pathway, the transcytosis pathway (pathway 3), is responsible for the transporting of
proteins from serum or stromal cells, e.g., secretory immunoglobulin A (sIgA) [40], albumin [41] and
transferrin [42]. A benefit of this pathway is that proteins can be released into the lumen in their
intact and active forms [26]. Finally, one paracellular pathway (pathway 4), directly transports serum
substances and cells [43]. This paracellular pathway is only available on special occasions, such as
inflammation or preterm birth [44], and it is normally closed by the tight-junctions between epithelial
cells [44,45].

Human milk glycoproteins follow these same four general pathways, but glycosylation can be
locally impacted by the glycan biosynthesis in the mammary gland or globally throughout the body.
Maternal genetic factors may also contribute to the protein glycosylation profile that is produced. Two
fucosyltransferases, including fucosyltransferases 2 (FUT2) and fucosyltransferases 3 (FUT3), which are
encoded by the secretor and Lewis genes, respectively, are responsible for adding the terminal fucose
in an α1,2 linkage and subterminal fucose in α1,3 and α1,4 linkage [46]. Some glycans that are bound
to proteins then carry distinct elongated glycan epitopes that are determined by polymorphisms [47].

The secretion and transport of endogenous peptides is impacted by protein associations and
conformational availability to be digested, or not, to shorter peptides by proteases and protease
inhibitors. The transport of proteases from circulation to MECs is not fully understood and much
remains unanswered, such as, whether proteases pass MECs by transcellular or paracellular pathways
or whether specific receptors and transports exist for proteases [26]. Literature referring to bovine milk
indicates that proteases in milk are not the source of somatic cells and that these proteases are therefore
derived from blood [26,48]. Maternal health also plays a role in protein degradation to peptides as
infections, especially those within the mammary gland, can result in an increase in proteolysis [26].
The health of the infant can influence this same process, as there is feedback communication between
the infant and the mother during breastfeeding. When the infant is sick salivary proteins can make
their way up the mammary ducts via the nipple during suckeling, which then signals the transcription
of immune modulating proteins within the mammary gland that are needed by the infant [49,50].
This opens up an exciting and unexplored avenue of research to better elucidate the maternal infant
communication mechanism that is taking place at the mammary-oral interface. Furthermore, this
could then lead to potentially novel human milk protein and or endogenous peptide biomarkers in
relation to infant health.
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Figure 1. Physiology and transport of the proteome in a lactating mammary gland. (A) One
lobulo-alveolar cluster connected to a lactiferous duct is depicted. The alveolus cluster, made up of
a monolayer of polarized alveolar mammary epithelial cells (MEC) surrounding the lumen, and is
connected to the lactiferous duct that is surrounded by a bilayer of ductal MEC. The alveolar MEC are
surrounded by basement membrane and a single layer of polarized myoepithelial cells that contract
to stimulate milk ejection from the lumen. The alveoli are embedded in a stoma of vascularized
connective-tissue that contains lipid-depleted adipocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial cells and capillaries.
(B) A zoomed in representation of the alveolar MEC is depicted to show the four key transport
pathways of the milk proteome. Pathway (1) The exocytotic pathway is the dominant way for the
secretion of endogenously generated proteins. These proteins and other aqueous components of milk
are transported in secretory vesicles (SVs). Pathway (2) Secretion of lipid-associated proteins by the
formation of lipid droplets (LDs), formed in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), that move to the apical
membrane to be secreted as milk fat globule (MFG). MFG are excreted by budding and are enwrapped
by the apical plasma membrane of the MEC and become MFGM. Pathway (3) The vesicular transcytosis
of proteins from serum or stromal cells. Pathway (4) Direct transport via the paracellular pathway
for serum substances and cells, such as immune cells and stem cells. This route of transport is only
available during pregnancy, early lactation prior to tight junction closure of MEC, involution, during
times of inflammation or preterm birth.

3. Proteins

Human milk, as the preferred source of infant nutrition, provides essential and non-essential
amino acids via its protein and free peptide fraction, which in turn are used by the infant for protein
synthesis required for growth. Therefore, the analysis of human milk proteins is important for the
determination of protein requirements to meet the infant’s needs. Moreover, these needs are individual
specific and they are based on the infant’s ability to utilize and break down dietary proteins.

Historically milk proteins have been classified into two groups, whey and caseins, and they have
recently expanded to include a third group, proteins from the MFGM [6,16]. Within these groups, the
proportions of whey and casein change throughout lactation, with the ratio of whey to casein being the
highest during colostrum and then reaching a steady state in mature milk [9,11,12,16,51], see Table 1 for
details. This effect is also attributed to the increase in milk volume throughout lactation [51]. Mucins
are found within the MFGM, and therefore are not designated as a percentage of protein, since they are
associated within the fat layer and typically make up less than one percent of total protein [6]. Proteins
making up the whey fraction of milk predominantly include: α-lactalbumin, lactoferrin, secretory
IgA (sIgA), albumin, and lysozyme; and, the casein fraction of milk include: α-S1-, β-, and κ-casein.
Unlike bovine milk, human milk does not contain β-lactoglobulin or α-S2-casein, which can trigger
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immunogenic responses to cow’s milk proteins and then potentially other subsequent food allergies
later in life when consumed by susceptible infants [52–55].

It is often difficult to make comparisons of the protein content in human milk across differing
literature sources due to the variability in protein concentrations reported. These variations arise
because of the expanse of laboratory methods that are used to determine protein concentration.
Examples of differing methods of protein assessment include, in order of low to increasing complexity
and accuracy: colorimetric assays, like bicinchoninic acid (BCA); nitrogen determination methods, like
Kjeldahl; and, chromatographic methods, like matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and
nano-spray liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Mass spectrometry-based
methods for the analysis of the human milk proteome are the most ideal, as they allow for both
quantitative and qualitative analysis of the entire proteome, proteins with PTMs, like glycosylation,
and the endogenous peptidome in one systematic approach.

Clear objectives need to be determined prior to protein analysis to define whether protein
assessment is to be done, as true protein measurement vs total nitrogen estimates. This distinction
is important, because measurements between the two can differ anywhere from 1–37% [8]. Protein
estimated from the measurement of nitrogen often over-estimates the true protein content of human
milk because it is assumed that all nitrogen is protein and does not consider the non-protein nitrogen
(NPN) compounds [8]. In human milk, protein accounts for approximately 75% of nitrogen-containing
compounds [56]. The remaining 25% of the nitrogen in milk is accounted for by NPN compounds,
such as urea, nucleotides, endogenous peptides, free amino acids, DNA, and RNA [57,58]. From this,
it is estimated that endogenous peptides make up 10–15% of NPN [58]. However, nitrogen studies
have not considered glycosylation, and therefore what percentage of nitrogen is coming from this PTM
has not be determined.

4. Glycoproteins

Protein glycosylation, the process of adding sugar units to a protein, is one of the most prominent
PTMs on human milk proteins. It has been estimated that up to 70% of human milk proteins are
glycosylated [59]. Unlike protein sequences, the biosynthesis of glycosylation cannot be directly
predicted from the gene. However, the enzymes, including glycosyltransferases, glycosidases, and
transporters, which are involved in the process, are directly encoded in the genome [60,61]. A
glycoprotein carries one or more glycans covalently attached to a polypeptide backbone, usually
via N- or O-linkages [62,63]. The N-glycosylation in human biology is designated as a sugar chain,
starting with a N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) residue that is linked to an asparagine residue of
a polypeptide chain, normally with consensus peptide sequence: Asn-X-Ser/Thr (X is any amino
acid except Pro) [64,65]. Additionally, some human milk proteins have N-glycans that occur at
Asn-X-Cys, e.g., alpha-lactalbumin [66]. Alternatively, O-glycosylation is frequently linked glycans
via N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) to a serine or threonine residue of the polypeptide [67]. The
expression level and glycosylation level of glycoproteins in human milk can vary throughout lactation
and or biological situations [68]. Protein glycosylation in milk is of special interest, since it is relevant
to proteolytic susceptibility, and it functions as competitive inhibitors of pathogen binding and
immunomodulators in the gut. As a result, the glycosylated protein in human milk helps to shape the
developing gut and immune system of the growing infant [47].

The quantitative variation in expression for some major glycoproteins has been reported, (Table 1).
The level of glycosylation, especially the site-specific information throughout lactation, is less detailed
in the literature, with the exception of a few proteins e.g., lactoferrin, bile salt activated lipase (BSSL),
sIgA, secretory IgM (sIgM), and α-antitrypsin [69]. The less characterized site-specific glycosylation is
mainly due to two analytical challenges: (1) the dynamic range of human milk proteins and (2) the
complexity of glycosylation.

The global human milk glycosylation analyses is not often carried out on the intact glycopeptide
level with respective site-specific glycosylation information due to these analytical challenges. Instead,
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analysis has mainly focused on the mapping of N-glycosylation sites of enzymatic deglycosylated
peptides or on the enzymatically released N-glycans, as these analyses circumvent the analytical
challenges. Interestingly, the analysis of the released N-glycans has revealed that a specific feature of
human milk glycosylation is the multiple and abundant N-glycan fucosylation, when compared with
bovine milk or human serum [70]. In humans, mono-fucosylation tends to be core fucosylation [71],
while additional fucosylation is likely terminal fucosylation. Core fucosylation is important, because
it can prevent the enzymatic cleavage of proteins from membrane surfaces [72]. The feature of
having terminal fucosylation on glycoproteins represents a structural homology to human milk
oligosaccharides (HMOs). This is of interest, because, if these two components have similar structures,
then perhaps they share similar functionalities, which is not well characterized for terminal fucosylation
on glycoproteins. However, it is well described that the fucosylated HMOs are correlated with the
increasing diversity of the neonates gut microbiota. Future research should aim to further investigate
the glycoproteome and the development of the infant gut.

5. Endogenous Peptides

To date, the literature on the endogenous peptidome in human milk remains limited and there are
no studies investigating PTMs of the peptidome, to our knowledge. This is truly astounding when
considering that human milk peptides are more diverse than proteins [73]. Additionally, peptides
make ideal signaling molecules and they have extreme potential for biomarkers, as they serve as
messengers encoding the status of specific regions of the body and potentially the entire organisms as
they are less restricted in the movement in relation to proteins.

Several groups have developed similar MS-based methods to investigate endogenous peptides
in human milk [74–77]. Recently, we established and validated an MS-based method, optimizing
peptide extraction, MS fragmentation, and database searching, for a robust and reproducible analysis
of endogenous peptides in human milk [78]. Within this method development, we determined that
the most optimal workflow for endogenous peptides in human milk fundamentally depended on the
depth of analysis desired and the time to be invested.

An understanding of naturally occurring endogenous human milk peptides verses peptides that
are the digestion products of proteins in the infant’s intestinal tract is important. This distinction is
required for understanding functionality. Human milk peptidome studies have consistently found
peptides abundantly from the casein fraction of milk proteins, where approximately 50% are derived
from β-casein [74–77,79]. In addition to this, other studies have reported no endogenous peptides
identified from major whey proteins, such asα-lactalbumin, lactoferrin, or immunoglobulins, [74–77,79].
Further studies suggested that the proteases in human milk are responsible for the observed proteolytic
activity and that this activity is specific and conserved [76]. However, since the whey portion of the
proteome is heavily glycosylated, peptides from these proteins are either not degraded by proteases or
are not detected due to the binding glycan. Future analysis of endogenous peptides in human milk
should aim to address this gap in knowledge.

Human milk peptides have been shown to have functional properties beyond the sources of
amino acids; for instance, they are involved in immunomodulation, opioid-like activity, antioxidant,
antimicrobial, and antiviral action, and probiotic action [74,77,80–83]. The functionality of human milk
peptides require that they are hydrolyzed from their parent protein, in which case proteins can be seen
as the carriers of functional peptides. Previous studies have suggested that the peptide sequences of
human milk are not due to random proteolytic digestion but rater selective proteolysis of the mammary
gland [77]. The driving forces for this selectivity may be for protective factors for both the mother
and the infant [77]. The benefits of intact peptides for the mother and infant must have served an
evolutionary advantage as the energy cost of protein production is high, and therefore it would not be
opportune for biological systems to break down these proteins if they did not serve some importance.
The proposed health benefits for the mother and infant include the prevention of bacterially induced
mastitis and protection against gastrointestinal infections, respectively [77]. Additionally, it has been
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shown that proteolysis within the mammary gland is increased during times of inflammation or
infection [26], leading to altered milk compositions, which can include increased serum proteins and
potentially serum derived peptides in milk. Thus, the analysis of the human milk peptidome could
provide insights into the maternal-infant health dynamic.

To date, there is huge interest in determining the functionality of human milk endogenous
peptides, which are unique and diverse from that of their parent protein. Particularly, endogenous
peptides with a wide range of bioactivities, including antimicrobial, antihypertensive, antithrombotic,
and immunomodulatory [84]. While some peptides have established functionalities, other peptides
only have proposed functionalities that are based on sequence motif. Additionally, biological insights
of endogenous peptides can be achieved by different strategies, such as site visualization, mapping the
peptide to the precursor protein back bone; enzymatic mapping, assessing which enzymes released the
peptide from the precursor protein; peptide structure predictions, predicting the three-dimensional
structure of the peptide from the amino acid sequences and PTMs; and, predicted functionality by
homology searches against databases of known functional sequences. Dallas et al. previously reviewed
these topics in detail [84]. A major limitation in the analysis of bioactive functionality is that it is
reliant on predictive bioinformatics, which is contingent on the quality and completeness of databases
currently available. One group has sought to bridge this gap in knowledge by deriving a database
specific to milk peptides from various mammalian species with known functionality, Milk Bioactive
Peptide Database (MBPDB) [83].

6. Enzymes

Human milk is comprised of a mixture of proteolytic enzymes, zymogens, protease activators, and
protease inhibitors, and therefore the net proteolytic activity is dependent on the quantitative interaction
of these components. Additionally, these numerous enzymes all have differing functionalities. The
main proteases in human milk include plasmin, trypsin-2, cathepsin-D, neutrophil elastase, thrombin,
kallikrein, and several amino- and carboxypeptidases [26]. These proteases are secreted in their inactive
form and are then activated by protease activators, such as tissue-type plasminogen activator (t-PA)
and urokinase-type activator (u-PA) [26]. The system maintains balance with protease inhibitors, such
as α1-antichymotrypsin and α1-antitrypsin [85,86]. The mammary gland is an ideal environment for
these proteolytic enzymes, as most of them are capable of functioning at body temperature and they
can function at milk’s neutral pH [82].

In general, it is well established that human milk contains higher levels of enzymes than bovine
milk [87], and further that the enzymes in human milk are inherently different than the same enzyme
being expressed in a different body fluid. This difference arises from human milk enzymes having a
more highly organized tertiary structure, resulting in greater hydrophobicity, which in turn may account
for their resistance to proteolysis and denaturation in the infant’s gastrointestinal system [26,85–90].
Studies have shown that the neutral pH of human milk provides a buffering capacity in the infants
stomach, which increases the pH and limits proteolysis from pepsin [91]. This increase in the pH
of the infant’s stomach is thought to be important for facilitating bacterial colonization of the gut,
and that proteolysis is facilitated by milk proteases, which remain active in the infants stomach,
such as cathepsin_D and plamin [91]. There are extensive reviews on the enzymes in the mammary
gland, human milk, and throughout infant digestion [26,85–91], for this reason we choose to highlight
enzymes that function within the mammary gland to establish the proteome, especially highlighting
plasmin, and enzymes that act in secreted milk, which function later on in the infant’s digestive tract.

6.1. Enzymes that Function in the Mammary Gland

Within the mammary gland, enzymatic proteolysis specifically and reproducibly acts as a
controlled proteolytic system [88]. Evidence for this can be observed by endogenous peptides, which
are characterized by overlapping ladder peptide products that originate from a specific region of the
parent protein. These characteristics are due to the nature of the parent protein, PTMs, secondary and
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tertiary structure, and the abundance in relation to available proteases. It has been identified by Timmer
et al. that four key factors determine the specificity of proteolysis: (1) spaciotemporal co-localization,
(2) exosite interactions, (3) sub-site specificity, and (4) structural presentation [92]. Guerrero et al.
considered these aspects of proteolysis in their analysis of endogenous peptides in human milk and
investigated the intrinsic disorder of a protein in relation to the identified peptides [76]. Wherein, the
intrinsic disorder is where a part of the protein is “natively unfolded” [93], containing regions that lack
stable tertiary structures, which allow for easier proteolytic access and degradation. Overall, in this
analysis, it was determined that the observed specificity of endogenous peptides could be explained by
the protease activity within the mammary gland. This activity was explained by three factors: (1) the
intrinsic disorder of proteins; (2) the advantage of a single cleavage for the generation of peptides at
the N and/or C-termini; and, (3) the participation of enzymes with high specificity for peptides being
observed at internal regions of proteins [76].

It has been previously demonstrated that peptides from major whey proteins, such as lactoferrin,
α-lactalbumin, and secretory immunoglobulins, remain intact and they do not contribute to the milk
peptidome [74,76,77,84], under healthy conditions. These studies demonstrated that the majority of
endogenous peptides were derived from caseins, osteopontin, and polymeric immunoglobulin receptor,
and that these peptides represented a minority of the total protein content. Further, these studies
hypothesized that this was due to the proteases that were present in human milk, originating in the
mammary gland, such as plasmin, cathepsin D, elastase, cytosol aminopeptidase, and carboxypeptidase
B2, and that they were active throughout lactation. It is also thought that major whey proteins are
not digested in the mammary gland due to a lack of association with micelles and inhibited protease
activity, potentially due to PTMs [77].

Plasmin is one of the main proteases that hydrolyzes human milk proteins in the mammary
gland [77]. It is thought to be an important protease in human milk, as it helps to facilitate the capacity
for protein digestion of the infant. Plasmin is a trypsin-like, serine-type protease and it is highly
specific for cleavage of peptide bonds of lysine, and to a lesser extent, arginine, at the N-terminal
domain. Plasmin activity in milk is controlled by a heterogeneous system of inhibitors and activators.
The inactivated zymogen, plasminogen, is converted to active plasmin by two serine proteases, t-PA
and u-PA [26]. In addition to these activators are inhibitors of plasmin, including type-1 plasminogen
activator inhibitor (PAI-1), inter-α-trypsin inhibitor, and α1-antitrypsin [26]. The inactive form of
plasmin, plasminogen is known to associate with the casein micelles in milk [94], as does the activator
t-PA. Therefore, the majority of active plasmin in milk is associated with the casein micelle structure.
This has been demonstrated in studies that showed β-casein derived peptides that were made up the
greatest abundance and relative peptide count, even though it is not the most abundant protein in
milk [26,77]. Subsequently, it is also reasonable to expect low amounts of endogenous peptides from
whey derived proteins in human milk, due to a lack of association with plasminogen and activator
t-PA, and an association with plasmin inhibitors [26,77].

6.2. Enzymes Present in Milk

The incorporation of proteases in human milk may be an inherent evolutionary design, which
is meant to aid in infant digestion. This is important, as infants are born with developmentally
naïve digestion systems, starting in the mouth with little salivary proteases and extended to the
gastrointestinal system, in which they produce relatively little gastric acid and express low protease
activity in comparison to older children and adults. Additionally, the consumption of milk makes the
pH of the stomach more neutral than that of an adult. However, even with these known developmental
disadvantages, we know that infants are capable of digesting and absorbing milk proteins. It has
been hypothesized that this is because proteases are simultaneously delivered via milk to aid in
infant digestion [26], which makes sense, taken together with the infant’s low digestive capacity.
Evidence for supporting this has been recently reported via peptidomic and bioinformatics analysis that
showed milk proteases were actively breaking down protein within the human infant’s gastrointestinal
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tract [95–97]. The concentrations of proteases, their inhibitors, and activators have also been reported to
change across lactation. Wherein, the mean protease activity, in milk, is reported to decline throughout
lactation, reducing in concentration as the infant becomes more capable of utilizing its own digestive
system. It is reported that protease activity increases during involution, and it is thought that this is
to aid in returning the mammary gland to pre-gestation status. Dallas et al. recently reviewed these
topics extensively [26].

The digestibility of the human milk proteome in the infant’s gastrointestinal tract is of importance,
because of the consequences of a lack of digestion. For instance, if proteins are not properly digested in
the small intestine than this can result in an incomplete amino acid hydrolysis required for growth
and would, therefore, increase the infant’s total protein requirements. Further on, if proteins reach
the colon, and they are not excreted in feces, they could contribute to over growth of bacteria that are
capable of protein-fermentation, such as Clostridium perfringens and various Bacteroides species [26].
This, in turn, could result in lower populations of beneficial carbohydrate consuming bacteria in the
infant gut, such as bifidobacteria [26].

7. Functionality

The human milk proteome contributes to a wide range of functionalities, including: growth as
sources of amino acids; enhanced bioavailability of micronutrients, such as vitamins, minerals, and trace
elements; improved cognitive development; immunogenic training as innate and adaptive immunity;
and, promoting intestinal growth and maturation via interactions with the microbiome. These
functionalities are achieved by varying proteins, endogenous peptides, and their PTMs. Importantly,
some proteins are capable of exerting multiple functionalities. One example of this is lactoferrin,
which can act as a nutrient transporter, defend against pathogens, stimulator of commensal microbiota,
and more [2–4,9]. Moreover, the individual components of the human milk proteome are able to
synergistically work to drive functionality. Several examples of this exist, including the interaction of
lactoferrin and lysozyme on antibacterial functionality and the interplay between sIgA and endogenous
peptides from pIgR to sequester bacteria at the mucosal interface in the gut. We break down these
functional topics over the next several sections and discuss the major parts of the proteome that
contribute to specific functions.

7.1. Growth

Dietary reference intake values for infant protein are based on the protein content of human milk,
as this is optimal for meeting the requirements for growth and maintenance. Across the ages of 0 to 4
months, the average protein intake for infants consuming human milk is 8 g/day [98]. The composition
of the human milk proteome is one of the major contributing factors to infant growth trajectories. For
example, an overall high percentage of whey vs casein proteins corresponds to slowing growth rates in
human infants [10]. This is due to an even lower level of casein protein in human milk that already
contains one of the lowest concentration of caseins relative to other studied species [51]. Human milk
proteins drive infant growth, as they are important sources of essential amino acids after digestion.
Moreover, proteins and their derived peptides support infant growth by the enhancement of nutrient
absorption and digestion.

One way digestive enhancement is achieved is by increasing the solubility and bioavailability
of nutrients. A well-known example is β-casein, which forms casein phosphopeptides (CPPs) in the
mammary gland and during infant digestion and it functions to chelate with minerals and promote the
absorption of calcium, zinc, and iron [99–101]. Another example is the most prevalent whey protein
α-lactalbumin, which has binding sites for calcium and zinc [102,103], which help to increase mineral
absorption. The glycoprotein haptocorrin helps to protect the acid-sensitive vitamin B12 pass the
infants’ stomach, for later absorption in the small intestine [104]. Another mechanism of enhanced
nutrient uptake is via protein receptors. For instance, iron that is bound to lactoferrin is not released
in the intestine due to the high binding affinity, but for infants, the uptake of iron is increased via
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the lactoferrin receptor [105]. The lactoferrin receptor is suggested to be the principal iron transport
pathway in early life [106], which indicates the nutritional importance of lactoferrin for iron absorption
for neonates. Additionally, iron that is provided by lactoferrin is also well utilized in adults [107].

Enzymes in human milk are essential as they contribute to digestion in neonates, as they have
rather immature digestive systems and are incapable of producing sufficient quantities of enzymes to
fully facilitate digestion [88]. One well-accepted example is bile salt-stimulated lipase (BSSL) which has
a wide substrate specificity to hydrolyze mono-, di-, and triglycerides, cholesterol esters, fat-soluble
vitamin esters, phospholipids, galactolipids as well as ceramides [108,109], thus aiding in the digestion
of milk lipids. [110]. The newborn normally has the ability to digest lactose, the main carbohydrate in
human milk, by lactase present in the small intestine [111]. However, the main enzyme for complex
carbohydrates, α-amylase, is low at birth [112], but it is supplemented by human milk [113] and it may
aid in the digestion of complex carbohydrates when complementary foods are introduced to breastfed
infants [114].

Cognitive development is another important aspect of growth, however the proteome is often
overlooked in this regard and more attention is placed on human milk oligosaccharides and fatty
acids. Human milk lactoferrin and proteins of the MFGM have been shown to be important in the
cognitive development of the infant [9]. In piglet models, it has been shown that feeding bovine
lactoferrin at human milk concentrations was associated with the differential expression of 10 genes in
the brain-derived neurotrophin factor (BDNF) signaling pathway and later downstream target proteins
of this pathway that are important for neurodevelopment and cognition [115]. Other studies using
piglet models have shown that feeding lactoferrin resulted in upregulated intestinal gene expression
of BDNF and improved gut maturation, linking the gut-brain-microbe axis in a way not previously
reported [116]. While intriguing, these results have not been investigated in the human infant. The
only randomized controlled trial (RCT) investigating formula with supplemented MFGM containing
4% protein vs standard formula found that the MFGM supplemented group had significantly higher
mean cognitive scores in the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development when compared to the
standard formula group [117]. Moreover, the cognitive scores of the MFGM supplemented group were
not different as compared to that of the breast-fed reference group at 12 months of age [117].

7.2. Immune

The specificity of human milk composition to meet the needs of an individual infant can be
exemplified in the immune modulating components, which aim to protect the infant and help to drive
the immune development of the infant’s naive immune system. There are a multitude of immune
modulating components in human milk, including: antigens, cytokines, immunoglobulins (Ig),
polyunsaturated fatty acids, and chemokines [118]; leucocytes, including macrophages, neutrophilic
granulocytes, and lymphocytes [119]; immune stimulating proteins and glycoproteins, such as
lactoferrin and sIgA [54]; and, additional components, such as hormones, growth factors, and
endogenous peptides [120]. The immunogenic activities of the milk proteome are critical for establishing
innate immunity and developing adaptive immunity. Additionally, it may play a role to some extent in
allergy prevention or development, depending on whether it is acting to build tolerance or potentially
cause sensitization. However, many characteristics of this are unknown and current research is aiming
to better understand these mechanisms.

7.2.1. Innate Immunity

The innate immune system is the first line of host defense against pathogens [121] and it is
extremely important for infants, since they are lacking mature adaptive immunity. The human milk
proteome compensates neonatal innate immunity through many different ways: (1) the inhibition of
growth of pathogens; (2) the inhibition of the binding of a pathogen to its receptor; and, (3) regulation
of immune response and inflammation.
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One way to inhibit the growth of pathogens is to have competition for the resources required for
growth. For example, lactoferrin has a high affinity to bind free ions, which are essential for bacterial
growth. By making the free ions unavailable, lactoferrin has a broad bacteriostatic effect. Same holds
true for haptocorrin, as the major vitamin B12 binding protein, normally unsaturated in human milk,
to withhold vitamin B12 and inhibit the growth of bacteria [122]. However, haptocorrin does not have
a general antibacterial activity, rather its activity was found for a single enteropathogenic Escherichia
coli (E. coli) O127 strain (EPEC) [123] and Bifidobacterium breve [124].

Another way to inhibit the growth of pathogens is the disruption of membrane structure. Human
milk contains a high concentration of lysozyme, which is an enzyme that is capable of hydrolyzing
β-1,4 linkages of N-acetylmuramic acid (NAM) and N-acetylglucosamine (NAG) in bacterial cell walls,
leading to the instability of cell wall and bacterial cell death [125]. Lysozyme has been shown to
synergistically work with lactoferrin to kill gram-negative bacteria in vitro [126]. With the help of
lactoferrin to bind and remove lipopolysaccharide from the outer cell membrane of gram-negative
bacteria, the inner proteoglycan matrix is left accessible for lysozyme. Human milk also contains
defensins and cathelicidins [127], which have shown to have synergistic antibacterial effects with
lysozyme [128]. In addition to the enzymatic activity, human lysozyme is cationic [129] and it can
insert into and form pores in negatively charged bacteria membranes [130,131].

The membrane attack complex (MAC) as a result of the activation of the complement system
is capable of forming pores in the lipid bilayers of bacteria and it leads to cell lysis and death [132].
The complement system is an important part of innate immunity and it also plays a role in adaptive
responses [133]. Human milk contains many proteins in the complement system, yet in low levels,
although systematic research of the whole system is still lacking. The assessment of individual
complement proteins indicate that the complement system in human milk might provide additional
immunological and non-immunological protection for infants [134].

The membrane structure of pathogens could be damaged and the pathogen growth could
be inhibited by a so-called “lactoperoxidase system (LPS)”, which consists of lactoperoxidase
and thiocyanate (SCN−) which occur naturally in human milk, and H2O2, which is generated by
bacteria [135]. When the H2O2 is present, lactoperoxidase uses it to oxidase SCN− to hypothiocyanite
(OSCN−), which has broad antimicrobial activity [136]. Moreover, the overexpressed OSCN− could be
eliminated by antioxidants presented in milk to limit the local tissue damage by oxidative stress [5].
Lactoperoxidase is a glycoprotein and it is resistant to proteolysis [137], thus playing a role in infant
host defense.

When pathogens enter the infant’s gastrointestinal tract, the first stage of the infection is
colonization by adhesion to host epithelial cells. The intestinal epithelial cells are heavily covered
with glycans. Cell surface glycan epitope recognition is the first step of enteric pathogens in their
pathogenesis [138]. Milk glycans, in the free form of HMOs or conjugated form in glycoprotein and
glycolipid, might have epitopes as part of their structures, and competitively recognize and bind to
either the lectin receptors of epithelial cells or pathogen lectin receptors [139]. Thereby, inhibiting the
adhesion of a pathogen and infection afterward. Many glycoproteins in human milk have demonstrated
the capability to block the interaction of epithelial cells and enteric pathogens, e.g., Tenascin-C for
HIV-1 [140]; lactoferrin for Escherichia coli O157:H7 and Salmonella enterica [141]; BSSL for Norwalk
virus [142]; mucins for rotavirus [143], Norwalk virus [142]; and, Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium
SL1344 [144]. One critical aspect in exploring the roles of milk glycoproteins is to characterize the
attached glycans and their specificities since the epitope recognition is structure-based. Lactoferrin
has a lower ability to interrupt the adhesion of bacteria to epithelial cells when fucose moieties are
enzymatically removed [141]. Sialylated glycans of secretory immunoglobulin A (sIgA) were able
to bind the S-fimbriated E. coli strains and inhibit adhesion [145]. Moreover, mothers have different
abilities to produce specific glycan structures [146], as discussed in the glycoproteomics section, as
well as attached glycans of glycoproteins [71]. The individual-specific properties add another level of
complexity and lead to unique selective inhibition for endemic pathogens.
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The immature intestinal mucosa of the neonates is overly sensitive to infection, because of
overexpressed inflammatory genes and under-expressed negative feedback regulator genes [147].
Human milk helps to regulate this immunologic balance in neonates, not only by reducing exposure
to pathogens and the prevention of infection, but also via modulating the immune response to
minimize inflammation pathology for the breastfed infant [148]. Many components in human
milk, including proteins/glycoproteins and peptides, have immunomodulatory functions. For
example, soluble isoforms of toll-like receptor (TLR)-2 serves as a decoy receptor, suppressing TLR2
activation and decreasing interleukin (IL)-8 and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α release, thus reducing
inflammation [149]. Glycoproteins, such as CD14 [150], lactoferrin [151], and lactadherin [152],
can regulate TLR4 signaling, whereas the endogenous peptide, β-defensin 2, suppresses TLR7
expression [153]. In a recent RCT, bovine osteopontin was added to infant formula and the infants
were fed either regular formula or osteopontin supplemented formula [154]. The results from this
RCT showed that infants consuming osteopontin supplemented formula had significantly lower
serum concentrations of pro-inflammatory cytokine transforming growth factor-α as compared to
non-supplemented infants, and moreover that these infants had cytokine profiles more similar to that
of breastfed infants [154].

7.2.2. Adaptive Immunity

While their own adaptive immune system is maturing, neonates may get protection from the
products of the adaptive immune system of the mother, which was first reported in 1892 [155]. One
primary protective product is a protein family, called immunoglobulins or antibodies, which come
from several sources and they are transported into milk by receptor-mediated processes, reflecting
the antigenic stimulation of immunity of the mother [156]. Immunoglobulins include several classes,
like IgM, IgA, IgG, IgE, and IgD [157]. In human milk, the most abundant immunoglobulin is sIgA,
followed by sIgM and IgG [158].

Both sIgA and sIgM are polymeric, typically dimeric IgA and pentameric IgM, which are formed
through the covalent interaction with a joining (J) chain and secretory component (SC) from the
endoproteolytic cleavage of the polymeric immunoglobulin receptor (pIgR) [159]. sIgA and sIgM
are produced in a similar manner and represent the history of the antigenic stimulation of mucosal
immunity in the mother [119]. When a pathogen enters the mother’s gut or upper airways, the Peyer’s
patch acquires the pathogen and its antigens are presented by M cells to circulating B cells, which
migrates to the serosal (basolateral) side of the mammary epithelial cell and it produces IgA and IgM.
As the IgA and IgM move from the serosal to the luminal (apical) side of the mammary epithelial
cell, they are glycosylated and complexed to form sIgA and sIgM, which are secreted into milk [160].
When the infant consumes milk, the sIgA and sIgM associate with free SC and they are resistant to
digestion [161]. Additionally, free SC is responsible for intracellular neutralization of some viruses
and it is capable of binding bacterial components, like Streptococcus pneumonia-derived SpsA protein
and prevent the invasion of epithelial cells [161]. sIgA and sIgM both carry the memory of pathogens
faced by the mother, which allows for them to provide the same protection to the infant by binding
to recognized pathogens and inhibiting their ability to infect the infant [162]. This mechanism is
called the enteromammary link, where maternal immunity is transferred to the breastfed infant [163].
Milk sIgA is considered to be the dominant immunoglobulin to protect mucosal surfaces of infants
from pathogens and enteric toxins, through intracellular neutralization, virus excretion, and immune
exclusion [158,164]. Additionally, sIgM has been demonstrated to activate the complement cascade
in vitro [165].

IgG is required to provide systemic immunity and it is transferred before birth. During pregnancy,
IgG is transferred from mother to the fetus via transplacental passage and it provides crucial protection
to the neonate in the first weeks of life after birth [166]. The main portion of human milk IgG is
transported from serum through neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) [167], and its four subclasses are ordered in
cord serum level as IgG1, IgG2, IgG4, and IgG3 [168]. The concentration of IgG in human milk is much
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less than sIgA since the human mammary gland has considerably less FcRn than pIgR. Additionally,
IgG is less resistant to digestion than sIgA. The remaining intact IgG in the intestinal lumen might
be involved in immune surveillance by binding antigens and enhancing the local mucosal immune
response by transporting the IgG-antigen complexes into lamina propria for the subsequent induction
of immune activation or tolerance [169]. On the other hand, maternal antibodies may inhibit infant
vaccine response depending on the ratio of maternal antibodies to the vaccine antigen [170], although
maternal vaccination, such as pertussis and influenza, showed protective effects for infants [171,172].

7.2.3. Potential Allergens in Human Milk and Immunity

The presence of non-human proteins in human milk was reported many decades ago [173],
especially some potential food allergens, including proteins from cow’s milk, eggs, peanuts, and wheat,
in the form of degraded peptides, intact proteins, and/or an immune complex with antibodies [14,174–
179]. Besides food proteins, other sources are also reported to be present in human milk, e.g., house
dust mite [180]. It is still not quite clear how foreign proteins enter human milk and the consequences
for infant health. It is difficult to elucidate the exact roles of foreign proteins in a complicated mixture
as human milk, where pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory factors are both present and change
constantly [53]. However, some critical reviews have revealed that breastfeeding positively promotes
the development of tolerance in the infant and protects against allergic diseases, asthma, and atopic
dermatitis [53,181,182]. Moreover, studies have shown that avoidance of food allergens in maternal
diet during lactation, or postponed introduction of risky foods in children have not shown a clear
benefit [183]. Instead, introducing a food antigen in early life with low levels of continuous exposure
might reduce the risk of developing related allergies [184]. The potential allergens introduced in
human milk by months of breastfeeding might be the ideal way to promote tolerance [185]. Tolerance
to harmless antigens plays a crucial role in immune homeostasis by preventing potentially dangerous
hypersensitivity reactions [186].

7.3. Gut Development

The infant’s immune system and gut develop concurrently. As the infant’s immune system
is immature at birth, so is the mucosal lining of the gastrointestinal tract and the gut with limited
microbiota. The maturation of the gut during infancy relies, extensively, on adequate nutritional
support, and it is shaped by the delivery of human milk bioactive constituents. The human milk
proteome plays a large role in this maturation by providing support to intestinal epithelia, the
mucosal lining and gut microbiota for developmental programming [187]. Moreover, intestinal
tropism is primarily derived from human milk protein, rather than by lipid or carbohydrate [187].
The bacteriostatic properties of the milk proteome help to create an environment within the infants’
gastrointestinal tract, where unrestrained bacterial growth is prohibited and the microorganisms are
removed from the small intestine without causing inflammation [3]. In turn, this contributes to the
development of a healthy microbiome for the infant [3]. All together, the milk proteome results in
enhanced responsiveness of the intestine to dietary, physiological, and pathological challenges [187].

The infants gut physiology consists of intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) covered by a mucus layer,
and it is at this interface that innate and adaptive immunities must cooperatively function to protect
the infant from the vast assault of stimuli [161]. Intestinal homeostasis is maintained by IECs, which
act as a physical barrier driving synergistic immunity against invading pathogens. The main player of
the IECs is the polymeric immunoglobulins (pIgs). As described in the adaptive immunity section,
pIgR is complexed to dimeric IgA (dIgA) by the J-chain; this is a critical step in the translocation of
IgA across the IECs and secreted into the lumen, where sIgA can exert its protective functions. This
complex formation and translocation occurs both in mammary epithelial cells and in IECs. Once this
dIgA-pIgR complex is expressed on the apical surface of IECs, it is released by proteolytic cleavage.
Research studies have shown that pIgR cleavage occurs on the cell surface and not inside the cells,
which indicates that this is a highly localized process [161]. However, the enzyme responsible for
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the cleavage of pIgR has not been identified, although some research suggests that the enzyme is a
serine proteinase [161]. Maternal sIgA in breast milk is supplied to the infant in sufficient quantities
to promote gut health and maturation, as the infant is incapable of producing sufficient quantities
of sIgA until approximately two years of age. After sIgA is translocated from the IECs it enters the
intestinal mucus layer where it helps to maintain spatial segregation between the microbiota and
epithelial surface [188]. It has been postulated that the production of sIgA and pIgR is regulated by the
gut microbiota by products that are shed from the microbial community [188]. This, in turn, helps to
stimulate a commensal relationship between the hosts gut and microbiome, in which the human milk
proteome is a key driver for the developing infant.

Mucosal development is a major determinant of infant’s gut health and homeostasis. Mucus
producing goblet cells, Paneth and M cells in the intestine, function beyond nutrient absorption and
have a major role in bacterial mucosal cross talk and innate barrier function [187]. These cells are
responsible for the secretion of mucus and mucin proteins, which are important in the nonspecific
protection of the gut lining [187]. Mucus in the gut lining is a complex gel that is primarily composed of
water and electrolytes, but it also contains many proteome components, such as mucins, glycoproteins,
immunoglobulins, albumin [187], and bioactive peptides. It is at the mucus interface that a commensal
microbiome can be established, while pathogenic bacteria can become trapped and acted upon by the
functional proteome.

Many human milk proteins play a part in this, for instance, the sIgA-pIgR complex, as just described.
Another protein, κ-casein, which is heavily glycosylated with glycan structures that are similar to
exposed glycans on mucosal surfaces, helps to prevent pathogen binding. This protective functionality
is most likely occurring from the proteolytic product of κ-casein, glycomacropeptide (GMP), which
binds to mucosal surfaces, thereby preventing the attachment and infection of pathogens [4]. Similarly,
haptocorrin may act in the fashion as κ-casein in inhibiting pathogen interaction at the mucosal surface.

Proteins that are associated with the MFGM are important for gut development, such as mucin-1,
xanthine oxidoreductase, butyrophilin, CD36, adipophilin, lactadherin, and fatty acid-binding protein [3,
4,9]. These proteins help to stimulate intestinal epithelial health, promote gastric stability, and contribute
to the antiviral and antibacterial activities in the infant gastrointestinal tract [3,4,9]. Specifically, mucin-1
has been shown to inhibit the invasion of Salmonella typhimurium, in a model of fetal intestinal cells, at
concentrations that are similar to that of human milk [144].

Recent research has investigated the proteome as a cipher for functionally encrypted peptides
that are released upon infant digestion. As this review aimed to assess the human milk proteome
and endogenous peptides and not the products of digestion, we did not address these current topics.
However, we wanted to point readers in the right direction, as these functional peptides are described
to exert their bioactivities directly in the gastrointestinal lumen and at peripheral organs after being
absorbed at the intestinal mucosa. Please see a recent review by Y. Wada and B Lonnerdal [80], and a
few experimental studies [95–97].

Some proteins have been hypothesized to be more beneficial for the infants gut as intact, such
as lactoferrin, lysozyme, α-lactalbumin, and immunoglobulins due to their important functions
as antimicrobial and immunologic, and for the presence of the glycan groups. An overall lack of
digestion of these proteins may then be functionally beneficial for helping to drive the establishment of
commensal gut microbiome, as it is commonly observed that these proteins can be found back intact
in infant feces [2,4]. The glycans that are released from these undigested glycoproteins by microbial
glycosidases are bifidogenic [189]. Further, it has been suggested that the degree of glycan diversity
and rate of glycan site occupancy of these glycoproteins changes to meet the developing gut microbial
diversity [141].

8. Conclusions

Human milk has historically been known to prevent high morbidity and mortality rates of infants
in the first months of life. This is, in large part, due to the human milk proteome, which helps the
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immature infant fight against infectious diseases, such as otitis media, respiratory tract infections,
gastrointestinal infections, and more. Additionally, breastfeeding, in general, has been shown to reduce
the risk of development of maternal cancer and the proteome in particular has been shown to reduce
the risk of mastitis. The power of the human milk proteome is derived from the enteromammary
transfer of maternal immunity and its broad and synergistic functionality, Figure 2. Moreover, the
protective and developmental proteome is unique to each individual mother-infant pair.

There is an overall need for a more comprehensive characterization and quantification of the
human milk proteome throughout lactation. Preferred methodologies, such as modern MS, should be
considered, especially for human milk, where the complex matrix can cause unwanted complications
in other types of analysis, to fully characterize the proteome and derive deeper understandings of
its functionality. These current gaps in knowledge could be overcome by some of the topics covered
throughout this review, such as quantitative MS to derive concentrations of individual proteins and
endogenous peptides, and advanced MS methodologies to better characterize PTMs, like glycans. The
complexity of the human milk proteome and its corresponding functions is a challenging but demanding
topic for personalized nutrition, as it is responsible for driving infant growth and development, and it
even has the potential for the discovery of novel biomarkers and therapeutics.

 
Figure 2. The power of the human milk proteome stems from an evolutionary advantage of cross
communication between the mother-infant dyad, via the enteromammary pathway, which in turn
stimulated the rise of the uniquely functioning proteome and all of its components. These components
work both individually and synergistically to provided protective immunity and overall development
to the infant while maintaining health benefits for the mother as well.
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Abstract: Preterm birth is an increasing worldwide problem. Prematurity is the second most common
cause of death in children under 5 years of age. It is associated with a higher risk of several pathologies
in the perinatal period and adulthood. Maternal milk, a complex fluid with several bioactive factors,
is the best option for the newborn. Its dynamic composition is influenced by diverse factors such
as maternal age, lactation period, and health status. The aim of the present review is to summarize
the current knowledge regarding some bioactive factors present in breastmilk, namely antioxidants,
growth factors, adipokines, and cytokines, paying specific attention to prematurity. The revised
literature reveals that the highest levels of these bioactive factors are found in the colostrum and
they decrease along the lactation period; bioactive factors are found in higher levels in preterm
as compared to full-term milk, they are lacking in formula milk, and decreased in donated milk.
However, there are still some gaps and inconclusive data, and further research in this field is needed.
Given the fact that many preterm mothers are unable to complete breastfeeding, new information
could be important to develop infant supplements that best match preterm human milk.

Keywords: adipokines; antioxidants; breastfeeding; cytokines; growth factors

1. Introduction

Preterm infants are those born before 37 weeks of gestation [1]. They are considered extremely
preterm at less than 28 weeks, very preterm between 28 and 32 weeks, and moderate to late preterm
between 32 and 37 weeks [2].

Prematurity is a serious health problem worldwide, with increasing rates in both low- and
high-income countries [2,3]. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that the global
incidence of preterm delivery was around 11.1% in 2010. The frequency of preterm births (PTBs) in
low-income settings is between 12% and 18.1% [2], with Asia and Africa being the areas with the
highest rates [4]. The frequency of PTB can vary between 5% and 13% in high-income areas such as the
United States of America [5].

PTB is a multifactorial syndrome and has multiple etiologies. The main factors that may increase
women’s risk are maternal malnutrition, poor pregnancy weight gain, infections and maternity at
extreme ages, short interpregnancy intervals, or/and obstetric complications. Infertility and the
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subsequent need for assisted reproduction techniques resulting in twin pregnancies are also important
factors. Finally, exposure to lifestyle-related toxic substances and environmental pollutants are also
considered as potential risk factors [3–8].

Preterm infants, in comparison with term infants, have higher morbimortality rates. Throughout
the world, prematurity is the second most common cause of death among children under 5,
and is the leading cause in high-income countries [4,9]. Late onset sepsis [10], necrotizing
enterocolitis (NEC) [11], retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) [12], bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) [13],
and neurodevelopmental problems [14] are among the most frequent morbidities. Besides, growing
evidence is proving that individuals born preterm are at higher risk of cardiovascular and metabolic
diseases in adulthood [15–17].

Nutrition during the earliest stage of life is of great importance for the growth and maturation
of tissues and organs, especially for those infants with PTB. Breastmilk (BM) is tailored to cover the
needs of the newborns, providing the adequate amount of macro and micronutrients for infant growth
and development. In addition, it contains several bioactive compounds, which contribute to the
maturation of their immune system, among other important aspects. The BM composition is dynamic
and varies according to the maternal age, number of pregnancies [18], body mass index (BMI) [19],
maternal diet, time of the day, lactation period, and other environmental factors [20]. Therefore,
the WHO recommends that infants be exclusively breastfed for the first six month of life, and lactation,
together with nutritionally adequate foods, can continue up to two years of age or beyond [21,22].
This recommendation has been endorsed by several Pediatric and Nutrition Associations [23–25].

Among the most important bioactive compounds found in BM, the most outstanding are
antioxidants, which may help counteracting the negative effects of oxidative stress in newborns [26].
Other bioactive compounds to bear in mind are growth factors and hormones, which regulate the
energy intake and maturation of organs. Also, cytokines are present in BM, which may help to protect
against infections or reduce inflammatory processes [20]. These bioactive compounds may contribute
to the long-term protection of preterm infants against the development of cardiometabolic diseases.
Premature infants fed with BM exhibit lower rates of metabolic syndrome, hypertension, or insulin
resistance in adolescence, compared with the newborns who are not breastfed [24,27].

BM is the ideal food for neonates during the first days of life and cannot be equaled by artificial
substitutes [28]. However, there are mothers who, for several reasons, do not breastfeed their newborns.
In 2018, 7.6 million babies were not breastfed [29]. In these cases, commercial formulas and donated
BM, generally from mothers with term deliveries [30], are used. The human milk is recognized as a
better scavenger of free radicals than the infant formula due to its bioactive compounds, which are
lacking in commercial formulas [31,32].

The aim of this review is to summarize the role of some bioactive factors present in BM, namely
antioxidants, growth factors, adipokines, and cytokines, with specific attention to the differences
between preterm and full-term human milk; we also summarize their role on the development and the
potential beneficial actions on neonatal and long-term health of premature infants.

2. Bioactive Compounds in Breastmilk

There is wide evidence that BM prevents many of the perinatal complications associated with
preterm labor [33], and BM is recognized as a protective factor against morbidity and mortality. Some of
the beneficial factors against preterm complications may be related to the bioactive compounds and
interactive elements present in the milk, such as antioxidants, growth factors, adipokines, cytokines,
or antimicrobial compounds [34].

2.1. Antioxidants in Human Milk

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are physiologically relevant molecules that participate in cellular
signaling processes. However, ROS are highly oxidizing and, in excess, can cause damage to cellular
structures. To counteract the oxidative effects of ROS, there are a wide variety of antioxidant systems.
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There is a delicate balance between ROS and other reactive species and antioxidants. If this balance is
lost, the result is oxidative stress. This can be due to an excessive ROS production that exceeds the
antioxidant capacity, or insufficient antioxidant systems.

Birth represents a significant oxidative challenge because of the switch from the relatively
low-oxygen intrauterine environment to the high-oxygen extrauterine atmosphere [35]. Thus, newborns
are exposed to an increase in ROS during labor and the transition to neonatal life [36]. PTB disrupts the
normal developmental upregulation of antioxidant systems. Increased oxidative stress is observed in
preterm neonates compared with full-term infants [37], being a critical factor that exacerbates perinatal
morbidities of prematurity [38].

Endogenous antioxidants can be classified as enzymatic (i.e., superoxide dismutase (SOD),
catalase, or glutathione peroxidase (GPx)), small non-enzymatic molecules (like glutathione (GSH)),
or hormones with antioxidant capacity (such as melatonin) [37,39]. In addition to endogenous
antioxidants, several foods, mainly vegetables and fruits, contain antioxidants such as vitamins,
carotenoids, and polyphenols, among others.

2.1.1. Antioxidant Properties of Breastmilk

BM has a powerful antioxidant composition and all the above-mentioned compounds have been
found in it [18,19,26,40,41]. Antioxidants are important for newborn protection against disease [28],
and may be critical for infants with PTB. There is evidence that premature neonates nourished with BM
have less oxidative stress, evidenced by the lower levels of oxidative damage biomarkers compared
with the infants who were formula fed [40,42]. It has been proposed that the reduction in oxidative
damage by BM may be related to the reduction in ROS synthesis—evidenced for hydroxyl radicals—or
to an increase in the antioxidant defense systems [42]. Some reports show that preterm infants fed
with BM plus a fortifier had higher antioxidant urinary levels compared to both infants exclusively fed
BM and with those who were formula-fed; the mechanisms remain unclear [43] and this aspect should
be further analyzed.

The total antioxidant capacity of BM seems to be higher in colostrum compared to mature
milk [44,45] and its radical scavenging activity decreases along the lactation period. Pasteurization
processes and storage conditions of BM may reduce antioxidants [46], as well as some immunological
and nutritional properties. For example, refrigeration decreases the concentration of vitamins,
lactoferrin, and lipases. Therefore, it is not recommended for BM. However, despite the fact that these
treatments alter the bioactive compounds, donated milk should be pasteurized and frozen. As stated
by the Spanish Association of Pediatrics, the development of methods to improve the preservation of
the antioxidant capacity of donated BM, or any factors improving maternal antioxidant status, deserve
further investigation [47]. BM treatment is important, particularly in the context of prematurity. Certain
viruses, such as cytomegalovirus, may infect the newborn [48] through raw BM transmission [49].
The cytomegalovirus infection is problematic in preterm infants, particularly in those with very low
birth weight [48].

Differences in antioxidant capacity of term and preterm BM remain controversial. Some data
show that preterm BM has more antioxidants and equal resistance to oxidative stress as compared
to term human milk [43]. On the other hand, other studies show a lower total antioxidant capacity
in preterm BM compared to full-term BM [44,50]. It has been suggested that this is due to the fact
that antioxidants tend to accumulate over the last three months of gestation. Thus, it is proposed that
a mother with a PTB would synthetize a less antioxidants [50,51]. Discrepancies in the antioxidant
activity between term and preterm BM may be related to differences in the ethnic group studied or
the maternal nutritional habits. Another possible explanation to this controversy could be the time
point when the studies were conducted. In this sense, it has been observed that the total antioxidant
capacity of premature BM does not decline after one week, and preterm neonates benefit more from
the antioxidant capacity of colostrum and transitional milk [50]. Term milk may differ in this respect.
Taken together, these reports suggest that more research is needed in this area. Aspects such as ethnicity,
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maternal nutritional status, or breastfeeding period should be taken into account in future studies to
clarify differences in antioxidant properties in BM and its relationship with infant needs.

2.1.2. Antioxidants Present in Breastmilk

The antioxidant properties of human BM are related to the combination of different compounds,
both exogenous and endogenous molecules.

Several food-derived antioxidants, including polyphenols, carotenoids, and vitamins, have been
reported in BM, and there is evidence that they are more abundant in preterm than in full-term BM.
The levels of these bioactive components also differ in formula milk. As stated in Table 1, the levels of
antioxidants included in formula milk do not always match the reports in BM, and in some instances
are clearly much higher. An excess in antioxidants may be deleterious, since some antioxidants may
turn into pro-oxidant molecules under certain circumstances. Therefore, research on the adequate
requirements of antioxidants in both term and preterm infants and adjustment of the antioxidant
content in formula are needed.

Table 1. Exogenous antioxidants in breastmilk.

Antioxidant
Compounds

Preterm Infants Term Infants
Formula Feeding

Preterm Term

α-carotene 7.7 3.6 0.51 1.40
β-carotene 49.1 13.7 71.1 63.9
Lycopene 66.1 11.9 1.5 5.8

Retinol 401.6 185.8 3086.2 911.8
α-tocopherol 5880.8 1381.9 20,109.1 13,360.2
γ-tocopherol 1207.1 622.8 6787.1 6561.6

Adapted from Hanson et al. (2016) [31]. The data are expressed as μg/L.

Enzymatic antioxidants are also important to counteract oxidative processes. The main enzymatic
systems which detoxify ROS are SOD, catalase, and GPx. SOD catalyzes the dismutation of superoxide
anion to hydrogen peroxide, which must be removed by catalase. Three SOD isoforms (copper–zinc,
manganese, and extracellular SOD) are present in mammals, with different subcellular locations and
tissue distribution [52]. Catalase consists of four protein subunits, which make it very resistant to pH
changes, thermal denaturation and proteolysis [53]. This enzyme eliminates the hydrogen peroxide
generated by SOD and completes the reaction to eliminate ROS [52]. Finally, GPx participates, together
with catalase, in the detoxification of hydrogen peroxide among other organic hydroperoxides [54,55].

There is evidence of some of these enzymatic systems and their concentrations have been reported.
Catalase has been found in human BM, with some differences between term and preterm BM [19].
In milk from term mothers, the catalase concentration ranges between 0.43 and 0.84 U/mg protein,
and in preterm BM the concentration has been found to be 0.5–0.97 U/mg protein [40]. GPx has also
been found in BM, with a maximum value of 31.2 mM/min/L [56].

Regarding non-enzymatic systems, GSH is a three amino acid peptide, which is the main
intracellular low molecular weight antioxidant. It participates in the regeneration of other antioxidants,
such as vitamin C and E to their active forms [57,58]. GSH has been found in BM in concentrations
ranging from 10.4 to 43.1 nmol/mg.

Melatonin is the major endocrine product of the pineal gland, which plays a physiological role in
neuroimmunomodulation. It is synthetized from tryptophan via serotonin in pinealocytes and many
other cells, with a circadian regulation [59–64]. Melatonin is interesting in the context of BM bioactive
compounds due to its pleiotropic actions. It has been demonstrated to exhibit protective effects against
cellular aging due to its antioxidant effects, both as a direct scavenger, and stimulating the expression
of SOD, catalase, and GPx [60,65–68]. On the other hand, melatonin appears to be one of the most
promising molecules for neuroprotection in preterm infants due to its effects on the modulation of
neuroinflammatory pathways [69].
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Melatonin is present in BM in much higher concentrations during night time, being almost
undetectable during the day. So far, the studies have not been able to detect differences between
preterm and term BM mothers. Some studies have observed higher levels in colostrum, which has
been reported to increase the phagocytic activity of cells against bacteria. A longer sleep time was
observed in newborns who were breastfed than in those who were formula-fed [70]. Table 2 describes
several endogenous antioxidants and their concentrations in BM.

Table 2. Endogenous antioxidants in breastmilk.

Antioxidant Activity Range

Superoxide dismutase Eliminates superoxide anion 2.01–6.26 nmol/min/mL

Catalase Eliminates hydrogen peroxide 1.84–26.1 nmol/min/mL

Glutathione peroxidase Eliminates hydrogen peroxide 6.6–17.7 mM/min/L

Glutathione Regeneration of other antioxidants 10.4–43.1 nmol/mg of protein

Melatonin Free radical scavenger, antioxidant
expression <10–23 ng/L

Adapted from [18,26,41,54–57,60–64,66].

2.2. Growth Factors in Human Milk

Preterm infants are immature neonates who usually exhibit growth retardation, poor development
and physical and neurological deficits. Postnatal growth retardation is likely the result of inadequate
nutrition support after delivery, also contributing to poor neonatal health. In this context, in addition
to a macronutrient supply, growth factors provided by breastfeeding may be of great importance.
Growth factors play a role in the growth, maturation, and integrity of several organs, particularly
for the neonatal gastrointestinal tract [71]. They help with the maturation of gut immunity and have
anti-inflammatory effects [72,73]. Hirai et al. described the trophic effects of growth factors on fetal and
neonatal gastrointestinal tract by promoting the proliferation and differentiation on their immature
cells [74]. The highest concentrations of growth factors are provided by colostrum, as the first milk
released after birth [75].

The main growth factors present in BM and their trophic effects on neonatal organs and systems
are summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Transference of maternal growth factors through breastmilk and their trophic effects on the
growth and maturation of neonatal organs and systems.
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2.2.1. Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF)

HGF was first identified as a potent mitogen of primary cultured hepatocytes. The essential
role is promoting organogenesis. It is also involved in the formation of the kidney, lung, mammary
gland, teeth, muscle, and neuronal tissues [76]. To preserve proliferation, angiogenesis, and intestinal
tissue development through paracrine and endocrine signaling, high levels of HGF are required
in BM. This factor is released into BM by multipotent mesenchymal stem cells [77]. In addition to
direct proliferative properties, HGF may also regulate the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
synthesis [78].

2.2.2. Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF)

EGF is recognized as a critical trophic factor for the normal intestinal cell development (Table 3).
The members of the EGF family are first synthetized as transmembrane precursors, eventually
undergoing proteolysis into the mature, secreted form of the growth factor [71].

Both the amniotic fluid and the BM contain EGF [79,80]. A member of the EGF family is
the heparin-binding growth factor (HB-EGF). Its exogenous administration protects from intestinal
ischemia-reperfusion injury, hemorrhagic shock, and NEC by enhancing the healing of intestinal
anastomoses and reducing anastomotic complications [81,82]. In BM, EGF levels are higher at the
beginning of the lactation period and decrease over time. Furthermore, preterm BM contains higher
levels of EGF than term BM, which may help in the reduction of NEC incidence [83]. However, very
preterm BM contains lower levels than preterm milk, although still higher compared to term milk.
In preterm colostrum EGF content has been found in the range of 22.8–373 μg/L and in term colostrum
between 27.7 and 209 μg/L [84].

2.2.3. Neuronal Growth Factors

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is a small neurotrophic protein, which is widely
expressed in the mammalian adult brain [85,86]. BDNF, together with S100B protein and glial cell
line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), plays a critical role in the development and maintenance
of the nervous system, and in neuronal survival and proliferation [87]. BDNF, S100B, and GDNF are
present in human milk. S100B protein and GDNF levels increase within the lactation period [86].

2.2.4. Insulin-Like Growth Factor (IGF) Superfamily

Human BM contains IGFs such as IGF-I and IGF-II [88]. IGF-I synthesis is regulated by the
availability of amino acids and the overall energy intake, and is a marker of the nutritional status.
IGF-I levels in BM are higher during the first days after delivery, decreasing as the milk matures [89].
No significant differences were found between preterm and term milk in other growth factors from this
family, except for IGF-I and IGF-II, which is higher in preterm milk [88,90]. IGF-I could be important in
the protection of enterocytes after intestinal damage caused by ROS [91]. Enteral IGF-I administration
enhances erythropoiesis and augments hematocrit, but its function is still not clearly known [20].

2.2.5. Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF)

VEGF mediates vascularization, which is also controlled by IGF-I. In preterm infants, the relative
hyperoxia found in the extrauterine environment inhibits the expression of VEGF, interrupting
the growth of retinal blood vessels. Pulmonary immaturity and the subsequent need for oxygen
therapy contribute to the susceptibility of the retinal tissue to the oxidative injury and the subsequent
development of ROP [92].

VEGF levels in BM are higher at the beginning of the lactation period, which helps reducing
ROP’s burden during the first days of life. There are some controversies regarding the differences in
this growth factor between preterm and term BM. While no differences have been reported in some
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studies [93], other authors demonstrate both lower and higher levels of VEGF in preterm compared to
full-term milk (Table 3) [73,90].

2.2.6. CD14 Protein

CD14 acts as a co-receptor for the detection of bacterial lipopolysaccharide (LPS) [94]. CD14 is
a protein with two forms: one is a soluble form (sCD14) and the other is anchored to the cellular
membrane (mCD14). This latter membrane-bound form is primarily expressed on the surface of
monocytes, macrophages and neutrophils [95,96]. CD14 may have a major implication due to the
protection provided against subsequent allergy manifestations [97]. There is some evidence that low
levels of sCD14 in BM are associated with eczema development [98]. In addition, other factors such as
the newborn genotype and the interaction with the bioactive factor present in BM may also participate
in the development of allergies [96].

Table 3. Growth factors in breastmilk.

Growth Factors
Main Tissue
Synthesized

Range
(μg/mL)

Main Neonatal Functions

Epidermal-GF Submandibular
salivary gland 24–37 Intestinal mucosa maturation and healing,

nutrient absorption, protein synthesis

Neuronal-GF Cerebral cortex and
hippocampus 2.8–934 Nervous system maturation, learning,

and memory

Insulin-like-GF Placenta and
digestive system 5–35 Retinal vascularization, brain maturation

Vascular Endothelial-GF 505–650 Angiogenesis

Adapted from [20,71,80,85–87,90,99]; GF, growth factors

2.3. Adipokines in Human Milk

In addition to growth factors, adipokines constitute another group of compounds present in
BM which is important for metabolism and infant growth. These cytokines derived from adipocytes
have been demonstrated to modify weight gain and fat and lean body mass in infants in the early
postpartum period [100] and have long-term effects on metabolic programming. They are also involved
in the regulation of food intake and energy balance [101]. Several adipokines, with opposing actions
on food intake and energy expenditure, have been found in BM (summarized in Table 4). Thus, it can
be hypothesized that the programming of food intake and body composition may be influenced by the
relative concentration of these compounds in BM. Likewise, BM adipokines may also modulate the
development of metabolic diseases in adulthood such as obesity, type 2 diabetes mellitus, or insulin
resistance [102].

2.3.1. Leptin

Leptin is an anorexigenic hormone encoded in the ob gene and mostly synthesized by white
adipose tissue, which acts through the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus. Leptin minimizes the
energy intake and increases the energy expenditure [101], and it plays a role in fetal and neonatal
growth [103,104].

Several studies have reported the presence of leptin in BM, which may be produced by various
cell types in the mammary tissue. The ob gene is expressed in the epithelium of the mammary gland of
lactating women and it produces leptin [105]. Leptin is also transported from maternal circulation
to BM [106] and it has been reported that plasma and BM levels are directly associated with the fat
content and the body mass index [100,107]

Leptin levels in human milk vary over the lactation period [108]. Differences in BM leptin
concentrations are also reported comparing whole and skimmed milk. In mothers with term infants,
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leptin concentration in whole milk ranged between 0.2 to 10.1 ng/mL [109,110], being lower in skimmed
milk at between 0.1 to 3.4 ng/mL [111,112]. Leptin levels seem to be higher in BM from mothers with
preterm newborns, with concentrations ranging between 0.6 and 5.3 ng/mL in skimmed milk [108,113].

Table 4. Adipokines in human breastmilk.

Adipokines Tissue Synthesized
Range

(ng/mL)
Preterm
Infants

Main Neonatal Functions

Leptin
White adipose

Placenta
Mammary

0.2–10.1 ↑/? Anorexigenic
T-lymphocyte responses

Adiponectin Adipocytes 4.2–87.9 ≈/?
Orexigenic

Regulation of lipid/glucose metabolism
Improvement of insulin sensitivity

Anti-inflammatory actions

Resistin Immune cells
Epithelial cells 0.2–1.8 ↑/?

Regulation of glucose homeostasis
Inhibition of adipocyte differentiation

Inflammatory response

Ghrelin
Stomach
Pituitary

Other
0.07–6 ?

Orexigenic
Gastric motility and secretion

Adipogenesis
Anti-inflammatory actions

Obestatin Stomach
Small intestine 0.4–1.3 ? Anorexigenic

Body weight regulation

Nesfatin
Neurons
Pancreas

Other
0.008–0.01 ? Anorexigenic

Production of body fat

Apelin
Heart
Lung
Other

43–81 ?

Regulation of cardiovascular system
Fluid homeostasis

Angiogenesis
Regulation of insulin secretion

Adapted from Catli et al. (2014) [102]. Arrows indicate the comparison with term infants (↑, higher; ↓, lower;
≈, similar); ? indicates unavailable or inconclusive data and the need for research.

Several reports indicate that leptin levels in BM can play an important role in infant growth, and
its production by human mammary epithelial cells might be regulated physiologically according to the
necessity and the state of the infant [114]. Maternal milk of small, appropriate, and large gestational
age infants (SGA, AGA, and LGA) has different leptin levels, especially during the first month of life.
Human milk leptin levels are significantly reduced in the SGA neonates compared to AGA and LGA
infants, together with a rapid growth during the first postnatal 15 days. It has also been reported
that leptin levels in milk of infants with accelerated postnatal growth were lower than in infants
with normal growth [115]. These findings suggest that the presence of leptin in BM might play an
important role in growth, appetite and regulation of nutrition in infancy, especially during the early
lactation period.

2.3.2. Adiponectin

Adiponectin is an orexigenic hormone which regulates lipid and glucose metabolism. Adiponectin
enhances insulin sensitivity and stimulates fatty acid oxidation through the activation of AMP-activated
protein kinase (AMPK) in peripheral tissues, and inhibits hepatic glucose production [101].
In addition, adiponectin has powerful anti-inflammatory effects, influencing the vascular endothelium.
Adiponectin stimulates the food intake through the hypothalamus and reduces the energy expenditure
through its central activity [116]. The production of adiponectin is regulated by the peroxisomal
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proliferator-activated receptor-γ (PPAR-γ), a nuclear receptor expressed in the liver and muscle, which
protects against obesity-related insulin resistance [117].

Adiponectin is present in BM, in a range between 4.2 and 87.9 ng/mL [118], being more than
40 times greater than the concentrations of leptin [119]. In the colostrum higher levels have been
reported, with concentrations in the range between 2.9 and 317 ng/mL [118], in accordance with
studies showing that BM adiponectin levels are negatively associated with the lactation period [120].
Other factors that may influence BM adiponectin levels are the maternal nutritional status and body
composition, although this aspect is still controversial. Some studies report a positive association
between adiponectin and maternal body fat mass [120]; others demonstrate that the adiponectin
concentration in colostrum is markedly dependent on maternal diet and nutritional status during
pregnancy, and there are also reports that failed to observe an association with maternal BMI or infant
birth weight [121]. The maternal hormonal and inflammatory profile may also alter the BM adiponectin
levels [122].

BM adiponectin also seems to have an influence on infant growth. In term infants who were
breastfed for at least six months, high levels of adiponectin are associated with overweight [123].
These data support that BM adiponectin in the first stages of life could have an important implication
in the regulation of infant growth [124], which deserves further consideration.

2.3.3. Resistin

Resistin is an adipocyte-derived hormone, which regulates glucose homeostasis and counteracts
the action of insulin in peripheral tissues, inhibits adipocyte differentiation and may function as
a regulator of adipogenesis [101]. Resistin has been identified in BM in a range between 0.2 and
1.8 ng/mL [125] and its levels decrease along the lactation period [126]. In the perinatal period, it seems
that resistin is not directly involved in the regulation of insulin sensitivity or adipogenesis [127]. It has
been suggested that resistin could have a role in controlling fetal growth together with other BM
hormones, and could be involved in the appetite regulation and in the metabolic development of
infants [104]. Resistin could also have an important role in the regulation of the energy metabolism and
adiposity in utero. Higher serum resistin levels have been found in term infants compared to preterm
infants [102], and it has been suggested that newborns could benefit from these higher concentrations
of circulating resistin, facilitating the production of hepatic glucose and preventing hypoglycemia after
delivery [128].

2.3.4. Ghrelin

Ghrelin is an amino acid synthesized in several organs from the digestive and nervous system,
heart and lungs, the stomach being the main site of production [129]. It is one of the most important
orexigenic peptides. However, in addition to the functions related to the regulation of food intake
and metabolism, ghrelin has other physiological actions, such as in gastric motility and acid secretion,
reduction of insulin secretion, adipogenesis, and cardiovascular function, as well as anti-inflammatory
effects. Ghrelin secretion declines in situations of positive energy balance, such as after food intake or
in obesity, while increasing when fasting or during weight loss.

The presence of ghrelin in BM may be a strong factor influencing the feeding behavior, and
body composition later in life, through its effects on short-term food intake and long-term body
weight [104]. Ghrelin is found in both term and preterm human BM [130], with concentrations in
the range of 73–6000 pg/mL [131,132]. A gradual and parallel increase has been observed between
post-partum ghrelin plasma levels and the concentration in BM [130]. However, this physiological
increase is impaired in women with gestational diabetes and pre-gestational diabetes mellitus [133].
These alterations may alter the infant’s feeding behavior.

A positive correlation between ghrelin concentrations in mature BM and infant weight gain has
been found, suggesting that this hormone is involved in postnatal growth [134]. Savino et al observed
that infants who were fed with formula milk had higher serum ghrelin levels than those who were
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breastfed. They propose that formula-fed infants have a better feeding stimulus, which makes them
eat more, and consequently, boosts their growth and weight gain. This can explain the protective effect
of BM against the development of obesity in childhood and adulthood [135].

2.3.5. Obestatin

Obestatin drifts from ghrelin and its synthesis is mainly produced by digestive system cells,
especially from the stomach and small intestine [136]. Obestatin is an anorexigenic hormone which
reduces food intake, regulates weight gain and gastric emptying by suppressing the intestinal
motility [125]. It was proposed that, in addition to its effects on energy balance regulation, it opposes
the actions of ghrelin [130]. Some data have identified higher levels of obestatin in BM than in maternal
blood [130]. The reported range of obestatin in BM is from 0.4 to 1.3 ng/mL [125]. Although it is not
completely confirmed, some authors have suggested that colostrum have higher levels of obestatin to
prepare the digestive system to receive milk by reducing newborn appetite. [130].

2.3.6. Nesfatin

Nesfatin is an anorexigenic [93] neuropeptide related to the melanocortin signaling pathway in
the hypothalamus. It is mainly manifested in nervous system cells and peripheral tissues. Nesfatin
acts as an appetite regulator and a body fat producer. [137]. Nesfatin has been found in BM in a range
between 8 and 14 pg/mL [138].

2.3.7. Apelin

Apelin, an endogenous ligand for the G-protein-receptors [139], participates by maintaining the
cardiovascular and fluid homeostasis, regulates appetite, cell proliferation and angiogenesis [140].
Although apelin has been found to regulate food intake, most of the studies have been made on rats,
and the results are controversial. More studies in humans are needed to clarify its effect on food
intake [140–143]. Apelin concentrations in BM have been ranged between 43 and 81 pg/mL, being lower
in women who developed gestational diabetes [133].

2.4. Cytokines in Human Milk

Cytokines are small proteins synthesized by nearly all the nucleated cells [144]. They are signaling
molecules involved in the communication between cells [82]. BM is a cytokine-rich food [145].
According to their role in the inflammatory response, cytokines can be divided into those that promote
inflammation or protects against infection, and those that decrease inflammation.

A possible role of some cytokines present in BM in preterm infants may be to compensate the
delay of the immune system development [146]. It has been hypothesized that immune mediators in
human milk may have a powerful role to play in maturating the infant intestine and stimulating the
immune system [97]. The stimulation of immune activity by BM cytokines may be related to their
capacity to make connections with cells by crossing the intestinal barrier.

There is large variability between cytokine concentrations among breastfeeding women, being
pro-inflammatory cytokines generally low [147]. BM cytokine content can be affected by different
factors, such as gestational age, maternal diet, infections, smoking, maternal ethnicity, or exercise [147].
In addition, the cytokine profile of BM fluctuates along the different phases of breastfeeding
and the clinical significance of cytokine concentrations in neonatal health outcomes is still under
debate [148,149].

2.4.1. Anti-Inflammatory Cytokines in Human Breastmilk

The anti-inflammatory cytokines found in BM include transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β),
interleukin 7 (IL-7), and IL-10 (Figure 2). IL-7 BM is known to cross the intestinal barrier and contribute
to thymus and T-lymphocyte development [150]. In colostrum, IL-10 ranges from 5.9 to 7.3 ng/L in
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term and from 1.1 to 8.8 ng/L in preterm infants. It has also been reported that these concentrations
decrease over lactation, with an average of 0.7 to 1.3 ng/L and 0.5 to 0.9 ng/L for term or preterm
mature milk, respectively [81]. The possible differences in IL-10 concentrations between preterm and
term milk are still controversial. While some authors have reported lower levels in preterm milk [151],
others fail to demonstrate significant differences [152]. An interesting aspect is the finding of a lower
IL-10 in BM of infants with increased risk of NEC [153]. These results suggest that the accessibility of
this cytokine from BM may be important to modulate the neonatal inflammatory response; however,
this is an aspect which deserves further research.

Figure 2. Site of synthesis of anti-inflammatory cytokines present in human breastmilk, and their effects
on the neonatal immune system. IL-6, interleukin-6; IL-10, interleukin-10; TGF-β, transforming growth
factor-β.

Transforming Growth Factor- β (TGF- β)

TGF-β is an anti-inflammatory cytokine mainly produced by parenchymal cells and infiltrating
cells such as lymphocytes, macrophages and platelets [154]. It is found in human milk, with higher
levels in colostrum. During breastfeeding, all three isoforms of the TGF-β superfamily are produced,
the majority being TGF-β2 [75]. The levels of this cytokine range between 0.1 and 13.3 μg/L in term
colostrum and between 1.4 and 43 μg/L in preterm colostrum. These levels decrease along the lactation
period, with concentrations in the order of 0.4–2.8 μg/L in term and 0.9–6.3 μg/L in preterm mature
milk [84].

The TGF-β found in BM is of great importance for the newborn as it suppresses the neonatal
T-lymphocytes activity [155], enabling oral and intestinal tolerance. It could also reduce atopic
sensitization by controlling the inflammatory processes involved [156]. TGF-β regulates the production
of secretory immunoglobulin A (IgA). IgA in human milk confers passive immune protection to
the infant [157]. IgA levels are higher in preterm colostrum (1.8–16.4 g/L) than in term colostrum
(1.2–11.6 g/L). Levels greatly decrease along the lactation period to an average of 0.2–0.8 g/L [84].
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Therefore, TGF-β-mediated tolerance and IgA antibody synthesis play an essential role in the
immunological development of newborns. Some studies have shown how maternal exposure
to highly microbial environments increased their TGF-β breastmilk concentrations [147], and it has
been proposed that the maternal immune mediators are transferred to the infant by the BM. Thus,
the increased TGF-β and IgA levels in the very first milk reflect their purpose of targeting microbial
antigens and improve the mucosal barrier function [158]. It has been proposed that, during the
gestational and lactation period, there is an increased synthesis of TGF-β, due to the infiltration
of immune cells into the breast tissue [159]. These studies propose that the local mammary gland
production of TGF-β may be responsible for the elevated concentrations observed in human milk.

2.4.2. Inflammatory Cytokines in Human Breastmilk

Most of the inflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8,
and interferon gamma (IFNγ), are present at lower concentrations compared to anti-inflammatory
cytokines (Figure 3). The levels of these cytokines decrease over lactation [20] and are associated with
the timing of delivery [160], being higher in preterm milk than in term BM [82].

Figure 3. Synthesis of the inflammatory cytokines present in human breastmilk and their effect on
the neonate. IL-1β, interleukin-1β; IL-5, interleukin-5; IL-6, interleukin-6; IL-8, interleukin-8; IFNγ,
interferon gamma; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor alpha.

IL-6 levels range between 4.4 and 340 ng/L in term colostrum, between 15.3 and 362 ng/L in
preterm colostrum, and between 9.3 and 67.9 ng/L in very preterm colostrum.

IL-8 concentrations vary between 0.04 and 26.3 μg/L in term colostrum, between 0.13 and 14.7 μg/L
in preterm colostrum, and between 0.1 and 3.0 μg/L in very preterm colostrum.

TNF-α levels decrease from an average of 11.4 ng/L in term colostrum to 1.6 ng/L in term mature
milk, from 18.2 ng/L in preterm colostrum to 3.2 ng/L in preterm mature milk, and from 4.2 ng/L in
very preterm colostrum to 1.8 ng/L in very preterm mature milk [84].

There is a controversy about the effect of these cytokines on the health of offspring [149].
Some reports demonstrate that preterm gestation does not substantially influence the cytokine content
of BM during the first month of lactation compared to full-term gestation, which can be beneficial for
the regional and systemic immune response of the very preterm infant [152].

IL-1β is a mediator of the inflammatory response, and is involved in cell proliferation,
differentiation, and apoptosis. Several studies have obtained a range of between 2 and 2500 pg/mL for
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IL-1β in human milk [161]. It has been reported that the higher the levels of IL-1β in human milk, the
greater the protection against eczema for infants [96].

IFNγ improves the Th1/inflammation response while abolishing the Th2/allergic reaction [145].
The colostrum of allergic mothers contains less IFNγ but more Th2, IL-4 and IL-13 when compared to
non-allergic mothers [162].

Other studies have demonstrated that IL-8 and TNFα levels are slightly elevated in advanced BM
of mothers who suffered from preeclampsia [163]. However, not all studies reveal a negative effect of
the inflammatory cytokines. IL-8 also protects intestinal cells against chemical injury, since it has a
trophic function in the developing human intestine [151]. Other authors have shown the relevance of
cytokines as risk factors for immunological disease in infants. Thus, the presence of IL-5 and IL-13 in
human milk, although extremely low, are risk factors for asthma at the age of one [164].

More research is needed on the role of cytokines in BM and how they influence neonatal health.
The contribution of cytokines, anti and pro-inflammatory in BM, is different, and this variability could
make the difference between health and disease in preterm infants.

3. Human Milk Cells

3.1. Stem Cells in Human Milk

Recent data suggest that up to 6% of the cells in human milk are stem cells, and mesenchymal stem
cells isolated from BM are potentially reprogrammable to multiple tissue types [165,166]. These cells
may be involved in the development of immune cells including the regulatory T cell, which may
produce tolerance to non-inherited maternal antigens and suppress anti-maternal immunity. It induces
pregnancy microchimerism, leading to intestinal tissue repair and immune development and protection
against infectious diseases [166].

3.2. Leukocytes in Human Milk

Leukocytes are highly present in colostrum, which means that breastfed infants are exposed to up
to 1010 maternal leukocytes/day [167]; however the contribution of this exposure in infants’ immune
development is not yet clear [148]. A study carried out with 61 mothers and neonates showed a
significantly smaller proportion of macrophages in BM of mothers with infants that developed an
allergy to cow’s milk. In contrast, a higher content of neutrophils, eosinophils, or lymphocytes was
associated with lower allergies to cow’s milk [168].

The role of these cells is still far from understood; for example, how these cells pass the stomach
and intestinal barriers and access the infant, or their mechanisms of action, remain unclear. Therefore,
further research to clarify these aspects of the inflammation and immunity development is required.

4. Human Milk Microbiota

Early microbial colonization is essential for the infant’s metabolic and immunological maturation.
Its development begins at birth, and the most important changes occur during the first year of
life [169,170]. The microbiome is constantly changing, and it is influenced by hormones, cytokines, and
chemokines. After birth, the transference continues along breastfeeding, and it is considered the main
cause of variability between exclusively breastfed and formula-fed infants during the first months
of life [165,171]. Raw BM is not a sterile food [167] and several reports confirm more than 100 types
of viable bacteria/mL in human milk [171], including 65% of the phyla Proteobacteria and 34% of
the phyla Firmicutes [82]. Regarding the genera, the most common are Staphylococcus, Streptococcus,
Lactobacillus, Enterococcus, Lactococcus, Weissella, Veillonella, and Bifidobacterium [172,173]. It has been
described that human milk microbiota at an early age is strongly linked with other perinatal factors
such as place of residence, delivery mode, or maternal food intake [96]. With respect to the comparison
between preterm and term milk, few studies have reported a difference in the BM microbiome. Some
trends include more Bifidobacterium in term milk and more Enterococcus in preterm milk [97,167].
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The association between the microbiome and various disorders, such as visceral pain, autism
spectrum disorder, cardiovascular risk, obesity, depression, or multiple sclerosis, has been well
demonstrated. Besides, the microbiota exerts immune-modulating effects that influence allergic
reactions [169]. Thus, the gut microbiome from allergic children differs from non-allergic ones in
composition and diversity [174]. It has been hypothesized that early gut colonizers could help in
developing and maturing the immune system in infants [175]. Probiotic intake throughout gestation and
lactation also leads to specific changes in the neonate [176]. A clinical trial reports the beneficial effect
of oral supplementation with Lactobacillus rhamnosus in women during pregnancy and breastfeeding to
reduce the allergy risk in infants. Modulatory effects were observed both on milk composition and
the infant gut [177]. Variations in microbiota of preterm infants have been associated with a higher
predisposition for developing NEC [178]. Taking together the information available, BM could be
considered a probiotic food for infants. However, the potential protective effect of the BM microbiome
is not fully understood, and additional research in this area is necessary to understand its role in the
newborn’s health.

5. Conclusions and Proposal for Future Research

Breastmilk is a complex food and is the gold standard for infant nutrition. The aim of the present
review was to summarize current knowledge regarding some important bioactive molecules which
participate in growth, defense against oxidative damage, and infections, and are particularly important
in prematurity, which is a global rising problem.

Breastmilk is a dynamic fluid; it is known that its macronutrient composition changes along
lactation to match infant needs. The present review provides evidence that bioactive factors also change
over time and, in general, the highest levels are found in colostrum. Another relevant conclusion is
that bioactive factors are higher in preterm compared to full-term milk. However, the review of the
literature evidences some controversy. Regarding antioxidants, there is no consensus in relation to the
content and the requirements in preterm and full-term infants, and there is insufficient information on
the changes in donated milk due to thermal treatments. The growth factors and adipokines present in
breastmilk, together with macronutrients, contribute to organ maturation and development. The issues
that deserve further investigation include how maternal dietary habits or metabolic status influence
the content of these bioactive compounds. Accessibility of cytokines from breastmilk is important to
modulate the immediate and long-term inflammatory response of the infant. There is no consensus
on the concentrations of different cytokines in breastmilk and their relative role for neonatal and
adult health, an aspect that deserves further investigation. Finally, the immune-modulating effects of
breastmilk leucocytes, stem cells, and the microbiota are still far from being understood, and represent
an expanding field of research.

Another conclusion is the insufficient clinical evidence to demonstrate that raw breastmilk is
better than donated milk for infant growth. However, due to the better content of bioactive factors,
it is possible that it may improve other clinical outcomes such neurodevelopment or prevention of
adult diseases.

Among aspects which require further attention, we suggest several research lines. Firstly, it is
necessary to improve and systematize methods to quantify bioactive factors in breastmilk. It would
also be of interest to gain insight on how body fat, nutritional status, and health of the mother influence
bioactive breastmilk factors. The results obtained from these studies may help to improve clinical
practice, particularly in preterm infants, in the progress of treatments to preserve bioactive factors
in donated milk, and to design formula milk that best matches infant needs. Increasing knowledge
in this area may help to regulate and adjust neonatal infant growth and improve neonatal and
long-term health.
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